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Pursuant to Section 505(b)(2) of the Clean Air Act and 40 CFR § 70.8(d), WildEarth 
Guardians (hereafter "Petitioner") hereby petitions the Administrator ofthe U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency ("EPA") to object to the issuance of the December 9, 2008 Title V operating 
permit (hereafter "Title V Permit") issued by the Colorado Department of Public Health and 
Environment, Air Pollution Control Division ("Division") for Public Service Company of 
Colorado doing business as Xcel Energy to operate the Hayden coal-fired power plant located in 
Rout County, Colorado. See Exhibit 1, Public Service Company of Colorado, Hayden Station 
Title V Permit, Permit Number 960PR0132 (Aprill, 2009). 

Petitioner hereby petitions the Administrator to object to the issuance of the Title V 
permit due to its failure to require sufficient periodic monitoring to ensure harmful levels of 
particulate matter are not released from the smokestacks of the power plant and failure to ensure 
that carbon dioxide emissions are appropriately limited in accordance with the Clean Air Act. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Hayden coal-fired power plant is a major stationary source of air pollution located 
near Hayden, Colorado. The power plant consists of two coal-fired boilers that generate steam to 
produce electricity. In the process, the power plant releases massive amounts of air pollution 
that is known to be harmful to public health and the environment. According to the Technical 
Review Document ("TRD") for the Title V Permit, the Hayden coal-fired power plant annually 
releases: 

• 7,773.5 tons of nitrogen oxides ("NOx"); 



• 2,718.4 tons of sulfur dioxide ("S02"); 
• 435.8 tons of carbon monoxide ("CO"); 
• 55 tons of volatile organic compounds ("VOCs"); 
• 222.73 tons of particulate matter less than 10 microns in diameter ("PMIO"); 
• 2.68 tons of hydrochloric acid; 
• 8.52 pounds of mercury, a potent neurotoxin; and 
• Nearly 4,300,000 tons of carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas that is fueling global 

warmmg. 

See Exhibit 2, Technical Review Document for Renewal/Modification of Operating Permit 
960PR0132 (April 1, 2009) at21-22. 

The Division submitted the proposed Title V Permit for EPA review on December 9, 
2008. The EPA's 45 day review period ended on January 23, 2009. Based on Petitioner's 
conversations with Region 8 EPA staff, the EPA did not object to the issuance of the Title V 
Permit for the Hayden coal-fired power plant. Since that time, the Division has issued a final 
Title V Permit, dated April I, 2009. This petition is thus timely filed within 60 days following 
the conclusion of EPA's review period and failure to raise objections. 

This petition is based on objections to the permit raised with reasonable specificity during 
the public comment period. To the extent the EPA may somehow believe this petition is not 
based on comments raised with reasonable specificity during the public comment period, 
Petitioner requests the Administrator also consider this a petition to reopen the Title V Permit for 
the Hayden coal-fired power plant in accordance with 40 CFR § 70. 7(t). J A permit reopening 
and revision is mandated in this case because of one or both of the following reasons: 

1. Material mistakes or inaccurate statements were made in establishing the terms and 
conditions in the permit. See 40 CFR § 70.7(f)(l)(iii). As will be discussed in more 
detail, the Title V Permit for the Hayden coal-fired plant suffers from material mistakes 
in violation of applicable requirements, etc.; and 

2. The permit fails to assure compliance with the applicable requirements. See, 40 CFR § 
70. 7(f)( 1 )(iv). As will be discussed in more detail, the Title V Permit for the Hayden 
coal-fired power plant fails to assure compliance with several applicable requirements. 

PETITIONER 

Petitioner WildEarth Guardians is a Santa Fe, New Mexico-based nonprofit membership 
group dedicating to protecting and restoring the American West. WildEarth Guardians has an 
office in Denver and members throughout Colorado. On November 6, 2008, Petitioner 
submitted detailed comments regarding the Division's proposal to renew the Title V Permit for 
the Hayden Station. See Exhibit 3, WildEarth Guardians Comments on Proposed Title V Permit 

1 To the extent the Administrator may not believe citizens can petition for reopening for cause under 40 CFR § 
70.7(0, Petitioner also hereby petitions to reopen for cause in accordance with 40 CFR § 70.7(0 pursuant to 5 USC 
§ 555(b). 
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(November 6, 2008). The objections raised in this petition were raised with reasonable 
specificity in comments on the draft Title V Permit. As will be explained in more detail, to the 
extent that objections may not have been raised with reasonable specificity in comments on the 
draft Title V Permit, this was due to the fact that it was either impracticable to raise such 
objections during the public comment period or the grounds for such objection arose after the 
public comment period. 

Petitioner requests the EPA object to the issuance of Permit Number 960PRO 132 for the 
Hayden coal-fired power plant and/or find reopening for cause for the reasons set forth below. 

GROUNDS FOR OBJECTION 

I. The Title V Permit Fails to Require Assure Compliance With Particulate Matter 
Limits 

Permitting authorities must ensure that a Title V Permit contain monitoring that ensures 
compliance with the temlS and conditions of the permit. See 42 USC § 7661c(c) and 70.6(c)(l). 
Although as a basic matter, Title V Permits must require sufficient periodic monitoring when the 
underlying applicable requirements do not require monitoring (see 40 CFR § 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B)), 
the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals has firmly held that even when the underlying applicable 
requirements require monitoring, permitting authorities must supplement this monitoring if it is 
inadequate to ensure compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit. As the D.C. 
Circuit recently explained: 

[40 CFR § 70.6(c)(1)] serves as a gap-filler ... .In other words, § 70.6(c)(1) ensures that all 
Title V permits include monitoring requirements "sufficient to assure compliance with 
the terms and conditions of the permit," even when § 70.6(a)(3)(i)(A) and § 
70.6(a)(3)(i)(B) are not applicable. This reading provides precisely what we have 
concluded the Act requires: a permitting authority may supplement an inadequate 
monitoring requirement so that the requirement will "assure compliance with the permit 
terms and conditions." 

See Sierra Club v. EPA, 536 F .3d 673, 680 (D.C. Cir. 2008). In other words, "a monitoring 
requirement insufficient 'to assure compliance' with emission limits has no place in a permit[.]" 
Jd. at 677. 

In this case, the Title V Permit fails to contain monitoring requirements that ensure 
compliance with underlying particulate matter emission rate established by the Colorado State 
Implementation Plan ("SIP"). That emission rate, which is set forth in Section II, Condition 1 of 
the Title V Permit, limits emissions of particulate matter to no more than 0.03 Ib/mmBtu from 
both Unit 1 and Unit 2. See Exhibit 1 at 6,z The underlying requirement do not require 
monitoring. Therefore, the Division was required to ensure the Title V Permit contained 

2 As the Title V Permit states at Section II, Condition 1.1, this limit was established by the Colorado SIP, SIP for 
Class I Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station Requirements (8115196), as approved by the EPA at 62 Fed. 
Reg. 2305 (January 16,1997), Section VI.C.V.8.c.ii.(2). See Exhibit I at 7-8. 
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sufficient periodic monitoring to assure compliance with the particulate emission rate. The 
Division failed to do so, thus issuance of the Title V Permit is contrary to Title V requirements 
and the Administrator must object. Petitioner raised with reasonable specificity concerns over 
the failure of the Title V Permit to assure compliance with particulate limits. See Exhibit 3 at 3. 

A. The Title V Permit Does not Require Actual Monitoring of Particulate 
Emissions 

On its face, the Title V Permit is inadequate because it does not require actual monitoring 
of particulate matter emissions. Section II, Condition 1.1 of the Title V Permit states that 
compliance with particulate limits is demonstrated by "maintaining and operating the baghouse 
in accordance with the requirements identified in Section II, Condition 11.1" and "conducting 
performance tests annually in accordance with Condition 11.3." Exhibit 1 at 8. None of these 
conditions explicitly require monitoring of actual particulate matter emissions to ensure 
compliance with the rate set forth in Condition 1 of the Title V Permit. 

Indeed, Section II, Condition 11.1 relates only to the operation and maintenance of the 
baghouse and states only that "The boiler baghouses shall be maintained and operated in 
accordance with good engineering practices." Exhibit 1 at 31. Compliance with this Condition 
does not yield particulate matter data necessary to demonstrate compliance with the 0.03 
Ibs/mmBtu emission rate set forth in Section II, Condition 1 of the Title V Permit. 

Although the Division may believe that baghouse operation and maintenance can 
substitute for actual particulate matter monitoring, this belief is unsupported in this case. While 
compliance with Condition 11.1 may help to keep particulate matter emissions in check, neither 
the Division, the TRD, nor the Title V Permit cite or otherwise disclose information showing that 
compliance with Section II, Condition 11.1 will, with any level of certainty, ensure continuous 
compliance with the quantitative 0.03 Ib/mmBtu particulate matter emission rate. Adding to this, 
Section II, Condition 11.1 is vague and unenforceable. Because good engineering practices are 
not defined in any specific way in the Title V Permit, it is impossible to understand what such 
practices are and whether they will, in fact, be sufficient to assure compliance. and therefore 
ensure compliance with the particulate matter emission rate at Section II, Condition 1. 

Furthermore, Section II, Condition 11.3 relates only to stack testing. See Exhibit 1 at 31. 
Although the Condition requires stack testing for particulate matter emissions, it does not 
actually require monitoring of particulate matter emissions to ensure compliance with the 
emission rate set forth in Section II, Condition 1. Because the Title V Permit fails to require 
actual monitoring of particulate matter emissions, it does not assure compliance with particulate 
emission rates and therefore, the Administrator must object to its issuance. 

B. Stack Testing is too Infrequent, Even if it is an Accepted Means of 
Demonstrating Compliance 

The Division may believe that stack testing under Section II, Condition 11.3 can 
substitute for particulate matter monitoring, but this, too, is unfounded. For one thing, Section II, 
Condition 11.3 only requires that stack testing occur annually, at most. Even then, Section II, 
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Condition 1.1.2 states that the results of stack test are based only on the average of three 2-hour 
tests, meaning at best Section II, Condition 11.3 monitors particulate matter for six hours every 
year.. See Exhibit 1 at 8. Thus, while the 0.03 Ibs/mmBtu emission rate applies continuously, the 
stack testing requirement limits monitoring to only six hours per year (although Section II, 
Condition 11.3 actually allows stack testing to occur as infrequently as six hours every five 
years). This is problematic. In essence, even if the Division could reasonably rely on Condition 
11.3 to assure compliance with particulate matter rate, this Condition would assure compliance 
"'ith the limits only six hours a year, at best. This necessarily means the Title V Permit fails to 
assure compliance with the 0.03 Ibs/mmBtu emission rate the remainder of the year, or years. If 
the Title V Permit limited emissions of particulate matter to no more than 0.03 Ibs/mmBtu for 
only six hours every year, then such monitoring may be appropriate. The Title V Permit has no 
such limit, however, and therefore fails to assure compliance. 

The failure to ensure more frequent monitoring of particulate matter is further 
problematic because heat input at the Hayden coal-fired power plant has varied over the years. 
For instance, between 1997 and 2007, heat input was as high as 26,183,738 mmBtu and as low 
as 19,575,309 for Unit 2, a difference of more than 7 million mmBtu. See Table 1 below. 
Because the particulate emission rate set forth at Condition 1 is dependent on heat input, such 
variability calls into question the ability of the Division to reasonably rely on annual stack testing 
to assure compliance with the particulate emission rate. 

Table 1. Heat Input at the Hayden Coal-fired Power Plant (data from EPA's Clean 
Air Markets website, http://camddataandmaps.epa.gov/gdmlindex.cfm). 

Year Unit 1 Heat Input Unit 2 Heat Inp 
(mmBtu) (mmBtu) 

1997 16,379,793 24,628,759 
1998 13,021,291 24,932,374 
1999 18,214,289 19,575,309 
2000 12 131 870 26 183 738 
2001 19,025,081 22,257 368 
2002 18,836,045 24,378 570 
2003 15,165,062 23 279,311 
2004 18 696 872 22 152 361 
2005 19,317 348 24 238 730 
2006 16,323,085 25,125,127 
2007 19,129 518 22,766,128 

The need for continuous monitoring, or at least more frequent than once every year, is 
further bolstered by the Clean Air Act. Section 302(k) of the Clean Air Act defines "emission 
limitation" as "a requirement established by the State or the Administrator which limits the 
quantity, rate, or concentration of emissions of air pollutants on a continuous basis[.]" 42 USC § 
7602(k). Because the particulate emission rate set forth in Section II, Condition 1 of the Title V 
Permit is an "emission limitation," it necessarily applies "on a continuous basis." Logically, for 
the Title V Permit to assure compliance with particulate emission rate, it must require continuous 
monitoring, meaning annual stack testing is wholly inadequate. The Administrator must 
therefore object to the issuance of the Title V Permit. 
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C. The Division Cannot Rely on Compliance Assurance Monitoring to Meet 
Title V Monitoring Requirements 

In response to Petitioners' comments over the lack of adequate particulate monitoring, 
the Division asserted its belief that that compliance assurance monitoring ("CAM") requirements 
set forth in Section II, Condition 1.18 constitute sufficient periodic monitoring that ensures 
compliance with 40 CFR § 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B) and assures compliance with the particulate emission 
rate in Condition 1 in accordance with 40 CFR § 70.6(c)(1). See Exhibit 4, Colorado Air 
Pollution Control Division Response to Comments on Draft Renewal Operating Permit 
(December 6, 2009) at 4-5. This assertion is invalid and unsupported in several key regards. 

To begin with, the Title V Permit does not explicitly state that compliance with the 
particulate emission rate set forth at Section II, Condition 1 can be demonstrated by complying 
with CAM requirements at Section II, Condition 1.18, or the underlying CAM Plan in Appendix 
G to the Title V Permit. As already explained, Section II, Condition 1.1 simply states that 
compliance with the particulate emission rate shall be demonstrated through compliance with 
Section II, Condition 11.1 and Section II, Condition 11.3. Thus, as written, the Title V Permit 
does not support a relationship between compliance with CAM requirements and compliance 
with the particulate emission rate. 

Furthermore, it is inappropriate for the Division to rely solely on the CAM requirements 
set forth in the Title V Permit to demonstrate compliance with the particulate emission rate at 
Section II, Condition 1. For one thing, it does not appear that the Division has established an 
accurate, quantitative correlation between compliance with CAM requirements and compliance 
with the numerical emission rate set forth at Section II, Condition 1. Further, although the CAM 
requirements at Section II, Condition 1.18 and the CAM Plan in Appendix G require monitoring 
of certain parameters, such as the condition of the baghouses, there are no quantitative 
requirements set forth that ensure any level of performance for these control devices.3 And 
although opacity limits apply to both Unit 1 and Unit 2, there is no information or analysis cited 
or incorporated into the permit that demonstrates compliance with these limits automatically 
mean compliance with the particulate rate at Section II, Condition 1.4 Put simply, the Division 
seems to be attempting to put a square peg in a round hole, conveniently relying on CAM 
requirements as a misshapen substitute for compliance with a quantitative emission rate. 

Although the Division claims that the preamble to the 1997 final CAM rule "implies that 
monitoring under CAM is more stringent than periodic monitoring" (see Exhibit 4 at 5), this is 
not supported by the preamble. While the EPA originally thought that Part 64 CAM 

3 For example, although the CAM Plan requires that an inspection occur anytime the baghouses are not inspected 
according to schedule (see Exhibit I at Appendix G, Page 2), neither the CAM Plan nor Section II, Condition LI8 
require any standard of performance for the baghouses. 

4 Although the Division states that a "site-specific opacity trigger level" must be set by the CAM Plan (see Exhibit 4 
at 6), the CA M Plan actually sets no site-specific opacity trigger that would assure compliance with the particulate 
emission rate. For instance, although an "excursion" is defined as an opacity value greater than 15% (see Exhibit 1 
at Appendix G, Page 2), neither the CAM Plan nor the Title V Permit state that such an "excursion" equates to a 
violation ofthe particulate matter emission rate. 
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requirements would supersede periodic monitoring requirements under Part 70, the EPA 
ultimately rejected this approach, stating "the existing part 70 monitoring, including periodic 
monitoring, requirements will continue to apply." 62 Fed. Reg. 54905. Furthermore, although 
EPA indicated that it may be appropriate, in some instances, to rely on Part 64 monitoring 
requirements to satisfy Part 70 requirements, the EPA made clear in the preamble to CAM that, 
"'Part 64 is intended to provide a reasonable means of supplementing existing regulatory 
provisions that are not consistent with the statutory requirements of titles V and VII of the 1990 
Amendments to the [Clean Air] Act." 62 Fed. Reg. 54904. In other words, the CAM rule does 
not supplant existing monitoring requirements, such as those under 40 CFR § 70, but rather aids 
in filling gaps where existing requirements may fall short of ensuring adequate monitoring. The 
Division's claim that CAM is "more rigorous" than periodic monitoring is presumptuous, to say 
the least. By the EPA's own tindings, CAM is meant to fill monitoring gaps, not supersede 
altogether existing monitoring requirements 

Regardless, and again, the Division has failed to show that the specific CAM 
requirements set forth at Section II, Condition 1.18 and the CAM Plan in Appendix G assure 
compliance with the particulate emission rate at Section II, Condition 1. Simply because the 
Division asserts that CAM requirements assure compliance with the particulate emission rate in 
accordance with 40 CFR § 70. 6( c)( 1), does not make it so. The Administrator must therefore 
object to the issuance of the Title V Permit on the basis that the Division inappropriately relied 
on CAM requirements in the Title V Permit to assure compliance with particulate limits. 

D. The Division Inappropriately Rejected Particulate Matter Continuous 
Emission Monitors as a Means of Ensuring Compliance with Particulate 
Limits 

Compounding the failure to assure compliance with the particulate emission rate at 
Section n, Condition 1, the Division also arbitrarily rejected a means to ensure continuous 
compliance with the particulate emission rate. In comments, Petitioner requested that the 
Division require the use of particulate matter continuous emission monitoring systems ("PM 
CEMS") to assure compliance with the particulate emission rate in the Title V Permit. The EPA 
promulgated performance specifications for PM CEMS at 40 CFR § 60, Appendix B, 
Specification 11, on January 12, 2004. See In the Matter of Onyx Environmental Services, 
Petition No. V-2005-1 at 13. This promulgation indicates that the use of PM CEMS is an 
accepted means of assessing compliance with particulate emission rates and limits. 

Furthermore, the EPA has required other coal-fired power plants to install, operate, 
calibrate, and maintain a PM CEMS. In a 2000 consent decree, Tan1pa Electric Company agreed 
to install a PM CEMS on one of its coal-fired power plants in Florida to ensure compliance with 
PM limits. See Exhibit 5, United Stales v, Tampa Electric Company, Consent Decree (February 
29,2000) at 20. More recently, through a 2006 consent decree, two North Dakota utilities 
agreed to install PM CEMS at a coal-fired power plant in North Dakota. See Exhibit 6, United 
States v. Minnkota Power Cooperative, Consent Decree (April 24, 2006) at 26-28. Similarly, the 
EPA reached agreements with other utilities in Wisconsin and Illinois that have led to the 
installation, calibration, operation, and certification of PM CEMS. See Exhibits 7 and 8, United 
States v. Electric Power Company, Consent Decree (April 27, 2003) at 29-31; United States v, 
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Illinois POlt'er, Consent Decree (March 7, 2005) at 31-33. These consent decrees are implicit 
that PM CEMS are to be used to demonstrate compliance with PM limits. 

Most recently, in proposed amendments to new source performance standards ("NSPS") 
for electric utility steam generating units, the EPA stated, "Based on our analysis of available 
data, there is no technical reason that PM CEMS cannot be installed and operate reliably on 
electric utility steam generating units." 70 Fed. Reg. 9728. Although the final amendments to the 
NSPS for electric utility steam generating units did not require the utilization of PM CEMS, the 
EPA stated that PM CEMS may be used to demonstrate continuous compliance with particulate 
emission limits. 

In comments, Petitioner stated that, "The use of PM CEMS would constitute sufficient 
periodic monitoring that will assure compliance with the particulate limits set forth in the Title V 
Permit. We request the APCD take advantage of its authority under 40 CFR § 70 to require the 
installation and operation of PM CEMS at the Hayden coal-fired power plant through the Title V 
Permit." Exhibit 3 at 3. In response, the Division did not deny that PM CEMS would ensure 
compliance with the requirements of 40 CFR §§ 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B) and 70.6(c)(l). Indeed, the 
Division stated that it "agrees that a PM CEMS represents the most direct method to assure 
continuous compliance with emission limits." Exhibit 4 at 6. Instead, the Division arbitrarily 
rejected requiring PM CEMS and restated its belief that the CAM requirements in the Title V 
Permit assure compliance with the particulate emission rate. However, as already explained, the 
CAM requirements do not assure compliance. Regardless, the Division's response to 
Petitioner's comment do not provide a rational basis for rejecting the use of PM CEMS as a 
means of assuring compliance with the particulate emission rate in the Title V Permit and the 
requirements of 40 CFR §§ 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B) and 70.6(c)(1). The Administrator must object to 
the issuance of the Title V Permit based on the Division's arbitrary rejection of PM CEMS as a 
means to assure compliance with the particulate rate. 

II. The Title V Permit Fails to Ensure Compliance with Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration Requirements in Regards to Carbon Dioxide Emissions 

In issuing the Title V Permit, the Division failed to assess whether carbon dioxide 
("C02") is subject to regulation in accordance with Prevention of Significant Deterioration 
("PSD") requirements and therefore failed to ensure compliance with PSD under the Clean Air 
Act, PSD regulations, and the Colorado SIP. 

Under Colorado regulations incorporated into the SIP, any source that emits more than 
250 tons per year "of any air pollutant subject to regulation under the Federal Act" is subject to 
PSD permitting requirements, including the requirement that Best Available Control Technology 
("BACT") be utilized to keep air emissions in check. See Air Quality Control Commission 
("AQCC") Regulation Number 3, Part D § VLA.l.a; see also 42 U.S.C. § 7475(a) and 40 C.F.R. 
§ 51.166(j)(2). Similarly, the SIP requires that any major source that undergoes a modification 
leading to a significant emissions increase is also required to utilize BACT. AQCC Regulation 
No.3, Part D § VLA.1.b. The Clean Air Act makes clear that the BACT requirements extend to 
"each pollutant subject to regulation" under the Act. 42 U.S.c. § 7479(3) and 40 C.F.R. § 
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52.21(b)(l2); see also AQCC Regulation No.3, Part D § ILA.8. In this case, the Division failed 
to ensure assess whether C02 is subject to regulation in accordance with PSD and whether the 
Title V Permit ensures compliance with PSD requirements under the Colorado SIP, the Clean 
Air Act, and PSD regulations in relation to C02 emissions from the Hayden coal-fired power 
plant. 

Although Petitioner did not raise objections during the public comment period regarding 
the failure of the Division to ensure compliance with PSD in relation to CO2 emissions, this was 
due to the fact that the grounds for such objection arose after the public comment period. 
Indeed, our concerns stem from an Environmental Appeals Board ("EAB") ruling issued on 
November 13,2008, which remanded aPSD permit back to Region 8 of the EPA "to reconsider 
whether or not to impose a CO2 BACT [best available control technology] limit in light of the 
Agency's discretion to interpret, consistent with the CAA [Clean Air Act], what constitutes a 
'pollutant subject to regulation under this Act.'" In re Deseret Power Electric Cooperative, PSD 
Appeal No. 07-03, slip op. at 63 (EAB November 13,2008), 14 E.A.D. at _. This EAB ruling 
held that EPA's traditional, albeit inconsistent and arbitrary, interpretations of the Clean Air Act 
were inadequate to justify a finding that CO2 is not subject to regulation in accordance with PSD 
requirements under 42 USC §§ 747S(a)(4) and 7479(3). Because the EAB ruling was issued 
subsequent to the close of the public comment period for the draft Title V Permit, it was 
impracticable for Petitioner to raise with reasonable specificity objections related to this ruling. 

A. The Division did not Assess Whether Carbon Dioxide is Subject to 
Regulation under the Clean Air Act, in accordance with the Recent 
Environmental Appeals Board Ruling 

At issue is the fact that the Division has relied on EP A's interpretation of the phrase 
"subject to regulation" when issuing the Title V Permit and completely ignored whether C02 
emissions should be limited by the application of BACT as required by PSD provisions in the 
Colorado SIP, the Clean Air Act, and PSD regulations. The EAB determined this interpretation 
fails to set forth "sufficiently clear and consistent articulations of an Agency interpretation to 
constrain" authority the EPA would otherwise have under the Clean Air Act. Deseret Power, 
slip op. at 37. In light of the EAB's ruling, it was therefore inappropriate for the Division to 
ignore CO2 emissions by relying on EPA's prior interpretation of the phrase "subject to 
regulation" when issuing the Title V Permit. 

Although EPA may claim that a December 18, 2008 interpretive memo issued by former 
EPA Administrator Stephen Johnson (hereafter "Johnson memo") "clarifies" EPA's position that 
C02 is not subject to regulation under PSD requirements (see Memorandum from Stephen L. 
Johnson, Administrator, to all Regional Administrators, "EPA's Interpretation of Regulations 
that Determine Pollutants Covered by Federal Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) 
Permit Program" (December 18,2008)) and therefore addresses the EAB's ruling, this is simply 
not true in this case. For one thing, the Johnson memo is clear that it does not bind states, such 
as Colorado, that administer the PSD program under their own SIP. Thus, the Johnson memo 
does not absolve the Division from rendering its own, independent interpretation of the meaning 
of the phrase "subject to regulation" as set forth in the Colorado SIP. 
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Furthermore, EPA Administrator Jackson recently granted a petition for reconsideration 
of the Johnson memo "to allow for public comment on the issues raised in the memorandum." 
See Exhibit 9, Letter from EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson to David Bookbinder, Chief Climate 
Counsel, Sierra Club (February 17,2009). Although Administrator Jackson declined to stay 
implementation of the Johnson memo while the EPA solicits public comment, she advised that 
"PSD permitting authorities should not assume the memorandum is the final word on the 
appropriate interpretation of Clean Air Act requirements." Id. It is further apparent that it would 
be inappropriate for the EPA to allow the Division to simply rely on the Johnson memo in 
assessing whether CO2 emissions should be limited by the application of BACT as required by 
the Clean Air Act, PSD regulations, and the Colorado SIP. 

Indeed, it would be further inappropriate because the Colorado SIP appears to support a 
finding that CO2 emissions are subject to regulation, and therefore subject to PSD requirements. 
Although the phrase "subject to regulation" is not explicitly defined in the Colorado SIP, there 
are three reasons to interpret the Colorado SIP to allow the State of Colorado to find that CO2 

emissions are subject to regulation under the Clean Air Act. 

First, the U.S. Supreme Court recently held in Massachusetts v. EPA, 127 S. Ct. 1438 
(2007), that CO2 is a "pollutant" under the Clean Air Act. Although the EAB noted that the 
ivlassachusetts decision "did not address whether CO2 is a pollutant 'subject to regulation' under 
the Clean Air Act" (Deseret Power, slip op. at 8) the EAB did not reject the interpretation that 
the decision supports a finding that C02 emissions are subject to regulation under the Clean Air 
Act. In fact, the EAB noted that the Massachusetts decision rejected key EPA memos that were 
relied upon when interpreting the phrase "subject to regulation" (see e.g., Id. at 52, "The 
reasoning of the Fabricant Memo was subsequently rejected and overruled by the Supreme Court 
in Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, slip op. at 29-30 (2007)"). 

Second, CO2 is explicitly regulated by the Colorado SIP. In fact, AQCC Regulation No. 
1 § VII. contains specific provisions requiring Public Service Company of Colorado monitor 
CO2 at its coal-fired power plants, including the Hayden coal-fired power plant. Colorado's SIP 
for Class I Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station Requirements at Section VI.C.V.9 further 
states that Public Service Company shall operate CO2 CEMs at the Hayden coal-fired power 
plant. See also Title V Permit, Section II, Condition 1.9 at 11. 

Finally, CO2 is "subject to regulation" because it falls under the definition of "air 
pollutant" set forth in the Colorado SIP. Indeed, the AQCC Common Provisions Regulation, 
which is incorporated into the Colorado SIP, defines air pollutant as: 

Any fume, smoke, particulate matter, vapor, gas or any combination thereof that is 
emitted into or otherwise enters the atmosphere, including, but not limited to, any 
physical, chemical, biological, radioactive (including source material, special nuclear 
material, and by-product materials) substance or matter, but not including water vapor or 
steam condensate or any other emission exempted by the commission consistent with the 
Federal Act. 
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CO2 is a gas that is emitted into the atmosphere, and therefore clearly regulated as a pollutant 
under the Colorado SIP. Furthermore, this definition derives directly from the Colorado Air 
Pollution and Prevention Control Act (see CRS § 25-7-1 03( 1. 5), a fact that seems to compel a 
finding that CO2 is "subject to regulation" under the PSD. Indeed, the SIP explicitly states that 
PSD provisions apply "to any major stationary source and major modification with respect to 
each pollutant regulated under the [Colorado Air Pollution and Prevention Control] Act 
and the Federal Act that it would emit, except as this Regulation No.3 would otherwise allow." 
AQCC Regulation No.3, Part D § VI.A. (emphasis added). The Colorado Air Pollution and 
Prevention Control Act clearly regulates CO2, therefore the Colorado SIP seems to make clear 
that PSD provisions apply to any major sources and modifications with respect to CO2 
emISSIons. 

Thus, not only has the recent EAB decision called into question the validity of the 
Division's failure to address CO2 emissions in order to ensure the Title V Permit assures 
compliance with PSD requirements under the Clean Air Act, PSD regulations, and the Colorado 
SIP, but it appears as if the Division's failure to address C02 emissions in the context of PSD is 
contrary to the Colorado SIP. The Administrator must therefore object to the issuance of the 
Title V Permit to ensure a consistent and reasonable interpretation of PSD in the context of C02 
emissions from the Hayden coal-fired power plant. 

B. Significant Increases in CO2 Emissions Have Occurred at the Hayden Coal
fired Power Plant 

The need for Administrator to object and the Division to appropriately assess whether 
C02 emissions should be limited by the application of BACT as required by the Clean Air Act, 
PSD regulations, and the Colorado SIP, is especially evident in light of the fact that significant 
increases in C02 emissions have occurred at the Hayden coal-fired power plant over the years. 
Based on data from the EPA's Clean Air Market's website, between the years 1997 and 2007, 
net CO2 emissions increases occurred from both Units 1 and 2 at the plant in 2006,2005,2002, 
and 2000.5 See Tables 2 and 3 below. In 2002 alone, a more than 500,000 ton/year net increase 
in C02 emissions occurred at Units 1 and 2 of the Hayden coal-fired power plant. Although 
decreases in C02 emissions have occurred, the plant emitted more C02 emissions in 2007 than in 
1997. 

5 Net emission increases and decreases were calculated by averaging actual CO2 emissions from a consecutive 24-
month period (i,e" the baseline) and comparing that average with actual emissions reported for the following year, a 
method similar to the "actual-to-projected-actual" PSD applicability test set forth in PSD regulations at40 CFR § 
51.166(a)(7)(iv)( c). 
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Table 2. Hayden Unit 1 CO2 Emissions, 1997-2007 (data from EPA's Clean Air 
Markets website, http://camddataandmaps.epa.gov/gdm/index.cfm). 

Two-year 
Baseline 

Average 
Baseline 

CO2 

Emissions 

Total CO
2 

Increase/ 
Year Decrease 

Emissions(tons/year} (tons/year) 

Table 3. Hayden Unit 2 CO2 Emissions, 1997-2007 (data from EPA's Clean Air 
Markets website, http://camddataandmaps.epa.gov/gdmlindex.cfm). 

Two-year 
Baseline 

Average 
Baseline 

CO2 

Emissions 
Year 

Total CO2 Increase/ 
Emissions Decrease 

(tons/year) (tons/year) 

Under the Colorado SIP, a net increase in any pollutant "subject to regulation" under 
either the Colorado Air Pollution and Prevention Control Act or the Clean Air Act, but not 
specifically listed in the Colorado SIP, is "significant" at "any emissions rate." AQCC 
Regulation No.3, Part D § ILA.44. b. If CO2 is subject to regulation under the Colorado SIP, 
then any increase in emissions at a major stationary source is significant and triggers BACT 
requirements. 

Because the Hayden coal-fired power plant is a major stationary source under PSD, the 
increases in CO2 emissions reported in 2000, 2002,2005, and 2006 would be significant and 
would therefore trigger BACT requirements if it is determined that CO2 emissions is subject to 
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regulation under the Colorado SIP. Coupled with the EAB's recent ruling and the Division's 
total failure to address whether C02 is subject to regulation under the Colorado SIP, these 
emission increases underscore the need for the Administrator to object to the issuance of the 
Title V Permit. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, Petitioner requests the Administrator object to the Title V 
Permit issued by the Division for the Hayden coal-fired power plant. The Title V Permit fails to 
assure compliance with Title V monitoring requirements under the Clean Air Act and fails to 
appropriately limit carbon dioxide emissions in accordance with PSD requirements under the 
Clean Air Act, PSD regulations, and the Colorado SIP. The Administrator thus has a 
nondiscretionary duty to issue an objection to the Title V Permit within 60 days in accordance 
with Section 505(b)(2) of the Clean Air Act. 
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Respectfully submitted this 10th day of March 2009 

eremy Nichols 
Climate and Energy Program Director 
WildEarth Guardians 
1536 Wynkoop, Suite 301 
Denver, CO 80202 
(303) 573-4898 x 537 
jnicholsi'fl'wildearthguardi,.ms.org 

cc: Carol Rushin 
Acting Regional Administrator 
EP A, Region 8 
1595 Wynkoop 
Denver, CO 80202 

Public Service Company 
PO Box 840 
Denver, CO 80201 

Paul Tourangeau, Director 
Colorado Air Pollution Control Division 
4300 Cherry Creek South 
Denver, CO 80246 
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Air Pollution Control Division 
Colorado Operating Permit 
Permit # 960PR0132 

1. Permitted Activities 

SECTION I - General Activities and Summary 

Public Service Company 
Hayden Station 

Page 1 

I.J This source is classified as an electrical services facility under Standard Industrial Classification 
4911. This facility consists of two coal fired boilers. Unit 1 is rated at 205 MW and Unit 2 is 
rated at 300 MW. The Unit 1 ignitors utilize either natural gas or No.2 fuel oil and the Unit 2 
ignitors .utilize No. 2 fuel oil for startup, shutdown andlor flame stabilization. As part of a 
Consent Decree, entered by the United States District Coun on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 
93-B-1749, the following emission control devices were required to be installed on both Units 1 
and 2: low NOx burners with over-fire air (to control NOx emissions), lime spray dryers (to 
eontrol S02 emissions) and fabric filter dust collectors (to control PM emissions). The Consent 
Decree required that stanup testing of the control devices on Unit 1 commence by December 31, 
1998 and that stanup testing of the control devices on Unit 2 commence by December 31, 1999. 
As of October 18, 1999 all control equipment required by the Consent Decree had been placed 
into service. 

In August 1996 the Colorado Air Quality Control Commission (AQCC) adopted revisions to 
Colorado's Visibility State Implementation Plan (SIP), specified in a document entitled "Long
Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class I 
Visibility Protection Pan I: Hayden Station Requirements", dated August 15. 1996. The U.S. 
EPA approved the Visibility SIP revisions at 62 Federal Register 2305 (January 16. 1997). 
These revisions. concerning the Hayden Station. implemented and enforced requirements 
identified in the Hayden Consent Decree. Only those provisions of the Consent Decree that dealt 
with visibility impairment (S02 and opacity) were included in the Visibility SIP revisions. 

In addition to the coal fired boilers, other significant sources of emissions at this facility include 
fugitive emissions from coal handling. ash handling and disposal and vehicle traffic on paved 
and unpaved roads. Point source emissions of particulate matter include coal crushing and 
conveying. an ash storage silo. two (2) 'ash recycle silos (recycle ash used with lime in the spray 
dryer), two (2) lime storage silos. two (2) ball mill slakers (prepares lime slurry for spray dryer) 
and two (2) recycle mixers (prepares recycle as slurry for spray dryer). Additional emission 
units at this facility include two (2) cooling towers. 

This facility is located four miles east of Hayden at 13125 C.S. Highway 4D. in Routt County. 
The area in whlch the plant operates is designated as attainment for all criteria poillnants. 

Wyoming. an affected state. is within 50 miles of the plant. Flattops and Mt. Zirkel National 
Wilderness Areas, federal class I designated areas. are within 100 km of this facility. 

1.2 Vntil such time as this permit expires or is modified or reVOked, the permittee is allowed to 
discharge air pollutants from this facility in accordance with the requirements. limitatkms. and 
conditions of this permit. 

1.3 The Operating Permit incorporates the applicable requirements contained in the underl)1ng 
construction permits. and does not affect those applicable requirements. except as modified 

Operating Permit Number: 960PR0132 First Issued: 511/01 
Renewed: 411109 



Air Pollution Control Division 
Colorado Operating Permit 
Permit # 960PRO 132 

Public Service Company 
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during review of the application or as modified subsequent to permit Issuance using the 
modification procedures found in Regulation No.3. Part C. These Part C procedures meet all 
applicable substantive New Source Review requirements of Part B. Any revisions made using 
the provisions of Regulation No.3. Part C shall become new applicable requirements for 
purposes of this Operating Permit and shall survive reissuance. Any requirements that were 
designated in the federal Consent Decree (Civil Action 93-B-1749) as applicable requirements 
have been incorporated into this operating permit through approved streamlining procedures and 
shall survive reissuance as applicable requirements. This permit incorporates the applicable 
requirements (except as noted in Section II) from the following construction pelmits: IOROI73. 
J3R0598. 83R0246F. 96R055 1-2. 98R0374. 98R0375, 98R0376 and 98R0377. 

1.4 All conditions in this permit are enforceable by US Environmental Protection Agency. Colorado 
Air Pollution .Control Division (hereinafter Division) and its agents, and citizens unless 
otherwise specified. State-only enforceable conditions are: Permit Condition Number(s): 
Section II - Condition 1.12. (Lead) and Section V - Conditions 3.d, 3.g (last paragraph), 14 and 
18 (as noted). 

1.5 All information gathered pursuant to the requirements of this permit is subject to the 
Recordkeeping and Reporting requirements listed under Condition 22 of the General Conditions 
in Section V of this permit. Either electronic or hard copy records are acceptable. 

2_ Alternative Operating Scenarios 

2.1 The permittee shall be allowed to make the following changes to its method of operation without 
applying for a revision of this permit. 

2.1.1 The facility may use the following fuels for startup and flame stabilization: 

2.1.1.1 

2.1.1.2 

Boiler No. I may use natural gas. No. 2 fuel oil or combination as 
specified under Section II. 

Boiler No.2 may use No.2 fuel oil as specified under Section II. 

2.1.2 Evaporation of chemical cleaning solutions may be performed in Boilers :-.10. I and 
No.2 under the following conditions: 

2.1.2.1 

2.1.2.2 

All air pollution control equipment shall be in operation during 
evaporation of cleaning solutions. 

The permittee shall retain records, on site. of each cleaning event. These 
records shall include the date and time the event begins and ends and the 
amounts and types of solutions used in the cleaning event. 

2.2 The faCility must, contemporaneously with making a change from one operating scenario to 
another, maintain records at the facility of the scenario under which it is operating (Colorado 
Regulation No.3. Part A, Section IVA.1). Either electronic or hard copy records are acceptable. 

Operating Permit Number: 960PR0132 First Issued: 511/01 
Renewed: 411109 
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3. Prevention Of Significant Deterioration (PSD) 

Public Service Company 
Hayden Station 
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3.1 This facility is a major stationary source (potential to emit of any criteria pollutant? 100 tpy) for 
the purposes of Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) requirements (Colorado 
Regulation 3, Part D, Section VI). Future modifications to this facility resulting in a significant 
net emissions increase (see Reg 3. Part D. Section JIA.26 and 42) for any pollutant as listed in 
Regulation No.3, Part D, Section II.A.42, or are major by themselves will result in the 
application of the PSD review requirements. 

3.2 There are no other Operating Permits associated with this facility for purposes of determining 
applicability of Prevention of Significant Deterioration regulations. 

4. Accidental Release Prevention Program (1l2(r)) 

4.1 Based upon the information provided by the applicant. this facility is not subject to the 
provisions of the Accidental Release Prevention Program (section 112(r) of the Federal Clean 
Air Act). 

5. Compliance Assurance Monitoring (CAM) 

5.1 The following emission points at this facility use a control device to achieve compliance with an 
emission limitation or standard to which they are subject and have pre-control emissions that 
exceed or are equivalent to the major source threshold. They are therefore subject to the 
provisions of the CAM program as set forth in 40 CFR Part 64, as adopted by reference in 
Colorado Regulation ]\;0. 3, Pan C, Section XIV: 

Units BOOl and BOOZ • Boilers 

See Section n, Condition 1.18 for compliance assurance monitoring requirements. 

Operating Pennit Number: 960PRO 132 First Issued: 5i1/01 
Renewed: 41lf09 
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6. Summary of Emission Units 
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6.1 The emissions units regulated by this permit are the following: 

Emission ! AIRS I Facility Description 
Unit No, Stack lD 

No, 

BOOI 001 BOOI Boiler No, I, Riley-StOker, Model No, 2489, 
Serial No, 3447, Front-Fired Boiler, Rated 
at 1963 mmBrulhr. Coal-Fired, with 
Natural Gas and No, 2 Fuel Oil Used for 
Startup, Shutdown andlor Flame 
Stabilization, 

, 

BOO2 002 B002 Boiler No.2. Combustion Engineering, 
Model and Serial No, 1337, Tangentially 
Fired Boiler, Rated at 2,712 mrnBtulhr, 
Coal-Fired with :-lo. 2 Fuel Oil Used for 
Startup, Shutdown audior Flame 
Stabilization. 

FOOl 008 
! 

1"001 Fugitive Particulate Emissions from Coal 
Handling and Storage (Truck Uniouding, 
Storage Pile and Coal Dozing) 

1"002 0061 F002 Fugitive Particulate Emissions from Ash 
007 Handling and Disposal 

F003 010 , F003 Fugitive Particulate Emissions from Paved 
and Unpaved Roads 

POOl 005 POOl Ash Silo 

POO2 008 , POO2 Coal Handling System (Conveying and 
Crushing) 

P003 016 
, POO3 , Two (2) Recycle Ash Silos 

! 

I 
. 

Operating Permit Number: 960PR0132 

Startup Date 

July 1965 

Baghouse, Low NOx 
burners and Lime Spray 
Dryer commenced 
operation December 
199&. 

1976 

Baghouse and Low 
NOx burners 
commenced operation 
May 1999, Lime Spray 
Dryer commenced 
operation October 1999, 

1965 i 

1965 

Di sposal pit· 1983 

1962 

1974 

Unit I 1965 
Unit2-1976 
(commenced 
COnStruction 1973) 

December 1998 

Pollution Control 
Device 

For PM - Baghollse 
[Utility Engineering 
Reverse Air] ,For NO, 
- Low NOx Burners 
with Over~Fire Air 
[Babcock and Wil cox 
XCL with Babcock and 
Wilcox NOx Ports], and 
For S02 • Lime Spray 
Dryer [Babcock and 
Wilcox with Two (2) 
Niro F800 A tomi rers I 
For PM • Baghouse 
[Utility Engineering 
Reverse Air] For NOx ' 
Low NO. Burners with 
Over·FireAir 
[ABBICombustion 
Engineering Low NOx 
Concentric Firing 
System LevellIIj, and 
For SO,· Lime Spray 
Dryers [Babcock and 
Wilcox with Two (2) 
Niro F800 Atomizers 1 
Uncontrolled 

Fugitive Particulate 
Emission Control Plan 

Uncontrolled 

Baghouse 

Enclosed· Conveyors 
Covered and Cushers in 
Buildings 

Each with Industrial 
Accessories Company 
Model 54234·202·1 
Baghouses 

First Issued: 5/liOl 
Renewed: 411109 

Ii 
i 
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Air Pollution Control Division 
Colorado Operating Permit 
Permit # 960PR0132 

Emission AIRS FacilIty Descnpnon 
Unit No. Stack 1D 

No. I 

P004 017 P004 Two (2) Recycle Mixen; 

I 

POOS 014 POO5 Two (2) Lime Silos 

P006 015 P006 Two (2) Ball Mill Siakers 
i 

i 
MOOI 011 MOO] Cooling Tower for Unit No.1, Rated at 

84,000 GPM 

MOOl 0]2 
. 

M002 Cooling Tower for Unir No.2 - Raled at 
I 134,000 GPM 

B003 :.itA I B003 Kewanee WeI-Back Scotch Boiler, Type 

i 
LW-892-01, Serial No. 9367, Rated at 25 
mmBlu/he. No.2 Fuel Oil-Fired. 

Operating Permit Number: 960PRO 132 

Startup Date 

. 

December J 998 

Decem ber 1998 

December 1998 

1965 

1976 

1973 

Public Service Company 
Hayden Station 

Page 5 

, Pollution Control 
Device 

Each with Custom-Built 
Chemeo Scrubbers with 
Blowers Rated at 200 

, acfrn 

Each with a Dust 
Control Equipment, 
Model VS20KSS 
Bughouse, Serial :Kos. 
97-1367/01 & 02 

Each with Custom-Buill 

i Chern co Scrubbers with 
I Blowers Rated al500 

actm 

Drift Eli minators 

Drift Eliminators 

[jncontroll~d 

First Issued: 511101 
Renewed: 411109 
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SECTION II· Specific Permit Terms 

1. BOOI &B002· Boilers No.1 and No.2, Coal Fired 

Public Service Company 
Hayden Station 

6 

Boiler No.1 is Rated at 1,963 mrnBtulhr and Boiler No.2 is Rated at 2,712 mmBtu/hr 

Unless otherwise specified the requirements apply.to each boiler 

, Parameter Permjt Limitations , 
Condition , Shorr Term Long Tenn 
Number 

: Partleuiate 
I 

1.1 om IbsimmBtu 
Matter (PM) 

Partkulate 1.2. N/A 
I 

NiA 
Maner (PM and 
PM,") -

! I Emission 
Calculations 

i 

I 

SO, 1.3 . , 1.2IbslmmBtu, on a 3-Hollf 
; Rolling Average 

! 0.1601bslmmBtu,ona30-
, Boiler Operating Day RoBing 

Average Basis 

0.130 IbslmmBtu, on a 90-
, Boiler Operating Day Rolling 
: Average Basis 

, 
i ' 82% Reduction of SO, 

Emissions, on a 3D-Boiler 
Operating Day Rolling 

: Average Basis 

Unit 2 NOx 
, 

1.4. 0.70 IbslmmBtu, on a 3-Hour 

'i , R?1ling Average 
EmiSSion 

i 
1.5. N/A N/A 

i Calculations 
, 

! Fuel t;sage 1.6. NIA N/A 

II Fuel Sampling 
I 

1.7. NIA N/A 
. 

Operating Permit Number: 960PR0132 

I Compliance 
Emission Factor 

i 

I 
NIA 

Unit 1: 
PM = 0.0122 
IbslrnrnBtu 

Unit 2: 
PM=O.OI09 
IbsirnmBtu 

Units 1 & 2: 
PM!!) = 0.92 (PM) 

NfA 

i 

i 

N/A 

SO,CEM 
NOxCEM 

CO 050 Ibslton 
V OC 0.06 Ibsllon 

NIA 

NIA 

, 
Monitoring 

Method Interval 

I Baghouse ! See Condition 
i Maintenance and 1.1. 

Source Testing 

Calculation and Annually 
Recordkeeping 

! 
, 

I Continuous I Continuously 
Emission Monitor 

I 

I 

! 

! , 
i i 

Continuous. ! Continuously 
Emission Monitor i 

, Recordkeeping 
and Calculation 

Recordkeeping 

ASTM Methods 

, Annually 

Annually 

See Condition 
, 1.7 . , 
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; Parameter Permit 
Condition 
Number 

Unit 2 Only - , 1.8, 

I NSPS Subpart A i 
General 
Provisions 

! Continuous. 1.9, 

I Emission 
i Monitoring 

Requjrements 
SpecIal 1.10. 
Requirements 

I for So, 
Continuous 

! 
Emission 

i Monitor 

Operation of I.IL 
So, Control 

Limitations 
ShonTerm Long Term 

NIA N/A 

NIA NIA 

NIA NIA 

i 

Units May Not be Operated for 
More Than 72 Consecutive 

, Equipment Hours Without an So, Conrrol 
System Achieving Some So, I I Reduction 

Lead (Pb) -
, 

1.12, 
, 

1.5 I'glSCM 
State Only 

! 

Opacity l.l3. I Not to Exceed 20.0% Except as 
, I ' provided for in 1.14 Below 

i 

Opacity 1.14. Fo, Certain Operational 
Activities· Not to Exceed 
30%, for a Period or Periods 
Aggrega[ing More than Six (6) 
Minutes in Any 60 Consecutive ! 

i Minutes 
NSPS Opacity· U5. Not to Exceed 20% Except for I , 
Unit2 Only One Six Minute Average Not : 

to Exceed 27% Per Hour 

i Operationai 1.16. NIA NIA 
: Requirements , 

Compliance 
Emissjon Factor 

NIA 

I 

N/A 

N/A 

NIA 

See Condi ti on 
1.12 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

NIA 

Acid Rain U7. See Section III of this Permit 
Requirements 
Compliance US See Condition U8 
Assurance 
Monitoring I 
Requirements 

Public Service Company 
Hayden Station 
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, 
,Monitoring 

Method Interval 

I As Required by Sub,iect to NSPS 
NSPS General General 

: Provisions j Provisions 
I 

, 

I See Condition 1,9. 

i 

See Condition UO. 

! 
i 

! Continuous Continuously 
. Emission Monhor 

Modeling, See Condition 
i: 

! 
Recordkeeping 1J2, 
and Calculation 

I Continuous Continuous, Six 
' OpacityMonitor I Mjnute Intervals 

Continuous Continuous. Six 
Opacity Monitor Minute Intervals 

I 

Continuous ContiTILlous, Six i 

. Opacity Monitor Minute Intervals 

See Condition U 6. 

Certification Annually 

See Condition 1.18 

! 

I Ii 

1.1 Particulate Matter (PM) emissions, from each unit, shall not exceed the limitation stated above 
(Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class I 
Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station Requirements (8115196), as approved by EPA at 62 
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FR 2305 (1116/97), Section VI.C.V.8.c.ii.(2)). 
demonstrated by the following: 

Compliance with this standard shall be 

I ,1.1 Maintaining and Operating the baghouse. in accordance with the requirements 
identified in Condition 11.1. 

1.1.2 Conducting perfonnance tests annually in accordance with Condition 11.3, Note that 
compliance is monitored based on the average of three, 2-hour tests described in 
Condition 11.3. 

During each of the performance tests conducted as required by this condition, a 
baseline opacity limit shall be established for the compliance assurance monitoring 
(CAM) requirements specified in Condition 118, The value of the baseline opacity 
level is determined by averaging all of the 6-minute average opacity values (reported 
to the nearest 0.1 percent opacity) from the COMS measurement recorded during 
each of the test run intervals conducted for the performance test, and then adding the 
appropriate percent opacity (see table below) to the calculated average value for all of 
the test runs, 

:1 Results of PM performance test Opacity to add-on 

Less than or equal to 50% of the PM standard ;,0% 

Greater than 50% but less than or equal to 75 % of 3.5 % 
the PM smndard 

Greater than 75% of the PM standard 25 % 

If the calculated average opacity value for all of the lest runs is less than 5,0 percent, 
then the opacity baseline level is set at 5,0 percent. 

1.2 Annual emissions of PM and PM 10, from each unit, wiIJ be determined, for the purposes of 
APEN reporting and payment of annual fees, using the emission factor for PM determined from 
the most recent sourcc testing required in Condition 1.1 and the annual average heat input to the 
unit in the following equation: 

PM: Tans/yr = rEF !lbsimmBtul x heat Inpm from coal (mmBt"/yr)) 
2000 1 bslton 

PM",: Tans!y. = 0,92 x (Annual Emissions of PM) 

The annual heat input to the boiler, from coal, shall be determined using the annual coal 
consumption and the average heat content of the coal, as determined by the required fuel 
sampling in Condition 1,7, 

1.3 Sulfur Dioxide (S02J emissions, from each unit, shall not exceed the following limitations: 

Operating Permit Number: 960PRO 132 First Issued: 5/1101 
Renewed: 411109 
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1.3.1 Sulfur Dioxide (S02) emissions, from each unit, shall not exceed 1.2 Ibs/mmBtu on 
a 3 hour rolling average (Colorado Regulation No. I, Section VI.AJ.a.(ii) and 
VI.A.l). 

1.3.2 Sulfur Dioxide (S02) emissions, from each unit, shall not exceed 0.160 Ibs/mmBtu, 
on a 30-boiler operating day rolling average basis (Long-Term Strategy Review and 
Revision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class 1 Visibility Protection 
Part 1: Hayden Station Requirements (8115/96), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 
(1116/97), Section VLC.V .8.aji,(1». 

1.3.3 Sulfur Dioxide (S02) emissions, from each unit, shall not exceed 0.130 Ibs/mmBtu, 
on a 90-boiler operating day rolling average basis (Long-Term Strategy Review and 
Revision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection 
Part I: Hayden Station Requirements (8/15/96), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 
(1116/97), Section VI.C.Y.S.aji.(2)). 

1.3.4 Sulfur Dioxide (S02) emissions, from each unit, shall be reduced by 82%, on a 30-
boiler operating day rolling average basis (Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision 
of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection Part I: 
Hayden Station Requirements (8115/96), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 
(l/16/97), Section VLC.Y.8.a.iv). 

"Boiler Operating Day" and "Rolling Average Basis" in Conditions 1.3.2 Ibm 1.3.4 above have 
the meanings as defined in Condition 7 of this penni!. 

Compliance witb Condition 1.3.1. shall be monitored using the continuous emission monitors 
(CEMs) required by Condition 1.9. 

Compliance with Conditions 1.3.2 thru 1.3.4 shall be monitored as follows: 

1.3.5 Compliance with Conditions \.3.2 and 1.3.3 shall be monitored using the S02 CEMs 
required by Condition 1.9 (Long·Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's 
State Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station 
Requirements (8115/96), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1/16197), Section 
VLc'V.8.ajii). 

1.3.6 Compliance with Condition 1.3.4 shall be monitored by comparing the S02 
concentrations (measured in Ibs/mmBtu) measured by the inlet (to spray dryer) S02 
CEMs and the outlet (at the stack) SO:l CEMs to determine tbe percentage reduction 
in S02 emissions (Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State 
Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection Part 1: Hayden Station 
Requirements (8115/96), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (Iii 6/97), Section 
VLCV8.av). 

1.3.7 The first two hours after the first coal feeder on a unit has started during startup shall 
be excluded from the calculation of tbat day's SO, emissions for that unit (Long-

Operating Permit Number: 960PR0132 First Issued: 511101 
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Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for 
Class I Visibility Protection Pan 1: Hayden Station Requirements (8/15/96), as 
approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1116/97), Section VLC.V.8.a.vi). 

1.3.8 Emissions of SOz as a result of a "catastrophic failure" may be excluded from the 
calculations of that day's SQz emissions for that unit pursuant to the requirements in 
Condition 9 of this permit. 

1.3.9 . During any boiler operating day (defined in Condition 7). alJ emissions of S02 from 
the stack of any unit shall be included in the determination of the permittee's 
compliance with the S02 emission limitations, unless excluded under the provisions 
of Conditions 1.3.7 or 1.3.8 (Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's 
State Implementation Plan for Class J Visibility Protection Pan I: Hayden Station 
Requirements (8/15/96). as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1/16197), Section 
VI.C.v.8.a.viii). 

1.4 Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) emissions from Unit 2 shall not exceed 0.70 IbslmmBtu, on a 3-hour 
rolling average (40 CFR Part 60 Subpart D § 60.44(a)(3), as adopted by reference in Colorado 
Regulation No.6, Pan A). Compliance with the NOx emission limits shall be monitored using 
the continuous emission monitors (CEMs) required by Condition 1.9. 

Note that the NOx emission limits are not applicable during times of startup, shutdown and 
malfunction. However, those instances during startup. shutdown and malfunction when the NOx 
limitation is exceeded shall be identified in the Excess Emission Report required in Condition 
12.6. 

1.5 The emission factors listed above have been approved by the Division and shall be used to 
calculate emissions (EPA's Compilation of Emission Factors (AP-42), dated September 1998, 
Section 1.1). Annual emissions, from each unit, shall be calculated, for the purposes of APEN 
reponing and the payment of annual fees, using the above emission factors and the annual fuel 
usage, as required by Condition 1.6. in the following equation: 

Tons/yr = rEF (lbs/ton) x annual fuel usage (tons/vrl] 
2000 I bslton 

Annual emissions of S02 and NOx shall be determined from the Continuous Emission Monitors 
(CEMs) required by Condition 1.9. 

1.6 Fuel Usage shall he recorded annually and maintained to be made available to the Division upon 
request. Fuel usage shall be detennined using belt scales and corporate records as necessary. 

1.7 Coal shall be sampled in accordance with the requirements identified in Condition 15. Vendor 
andlor station sample results from all coal shipments shall be used to determine the average heat. 
moisture, sulfur and ash content of the fuel used in monitoring compliance with permit 
conditions. 

Operating Pennit Number: 960PR0132 First Issued: 5/J10 1 
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1.8 

1.9 

1.10 

l.ll 

1.12 

1.13 

1.14 

1.15 

1.16 

Unit 2 Only is subject toithe requirements in 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart A - General Provisions, as 
adopted by reference in tolorado Regulation No.6, Part A. Specifically, this unit is subject to 
the requirements in condItion 10. 

For each unit, the sOlllfce shall install, certify and operate continuous emission monitoring 
(CEM) equipment for mdasuring opacity, S02 (at the inlet to the spray dryer and outlet at stack), 
NOx, CO2 , and volumetric flow (40 CFR Part 75 and Long-Tenn Strategy Review and Revision 
of Colorado's State ImplJmentation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection Part 1: Hayden Station 
Requirements (8115/96), Its approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1116/97), Section VJ.C.V.9). The 
CEM systems shall meet~e requirements in Condition 12. 

The coal feeders on each nit shall be tied into the S02 continuous emission monitoring systems 
(CEMS) such that the C MS accurately reflect the date and time when the first coal feeder on 
each unit has started ctpring each startup (Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision of 
Colorado's State Implembntation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station 
Requirements (8115/96), Js approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1/16197), Section VI.C.V1.l2.b). 

In no event shall the perlttee operate either unit for more than 72 consecutive hours without an 
S02 control system aChie~!ing some reduction of S02 emissions at that unit. Following shutdown 
(the cessation of operatio of a unit for any purpose or reason), the permittee shall only restart 
the boiler on a unit when any malfunctioning control equipment has been repaired (Long-Term 
Strategy Review and Re ision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility 
Protection Part I: Hayde Station Requirements (8115196), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 
(1116/97), Section VI.c.\ .8.a.vii). Compliance with the requirement shall be monitored using 
the continuous emission onitors (CEMs) required by Condition 1.9. 

State-only Requiremen ,: Emissions of Lead (Pb) shall not result in an ambient lead 
concentration exceeding 1.5 micrograms per standard cubic meter averaged over a one-month 
period (Colorado RegUlati~n No.8, Part C, Section I.B). Compliance with this standard shall be 
demonstrated in accordanle with Condition 14.1. 

Annual emissions for the purposes of APEN reporting and the payment of annual fees shall be 
calculated as required by rondition 14.2. 

Compliance with this stanl:iard (identified in Condition 13.1.1) shall be monitored in accordance 
with the requirements in dondition 13.1. 

I , 
Compliance with this standard (identified in Condition 13.1.2) shall be monitored in accordance 
with the requirements in Condition ]3.1. 

For Unit 2 Only - Compliance with this standard shall be monitored in accordance with the 
requirements in Condition:!3.3. , 

The pennittee shall, at all times, maintain and optimally operate the boilers and all pollution 
control equipment instaileP consistent with good air pollution control practices for minimizing 
emissions. Without limitation, this shall include returning the control equipment to optimum 
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efficiency as soon as practicable during boiler startup or following control equipment outage or 
impairment, and maintaining the control equipment at optimum efficiency as long as possible 
while shutting down the boiler (Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State 
Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station Requirements 
(8115/96), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1116!97), Section VI.C.V,7), 

1.17 These units are subject to the Title IV Acid Rain Requirements, As specified in 40 CFR Part 
n,n(b)(I)(viii), the acid rain permit requirements shall be a complete and segregable portion of 
the Operating Permit. As such the requirements are found in Section III of this permit. 

1.18 The Compliance Assurance Monitoring (CAM) requirements in 40 CFR Part 64, as adopted by 
reference in Colorado Regulation No, 3, Part C, Section XIV, apply to Boiler I (Unit 1) and 
Boiler 2 (Unit 2) with respect to the particulate matter limitations identified in Condition 1.1 as 
foHows: 

U8.! The permittee shall follow the CAM Plan provided in Appendix G of this permit. 

1.18.2 

Excursions, for purposes of reporting are as follows: 

1.18,1.1 An opacity value greater than 15% occurring for 60 seconds; or 

1.18,1.2 Any 24-hour period in which the average opacity exceeds the baseline 
level established by the performance test required by Condition 1.1 ,2; or 

1.18.1.3 Failure to perform the semi-annual internal baghouse inspection within 60 
days of the scheduled completion date, 

Excursions shall be reported as required by Section V, Conditions 21 and 22.d of this 
permit. 

Operation of Approved Monitoring 

1.18,2.1 At all times, the owner or operator shall maintain the monitoring, 
including but not limited to, maintaining necessary parts for routine 
repairs of the monitoring equipment (40 CFR Part 64 § 64,7(b), as adopted 
by reference in Colorado Regulation No, 3, Part C, Section XIV), 

1,18.2.2 Except for, as applicable, monitoring malfunctions, associated repairs, and 
required quality assurance or control activities (including, as applicable, 
calibration checks and required zero and span adjustments), the owner or 
operator shall conduct all monitoring in continuous operation (or shall 
collect data at all required intervals) at all times that the pollutant-specific 
emlSSlons unit is operating, Data recorded during monitoring 
malfUnctions, associated repairs, and required quality assurance or control 
activities shall not be used for purposes of these CAM requirements, 
including data averages and calculations, or fulfilling a minimum data 
availability requirement, if applicable, The owner or operator shall use all 
the data collected during all other periods in assessing the operation of the 
control device and associated control system, A monitoring malfUnction 
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is any sudden, infrequent, not reasonably preventable failure of the 
monitoring to provide valid data, Monitoring failures that are caused in 
part by poor maintenance or careless operation are not malfunctions (40 
CPR Part 64 § 64,7(c), as adopted by reference in Colorado Regulation 
No, 3, Part C, Section XIV), 

1.18.2.3 Response to excursions or exceedances 

a, Upon detecting an excursion or exceedance, the owner or operator 
shall restore operation of the pollutant-specific emissions unit 
(including the control device and associated capture system) to its 
normal or usual manner of operation as expeditiously as 
practicable in accordance with good air pollution control practices 
for minimizing emissions, The response shall include minimizing 
the period of any startup, shutdown or malfunction and taking any 
necessary corrective actions to restore normal operation and 
prevent the likely recurrence of the cause of an excursion or 
exceedance (other than those caused by excused startup or 
shutdown conditions), Such actions may include initial inspection 
and evaluation, recording that operations returned to normal 
without operator action (such as through response by a 
computerized distribution control system), or any necessary 
follow-up actions to retorn operation to within the indicator range, 
designated condition, or below the applicable emission limitation 
or standard, as applicable (40 CPR Part 64 § 64,7(d)(l), as adopted 
by reference in Colorado Regulation No, 3, Part C, Section XIV). 

b, Determination of whether the owner of operator has used 
acceptable procedures in response to an excursion or exceedance 
will be based on information available, which may include but is 
not limited to, monitoring results, review of operation and 
maintenance procedures and records, and inspection of the control 
device, associated capture system, and the process (40 CPR Part 64 
§ 64,7(d)(2), as adopted by reference in Colorado Regulation No. 
3, Part C, Section XIV), 

1,18.2.4 After approval of the monitoring required under the CAM requirements, if 
the owner or operator identifies a failure to achieve compliance with an 
emission limitation or standard for which the approved monitoring did not 
provide an indication of an excursion or exceedance while providing valid 
data, or the results of compliance or performance testing document a need 
to modify the existing indicator ranges or designated conditions, the owner 
or operator shall promptly notify the Division and, if necessary submit a 
proposed modification for this permit to address the necessary monitoring 
changes, Such a modification may include, but is not limited to, 
reestablishing indicator ranges or designated conditions, modifying the 
frequency of conducting monitoring and collecting data, or the monitoring 
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of additional parameters (40 CFR Part 64 § 64.7(e), as adopted by 
reference in Colorado Regulation No.3, Part C, Section XIV). 

1.18.3 Quality Improvement Plan (QIP) Requirements 

1.18.3.1 Based on the results of a determination made under the provisions of 
Condition 1.18.2.3.b, the Division may require the owner or operator to 
develop and implement a QIP (40 CFR Part 64 § 64.8(a), as adopted by 
reference in Colorado Regulation 1\0. 3, Part C, Section XIV) 

1.18.3.2 The owner or operator shall maintain a written QIP, if required, and have 
it available for inspection (40 CFR Pan 64 § 64.8(b)(l), as adopted by 
reference in Colorado Regulation No.3, Pan C, Section XIV). 

1.18.3.3 The QIP initially shall include procedures for evaluating the control 
performance problems and, based on the results of the evaluation 
procedures, the owner or operator shall modify the plan to include 
procedures for conducting one or more of the following actions, as 
appropriate: 

a. Improved preventative maintenance practices (40 CFR Part 64 § 
64.8(b){2)(i), as adopted by reference in Colorado Regulation No. 
3, Part C, Section XIV). 

b. Process operation changes (40 CFR Part 64 § 64.8{b)(2)(ii), as 
adopted by reference in Colorado Regulation No.3, Pan C, 
Section XIV). 

c. Appropriate improvements to control methods (40 CFR Pan 64 § 
64.8(b)(2)(iii), as adopted by reference in Colorado Regulation No. 
3,Pan C, Section XIV). 

d. Other steps appropriate to correct control performance (40 CFR 
Pan 64 § 64.8(b)(2)(iv), as adopted by reference in Colorado 
Regulation No.3, Part C, Section XIV). 

e. More frequent or improved monitoring (only in conjunction wi th 
one or more steps under Conditions !.lS.3.3.a through d above) 
(40 CFR Part 64 § 64.8(b)(2)(v), as adopted by reference in 
Colorado Regulation No.3, Part C, Section XIV). 

1.18.3.4 If a QIP is required, the owner or operator shall develop and implement a 
QIP as eXpeditiously as practicable and shall notify the Division if the 
period for completing the improvements contained in the QIP exceeds 180 
days from the date on which the need to implement the QIP was 
determined (40 CFR Part 64 § 64.8{c), as adopted by reference in 
Colorado Regulation No.3, Part C, Section XIV). 

1.18.3.5 Following implementation of a QIP, upon any subsequent determination 
pursuant to Condition I.lS.2.3.b, the Division or the U.S. EPA may 
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1.18.4 

require that an owner or operator make reasonable changes to the QIP if 
the QIP is found to have: 

a. Failed to address the cause of the control device performance 
problems (40 CPR Part 64 § 64.8(d)(I), as adopted by reference in 
Colorado Regulation No.3, Part C, Section XIV); or 

b. Failed to provide adequate procedures for correcting control device 
performance problems as expeditiously as practicable in 
accordance with good air pollution control practices for 
minimizing emissions (40 CPR Part 64 § 64.8(d)(2), as adopted by 
reference in Colorado Regulation No.3, Part C, Section XIV). 

1.18.3.6 Implementation of a QIP shall not excuse the owner or operator of a 
source from compliance with any existing emission limitation or standard, 
or any existing monitoring, testing, reporting or recordkeeping 
requirement that may apply under federal, state, or local law , or any other 
applicable requirements under the federal clean air act (40 CPR Part 64 § 
64.8(e), as adopted by reference in Colorado Regulation No.3, Part C, 
Section XIV). 

Reporting and Recordkeeping Requirements 

1.18.4.1 Reporting ReQuirements: The reports required by Section V, Condition 
22,d,shail contain the information specified·in Appendix B of the permit 
and the following information, as applicable: 

a. Summary information on the number, duration and cause 
(including unknown cause, if applicable), for monitor downtime 
incidents (other than downtime associated with zero and span or 
other daily calibration checks, if applicable) «40 CFR Part 64 § 
64.9(a)(2)(ii), as adopted by reference in Colorado Regulation No. 
3, Part C, Section XIV); and 

b. The owner or operator shalJ submit, if necessary, a description of 
the actions taken to implement a QIP during the reporting period as 
specified in Condition 1.18.3 of this permit. Upon completion of a 
QIP, the owner or operator shall include in the next summary 
report documentation that the implementation of the plan has been 
completed and reduced the likelihood of similar levels of 
excursions or exceedances occurring (40 CPR Part 64 § 
64.9(a)(2)(iii), as adopted by reference in Colorado Regulation No, 
3, Part C, Section XlV). 

1.18.4.2 General Recordkeeping Requirements: In addition to the recordkeeping 
requirements in Section V, Condition 22.a through c. 

a. The owner or operator shall maintain records of any written QIP 
required pursuant to Condition 1.18.3 and any activities undertaken 
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1.18.5 

to implement a QIP, and any supporting information required to be 
maintained under these CAM requirements (such as data used to 
document the adequacy of monitoring, or records of monitoring 
maintenance or corrective actions) (40 CPR Part 64 § 64.9(b)(l), 
as adopted by reference in Colorado Regulation No.3, Part C, 
Section XIV). 

b. Instead of paper records, the owner or operator may maintain 
records on alternative media, such as microfilm, computer files, 
magnetic tape disks, or microfiche, provided that the use of such 
alternative media allows for expeditious inspection and review, 
and does not conflict with other applicable recordkeeping 
requirements (40 CFR Part 64 § 64.9(b)(2), as adopted by 
reference in Colorado Regulation No.3, Part C, Section XIV). 

Savings Provisions 

1.18.5,1 Nothing in these CAM requirements shall excuse the owner or operator of 
a source from compliance with any existing emission limitation or 
standard, or any existing monitoring, testing, reporting or recordkeeping 
requirement that may apply under federal, state, or local law , or any other 
applicable requirements under the federal clean air act. These CAM 
requirements shall not be used to justify the approval of monitoring less 
stringent than the monitoring which is required under separate legal 
authority and are not intended to establish mini mum requirements for the 
purposes of determining the monitoring to be imposed under separate 
authority under the federal clean air act, including monitoring in permits 
issued pursuant to title I of the federal clean air act. The purpose of the 
CAM requirements is to require, as part of the issuance of this Title V 
operating pennit, improved or new monitoring at those emissions units 
where monitoring requirements do not exist or are inadequate to meet the 
requirements of CAM (40 CFR Pan 64 § 64.l0(a)(I), as adopted by 
reference in Colorado Regulation No, 3, Part C, Section XIV), 

1.185.2 Nothing in these CAM requirements shall restrict or abrogate the authority 
of the U.s, EPA or the Division to impose additional or more stringent 
monitoring, recordkeeping, testing or reporting requirements on any owner 
or operator of a source under any provision of the federal clean air act, 
including but not limited to sections 1 14(a)(l) and 504{b), or state law, as 
applicable (40 CFR Part 64.§ 64.1 0(a)(2) , as adopted by reference in 
Colorado Regulation No.3, Part C, Section XIV). 

1.18.5.3 Nothing in these CAM requirements shall restrict or abrogate the authority 
of the U.S. EPA or the Division to take any enforcement action under the 
federal clean air act for any violation of an applicable requirement or of 
any person to take action Ulider section 304 of the federal clean air act (40 
CFR Part 64 § 64.l0(a)(2), as adopted by reference in Colorado 
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Regulation No.3, Part C, Section XIV). 

2. BOOl & B002 . Boilers No.1 and No.2. Alternate Fuels for Startup aud Flame Stabilization 

2.1 The permittee shall maintain records of annual usage of natural gas and fuel oil, and the 
associated annual heat content. This information shall be used as follows: 

2.I.l Annual fuel consumption shall be used to calculate emissions for the purposes of 
APEN reporting. as required by Conditions 1.2 and 1.5. The emission factors (EPA's 
Compilation of Emission Factors (AP-42), No.2 Fuel Oil - Section 1.3 (dated 9/98) 
and Natural Gas - Section 1.4 (dated 3/98») identified in the table have been approved 
by the Division and shall be used to calculate emissions . 

•• Pollutant Emissjon Factor - Natural Gas Emission Factor ~ No.2 
FuelOll 

PM 1 .9lbs/mmSCF 2 IbsflO' gal 

iPMw 1.9 Ibs/mmSCF I I bail 0' gal 

CO Unit 1 - 841bslmmSCF 5 lbsllo' gal 

Unit 2 - 241bsimmSCF 

VOC 5.5 IbsimmSCF O.2lbs/Jo' gal 

Annual emissions shall be calculated, for the purposes of APEN reporting and 
payment of annual fees using the above emission factors and the annual fuel usage in 
the following equation: 

Tons/yr = EF Hbs/fuel consumption unit) x Annual Fuel Usage (fuel consumption tmit/yr)] 
20001bsiton 

2.1.2 If, for Boiler No.2, the IOtal annual heat content of these fuels exceeds 5 percent of 
the total heat content of aU fuels combusted. this permit shall be reopened to 
incorporate appropriate applicable requirements for combusting combined/alternati ve 
fuels. 
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3. Particulate Matter Emissions· Fugitive Sources 

FOOl· Coal Handling and Storage 

r: Parameter Permit Umiultions Compliance 

I Condition Short Term Long Term Emission Factor 
Number 

PM and PM", 3.L NIA NIA NIA 

.Minimize 3.2. NIA NiA NIA 
ErnissJons 
Missile 38 

i 
3.3. NIA 2.300,000 tons/yr NIA 

Only: Coal 
Unloaded 

Missile3B 3.2.1,35 NIA N!A NJA 
Only: Minimize 
Emissions -
Fugitive ! 

Particulate ! j Control Plan i I 
. 

F002 - Ash Handling and Disposal 

Parameter ! Permit Limitations I Compliance 
i ! Condition Short Term LongTerrn I Emission Factor 

Number 

PM and PM", i 3.1. NJA l\/A l\IA 

Ash Disposed 3.4. NJA 329,332 ron&lyr NJA 

Minimize 3.2.1. 3.6 
! 

NIA NIA ! N/A 
Emissions -
Fugitive 

. Particulate 
I :I ContrOl Plan 

Operating Permit Number: 960PR0132 
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Monitoring 
Method Interval 

Recordkeeping As Needed 
and Calculation i 
Certification Semi- I 

Annually 

Recordkceping • Monthly 

i 
Certification Semi-

Annually 

. 

Monitoring 
Method Interval 

Recordkeeping As Needed 
and Calculation 
Recordkeeping Monthly 

Cenificarion Semi-
Annually 
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•• 

FO03 . Paved and Unpaved Roads 

Parameter Permit Limitations Compliance Monitoring I 
Condition Short Term Long Term Emission Factor Method Interval 
Number 

PM and PM w 3.1. NIA NIA N/A Recordkeeping As Needed 
and Calculation 

Minimize 3.2. N/A N/A N/A i Certification Semi-
Emissions ! Annually 

3.1 Fugitive Particulate emissions are subject to the General Conditions in Section V of this Permit 
including Recordkeeping and Reporting requirements listed under Condition 22. 

3.2 The source shall employ such control measures and operating procedures as are necessary to 
minimize fugitive particulate emissions (Colorado Regulation No.1, Section IIl.D.l.a). 

3.2.1 A fugitive dust control plan, or a modification to an existing plan, shall be required to 
be submitted if the Division determines that for this source or activity visible 
emissions are in excess of 20% opacity; or visible emissions are being transponed off 
the propeny; or if this source or activity is operating with emissions that create a 
nuisance. The control plan shall be submitted to the Division within the time period 
specified by the Division (Colorado Regulation No.1, Section 1II.D.1.c). 

3.3 The quantity of coal unloaded through missile 3B shall not ex~eed the limitations stated above 
(under the provisions of Colorado Regulation No.3, Pan C, Section Ill.B.7, with requested 
throughputs as indicated in November 2, 2000 letter from source). Monthly quantities of coal 
unloaded shall be determined using belt scales and faciliry records as necessary. Monthly 
quantities of coal unloaded shall be used in a twelve month rolling total to verify compliance 
with annual limitations. Each month, a new twelve month total shall be calculated using the 
previous twelve months data. The twelve month total of coal unloaded shall be compared to the 
annual limitation to monitor compliance. 

3.4 Ash disposed shall not exceed the limitations stated above (Colorado Construction Permit 
83R0246, as modified under the provisions of Section I, Condition 1.3). Monthly quantities of 
ash disposed shall be determined and recorded monthly, using the methodology defined in 
Condition 4.3.1 and facility records as necessary. Monthly quantities of ash disposed of shall be 
used in a twelve month rolling total to verify compliance with annual limitations. Each month: a 
new twelve month total shall be calculated using the previous twelve months data. The twel ve 
month total of ash disposed of shaH be compared to the annual ash disposal limit to monitor 
compliance. 

35 The source shall utilize the following control measures to mlmmlze fugitive pruticulale 
emissions from missile 3B (under the provisions of Colorado Regulation No.3, Pan C, Section 
III.B.7, with control measures as indicated in November 2, 2000 letter from source): 

I 

, 
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3.5.1 Dust collection and suppression at conveyor drop points will be used, as needed, to 
control fugitive dust from the missile. 

3.52 The coal unloading missile. shall be operated and maintained to minimize fugitive 
emissions from this operation. This includes maintaining the integrity of the missile 
and periodic inspections of the door seals to minimize coal dust leakage from these 
openings. 

3.6 The source shall utilize the following control measures to mInimize fugitive particulate 
emissions from ash handling and disposal (Colorado Construction Permit 83R0246, as modified 
under the provisions of Section I, Condition 1.3): 

3.6.1 Watering of fly ash at the disposal site shall be sufficient to minimize fugitive 
particulate emissions. 

3.6.2 Vehicle speed on the haul roads to the disposal site shall be posted and limited to 30 
mph. 

3.6.3 Haul roads shall be graveled and sufficiently watered to minimize fugitive particulate 
emissions. 

3.6.4 The trucks Shall be loaded in a manner to prevent spillage en route. 

3.6.5 Enlryways to paved roads shall be gravelled to prevent carryout of mud and dirt onto 
the paved surface. 
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4. Particulate Matter Emissions - Ash and Coal Handling 

POOl· Ash Silo 

Parameter Permit Limitations Compliance Yfoni toring 
Condition Short Term Long Term Emission Factor Method Interval 
Numher (Iboiton) 

PM and PM lO 4.l. NIA PM 22.39 Loading Recordkeeping and Monthly 
: wns/yr PM 0.61 Ibslton Calculation 

PMwZ2.39 PMw O.61lbslton 
tons/yr Unloading 

I 
PM 1.5 Ibs/ton : 

PM 10 I .5 Ibslton 
I I Ash and Spent 4.3. N/A 297,293 'iIA Recordkeeping Monthly 

Sorbent tons!yr II 
Processed 
Opacity 4.4. Less Than or Equal to 20% NIA See Condition 4.4. 

. 

P002 - Coal Handling System (Crushing and Conveying) 

The 1973 portion of the coal handling system includes conveyors 6A, 4B and 5B from the pile to the coal 
bunkers for Units 1 and 2, there are a total of 4 enclosed transfer points in the 1973 portion of the system. 

I Paramerer Permir Limitations • Compliance I Monitoring 
Condition ShonTerm Long Term I Emjssion Factor Method Interval 

I Number 

Ii 1965 i PM 4.2. NIA Nil'. See Condition 4.2. I Recordkeeping Annually 

I 

I 

: portion : PMI(, NIA Nil'. I and Calculation : , 
]973 PM NIA 6.57 tons/yr 

i 

I Monthly 
portion , PM lO NIl'. 3 J 1 tonslyr 

, ]965 Coal 4.3. NIA N/A N/A Recordkeeping Annually 
ponion Handled I 

1973 NiA 2.100,000 tonslyr NIA 
I 

Monthly 
portion ! , 
Opacity 4.5, 

i Less Than or Equal to 20% NIA See Condition 4.5. 

4.1 Particulate Matter emiSSions (PM and PMlO) from the ash silo shall not exceed the above 
limitations (Colorado Construction Permit 13R0598, as modified under the provisions of Section 
1, Condition 1.3 and Colorado Regulation No.3, Part B, Section ll.A,6 and Part C, Section X, 
based on requested emissions provided on the APEN submitted January 22, 2007). Compliance 
with the annual limitation shall be monitored by calculating emissions monthly, using the 
monthly quantity of ash processed, as required by Condition 4.3.1 and the above emission faclOrs 
(EPA's Compilation of Emission Factors (AP-42), dated January 1995, Section 11.17) in the 
following equations: 

Ash Silo Emissions = Silo Loading + S1Io Unloading 
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Where: 

Silo Loading = rEF (Jbslvrl x annual ash loaded (t<)~; Control efficiency = 99.9% 
2000 Its/ton 

Silo UnloadIng - rEF (lts/yr) x annual ash unloadetl (tons/vrl]; Control efficiency = 90% 
2000 lbs/ton 

Note that in order to use the control efficiencies identified the following conditions shall be met: 

4.1.1 The ash silo baghouse shall be operated and maintained in accordance with the 
requirements in Condition 11.2. 

4.1.2 When unloading, the water spray system shall be operated and maintained in 
accordance with good engineering practices. 

Monthly emissions shall be used in a rolling twelve month total to monitor compliance with the 
annuallimltations. Each month a new twelve month total shall be calculated using the previous 
twel ve months data. 

4.2 Particulate matter emissions (PM and PM:o) from the coal handling system shall be monitored as 
follows: 

4.2.1 Annual emlssions of PM and PlVho. from the 1965 portions of the coal handling 
system, for the purposes of APEN reporting and payment of annual fees will be 
determined using the emission factors below and the annual quantity of coal handled, 
as required by Condition 4.3.2, in the following equations: 

Emissions from coal handling = elrussions from coal conveying + emissions from coal crushing 

Where: 

Coal cOllveying emissions (from AP-42 Section 13,2.4 dated JanUar\! 19951: 

PM = PMm = k x 0.0032 X (UlSlI.3 x D x tons of coal tlJUlsierred per year 
(Mi2)14 x (2000 Ibsll ton) 

Where: k = particle size multiplier. dimensionless (for PM 0.74, for PMw 0,35) 
U = mean wind speed, mph (from TS application, 8.6 mph) 
M :::- moisture- content of coal, in percent (from T5 application. 4.5%) 
D = number of transfer points, dimensionless 

Coal crushing emissions (from EPA's FIRE Version :1.0. dared August 199:1, SCC 3-05,010-10): 

PM = (0.D2 Ibs/ton coal) x (tons of coal crushed per vear) 
2000 lbs/ton 

PM", = (0.006 lbslton cga)) x (tons of coal crushed per yearl 
2000 I bs/ton 
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Note that a control efficiency of 90% may be applied to the emission calculation, for the crushers 
provided the integrity of the c11lsher enclosure is maintained. 

4.2.2 Particulate matter emissions (PM and PM 10) , from the 1973 portions of the coal 
handling system, shall not exceed the above limitations (under the provisions of 
Colorado Regulation No.3. Part C, Section 1lI.B.7, with requested emissions as 
indicated in November 2, 2000 letter from source). Compliance with the annual 
limitation shall be monitored by calculating emissions monthly, using the monthly 
quantity of coal handled, as required by Condition 4.3.3 and the equations in 
Condition 4.2.1.· Monthly emissions shall be used in a rolling twelve month total to 
monitor compliance with the annu.al limitations. Each month a new twelve month 
total shall be calculated using the previous twelve months data. 

4.3 The quantity of Ash Processed through the ash silo and the quantity of Coal Handled shall be 
monitored and recorded as follows: 

4.3.1 The Ash and Spent Sorbent Processed through the ash silo shall not exceed the above 
limitations (Colorado Construction Permit 13 R0598 , as modified under the 
provisions of Section I, Condition 1.3 and Colorado Regulation No.3, Part B, Section 
IIA.6 and Part C. Section X. based on requested emissions provided on the APEN 
submitted January 22. 2007). Compliance with the ash processing limit shall be 
monitored by determining the quantity of fly ash and spent sorbent processed 
monthly. The quantity of ash processed shall be determined using the average ash 
content of the coat, as determined through coal sampling required in Condition 1.7 
and coal consumption records (Condition 1.6). An 80% fly-ash factor shall be 
assumed. The quantity of fly ash shall be increase by 25% to account for the spent 
sorbent. The monthly quantity of ash and spent sorben! processed shall be used in a 
rolling twelve month total to monitor compliance with the annual limitation. Each 
month a new twelve month total shall be calculated using the previous twelve months 
data. 

4.3.2 The quantity of Coal Handled through the 1965 portions of the coal handling 
system shall be monitored and recorded annually. The quantity of coal handled shall 
be determined using belt scales and corporate records as necessary. 

4.3.3 The quantity of coal handled through the 1973 portions of the coal handling system 
shall not exceed the above limitations (under the provisions of Colorado Regulation 
No.3, Part C, Section 1II.B.7, with requested throughput as indicated in November 2, 
2000 letter from source). Compliance with the annual limitation shall be monitored 
by recording the quantity of coal handled monthly. The quantity of coal handled shall 
be determined using bel t scales and corporate records as necessary. Monthl y 
quantities of coal handled shall be used in a rolling twelve month total to monitor 
compliance with the annual limitation. Each month a new twelve month total shall be 
calculated using the previous months data. 
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4.4 Opacity of emissions from the ash silo shall not exceed 20% (Colorado Regulation No.1, 
Section ItA.!), In the absence of credible evidence to the contrary, the ash silo shall be 
presumed to be in compliance with the 20% opacity limit provided the requirements in 
Conditions 4.l.1and 4.1.2 are met. 

4.5 Opacity of emissions from the coal handling systems shall not exceed 20% (Colorado Regulation 
No. I, Section IlAJ). In the absence of credible evidence to the contrary, the coal handling 
system shall be presumed to be in compliance with the opacity requirements provided the 
follow jng conditions are met: 

4.5.1 The conveyors shall be enclosed and the integrity of the enclosures maintained, 
Water spray and/or foam surfactant suppression systems for the conveyors shall be 
used as neces sary . 

4.5.2 The crushers shall be enclosed and the integrity of the enclosures maintained, 

5. Particulate Matter Emissions· Sources Supporting the S02 Control System 

P003 . Two (2) Recycle Ash Silos 

Paramerer Permit Limitations Compliance Monitoring I: 
Condition Short Term Long Term Emission Factor Method Interval 

I 

J: Number 

PM ! 5.1, NIA 0.09 tonslyr 0.61Ibs!ton i Recordkeeping and Monthly I 
i PM];) 0.09 tonslyr Q,61lbsiton Calculation ~ 

Recycle Ash 5.2. N/A 296 ,000 tonslyr NJA Rccordkeeping Mamhly J Processed 

Opacity 53. Less Than or Equal to 20% NIA See Condltion 53. I 

P004 - Two (2) Recycle Mixers 

~ Parameter Permit Limitations Compliance I Monitoring 
Condition Shon Term Long Tertn Emission Factor Method Interval 

!I Number 
, PM 5.1, N!A ·0.1 6 lonslyr 
, 

PM 10 NJA 0.16 tonslyr 
i 

Recycle Ash 52, N/A 296,000 tanslyr 
Processed 
Opacity 5.3. Less Than or Equal to 20% 

Operating Permit Number: 960PRO 132 

1.08 , IO" Ibsiton 
l.08 x 10.3 I bslton 

N!A 

NIA 

Recordkeeping Monthly 
i 

and Calculation 

Recorrlkeeping Monthly 
! 

See Condition 5.3. 
, 
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P005 - Two (2) Lime Storage Silos 

Parameter I' Penult Limitations Compliance Monitoring 

! , COndltlOn Short renm Long Term Emission Factor Method Interval 
: Number 

iPM 5.l. N/A I 0.01 tonslyr 0.61lbslton Recordkeeping and Monthly 

PM w 0.01 tDusfyr O.61lbslton Calculation 

Ii Lime Processed 5.2. NIA ! 22.500 tons!yr NIA Recordkeeping Mondlly 

II Opacity 5.3. Less Tban or Equal to 20% NIA See Condition 5.3. 

P006 • Two (2) Ball Mill Slakers 

i l"dIameter Permit urnitations 1 Compli anCe Monitoring 
Condition Shorr Term Long Term ! Emission Factor Method Interval 
Number 

IpM 5.1. NIA 0.80 tonslyr 0.067 I bslton Recordkeeping Monthly 

PMn N/A 0.80 tons/yr O.067lbsilon and Calculation 

Lime Processed 5.2. N/A 22,500 tonslyr N/A Recordkeeping Monthly 

Opacity 5.3. Less Than or Equal to 20% N/A See Condition 5.3. 

5.1 Particulate Matter (PM and PM1D) emissions shall not exceed the above limitations (Colorado 
Construction Permits 98R00374 (lime silos), 98R00375 (ball mill slakers), 98R00376 (recycle 
ash silos) and 98R00377 (recycle mixers), as modified under the provisions of Section I, 
Condition 1.3 and Colorado Regulation No.3, Part C, Sections LA.7 and II1.B.7, to revise the 
PM and PM lO emission limits for the recycle ash silos and recycle mixers to requested levels on 
the APEN submitted on September 23,2008). Monthly emissions shall be calculated using the 
quantity of material processed monthly, as required by Condition 5.3, and the above emission 
factors (EPA's Compilation of Emission Factors (AP-42), dated January 1995, Section 11.17-
for the recycle ash and lime silos and based on manufacturers' guarantees for recycle mixers and 
lime slakers converted to a Ibs/processing rate factor) in the following equation: 

lbslmonth EF (lbsiton) x monthly processing rate (tonsimonth) 

Note that a control efficiency of 99.9 % may be applied to the emission calculations for the silos, provided 
the silo baghouses are operated and mainl.ained as required by Condition 11.2. The emission factors for the 
recycle mixers and lime slakers are controHed emission factors. The scrubbers on the recycle mixers and 
lime slakers shall be operated and maintained in accordance with the manufacturers' recommendations and 
good engineering practices in order to use these emission factors, 

Monthly emissions shall be used in a twelve month rolling total to monitor compliance with the 
annual emission limitations. Each month a new twelve month rolling total shall be calculated 
using the previous twelve months data. 

5.2 The quantity of materials processed through the recycle ash silo and the recycle mixers and the 
lime storage silos and lime slakers shall not exceed the above limitations (Colorado Construction 
Permits 98R00374 (lime silos), 98R00375 (ball mill slakers), 98R00376 (recycle ash silos) and 
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98R00377 (recycle mixers), as modified under the provisions of Section I, Condition 1.3 and 
Colorado Regulation No.3, Part C, Sections I.A.7 and m.B.7, to revise the throughput limits for 
the recycle ash silos and recycle mixers to requested levels on the APEN submitted on 
September 23, 2008). Compliance with the annual limitations shall be monitored by recording 
the quantity of material processed through the recycle ash ·silos, recycle mixers. lime storage 
silos and lime slakers monthly. The monthly quantity of material processed shall be maintained 
in a rolling twelve month total to monitor compliance with the annual limitations. Each month a 
new twelve month total shall be calculated using the previous twelve months data. 

5.3 Opacity of emissions from each silo. mixer and slaker exhaust point shall not exceed 20% 
(Colorado Construction Pennits 98R00374 (lime silos). 98R00375 (ball mill slakers), 
98ROO376 (recycle ash silos) and 98R00377 (recycle mixers)). Compliance with the opacity 
requirement shall be monitored as follows: 

5.3.1 In the absence of credible evidence to the contrary, each silo shall be presumed to be 
in compliance with the 20% opacity limit provided each silo baghouse is operated and 
maintained as required by Condition 11.2. 

5.3.2 In the absence of credible evidence to the contrary, each recycle mixer and associated 
scrubber shall be presumed to be in compliance with the 20% opacity limit provided 
the scrubbers are operated and maintained in accordance with the manufaeturers' 
recommendations and good engineering practices. 

5.3.3 In the absence of credible evidence to the contrary, each ball mill slaker and 
associated scrubber shall be presumed to be in compliance with the 20% opacity limit 
provided the scrubbers are operated and maintained in accordance with the 
manufacturers' recommendations and good engineering practices. 
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6. MOOI & MOO2 ·Cooling Towers 

MOOI - Unit No.1 (Boiler No.1) Cooling Tower 

Parameter I Pennit Limitations Compliance MOnitoring 
• Condition Short Term Long Term Emission Factor Method Interval 

Number 

Water Circulated 6,L : NIA NIA NIA Recordkeeping Annually 

Total Solids 6,2, NIA NIA NIA Laboratory : Annually 
Analysis Amdysis 

IPM 6.3, N/A NiA See Condition 63 Recordkeeping Annually 

PMw and Calculation 

Opacity 6,4. Not to Exceed 20% NIA Sec Condition 6.4, 

M002 - Unit No.2 (Boiler No.2) Cooling Tower 

Parameter Permit Limitations Compliance Monitoring 
Condition Short Term Long Term Emission Factor Method Inlerval 
Number 

Water Circulated 6.1, NIA 70,430.4 N!A Recordkeeping Monthly 
mmgatiyr 

Total Soli ds 6.2, N/A NIA N!A Laboratory 
, 

Serm-
Analysis Analysis Annually 

PM 6.3, NJA 5.15 tonslyr See Condition 6.3 Recordkeeping Monthly 

PM jo 5.15 tous!yr and Calculation 

VOC 1,9 tonslyI' : 0.05271bslmmgal 
(as CHCi)) . 

Opacity 6.4, Not to Exceed 20% N/A See Condition 6,4, 

6.1 Water Circulated through the cooling towers shall be monitored and recorded as follows: 

6.1.1 The quantity of Water Circulated from the Unit I (Boiler No.1) cooling tower shall 
be monitored and recorded annually. The annual quantity of water circulated through 
the unit shall be used in the emission calculations in Condition 6.3, 

6.1.2 The quantity of Water Circulated from the Unit Z (Boiler No.2) cooling tower shall 
not exceed the above limitations (Colorado Construction Permit 96R0551-2). The 
quantity of water circulated through the unit shall be monitored and recorded 
monthly, Monthly quantities of water c.irculated through the unit shall be used in a 
twelve month rolling total to verify compliance with annual limitations, Each month. 
a new twelve month total shall be calculated using the previous twelve months data, 

In addition, monthly quantities of water circulated through the unit shall be used in 
the emission calculations identified in Condition 6.3, 
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6.2 Samples of water circulated from each tower shall he taken and analyzed to determine the total 
solids concentration in accordance with the following frequency: 

6.2.1 For the Unit No.1 cooling tower, samples shall be taken and analyzed annually. 

6.2.2 For the Unit No. 2 cooling tower, samples shall be taken and analyzed semi· 
annually. 

The total solids concentration shall be used to calculate particulate matter emissions as required 
by Condition 6.3. A copy of the procedures used to obtain and analyze samples shall he 
maintained and made available to the Division upon request. 

6.3 Particulate Matter (PM and PM lO) and Volatile OrganiC Compound (VOC) emissions shall be 
monitored as follows: 

6.3.1 Emissions of PM, PMw and VOC from the Unit No.1 cooling tower shall be 
calculated annually, using the equations in Condition 6.3.3, for purposes of APEN 
reporting and payment of annual fees. 

6.3.2 Emissions of PM, PMIO and VOC from the Unit So. 2 cooling tower shall not 
exceed the limitations above (Colorado Construction Permit 96R0551·2, as modified 
under the provisions of Section I, Condition 1.3 and Colorado Regulation No.3, Part 
B, Section lI.A.6 and Part C, Section X, to revise VOC emissions to requested levels 
ort the APEN submitted on September 13, 2007). Emissions shall be calculated 
monthly using the equations in Condition 6.3.3, Monthly emissions shall be used in a 
twelve month rolling total to monitor compliance with the annual limitations. Each 
month a new twelve month total shall be calculated using the previous twelve months 
data. 

6.3.3 The follOWing equations will be used to estimate emissions of PM, PMw and VOC 
from the cooling towers. 

PM = PM,,, (lbs/yr or Ibslrnonth) = Q x d x % drift x 31.3% drift dispersed x total solids concentration 

Wbere: Q water circulated, gal/yr or gal/month 
d = density of water ,Ibs/gal (from T5 application d = 8.34Ibslgal) 
% drift" 0.001% . 
31.3 % drift dispersed (from liP A -600/7·79-251 a, November 1979, "Fifects of Patbogenic 
and Toxk Malerials Transported Via Cooling Device Drift - Volumel ~ Technical 
Report", Page 63) 
Total solids concentration = total solids concentration, in ppm (Ibs solidsild' Ibs water) . 
to be determined by Condition 6.2, 

VOC = CHCh (lbs/yr) "Q x FF x (l mrngalllO' gal) 

Where: Q :: water circulated. gaUyr 
EF = 0.0527 Ibslmmgal (from letter from Wayne C. Micheletti to Ed Lasnic, dated 

. November ll, 1992) 
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6.4 Opacity of emissions from each cooling tower shall not exceed 20% (Colorado Regulation No. J, 
Section II.A.!). In the absence of credible evidence to the contrary, compliance with the opacity 
standard shall be presumed, provided the drift eliminators on the towers are maintained and 
operated in accordance with manufacturers' requirements and good engineering practices. 

7, Definitions 

7.1 Boiler Operating Day 

Boiler operating day for coal shall mean any calendar day in which coal is combusted in the 
boiler of a unit for more than 12 hours. If coal is combustedJor more than 12 but. less than 24 
hours during a calendar day, the calculation of that day's S~ emissions for the unit shall be 
based solely upon the average of hourly continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS) data 
during hours in which coal was combusted in the unit, and shall not include any time in which 
coal was not combusted (Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State 
Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station Requirements 
(8/15196), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1/16197), Section VI.C.II.2.b). 

7.2 Rolling Average Basis 

Rolling average basis shall mean an average over a period of time consisting of the last 30 or 90 
boiler operating days, with a new daily average generated each successive boiler operating day, 
based on the sum of the daily averages for the last 30 or 90 boiler operating days (Long-Term 
Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility 
Protection Part I: Hayden Station Requirements (8/15196), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 
(1116/97), Section VI.C.l1.2.x). 

8, Emission Factors 

The permittee shall comply with the provisions of Regulation NO.3 concerning APEN reporting. 
Emission factors that are approved compliance factors specified within this permit cannot be adjusted 
without requiring a permit modification. Emission factors and/or other emission estimating methods 
used only to comply with the reporting requirements of this regulation can be updated and modified as 
specified. These changes by themselves, do not require any permitting activities though the resulting 
emission estimate may trigger permitting activities. 

9, Catastrophic Failure (for Purposes of S02 Emissions) 

9.1 A "catastrophic failure" shall mean a complete failure of the 502 emission control equipment at 
a unit th<\t is directly caused by a force that the permittee could neither have controlled nor 
reasonably anticipated, and that could not have been prevented through the exercise of good air 
pollution control practices for minimizing emissions (Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision 
of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection Part I; Hayden Station 
Requirements (8/15/96), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2~05 (1116/97), Section 
VI.C.v.8 .a.ix.(l). 
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9,2 Without limitation, a catastrophic failure shall not include S02 emissions that are related to unit 
startup or shutdown;' load fluctuations; operator failure; upsets (malfunctions); design, 
construction , or equipment defects that the permittee could have controlled or reasonably 
anticipated; or the failure of any S02 emission control equipment components due to ordinary 
wear and tear, irrespective of the permittee's effons to maintain andior replace such components 
(Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class I 
Visibility Protection Pan I: Hayden Station Requirements (8/15/96),as approved by EPA at 62 
FR 2305 (1116197), Section VI.C.V ,8,a.ix.(2)), 

9.3 For purposes of determining the permittee's compliance with the 502 emission limitations in 
Conditions 1.3.2 through 1.3.4, no more than 24 hours of SOl data shall be excluded for any' 
single "catastrophic failure" (Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State 
Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station Requirements 
(8il5/96), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1116i97), Section VLC.V .8.a.ix,(3)). 

9.4 For any boiler operating day for which data is excluded due to a catastrophic failure, the 
calculation of that day's average SO, emissions for the unit shall be based solely upon hours of 
nonexcluded CEMS data that would otherwise be counted. Days in which all such hours are 
excluded as a result of a catastrophic failure pursuant to this Condition 9 shall not be counted in 
calculating compliance with the S02 emission limitations (Long-Term Strategy Review and 
Revision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection Pan I: 
Hayden Station Requirements (8115i96), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1116/97), Section 
VI.C.V.8.a,ix,(4)), 

9.5 If the permittee wishes to invoke the catastrophic failure exception, they must perform the 
following (Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan 
for Class I Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station Requirements (8/15i96), as approved by 
EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1116/97), Section VI.Cv'S,a,ix.(5)): 

9.5.1 Notify the Division by phone immediately, but no later tnan two hours after the start 
of the next business day following such failure, 

9.5.2 Provide a written report to the Division, within thirty (30) days of the failure, that 
contains the following: 

9.5 ,2.1 

9,5.2.2 

9.5,2.3 

All hourly S02 CEMS data the permittee wishes to have excluded; 

Evidence of the permittee's notification to the Division; and 

All evidence that demonstrate the failure is a "catastrophic failure" as 
defined in Condition 9.1 , 

9,6 If the permittee fails to follow the notice andior reporting requirements in Condition 9.5, the 
catastrophic failure exception shall not apply (Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision of 
Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station 
Requirements (8/15196), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1116197), Section 
VLC.V.8.a;ix,(5)), 
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10.1 At all times, including periods of Startup, shutdown, and malfunction owners and operators shall 
to the extent practicable, maintain and operate any affected facility including associated air 
pollution control equipment in a manner consistent with good air pollution control practice for 
minimizing emISSIons. Determination of whether acceptable operating and Inaintenance 
procedures are being used will be based on information available to tile Division whith may 
include, but is not limited to monitoring results, opacity observations, review of operating and 
maintenance procedures, and inspection of the source (40 CFR Part 60 Subpart A § 6O.II(d) as 
adopted by Reference in Colorado Regulation No, 6, Part A). 

10.2 No article, machine, equipment or process shall be used to conceal an emission which would 
otherwise constitute a violation of an applicable standard. Such concealment includes, but is not 
limited to, the use of gaseous diluems to achieve compliance with an opacity standard or with a 
standard which is based on the concentration of a pollutant in the gasses discharged to the 
atmosphere (40 CI'R Part 60 Subpart A § 60.12, as adopted by reference in Colorado Regulation 
No.6, Part A). 

11. Particulate Matter Emission Periodic Monitoring Requirements 

11.1 Operation and Maintenance Requirements for Boiler 8aghouses 

The boiler baghouses shall be maintained and operated in accordance with good engineering 
practices. Any maintenance performed on the boiler baghouses shall be documented and made 
available to the Division upon request 

11.2 Operation and Maintenance Requirements for Other Bagbouses 

Baghouses, other than those on the boilers, shall be operated and maintained in acoordance with 
manufacturers' recommendations and good engineering practices. 

11.3 Stack Testing 

Stack testing for particulate matter emissions shall be performed on Boilers 1 and 2 within) 80 
days of renewal permit issuance [April I, 2009] in accordance with the requirements and 
procedures set forth in EPA Test Method 5 as set forth in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A. 
Frequency of testing, thereafter shall be annual except that: (1) if the first test required by this 
renewal permit or any subsequent test results indicate emissions are less than or equal to 50% of 
the emission limit, another test is required within five years; (2) if the first test required by this 
renewal permit or any subsequent test results indicate emissions are more than 50%, but less than 
or equal to 75% of the emission limit, another test is required within three years; (3) if the first 
test required by this renewal permit or any subsequent test results indicate emissions are greater 
than 75% of the emission limit, an annual test is required until the provisions of (l) or (2) are 
met. 
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A stack testing protocol shall be submitted for Division approval at least thirty (30) calendar 
days prior to any performance of the test. No stack test shall be performed without prior written 
approval by the Division. The Division reserves the right to witness the test. The required 
number of copies of the compliance test results shall be submitted to the Division within forty
five (45) calendar days of the completion of the test. 

12. Continuous Emission Monitoring and Continuous Opacity Monitoring Systems 

12.1 CEM and COM Monitoring Systems QAlQC Plan 

Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM) and Continuous Opacity Monitoring (COM) systems 
are required for measurement of the stack S02, CO2 , NOx (and diluent monitor for either CO2 or 
O2), gas flow rate and opacity emissions. In addition, continuous emission monitors are required 
to measure S02 emissions at the inlet of the lime spray dryers. The quality assurance/quality 
control plan 'required by 40 CPR Part 75, Appendix B shall be made available to the Division 
upon request. Revisions shall be made to the plan at the request of the Division. 

12.2 General Provisions 

12.2.1 The permittee shall ensure that all continuous emIssIon and opacity monitoring 
systems required are in operation and monitoring unit emissions or opacity at all 
times that the boiler combusts any fuel except as provided in 40 CPR Part 75 § 
7S.II(e) and during periods of calibration, quality assurance, or preventative 
maintenance performed pursuant to 40 CPR Part 75 § 75.21 and Appendix B, periods 
of repair, periods of backups of data from a data acquisition and handling system or 
recertification performed pursuant to 40 CPR Part 75 § 75.20. The permittee shall 
also ensure, subject to the exceptions just noted, that the continuous opacity 
monitoring systems required are in operation and monitoring opacity during the time 
following combustion when fans are still operating unless fan operation is not 
required to be included under any other applicable requirement (40 CFR Part 75 § 

. 75.1O(d)) 

12.2.2 Alternative monitoring system, alternative reference method, or any other alternative 
for the required continuous emission monitoring systems shall not be used without 
having obtained prior written approval from the appropriate agency, either the 
Division or the U. S. EPA, depending on which agency is authorized to approve such 
alternative under applicable law. Any alternative continuous emission monitoring 
systems or continuous opacity monitoring systems must be certified in accordance 
with the requirements of 40 CPR Part 75 prior to use. 

12.2.3 All test and monitoring equipment, methods, procedures and reporting shall be 
subject to the review and approval by the appropriate agency, either the Division or 
the U. S. EPA, depending on which agency is authorized to approve such item under 
applicable law, prior to any official use. The Division shall have the right to inspect 
suchequipmen\, methods and procedures and data obtained at any time. The 
Division may provide a wimess(s) for any and all tests as Division resources permit. 
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12.2.4 

12.2.5 

A file shall be maintained of all measurements, including continuous monitoring 
system, monitoring device, and performance testing measurements; all continuous 
monitoring system performance evaluations; all continuous monitoring system or 
monitoring device ealibration checks; adjustments and maintenance performed on 
these systems or devices; and all other information required by applicable portions of 
40 CFR Part 75 recorded in a permanent form suitable for inspection. 

Records shall be maintained of the occurrence and duration of any startup, shutdown, 
or malfunction in the operation of the source; any malfunction of the air pollution 
control equipment; or any periods during which a continuous monitoring system or 
monitoring device is inoperative. 

12.3 Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM) Systems 

12.3. ] 

12.3 .2 

12.3 .3 

12.3.4 

The Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM) Systems are subject to the requirements 
of 40 CFR Part 75. Each monitoring system shall meet the equipment, installation 
and performance specifications of 40 CFR Part 75, Appendix A. 

The permittee shall follow the 40 CFR Part 75 quality assurance and quality control 
procedures of Appendix B and the conversion procedures of Appendix F. 

When the continuous emission monitoring system is unable tc provide quality assured 
data. the permittee may use either of the following monitoring methods: 

12.3.3.1 A certified backup monitor may be used to monitor compliance with the 
NOx and S02 emission limitations. If backup monitors are used as 
described in 40 CFR Part 75, Subpart C, the next quarterly report shall 
identify the dates and times the backup monitors were in use. 

12.3.3.2 The permittee shall determine compliance with the S02 and NOx emission 
limitations identified in Section IIl.2 and the S02 emission limitations 
identified in Section II, Conditions 1.3.2. 1.3.3 and 1.3.4 by using the data 
substitution procedures in 40 CFR Part 75, Subpmt D (Long-Term 
Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan 
for Class I Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station Requirements 
(8115196), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1116/97), Section 
VI.C.VI.20 and 40 CFR Part 75, Subpart D). 

S02 Data Recording Requirements: The S02 continuous emission monitoring 
systems shall record data as follows: 

12.3.4.1 The continuous emission monitoring systems shall calculate hourly S(h 
concentrations in Ibs!mmBtu at the inlet and outlet continuous emission 
monitors for each unit, in accordance with the requirements of 40 CFR 
Part 75 (Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State 
Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden 
Station Requirements (8/15/96), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 
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12.3.5 

(I/! 6/97), Section Vl.C.VL16). 

12.3.4.2 For each boiler operating day, the inlet and outlet hourly averages 
(Condition 12.3.4.1) shall be used to calculate the following at each unit: 
hourly S02 average Percentage removal, daily S02 average percentage 
removal based on the hourly averages and 30 day rolling S02 average 
percentage removal based on the daily averages (Long-Term Strategy 
Review and Revision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class I 
Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station Requirements (8/15/96), as 
approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1116/97), Section VI.CVU6.a). 

12.3.4.3 For each boiler operating day, the outlet hourly averages (Condition 
12.3.4.1) shall be used to calculate the following at each unit: daily 
average S~ emissions based on the hourly averages and 30 day and 90 
day rolling averages based on the daily averages (Long-Term Strategy 
Review and Revision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class I 
Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station Requirements (8/151%), as 
approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1116197), Section VI.C.VU6,b). 

12.3.4.4 As provided for in Condition 1.3.7, during startup of a unit, the first two 
. hours after the first coal feeder has started shall be excluded from 
calculation of that boiler operating day's S02 emissions for the unit 
(Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State 
Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden 
Slation Requirements (8115196), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 
(1116/97), Section VLC.VLl6.c). 

12.3.45 The outlet hourly averages (Condition ·12.3.4.1) shall be used to calculate 
3-hour rolling averages to monitor compliance with the S02 limitation in 
Condition 1.3.1. of this permit. 

12.3.4.6 For any hour that valid quality assured continuous emission monitor data 
for a unit is unavailable, S02 emissions shall be calculated in accordance 
with the missing data substitution procedures in 40 CFR Part 75 as 
specified in Condition 12.3.3.2 (Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision 
of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection 
Part I: Hayden Station Requirements (8/15/96), as approved by EPA al62 
FR 2305 (1/16/97), Section VLC.VL20). 

Unit 2 NOx Data Recording Requirements: The hourly NOx averages calculated 
in IbslmmBtu, as required by Section IIIJ of this permit (Acid Rain Program 
standard requirements) shall be used to calculate 3-hour rolling averages to monitor 
compliance with the NOx limitation in Condition 1.4 of Section II of this permit. 

12.4 Continuons Opacity Monitoring (COM) Systems 

12.4.1 The Continuous Opacity Monitoring (COM) Systems are subject to the requirements 
of 40 CFR Part 75. Each continuous opacity monitoring system shall meet the 
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12.4.2 

12.4.3 

12.4.4 

12.4.5 

design, installation, equipment and performance specifications in 40 CFR Part 60, 
Appendix B, Performance Specification I. 

Unit No.1 Continuous Opacity Monitor Only: The permittee shall check the zero 
and span drift of the system at least once per day and at such other times as 
designated by the Division, acecrding to procedures approved by the Division. The 
Division may also make such determinations in order to assure proper quality 
assurance (Colorado Regulation No, 1, Section IV,F), 

Unit No.2 Continuous Opacity Monitor Only: The permittee shall follow the 
quality assurance and quality control procedures of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart A § 
60.13, 

The permittee shall calculate opacity based on continuous opacity monitoring system 
data for each six-minute period of time any boiler is operating, in the manner, 
frequency and interval as prescribed in the applicable regulations (Long-Term 
Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class I 
Visibility Protection Part 1: Hayden Station Requirements (8/15196), as approved by 
EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1116/97), Section VI.CVL21). 

The permittee shall ensure that the continuous opacity monitors are properly 
recording data at least 98% of each unit's operating time each quarter (Long-Term 
Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State lmplementation Plan for Class I 
Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station Requirements (8il5/96), as approved by 
EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1/16/97), Section VI.C,VL23), 

Note that compliance with the 98% availability requirement is not a shield against 
enforcement with respect to the continuous emission monitoring system requirements 
in 40 CFR Part 75, 

12.5 Notification and Recordkeeping for Unit No.1 

The owner or operator of a facility required to install, maintain, and calibrate continuous 
monitoring equipment shall submit to the Division, by the end of the calendar month following 
the end of each calendar quarter, a report of excess emissions for all pollutants monitored for that 
quarter. This report shall consist of the following information andlor reporting requirements as 
specified by the Division, 

12.5.1 

12.5.2 

. The magnitude of excess emissions computed in accordance with Division guidelines, 
any conversion factor(s) used, and the date and time of commencement and 
completion of each time period of excess emissions (Colorado Regulation No. I, 
Section IV.G'!). 

The nature and cause of the excess emissions, if known (Colorado Regulation No.1, 
Section IV ,G.2) , 
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12.5.3 

12.5.4 

12.5.5 

The date and time identifying each period of equipment malfunction and the nature of 
the system repairs or adjustments, if any, made to correct the malfunction (Colorado 
Regulation No. I, Section IV.G.3l. 

A schedule of the calibration and maintenance of the continuous monitoring system 
(Colorado Regulation No.1. Section IV.G.4). 

Compliance with the reponing requirements of this section shall not relieve the owner 
or operator of the reporting requirements of Section !I.E of the Common Provisions 
Regulation concerning the affirmative defense provisions for excess emissions during 
malfunctions (Colorado Regulation No. I. Section IV.G .5). 

12.6 Notification and Recordkeeping for Unit /lio. 2 

12.6.1 The owner or operator of a facility required to install. maintain. and calibrate 
continuous monitoring equipment shall submit to the Division, by the end of the 
calendar month following the end of each calendar quarter, a report of excess 
emissions for all pollutants monitored for that quarter [40 CFR Part 60 Subpart A § 
60.7(cl]. This report shall consist of the following infonnation and/or reporting 
requirements as specified by the Division: 

12.6.2 

12.6.1.1 The magnitude of excess emissions computed in accordance with 40 CFR 
Part 60 Subpart A § 60.13(h) and Division guidelines, as applicable, any 
conversion factor(s) used, and the date and time of commencement and 
completion of each time period of excess emissions and the process 
operating time during the reporting period [40 CFR Part 60 Subpan A § 
60.7(c)(I)]. 

12.6.1.2 Specific identification of each period of excess emissions that occurs 
during startups, shutdowns, and malfunctions of the affected facility. The 
nature and cause of any malfunction (if known), the corrective action 
taken or preventative measures adopted [40 CFR Part 60 Subpan A § 
60.7{c)(2)]. 

12.6.1.3 The date and time identifying each period of equipment (continuous 
emission monitoring equipment) malfunction and the nature of the system 
repairs or adjustments, if any, made to correct the malfunction [40 CFR 
Part 60 Subpart A § 60 .7( c )(3)). 

12.6.1.4 When no excess emissions have occurred or the continuous monitoring 
system(s) have not been inoperative, repaired, or adjusted, such 
information shall be stated in the report [40 CFR Part 60 Subpan A § 
6O.7(c)(4)]. 

The owner or operator of a facility required to install, maintain, and calibrate 
continuous monitoring equipment shall submit to the Division. by the end of the 
calendar month following the end of each calendar quarter, a summary report for that 
quaner [40 CFR Part 60 Subpart A § 60.7(c)]. One summary repon fonn shall be 
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submitted for each pollutant monitored. This report shall contain the information and 
be presented in the format provided in 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart A § 60.7(d), Figure 1. 

If the total duration of excess emissions for the reporting period is less than I percent 
of the total operating time for the reporting period and continuous monitoring system 
(CMS) downtime is less than 5 percent of the total operating time for the reporting 
period, only the summary report form shall be submitted and the excess emission 
report described in Condition 12.6.1 need not be submitted unless required by the 
Division [40 CFR Part 60 Subpart A § 60.7(d)(I »). 

If the total duration of excess emissions for the reporting period is 1 percent or greater 
of the total operating time for the reporting period or the total CMS downtime for the 
reporting period is 5 percent or greater of the total operating time for the reporting. 
period, the summary report form and the excess emission report described in 
Condition 12.6.1 shall both be submitted [40 CFR Part 60 Subpart A § 60.7(d)(I)]. 

12.7 Additional Reporting Requirements 

With the excess emission reports required by Conditions 12.5 and 12.6, the following additional 
information shall be provided: 

12.7.1 

12.7.2 

12.7.3 

12.7.4 

Each 30 day and 90 day rolling average that exceeded or failed to comply with the 
S02 emission limitations (Long·Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's 
State Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station 
Requirements (8/15/96), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1/16197), Section 
VI.CVU7), 

All times the coal feeders have started during startup as reported through the 
continuous emissions monitoring systems (Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision 
of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection Part I: 
Hayden Station Requirements (8/15/96), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 
(1116/97), Section VI.CVI.17), 

A list of the days and hours excluded for any reason from the determination of the 
permittee's compliance with the S02 limits (Long-Term Strategy Review and 
Revision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection 
Part I: Hayden Station Requirements (8115/96), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 
(1116/97), Section VI.C.VI.!7), and 

All excess opacity .readings for each unit, the cause of each excess opacity reading 
and the permittee's efforts to minimize such readings (Long-Term Strategy Review 
and Revision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility 
Protection Part I: Hayden Station Requirements (8/15/96), as approved by EPA at 62 
FR 2305 (1/16/97), Section VI.CVI.22). 
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13.1.1 Except'as provided for in Condition 13.1.2, below, no owner or operator of a source 
shall allow or cause the emission into the atmosphere of any air poHutant which is in 
excess of 20.0 % opacity, as averaged over each separate 6-minute period within an 
hour, beginning each hour on the hour, except as provided for in 13.1.2 below, 
(Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan 
for Class I Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station Requirements (8115196), as 
approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (\116/97), Section VLC.VI.8.ii,(2)). 

13.1.2 No owner or operator of a source. shall allow or cause to be emitted into the 
atmosphere any air pollutant resulting from the building of a new fire, cleaning of fire 

. boxes, soot blowing, start-up, any process modification or adjustment or occasional 
cleaning of control equipment, which is in excess of 30% opacity for a period or 
periods aggregating more than six (6) minutes in any sixty (60) consecutive minutes 
(Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State Implementation 'Plan 
for Class I Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station Requirements (8/15/96), as 
approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1/16/97), Section VI.CVI.8,ii.(2)). 

A record shall be kept of the type, date and time of the commencement and 
completion of each and every condition that results in an exceedance. The records 
shall be made available for review upon request by the Division. 

Compliance with the above opacity requirements shall be monitored using the continuous 
opacity monitor required by Condition 1.9 of ·this permit. The requirements for the opacity 
monitoring system are defined in Conditions 12.1 «QA/QC Plan), 12.2 (General Provisions) and 
12,4 (specific requirements for COMS) of this permit. Periods of excess emissions shall be 
reported as required by Conditions 12.5 (Unit 1), 12.6 (Unit 2) and 12.7 (additional reporting 
requirements for both Units 1 and 2). 

In addition, an opacity reading may be excused under the provisions of Condition 13.2 of this 
permit. 

13.2 Provisions for Excusing Opacity Readings 

Any opacity reading in excess of the limitations set forth in the above condition may be excused 
if the permittee has demonstrated such reading was the result of an unpredictable failure of air 
pollution control or process equipment that was not due to poor maintenance, improper or 
careless operations, or otherwise could not have been prevented through the exercise of' 
reasonable care, If the perminee seeks to excuse any such excess opacity reading, they must 
notify the Division as soon as possible by telephone, but not later than two hours after the stan of 
the next business day. In addition, any claim of excuse must be made in writing in the 
permittee's next quarterly report following such condition and must describe: (a) the date and 
time telephone notification was given to the Division, and the person to whom the notification 
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was given, (b) the cause of the condition, (c) all actions the permittee took to correct the 
condition and (d) all actions the pennittee will take to prevent the condition from recurring 
(Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for Class I 
Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station Requirements (8115196), as approved by EPA at 62 
FR 2305 (1116197), Section VI.C.v.8.c.iii). 

13.3 NSPS Opacity Requirements - For Unit 2 Only 

Opacity of emissions shall not exceed 20% for any six-minute period, except for one six-minute 
period not to exceed 27% each hour (40 CFR Part 60 Subpart D § 6O.42(a)(2), as adopted by 
reference in Colorado Regulation No.6, Part A). Compliance with this standard shall be 
monitored using the continuous opacity monitors (COM) required by this permit. 

Note that this opacity standard is more stringent than the opacity standard identified in Condition 
13.1 during periods of fire building, cleaning offire boxes, soot blowing, process modifications, 
and adjustment and occasional cleaning of control equipment. 

14. Lead Periodic Monitoring 

14.1 State-Only Requirement: Emissions of Lead (Pb) shall not be such that emissions, from the 
facility, result in an ambient lead concentration exceeding 1.5 micrograms per standard cubic 
meter averaged over a one-month period (Colorado Regulation No.8, Part C, Section I.E). A 
copy of the source's modeling analysis, indicating that lead emissions meet the State-only lead 
standard shall be maintained and made available to the Division upon request. No further 
modeling is required unless changes to the fuels processed would significantly increase lead 
emissions above the modeled levels. 

14.2 Lead emissions from the facility are suhject tc the General Conditions in Section V of this Permit 
including Recordkeeping and Reporting requirements and Fee Payment listed under Conditions 
22 and 8. Annual emissions for the purposes of APEN reporting and payment of annual fees 
shall be based on the information submitted in the annual Toxic Release Inventory (TRl) report. 
The TRI report and calculation methodology shall be made available to the Division upon 
request. 

15. Fuel Sampling Requirements 

Coal shall be sampled to determine the heat content, moisture content, weight percent sulfur and weight 
percent ash. Vendor receipts used for contractual purposes to insure fuel is delivered within 
specifications shall be adequate to provide the necessary data for the purposes of emission calculations 
and monitoring compliance with permit conditions. The permittee shall use vendor sample results from 
all shipments of coal received. 
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16. 8003 - Auxiliary Boiler, 25 mmBtu/hr 

Parameter Pennit Limitations 
Condition 
Number 

ShortTenn Long Term 

Emission 16.1 . NIA NIA 
Calculations 

No.2 Fuel Oil 16.2. NIA NIA 
: Consumpiion 

Particulate 16.3. O.216lb/mmBtu 
Matter 
Emissions 
Sulfur Dioxide 16.4 1.5 IbfmmBtu 

Fuel Sampling 16.5. KIA NIA 

Opacity 16.6. Nat to Exceed 20% Except as 
Provided forin Condition 16.7 

Below 

Opacity 16.7. For Certain Operational 
Activities - Not to Exceed 

30%.for a Period Or Periods 
Aggregating More than Six (6) 
Minutes jn any 60 Consecutive 

Minutes 

Case-by-Case \16.8. Submit 112(j) Application by 
MACT Deadline 
Requirements 

I· S _ weIght percent sulfur lfi fuel 

Compliance 
Emission Factor' 
(lbsllO' gallon) 

PM -2 
PMw - 1 

SO, - 1445 

NO. - 20 
CO - 5 

VOC-O.2 
I NIA 

NiA 

NlA 

! 

NjA 

N!A 

NIA 

, 

.. 

NiA 

i 
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Monitoring 
Method Interval 

Recordkeeping Annually 
and Calculation 

! 

Recordkeeping Annually 

Fuel Restriction When Burning 
No.2 Fuel Oil 
as Fuel 

Fuel Restriction When Burning 
No.2 Fuel Oil 
as Fuel Ii 

See Condition 165. I 
See Condition 16.6. 

See Candilion 16.7. 

See Condition 16.8-

16.1 The emission factors listed above have been approved by the Division and shall be used to 
calculate emissions from the boiler (EPA's Compilation of Emission Factors (AP-42), Section 
1.3, dated September 1998). Annual emissions for the purposes of APEN reporting and the 
payment of annual fees shall be calculated using the above emission factors and the annual No.2 
fuel oil usage, as reqUired by Condition 16.2, in the following equation: 

16.2 No.2 fuel oil usage for the boiler shall be monitored annual and recorded and maintained to be 
available to the Division upon request. No.2 fuel oil usage shall be determined using fuel meter 
and eorporate records as necessary. 

16.3 Particulate Matter (PM) emissions from the boiler shall not exceed the above limitation 
(Colorado Regulation No.1, Section IIl.A.l.b). In the absence of credible evidence to the 
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contrary, compliance with the particulate matter emission limits is presumed since only No.2 
fuel oil is permitted to be used as fuel in the boiler. 

Note that the numeric PM standards were determined using the design heat input for the boiler 
(25 mmBtu/hr) in the following equation: 

PE = 0.5 x (Flro26 where: PE = particulate standard in IbslmmBtu 
FI = fuel input in mmBtu/hr 

16.4 Sulfur Dioxide (SOl) emissioris from this boiler shall not exceed the above limitation (Colorado 
Regulation No. 1, Section VLAJ,b,(i), In the absence of credible evidence to the contrary, 
compliance with the sulfur dioxide emission limitation is presumed since only No.2 fuel oil is 
permitted to be used as fuel. 

16.5 No, 2 fuel oil shall be sampled and analyzed to detennine the heat content and weight percent 
sulfur in the fuel. Frequency of sampling and analysis shall be semi -annually or with each fuel 
shipment, whichever is less frequent. In lieu of sampling, vendor data may be used to determine 
the weight percent sulfur provided sampling and analysis was performed using appropriate 
ASTM methods, or equivalent, if approved by the Division in advance. 

16.6 Except as provided for in Condition 16,7, below, no owner or operator of a source shall allow or 
cause the emission into the atmosphere of any air pollutant which is in excess of 20% opacity 
(Colorado Regulation No, 1, Section ItA.!). Compliance with this opacity standard shall be 
monitored by conducting visible emission observations in accordance with EPA Method 9. 
Readings shall be conducted annually. Results of Method 9 readings and a copy of the certified 
Method 9 reader's certification shall be made available to the Division upon request 

16.7 No owner or operator of a source shall allow or cause to be emitted into the attnosphere any air 
pollutant resulting from the building of a new fire, cleaning of fire boxes, soot blowing, start-up, 
process modifications or adjustment or occasional cleaning of control equipment which is in 
excess of 30% for a period or periods aggregating more than six (6) minutes in any sixty (60) 
consecutive minutes (Colorado Regulation No.1, Section ILA.4), Compliance with this opacity 
standard shall be monitored by conducting emission observations in accordance with EPA 
Method 9. Readings shall be conducted annually and shall be taken within one (1) hour of the 
commencement of one of the above specific activities and every 24 hours thereafter until the 
specific activity has been completed, Results of Method 9 readings and a copy of the certified 
Method 9 reader's certification shall be made available to the Division upon request. 

Note that if the duration of the specific activity lasts less than one hour a Method 9 reading is not 
required, 

16.8 This boiler falls under the Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) source category 
of Industrial, Commercial and Institutional Boilers and Process Heaters, Since the MACT 
provisions for this source category (codified in 40 CFR Part 63 Subpan DDDDD) were vacated 
as of July 30, 2007, this boiler will be subject to the case-by-case MACT determination 
requirements of 1120) of the Clean Air Act Amendments (codified in 40 CPR Pan 63 Subpart B 
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§§ 63.50 through 63.56). The permittee shall submit a 112UJ application by the deadline 
specified by EPA. As of the issuance date of this permit, the deadline has not been set; however, 
the Division will notify the permittee of the deadline for the 112Ul application at a later date. 
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1. Designated Representative and Alternate Designated Representative 
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Designated Representative: Alternate Designated Representative: 

Name: 
Title: 

Phone: 

Steve Mills 
General Manager, Power 
Generation, Colorado 
(303) 628-2679 

Name: 
Title: 

Phone: 

Dean Metcalf 
Director -
Air and Water 
(720) 497·2007 

2. Sulfur Dioxide Emission Allowances and Nitrogen Oxide Emission Limitations 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Unit 1 SO, 6014* 6014' 6014' 6014' 6014' 6014' 
Allowances, per 
40 CPR Part 
73.10(b), Table 
2 

Unit I NO, O.46lbsimmBtu 0.46lbs/mmBm O.46Ibs!mmBtll 0.46 IbsimmBtu O.46lbsimmBtu O.46lbs/mmBtu 
Limits, per 40 

! CFR Part 76.7 

Unit 2 - S02 9155* 9155* 9155* 9155* 9155* 9155' 
Allowances, per 
40CFR Part 
73.l0(b), Table 
2 

Untt2· NO, 0.40 IbslmmBm 0.40 IbslmmB tu 0.40 I bs/mmBtu 0.40 IbslmmBtu 0.40 Ibs/mmBtu OAO Ibs/mmBtu 
Limits, per 40 
CFR Parr 76.7 

.. . , * Under the Pf{lYlSIOIlS of §72.84(a) any allowance aliocanons to, transfers to and deducnons from an affected liM s Allowance 
Tracking System account is considered an automatic permi~ amendment and as such no revision to the permit is necessary. Numerical 
allowances shown in this table are from the 1996 edition of the CFR. Note that one allowance equals one ton of So, emissions. 

3. Standard Requirements 

Units 1 and 2 of this facility are subject to and the source has certified that they will comply with the 
following standard conditions. 

Permi t Requirements. 

(1) The designated representative of each affected source and each affected unit at the source shall: 
0) Submit a complete Acid Rain permit application (including a compliance plan) under 40 CFR 

part 72 in accordance with the deadlines specified in 40 CFR 72.30; and 
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(ii) Submit in a timely manner any supplemental information that the Division determines is 
necessary in order to review an Acid Rain permit application and issue or deny an Acid Rain 
permit; 

(2) The owners and operators of each affected source and each affected unit at the source shall: 
(i) Operate the unit in compliance with a complete Acid Rain permit application or a superseding 

Acid Rain permit issued by the Division; and 
(ij) Have an Acid Rain Permit. 

Monitorin£ Requirements. 

(1) The owners and operators and, to the extent applicable, designated representative of each affected source 
and each affected unit at the source shall comply with the monitoring requirements as provided in 40 
CFR part 75. 

(2) The emissions measurements recorded and reported in accordance with 40 CFR part 75 shall be used to 
determine compliance by the source or unit, as appropriate, with the Acid Rain emissions limitations and 
emissions reduction requirements for sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides under the Acid Rain Program. 

(3) The requirements of 40 CFR parts 75 shall not affect the responsibility of the owners and operators to 
monitor emissions of other pollutants or other emissions characteristics at the unit under other applicable 
requirements of the Federal Clean Air Act and other provisions of the operating permit for the source. 

Sulfur Dioxide Reguirements. 

(1) The owners and operators of each source and each affected unit at the source shall: 
(i) Hold allowances, as of the allowance transfer deadline, in the source's compliance account (after 

deductions under 40 CFR 73.34(c», not less than the total annual emissions of sulfur dioxide for 
the previous calendar year from the affected units at the source; and 

(ii) Comply with the applicable Acid Rain emissions limitations for sulfur dioxide. 
(2) Each ton of sulfur dioxide emitted in excess of the Acid Rain emissions limitations for sulfur dioxide 

shall constitute a separate violation of the Federal Clean Air Act. 
(3) An affected unit shall be subject to the requirements under paragraph (1) of the sulfur dioxide 

requirements as follows: 
(i) Starting January 1.2000, an affected unit under 40 CFR 72.6(a)(2); or 
(ii) Staning on the later of January l, 2000 or the deadline for monitor certification under 40 CFR 

part 75. an affected unit under 40 Cl''R 72.6(a)(3). 
(4) Allowances shall be held in, deducted from, or transferred among Allowance Tracking System accounts 

in accordance with the Acid Rain Program. 
(5) An allowance shall not be deducted in order to comply with the requirements under paragraph (I) of the 

sulfur dioxide requirements prior to the calendar year for which the allowance was allocated. 
(6) An allowance allocated by the Administrator under the Acid Rain Program is a limited authorization to 

emit sulfur dioxide in accordance with the Acid Rain Program. No provision of the Acid Rain Program, 
the Acid Rain permit application, the Acid Rain permit, or an exemption under 40 CFR 72.7 or 72.8 and 
no provision of law shall be construed to limit the authority of the United States to terminate or limit 
such authorization. 

(7) An allowance allocated by the Administrator under the Acid Rain Program does not constitute a 
property right. 
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Nitrogen Oxides Requirements. The owners and operators of the source and each affected unit at the source 
shall comply with the applicable Acid Rain emissions limitation for nitrogen oxides. 

Excess Emissions Requirements. 

(I) The designated representative of an affected source that has excess emissions in any calendar year shall 
submit a proposed offset plan to the Administrator of the U. S. EPA, as required under 40 CFR part 77. 

(2) The owners and operators of an affected source that has excess emissions in any calendar year shall: 
(i) Pay without demand, to the Administrator of the U. S. EPA, the penalty required, and pay upon 

demand the interest on that penalty, as required by 40 CPR part 77; and 
(ii) Comply with the terms of an approved offset plan, as required by 40 CFR part 77. 

Recordkeeping and Reporting Requirements. 

(1) Unless otherwise provided, the owners and operators of the source and each affected unit at the source 
shall keep on site at the source each of the following documents for a period of 5 years from the date the 
document is created. This period may be extended for cause, at any time prior to the end of 5 years, in 
writing by the Administrator or the Di vision: 
(i) The certificate of representation for the designated representative for the source and each 

affected uni t at the source and all documents that demonstrate the truth of the statements in the 
certificate of representation, in accordance with 40 CFR 72.24; provided that the certificate and 
documents shall be retained on site at the source beyond such 5-year period until such documents 
are superseded because of the submission of a new certificate of representation changing the 
desi gnated representative; 

(ii) All emissions monitoring information, in accordance with 40 CFR part 75, provided that to the 
extent that 40 CFR part 75 provides for a 3-year period for recordkeeping, the 3-year period shall 
apply. 

(iii) Copies of all reports, compliance certifications, and other submissions and all records made or 
required under the Acid Rain Program; and, 

(iv) Copies of all documents used to complete an Acid Rain permit application and any other 
submission under the Acid Rain Program or to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of 
the Acid Rain Program. 

(2) The designated representative of an affected source and each affected unit at the source shall submit the 
reports and compliance .certifications required under the Acid Rain Program, including those under 40 
CPR part 72 subpart 1 and 40 CPR part 75. 

Liability. 

(I) Any person who knowingly violates any requirement or prohibition of the Acid Rain Program, a 
complete Acid Rain permit application, an Acid Rain permit, or an exemption under 40 CPR 72.7 or 
72.8, including any requirement for the payment of any penalty owed to the United States, shall be 
subject to enforcement pursuant to section 113(c) of the Federal Clean Air Act. 
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(2) Any person who knowingly makes a false, material statement in any record, submission, or report under 
the Acid Rain Program shall be subject to criminal enforcement pursuant to section 113(c) of the Federal 
Clean Air Act and 18 USc. 1001, 

(3) No permit revision shall excuse any violation of the requirements of the Acid Rain Program that occurs 
prior to the date that the revision takes effect 

(4) Each affected source and each affected unit shall meet the requirements of the Acid Rain Program, 
(5) Any provision of the Acid Rain Program that applies to an affected source (including a provision 

applicable to the designated representative of an affected source) shall also apply to the owners and 
operators of such source and of the affected units at the source, 

(6) Any provision of the Acid Rain Program that applies 'to an affected unit (including a provision 
applicable to the designated representative of an affected source) shall also apply to the owners and 
operators of such unit. 

(7) Each violation of a provision of 4{) CFR parts 72,73,74,75,76,77, and 78 by an affected source or 
affected unit, or by an owner or operator or designated representative of such source or unit, shall be a 
separate violation of the Federal Clean Air Act. 

Effect on Other Authorities, No provision of the Acid Rain Program, an Acid Rain permit application, an Acid 
Rain permit, or an exemption under 4{) CFR 72,7 or 72,8 shall be construed as: 

(l) Except as expressly provided in title IV of the Federal Clean Air Act, exempting or excluding the 
owners and operators and, to the extent applicable, the designated representative of an affected source or 
affected unit from compliance with any other provision of the Federal Clean Air Act, including the 
provisions of title I of the Federal Clean Air Act relating to applicable National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards or State Implementation Plans; 

(2) Limiting the number of allowances a unit can hold; provided, that the number of allowances held by the 
unit shall not affect the source's obligation to comply with any other provisions of the Federal Clean Air 
Act; 

(3) Requiring a change of any kind in any State law regulating electric utility rates and charges, affecting 
any State law regarding such State regulation, or limiting such State regulation, including any prudence 
review requirements under such State law; 

(4) Modifying 'the Federal Power Act or affecting the authority of the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission under the Federal Power Act; or, 

(5) Interfering with or impairing any program for competitive bidding for power supply in a State in which 
such program is established. 

4. Reporting Requirements 

Reports shall be submitted to the addresses identified in Appendix D. 

Pursuant to 40 CFR Part 75.64 quarterly reports and compliance certification requirements shall be submitted to 
the Administrator within 30 days after the end of the calendar quarter, The contents of these reports shall 
meet the requirements of 4{) CFR 75,64, 

Pursuant to 40 CFR Part 75,65 excess emissions of opacity shall be reported to the Division, These reports 
shall be submitted in a format approved by the Division. 
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Revisions to this permit shall be made in accordance with 40 CFR Part 72, Subpart H, §§ 72.80 through 72.85 
(as adopted by reference in Colorado Regulation 18). Permit modification requests shall be submitted to the 
Division at the address identified in Appendix D. 

Changes to the Designated Representative or Alternate Designated Representative shall be made in accordance 
with 40 CFR 72.23. 
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SECTION IV - Permit Shield 

Regulation No.3. 5 CCR 1001-5. Part C. §§ I.A4. V.D .. & XIII.B and § 2S-7-114A(3)(al. C.R.S. 

1. Specific Non·Applicable Requirements 

Based on the information available to the Division and supplied by the applicant, the following 
parameters and requirements have been specifically identified a~ non-applicable to the facility to which 
this permit has been issued. This shield does not protect the source from any violations that occurred 
prior to or at the time of permit issuance. In addition, this shield does not protect the source from any 
violations that occur as a result of any modifications or reconstruction on which construction 
commenced prior to permit issuance. 

Emission Unit Applicable Requirement ; Jusrification 
Description 
&Number 

Unit BOOI 40 CFR Part 60. Subparts D, Da, Db, and These requirements are not applicable as construction 
Dc (as adopted by reference in Colorado commenced prior to August 17,1971 (D, Da and Db) and the 
Regulation No.6, PaJ1 A) boilers at this facility are-Dot small industrial-commerdal-

institutional steam generating units (Dc). 

Unit BOO2 40 CFR Part 60. Subparts Da, Db, and Dc These requiremenL.li are not applicable as construction 
(as adopted by reference in Colorado commenced prior to September 18, 1978 (Da and Db) and the 
Regulation No.6, Part A) boilers at this facility are not small industrial-commercial-

institmional stearn generating ullits (Dc), 

. Units FDOI and 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Y (as adopted by , This requirement is not applicable because the facility 
P002(Coal reference in Colorado Regulation No.6, ! commenced construction prior to October 24,1974. 
Handling and 

i 

Part A) 
Stontge System) 

BOO! and BOm Colorado Regulation No.6, PMt B, These requirements are not applicable as construction 
Section II commenced prior to January 30. 1979. 

MOO! and MOO2 ' 40 CFR Part 63, SubpaJ1 Q (as adopted by , These requirements are not applicable because the cooling 
reference in Colorado Regulation No.8, ! tmvers do not use chromiurn~based water treaUllent chemicals, 
Part E) i 

2. General Conditions 

Compliance ;vith this Operating Permit shall be deemed compliance with all applicable requirements 
specifically identified in the permit and other requirements specifically identified in the permit as not 
applicable to the source. This permit shield shall not alter or affect the following: 

2.1 The provisions of §§ 25-7-112 and 25-7-\13, CRS., or § 303 of the federal act, concerning 
enforcement in cases of emergency; 

2.2 The liability of an owner or operator of a source for any violation of applicable requirements 
prior to or at the time of permit issuance; 
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2.3 The applicable requirements of the federal Acid Rain Program, consistent with § 408(a) of the 
federal act; . 

2.4 The ability of the Air Pollution Control Division to obtain information from a source pursuant to 
§ 2S-7-11l(2)(Il, c'R.S .. or the ability of the Administrator to obtain information pursuant to § 
[ 14 of the federal act; 

2.5 The ability of the Air Pollution Control Division to reopen the Operating Permit for cause 
pursuant to Regulation No.3, Part C, § XIll. 

2.6 Sources are not shielded from terms and conditions that become applicable to the source 
subsequent to permit issuance. 

3. Streamlined Conditions 

, 

The following applicable requirements have been subsumed within this operating pennit using the 
pertinent streamlining procedures approved by the U.S. EPA. For purposes of the permit shield, 
compliance with the listed permit conditions will also serve as a compliance demonstration for purposes 
of the associated subsumed requirements. 

Permit Condition(s} Streamlined (Subsumed) Requirements 

CEM Requirements 

Section II, Conditions i Colorado Regulation No.1, Section IV.A, B and H [general continuous emission monitoring 
12.1. 12.2. 12.3 & i requirements and maintaining a lile of continuous emission monitoring re~ords) 
12.4 

Section n, Conditions CoJorado Regulation No.1, Section IV, F and G lcomlnuous emJssion monitorjng requ]rements-
! 

12.4.3 & 12.6 cal1bration require.ments and excess emission reponing requirements] for Unit 2 Only 

Section 11, Conditions Consent Decree, entered by the District Coun 011 August 19.1996, Civil Acrion 93-B-1749, Seetion 
12.l. 12.2 & 12.4 VUO [opacity CEM requirements! 

L<mg·Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State ImpJementalion Plan for Class I Visibility 
Protection Part I: Hayden Station Requirements (81151%). as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1/16197), , 

Section VI.C.VUO [opacity CEM requirements] 

Section II, Conditions 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart D §§ 60.45(a), (c), (eJ & (f) and 40 CFR Part 60 AppendiX F, as adopted by 
12.1, 12,2, 12.3 & reference in Colorado Regulatjon NQ", 6\ Pan A fcontjnuous emission monitoring requirements for 
12.4 subpart D sourCe!) and QAlQC requirements for continuous emission moniwrsJ for Unit 2 Only 

Section ll, Condition 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart A § 60.13 and 40 CFR Part 60 Appendix B. as adopted by reference in Colorado 
:! 12.3 Regulation No.6, Part A for the Unit2 CEMS only, not the Unit 2 COM [NSPS general morntoring 

requirements and perfonnance specifications] ': 

Section II, Condition Consent Decree, entered by the District Coun on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93·B-1749, Secuon VL9 
1.9 [install, maintain. cahbrate and operate CEMS for So" NOx, Co, and flow] 

Consem Decree. entered by the District Coun on August 19, 19%, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Section 
V1.l2.(a) (install, maintain, calibrate and operate So, CEMS on inlet to lime spray dryer) , 

Section II. Conqition. Consent Decree, entered by the District Court on August 19,1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749. Section 
! UO VI.I2.(b) [tie coal feeders 10 SO, CEM systems] 
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Permit Condition(s) Streamlined (Subsumed) Requirements 

Section II, Condition Consem Decree, entered by the District Court on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Section 
12.4.5 VI.23 [98% data availability on opacity CEMs] 

Section II, Conditions Consent Decree, entered by the District Court on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Section 
12.3.3.2 & 12.3.4.6 VI.20 [when CEMs not providing quality-assured data, So, and NOx data will be replaced using 
and Section Ill. 3 - procedures in 40 CPR Part 75] 
Standard 
Requirements 

Opacity Requirements 

Section n, Condition Colorado Regulation No. J, Sections HAl & 4 [20% opacity and 30% opacity requirement for certain 
13.1 operational activities] 

Consent Decree, entered by the District Court on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749. Section 
V .8.cJI.(2) [opacity shall not exceed 20.0% and 30% under certain operating conditions] . 

40 CPR Part 60 Subpart a § 60.11(c), as adopted by reference in Colorado Regulation No.6, Part A 
[exemption from NSPS opacity requirement during periods of startup. shutdown and malfunction]] for 
'Cnit 2 Only 

Section II. Condition Consent Decree, entered by the DistrIct Court on August 19,1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Section 
13.2 V.8.cjiJ [excusing opacity readings in excess of limitations] 

Section 1I, Condition Consent Decree, entered by the District Court on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Section 
13.1 & 13.3· V.S.c.v [monitor opacity using a COM] 

Section II, Condition Consent Decree, entered by the District Court on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Section ! 
12.4.4 Vl.21 [calculate opacity based on CEMS data for each six-minute period] 

PartiCIIlate Matter Requirements 

Section II, Condition Colorado Regulation No.1, Section llIA.1.c [particulate matter emissions shall not exceed OJ 
1.1 IbslmmBru] 

•• 

Section II. Condition 40 CPR Part 60 Subpart D § 60.42(a), as adopted by reference in Colorado Regulation No.6, Part A 
J.I [particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.1 IbslmmBruJ for Unit 2 Only 

Consent Decree. entered by the District Court on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Section 
V .8.c.li.(1) [particulate matter shall not exceed 0.03 IbslmmBtu] 

NO, Requirements 

i Section 1112 - NO, Consent Decree, entered by the District Court on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Section 
limitations V.8.b.'i .(1) and (2) [NOx emissions shalluot exceed 0.50 IbslmmBru (Unit I) and 0.45lbslmmBm (Unil 

2) on a calendar year annual average, except thar the Consent Decree provides that more stringem NOx 
limitations promulgated as final Colorado orfederal regulations shall apply in lieu of these limIts. 40 
CFR Part 76.7 contains more stringent limits: 0.46 IbslmmBtu for Unit 1 and OAO Ibs/mmBtu for Unit 2J 

Section 111.3 - Consent Decree. entered by the District Court on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Section , 

Standard V.S.b.iv [monitor NO, emissions using a CEM] 
Requirements 

Consen< Decree, entered by the District Court on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749. Section 
VI.!8 [calculate hourly and quarterly NOx concentrations in IbslmmBtu per 40 CPR Pan 75] 

. SO, Requirements 

Section ll, Condition 40 CPR Part 60 Subpart D § 60.43(a)(2), as adopted by reference in Colorado Regulation No.6, Pan A 

i 1.3.1 ISO, emissions shall not exceed 1.2lbslmmBtuJ for Unit 2 Only 
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Permit Condition(s) Streamlined (Subsnmed) Requirements 

Ii Section II, Condition Consent Decree, entered by the District Court on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Section 
:1.3.2 V.8.aji(l) [0.160 IbsimmBtu SO, on a 30 boiler operating day rolling average] 

Section 11, Condition Consent Decree, entered by the DlStnc! Court on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Section 
1.3.3 V.8.a,ii(2) [0 . .130 IbsimmBtu SC" on a 90 boiler operating day rolling average] 

Section 11, Condition Consent Decree, enlered by the District Court on August 19,1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Sections 
13.5 & 1.3.6 V.8.a.iii & v [monitor compliance with So,limitarions using CEMS] 

Section II, Condition Consent Decree, entered by the District Court on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Section 
1.3.4 V,g,a.iv [82% reduction of So.: emissjons on a 30 day boiler operating day roBing average] 

Section 11, Conditions Consent Decree, entered by the District Court on Augusl 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Sections 
1.3.7,1.3.8 & j .3.9 V .8.a.vi & viii [dam exclusions from daily So, emissions] 

Section 11) CondItion Consent Decree. entered by the District Court on Au~ust 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Section 
9 V.S.a,i" [catastrophic failure requirements] 

i Section n, Condition Consent Decree, entered by the District Court on August 19,1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Section 
11.11 , V.8.a.vli [requirements for operating So, c01ltrol system] 

I Data Recording and Reporting 

Section II, Condition Consent Decree. entered by the District Court on August 19,1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Section 
12.3.4.1 VI.l6 [cnlculate hourly So, c01lcemrarions iIllbsimmBtu at the inlet and outlet CEM per 40 CFR Part 75] 

Section II. Condition Consent Decree, entered by the District Court on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Section 
12.3.4,2 VI.l6.n. [calculate hourly, daily and 30 boiler operating day rolling percent So, removal] 

Section II. Condition Consent Decree, entered by the District Court on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-3-1749, Section 
12.3.4.3 V1.J6.b [calculate daily, 30 and 90 boiler operating day rolling So, emissions] 

Section II, Condition Consent Decree, entered by the District Court on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-3-1749, Section 
12.3.4.4 V1.l6,c [first 2 hours after coal feeder has started can be excluded from daily SO, emission averages] 

Section II, Condition Consent Decree, entered by the District Court on August 19, 1996. Civil Action 93-B-1749, Section 
12.7.1,12:7.2 & VL17 [quarterly excess emission reporting far S02 30 and 90 boiler operating day averages] 
12.7.3 

Section Il, Condition COllsem Decree, entered by the District Court 011 August 19. 1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Section 
12.7 .4 Vl.22 [quarterly excess emission reporting for opacity] 

Additional Consenl Decree Requirements 

Section II, Conditions Consent Decree. entered by the District Court on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-B-1749, Sections 
7.1 & 7.2 1I.2.b & X [definitions of boiler operating day and roiling average basis] 

Section II, Condition Consent Decree, entered by the District Court on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-3-1749, Section V.7 
1.16 [operating requirements for boilers] 
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The permittee shall submit an application for an administrative pennit amendment to the Division for those permit changes 
that are described in Regulation :\0.3, Pllft A, § I.B,1. The permittee may immediately make the change upon submission of 
the application to the Division. 

2, Certification Reqnirements 

Regulation ~o. 3.5 CCR 1001-5, ParrC, §§ lIl.B.9 . V,C.16.a.& e. and V.C.17. 

a. Any application, repon, document and compliance certification submitted to the Air Pollution Control Division 
pursuant to Regulation No.3 or the qperating Pennit shall contain a certification by a responsible official of the 
truth, accuracy and completeness of such form, report or certification stating that, based on irdormation and belief 
formed after reasonable inquiry, the statements and irdormation in the document are true, accurate and complete. 

h. All compliance certifications for tenns and conditions in the qperating Permit shall be submitted to the Air Pollution 
Control Division at least annually unless a more frequent period is specified in the applicable requirement or by the 
Division in the Operating Permit. 

c. Compliance certifications shall contain: 

(i) the identification of each permit term and condition tilat is the basis of the certification; 

(ii) the compliance statuS of the source; 

(iii) whetller compliance was continuous or intermittent; 

(iv) methodes) used for determining the compliance status of the source, currently and over the reporting 
period; and 

(v) such other facts as the Air Pollution Control Division may require to detennine the compliance status of the 
source. 

d. All compliance certifications shall be submitted to the Ai,. Pollution Control Division and to the Environmental 
Protection Agency at the addresses listed in Appendix D of this Pennit. 

e. If the permtttee is required to develop and register a risk management plan pursuant to § 112(r) of the federal act, the 
pennittee shall certify its compliance with that requirement; the qperating Pennit shall not incorporate the contents 
of Ute risk management plan as a permit tenn or condition. 

3, Common Provisions 

Common Provisions Regulation. 5 CCR JOOI-2 §§ IlA., Il.B .. II.C" JI,.E., liE. n.], and [J..l 

a. To Control Emissions Leaving Colorado 

When emissions generated from sources in Colorado cross the State boundary Une, such emissions shail not cause 
the air quality standard~ of the receiving State to be exceeded. provided reciprocal action is taken by the receivmg 
State. 
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The Division may require owners or operators of stationary air poilution sources to install. maintaJn, and use 
instrumentation ro monitor and record emission data as a basis for periodic reports to the Division. 

c. Performance Tesnng 

The owner or operator of any air pollullon source shall, upon request of 1he Division, conduct performance rest(s) 
and furnlsh the Division a wrhten report of the results of such test(s) in order to detennine compliance with 
appUcabJe emission control regulations. 

Performance testes) sball be conducted and the data reduced in accordance with the applicable reference teSt 
methods unless the Division: 

(i) specifies or approves. in specific cases, lhe llse of a test method with minor changes in metll0dology; 

(ii) approves the use of an equivalent method; 

(iii) approves the use of an alternative method the results of \"hich the Division has detennined to be adequate 
for indicadog where a specific source is in compliance; Or 

(h) waives the requirement for performance testes) because the owner or operator of a source has demonstrated 
by other means to the Division's satisfaction that the affected facility is in compliance with the standard. 
:Sotbing in this paragraph shall be construed to abrogate the Commission's or Divjsion's authority to 
require testing under the Colorado Revised Statutes, Title 25, Article 7, and pursuant to regulations 
promulgated by the Commission, 

Compliance test(s) shall be conducted under such conditions as the Division ,hall specIfy to the plant operator based 
on representative performance of the affected facility. The owner or operator shall make available to the Division 
such records as may be necessary to determine the conditions of the perfOITI1anCe testes). Operations during period of 
startup, shutdown. and malfunction shall not constitute representative conditions of perfonnance test(s) lIDless 

. otherwise specified in the applicable standard. 

The OWner or operatof of an affected facility shall provlde the DiviSIon thirty days prior notice of the perfornlance 
test to afford the Division the opportunity to have all observer present. The Division rna)' waIve the thiny day notice 
requirement provided that arrangements satisfactory [0 the Division are made for earlier testing. 

The owner or operator of an affected faciJity shaJl provide, or cause to be provided, performance testing facilities as 
follows: 

(i) Samoling ports adequate for tes: methods applicable to such facility; 

(ii) Safe sampling platform(s): 

(iii) Safe access to s,ampling plat[orm(s): and 

(iv) Utilities for sampling and testing equipment, 

Each performance test shall consist of at least three separate runs using the applicable test method. Each run shall be 
conducted fOf the time and under the conditIOns specified in the appileable srandam, For the purpose of determining 
compliance WIth an applicable standard, the arithmetic mean of results of at least three runs shall apply, In the event 
that a sample is accidentally Jost or conditions occur in which one of the runs must be discontinued because of 
forced shutdown, failure of an irreplaceable portion of the sample train, extreme meteorological cond.itions, or other 
circumstances beyond the owner or operator's control. compliance may, upon the Dlvision's approval, be 
determined using the arithmetic mean of the results of the two other runs. 
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Nothing in this section shal1 abrogate the Division's authority to conduct its own perf"orrnance testes) if so warranted. 

d. Affinnative Defense Provision for Excess Emissions during Ma1functions 

Note that lmtil such time as the U.S. EPA approves this provision into the Colorado State Implementation Plan 
(SIP), it shall be enforceable only by tile State. 

An affinnalive defense to a claim of violation under these regulations is provided to ownerS and operators for civil 
penahy actions for excess emissions during periods of malfunction, To establish the affirmative defense and to be 
relieved of a civil penalty in any action to enforce an applicable requirement, the owner or operator of the facility 
must meet the notification requirements below in a timely manner and prove by a prepondemnce of evidence that 

0) The excess emissions were caused by a sudden, unavoidable breakdown of equipment, or a sudden, 
unayoidable failure of a process to operate in lhe noma! or usual manner, beyond the reasonable control of 
the owner or operator; 

(il) The excess emissions did not stem from any activity or eyent that could have reasonably been foreseen and 
avoided, or planned for, and could not have been avoided by better operation and maintenance practices; 

(iii) Repairs were made as expeditiollsJy as possible when the applicable emission Hmitations were beIng 
exceeded; 

(iv) The amount and duration of the excess emissJons (including any bypass) were minimized to the maximum 
extent practicable during periods of such emissions; 

(v) All reasonably possible steps \Vere taken to minimize tbe impact of the excess emissions on ambient air 
qualily; 

(vi) All em:ssiol1s monitoring systems were kept in operation (if at all possible); 

(vii) The owner or operator's actions during the period of excess emissions were documented by properly 
signed, contempoHmeous operating logs or other relevant evidence~ 

(viii) Tl1e excess emissions were not pan of a recmring pattern indicative of inadequate design, operation, or 
maintenance: 

Ox) At al1 times, the facility was operated tn a manner consistent with good practices for minimjzing emissions. 
This section is intended solely to be a faclor in determining whether an affirmative defense is available to 
an owner or operator, and shall not constitute an additional appIicabk requirement and 

(x) During the period of excess emissions, there were no e·xceedances of the relevant.arubient air quality 
standards establjshed in the Commjssions' Reguiattons that could be attributed to the emitting source. 

The owner or operator of the facility experienclng excess emissions dming a malfunction shall notify the division 
verbally as soon as possible, but no later than noon of the Division's next working day, and shall submit written 
notification following the initial occurrem~e of the exeess emissions by the end of the source"s next reporting period. 
The notification shaH address the cril:eria set forth above, 

The Affirmative Defense Provision contained in this section shaH nOt be available to claims for injunctive relief. 

The Affirmative Defense Provision does not appJy to failures to meet federally promulgated perfonnance slandards 
or emission limits, inchldmg, hut not lirn;ted to, new sourCe performance standards and national emission standards 
for hazardous air pollutants. The affirmative defense provision does not apply to state implementation plan (sip) 
limits or permit timjts that have been set taking into account potentia1 emissions during malfunctions, incJuding, but 
nor necessmijy limIted to, certam limits with 30-day or longer averaging times, limits that indicate they apply during 
malfunctions. and limits that indkale they apply at a11 times or without exception. 
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A person shall not build, erect, install, Or use any article, machine, equipment, condition, or any contrivance, the use 
of which, without resulting in a reduction in the total release of .ir pollutants to the atmosphere, reduces or conceals 
an emission which would otherwise constitute a violation of this regulation. No person shall circumvent this 
regulation by using mpre openings than IS considered normal practice by. the industry or activity in question. 

f, Compliance Certifications 

For the purpose of submitting compliance certifications or establishing whether or not a person has violated or is in 
violation of any standard in the Colorado Slate Implementation Plan, nothing in tile Colorado State Implementation 
Plan shall preclude the use, including the exclusive use, of any credible evidence or infOImation, relevant to whether 
a source would have been in compliance with applicable requirements if the appropriate performance or compliance 
test Or procedure had been perfonned. Evidence that has the effect of making any relevant standard or permjt term 
more stringent shall not be credible for proving a violation of the standard or permit term. 

When compliance or non-compliance is demonstrated by a test or procedure provided by permit or other applicable 
requirement, the owner or operator shaH be presumed to be in compliance or non~compliance unless other relevant 
credible evidence overcomes that presumption. 

g, Mfirmadve Defense Provision for Excess Emissions During Startup and Shutdown 

An affirmative defense IS provided to owners and operators for civil penalty actions for excess emissions during 
periods of startup and shutdown, To establish the affirmative defense and to be relieved of a civil penalty in any 
aClion to enforce an applicable requirement, the owner or operator of the facility must meet the notification 
requirements below in a timely manner and prove by a preponderance of the evidence that: 

(il The periods of excess emissions that OCCUlTed during startup and shutdown were short and infrequent and 
could not have been prevented through careful planning and design; 

(iil The exCesS emissions were not part of a recurring pattern indicative of inadequate design, operatIOn or 
maintenance; . 

(iii) If the excess emissions were caused by a bypass (an intentional diversion of control eqUIpment), then the 
bypass was unavoidable to prevent loss of life, personal Injury, or severe property damage; 

(iv) The frequency and duration of operation in startup and shutdown periods were minimized to the maximum 
extent practicable; 

(v) All possible steps were taken·to minimize the impact of excess emissions. on ambient rur quality; 

(vi) All emissions monitoring systems we,e kept III operation (if.t all possible); 

(vii) The owner or operator's actions during the period of excess emissions were documented by properly 
signed, contemporaneous operating logs or other rele'vant evidence; and, 

(viii) At all times, the facility was operated in a manner consistent with good practices for mjnimizing emissions. 
This subpara.,crrapil is intended solely to be a factor in detennining whether an affinnatlve defense is 
available to an owner or operator, and shall not constitute an additional applicable requirement. 

The owner or operator of the facility experiencing excess emissions during startup and shutdown shaH notify the 
DiviSIon verbally as soon as possible, but no later than two (2) hours after the start of the next working day. and shall 
submit written quarterly notification following the initial occurrence of the excess emisslons. The notificatiol1 shall 
address the criteria set forth above. 
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The Affirmative Defense Provision contained in this section shall not be available to claims for injunctive relief. 

The Afftrmative Defense Provision does not apply to State Implementation Plan provisions or other requirements 
that derive from new source performance standards or national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants. or 
any other federally enforceable perrormance standard or emlSSJOn limit with an averaging time greater than twenty
four hours" In addition, an affinnative defense cannot be used by a single source or small group of sources where 
the excess emissions have the potential to cause an exceedance of tb.~ ambient air quality standards or Prevention of 
Significant Deterioration (PSD) increments. 

In making any determination whether a source established an affirmative defense, the Division shall CDnsider the 
infomlation within the notitlcauon required above and any other infonnation rheDivision deems necessary, which 
may include, but is not limited to, physical inspection of the facility and review of documentation perraining to the 
maintenance and operation of process ,md air pollution control equipment. 

4. Compliance Requirements 

Regulation .'\0. 3.5 CCR 1001-5, Part C, &§ 1lI.C.9., V .C.Il. & 16.d. and § 25-7· 122.1(2). C.R.S, 

a. The permittee must comply with all conditions of dle Opemting Permit. Any permit noncompliance relating to 
federally-enforceable terms or conditions constitutes a violation of the federal act, as well as the state act and 
Regulation No.3. Any permit noncompliance relaling to state,only terms or conditions constitutes a violation of the 
state act and Regulation .'\0. 3, shall be enforceable pursuant to smte law, and shall not be enforceable by citizens 
under § 304 of the federal ac!. Any such violation of the federal act, the state act or regulations implementing either 
statute is grounds for enforcemeJ.1t action, for permit termination, revocation and reissuance or modification or for 
denial of a pennit renewal application, 

b. It shall nol be a defense for a permittee in an enforcement action or a consideration in favor of a pennittee in a 
permit termination, revocation or modification action or act jon denying a permit renewal application that it would 
have been necessary to halt or reduce the permitted activity in order to maintain compliance with the conditions of 
the penni!. 

c. The permit may be modified, revoked, reopened. and reissued, or terminated for causc. The filing of any request by 
the permittee for a permit modification, revocation and reissuance, or tennination, or any notification of planned 
changes or ant,clpated noncompliance does not stay any permit condition, except as provided in §§ X. and Xl. of 
Regulation No.3, Ih.rrt C. 

d. The permittee shall furnish to ~,e Air Pollution Control Division, within a reasonable time as specified by the 
Djvision, any information that the Division may request in writing to determine '.vhether cause exists for modifying, 
revoking and reissuing, or terminating the pennit or to determine compliance with the penniL Upon request, the 
permittee shall also furnish to the Division copies of records required to be kept by the permittee, including 
information claimed to be confidential. Any information subject to a claim of confidentiality shall be specifically 
identified and submitted separately from ,nfarmation not sub.rect to the claim. 

"e. Any schedule for compliance for applicable requirements with which the source is not in compHance at the time of 
permit issuance shall be supplemental. and shaH not sanction noncompliance with, the applicable requirements on 
which il is based. 

L For any cornpjjsllce schedule for applicable requjrements with which the source is not in compliance at the time of 
permit issuance, the permittee shall submit. at least every 6 months unless a more frequent period is specified in the 
applicable requirement or by the Air Pollution Control Division, progress reports which conmin the following: 

(i) dates for achieving the activities, milestones. or compliance required in the schedule for compliance, 'llld 
dates when such activities, milestones, or compliance were achieved; and 

(ii) an explanation of why any dates in tile schedule of compliance were not or will not be met, and any 
preventive or corrective measures adopted, 
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g. The permittee shall not knowingly falsify. tamper with, or render inaccurate any monitoring device or method 
required to be maintalned or followed under the terms and conditions of the Operating PermiL 

5. Emergency Provisions 

Regulation Ko. 3.5 CCR 1001·5. Part C. § VILE 

An emergency means any sinxation arising from sudden and reasonably unforeseeable events beyond the control of the 
source, including acts of God, which situation requires immediate corrective action to restore_ nonna] operation, and that 
causes the source to exceed the technology-based emission limitation under the permh due to unavoidable increases in 
emissions attributable to the emergency. "EmergencyJJ does not include noncompliance to the extent caused by improperly 
designed equipment, lack of preventative maintenance, careless or improper operation. or operator error. An emergency 
constitutes an aifinnative defense to an enforcement action brought for noncompliance with a technOlogy-based emission 
limitation if the permittee demonstrates, through properly signed, contemporaneous operating logs, or other relevant evidence 
that: 

a. an emergency occurred and that the permittee can identify tbe cause(s) of the emergency; 

b. the permitted facility was at the time being properly operated; 

c. dudng the period of the emergency the pennittee took aU reasonabJe steps to minimize levels of emissions that 
exceeded the emission standards, or other requirements in the permit; and 

d. the permillee submitted oral notice of the emergency to the Air Pollution Comrol Division no later than noon of the 
next working day following the emergency, and followed by written notice within one month of the time when 
emissious limitations were exceeded due to the emergency. This notice must contain a description of the 
emergency, any steps taken to mitigate emisslons, and corrective actions taken. 

This emergency provision is in addition to any emergency or malfunction provision conrained in any applicable requirement. 

6. Emission Standards for Asbestos 

Regulation No. g, 5 CCR 100]·10. Part B 

The permittee shall not conduct any asbestos abatement activities except in accordance with the provisions of Regulation No. 
8, Part B. "emission standards for asbestos." 

7. Emissions Trading, Marketable Permits, EcoDomicincentives 

R.£ulation NO.3 5 CCR 1001,5 Part C. § V.C.l3. 

No permit revision shaH be required under any approved economic incentives, marketable pennits, emissions trading and 
other similar programs or processes for changes that are specifically provided for in the permit. 

8. Fee Payment 

C.R.5 §§ 25,7,114!16l and 25·7·114.7 

a. The pennittee shall pay an annual emissions fee in accordal1ce with the provisions of C.R.S. § 24·7·114.7. A 1% 
per month late payment fee shall be assessed against any invoice amounts not paid in full on the 91st day after the 
dale of invojce~ unless a permittee bas filed a timely protest to the invoice amount. 

b. The permittee shall pay a permit processing fee in accordance with the provisions of C,R.5. § 24-7-114.7. If tl,e 
Division estimates that processing of the permit will take more {han 30 hours, it will notify the permittee of its 
estimate of what the actual charges may be prior to commencing any work exceeding the 30 hour limit. 
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c, The permJttee shall pay an APEN fee in accordance with lhe provisIOns of C.RS, § 24·,·114,1(6) for each APEN or 
revised APEN tiled, 

9. Fugitive Particulate Emissions 

Regulation No, 1. 5J;:1=R ]00]·3. & II1oO.l. 

The permittee shall employ such control measures and operating procedures as are necessary to minimize fugitive particulate 
emissions tnta the atmosphere, in accordance \vith the provisions of Regulation 1\'0, 1, § IItD,1, 

16. Inspection and Entry 

Regulation No. 3,5 CCR JOO]·5, Part C,. V,c'16,b, 

Upon presentation of credentials and other documents as may be required by law, the permittee shall allow the Air Pollution 
Control Division, or any authorized representative, to perfonn the following: 

a. enter upon the permittee's premises ,"vhere an Operatmg Permit source is iocated, or emissions~related activity js 
conducted. or where records must be kept under the terms of the permit; 

b. have access to, and copy. at rea<;onable times, any records that must be kept under the conditions of the permit; 

c. inspect at reasonable times any fadlJtie'.l, equipment (induding monitoring and air pollution control equipment), 
practices. or operations regulated or required under the Operating Pennit; 

d. sample or mom tor at reasonable times, for the purposes of assuring compliance wlth the Operating Pennit or 
applicable requjremems, any substances or p4Tamerers. 

11, Minor Permit Modifications 

Reeulation No.3, 5 CCR 1001·5, Part C, §§ X. & XI. 

The permittee shan submit an application for a minor permit modification before making the ch,mge requested in the 
application, The permit shield shall nOl extend to mUior pemit modifications. 

12. New Source Review 

ReOtllation No.3, 5 CCR JOOl·5, Pan B 

The permittee shall nol commence construction or modification of a source required to be reviewed under the }jew Source 
Review provisjons of Regulation No.3, Pan E, withom flrst receiving a construction permit. 

13. .No Property Rights Conveyed 

Regulation No, 3,5 CC;R..lOO1.5, PanC, § V.c.ll.d, 

This permit does not convey any property rights of any sort, or any exclusive privilege. 

14. Odor 

Regulation No.2 5 CCR ]001-4, Part A 

As a matter of state la\v only, the pennittee shall comply with the provisions of Regulation No.2 concerning odorous 
emissions, 
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The permittee shall record any off-pennit change 10 the source that causes the emissions of a regulated pollutant subjeclto an 
applicable requirement. but not otherwise regulated under the permit, and the emissions resulting from the change, including 
any other data necessary 10 show compliance Wlth applicable ambient air quality standards, The permittee shall provide 
contemporaneous notification to the Air PoHution Control Division and to the Envjronmental Protection Agency at the 
addresses listed in Appendix D of this Permit. The permit shield shall not apply to any off-permit change, 

16, Opacity 

Regulation No, l. 5 CCR 1001,3, §§ I" II. 

The permittee shall comply with the opacity emissions limitation set forth in Regulation No, I, §§ I.-II, 

17. Open Burning 

Regulation No, 9 5 CCR 100l-1! 

The pennjUee shall obtain a permIt from the Division for any regulated open burnjng activlties in accordance With provisions 
of Regulation "0,9, 

18. Ozone Depleting Compounds 

Regulation No, 15,5 CCR 1001-17 

The permittee shall comply with the provisions of Regulation No. 15 concerning emissions of ozone depleting compounds, 
Sections 1.. n.c., lID., Ill. IV., and V, of Regulation No, 15 shall be enforced as a matter of state law only, 

19. P~rroit Expiration and Renewal 

RegulationNo,3,5CCR 1001-S,PartC §§ III,B,6,,)V,C, V,C.z, 

., The pelTIlit telTIl shall be five (5) years, The pelTIlit shall expire at the end of its telTIl, Permit expiration tenninates 
. the permittee's right to operate unless a timely and complete renewal applicallon is submitted, 

b, Applications for renewal shall be submitted at least twelve months, but not more than 18 months, prior to the 
expiration of the Operating Penni!. An application for pennit renewal may address only those portions of the permit 
that require revision, supplementing, or deletion, jncorporating the remaining permit terms by reference from the 
previous pelTIlil. A copy of any materials incorporated by reference must be rneluded with the application, 

20. Portable Sources 

Regulation No,3.} CCR 1001-5, Part C. § liD. 

Portable Source permittees shall notify the Air Pollution Control Division at least 10 days in advance of each change in 
location. 

21. Prompt Deviation Reporting 

RegulatiQnNo,3.5CCR 1001-5 PartC.§V,C,7,b, 

The permittee shall promptly repon any deviation from permit requirementS, including those attributable to malfunction 
conditions as defined in the pennit, the probable cause of such deviations, and any corrective actions or preventive measures 
taken, . 
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a. Any definttwfl of "prompt" or a specific timeframe for reporting deviations provided in an underlying applicable 
requirement as identified in this permit; or 

b, Where the underlying applicable requirement fails to address the time frame for reporting deviations, reports of 
deviations will be submitted based on the followmg schedule: 

(i) For emissions of a hazardous air pollutant or a tOXIC air pollutant (as identified in the applicable regulation) 
that continue for morc than an hour in excess of permit requjremenrs, the report shall be made within 24 
hours of the occurrence; 

Oi) For emissions of any regulated air pollutant, excluding a hazardous ruT paUmant or a toxic rur pollutant that 
continue for more than two hours in excess of perrnJt requirements, the report shall be made within 48 
hours: and 

(iii) For all other deviations from penni! requirements, the report shall be submitted every ,ix (6) months, 
except as otherwise specified hy the DIyision in the permit In accordance with paragraph 22.d. below" 

c, If any of the condition, in paragraphs 11" or b.ii above are met, the ,ource shall notify the Division by. telephone 
(303-692-3155) or facsimile (303-782-0278) based on the timetables listed above, [Explanatory note: Notification 
by telephone or facsimile must specify thai this notification is a deviation report jor an Operating Permit,] A 
"vritten notice, certified consistent with General Condition 2.a. above (Certification Requirements), shall be 
submltted within 10 working days of the occurrence. All deviations reported under this section shaH also be 
identified in the 6-rnonth report required above. 

"Prompt reponing" does not constitute an exception to the requirements of "Emergency Provisions!1 for the purpose of 
avoiding enforcement actions, 

22. Record Keeping and Reporting Requirements 

Regulation No, 3 5 CCR 1001-5, part A, § Il,; Pm! C. §§ Y ,C,6, V.c:L 

u, Unless otherwise provided in the source specifiC conditjons of this Operating Permit,' the permittee shall mruntain 
compliance monitoring records that include the fonowing information: 

(j) date, place as defined in the Operating Permit, and time of sampling or measuremenrs~ 

(ii) daters) on which analyses were performed; 

(iii) the company or entity that perfOlmed the analysis; 

(IV) the analytical techniques or methods used: 

(v) the results of such analysis; and 

(vi) the operating conditions at the time of sampling Or measurement, 

b, The permittee shall retain records of all required monitoring data and support information for a period of at least five 
(5) years from the date of the monitoring sample, measurement, report or application. Support infonnation. for this 
purpose, includes an calibration and maintenance records and all original strip-chart recordings for continuous. 
monitOring insu'umentation, and copies of all reports required by the Operating Permit. Wilh prior approval of the 
Air Pollution Control Divjsion, the permirtee may maintain any of the above records in a compUlerized form. 

C. Pennittees must retain records of aU required monitoring data and suppon information for the most recent twelve 
(12) month period, as well as compliance certifications for the past five (5) years on-site at all times, A permittee 
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shall make available for the Air Pollution Control Division's review all other records of required monitoring data 
and support information required to be retained by tbe permittee upon 48 hourn advance notice by the Division, 

d, The permittee shall submit to the Air Pollution Control Division all reports of any required monitoring at least every 
six (6) months. unless an applicabJe requirement, the compliance assurance monitoring rule, or the Division requires 
submission on a more frequent basis. All instances of deviations from any pennit requirements must be clearly 
identified in such reports, 

e, The permittee shall file an Air Pollutant Emissions Notice ("APEN") prior to constru<:ting, modifying, or altering 
any facility, process, activity which constitutes a stationary source from which air pollutants are Or are to be emitted, 
unless such source is exempt from the APEN filing reqUIrements of Regulation No, 3, Part A, § II ,D. A revised 
APEN shall be filed annually whenever a significant change in emissions, as defined in Regulation No.3, Part A, § 
Il.C.2., occurs; whenever there is a change in owner or operator of any facility, process, or activity; whenever new 
control equipment is instailed; whenever a different type of control equipment replaces an eKisting type of control 
equipment; whenever a permit limitation must be modified; or before tile APEN expires, An APEN IS valid for a 
period of five yearn. The five-year period recommences when a revised APEN is received by the Air Pollution 
Control Division. Revised APENs shall be submitted no later Ulan 30 days before the nve-year term expires. 
Permjttees submitting revised APENs to inform the DlvisJon of a cbange in actual emission rates must do so by 
April 30 of tlle following year. Where a permit revision is required, the revised APEN mllst bdJled along with a 
request for permit revision. APENs for changes in control equipment must be submitted before the change occurs. 
Annual fees are based on the most recent APEN on file. with the Division. 

23. Reopenings for Cause 

Regulation No.3. 5 CCR 1001-5, Part C, § XIll. 

a, The Air Pollution Control Division shall reopen, revise, and reissue Operating Permits; pcnnit reopenings and 
reissuance shall be processed using the procedures set forth in Regulation !'in, 3, Part C, § IlL, except that 
proceedings to reopen and reissne :pcnnits affect only those parts of the pennlt for which cause to reopen exists. 

b, The Division shall reopen a permit whenever additional applicable requirements become applicable to a major 
SOUrce with a remaining pennit tenn of three or more years, unless the effective date of the requirements is laler than 
the date on which the permit expires, or unless a general permit is obtruned to address the new requirements~ 
whenever additional requirements (including excess emissions requirements) become applicable to an affected 
source under the acid rain program; whenever the Drvision determines the penuit contains a material mistake or that 
inaccurate statements were made in establishing the emissions strmdards or other terms or conditions of the pennit; 
or whenever the Division detenuines that the permit must bc revised or revoked to assure compliance \vith an 
app] icable requirement. 

c, The Division shall provide 30 days' advance notice to the permittee of its intent to reopen the permit, except that a 
sherrer notice may be provided in the case of an emergency. 

d. The permit shield shall extend to those parts of the pemlit that have been changed pursuant to the reopening and 
reissuance procedure. 

24. Section S02(b)(lO) Changes 

Regulation No, 3, 5 CCR 1001,5. Part C, § XIIA. 

The permittee shall provide a minimum 7-day advance notification to the Air Pollurion Control Division and to the 
Environmental Protection Agency at the addresses listed in Appendix D of this Permit. The permittee shall attach a copy of 
each such notice given to its Operating Permit. 
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In the event of a challenge to any portion of the permit, all emissions limits, specific and general conditions, monitoring. 
record keeping and reporting requirements of the permit, except those belng chaJle-nged, remain valid and enforceable. 

26. Significant Permit Modifications 

Re.nlation No.3, 5 CCR..lOOl-5, Part C. § III.B .2. 

The pennittee shall not make a significant modification required to be reviewed under Regulation No.3. Part B 
("Construction Permit" requirements) without first receiving a construction permie The permittee shall submit a complete 
Operating Permit application or application for an Operating Permit revisjon for any new or modified source within twelve 
months of commencing operation, to the address listed in Item 1 in Appendix D of this permit. If the permittee ehooses to 
use the ~Combined Construction/Operating Pennit" applieation procedures of Regulation No, 3, Part C, then the Operating 
Permil must be received prior to commencing construction of the new or modified source, 

27, Special Provisions Concerning the Acid Rain Program 

Regulation No, 3,.5 CCR,lOOI-5 .Pan C, §§ V.C.Jb, & 8 

a. Where arJ applicable requirement of the federal act is more stringent than an applicable requirement of regulations 
promulgated under Title IV of the federal aet, 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 72, both provisions shall 
be incorporated into the permit and shall be federally enforceable, 

b, Emlssjons exceeding any aJJowances that the source Imvhllly holds under Title IV of the federal act or the 
regulations promulgated thereunder. 40 CFR Part 72, are expressly prohibited. 

28, Transfer or Assignment of Ownership 

Regulation No, 3,.5 CCR 1001-5, Part C, ~ II.C. 

No transfer or assignment of ownership of the Operating Permit souree will be effectlve unless the prospective owner or 
operlltor applies to the Air Pollution Control Division on Division~sl\ppJjed Administrative Pennit Amendment forms, for 
reissuance of the. existicg Operming Permit. No administrative permit shall be complete until a written agreement conrruning 
.a specific date for transfer of permit, responsibillt:." coverage, and liability between the permittee and the prospective owner 
or operator has been submitted to the Division. 

29. Volatile Organic Compounds 

Regulati"on No.7, 5 CCR 1001-9, 66 III & V. 

a. For sources located ill an ozone non-attaiument area or the Denver Metro Attainment Maintenance Area, all storage 
tank gauging devices, anti-rotation devices, accesses, seals, batches, roof drainage systems, support structures, and 
pressure relief valves shalJ be maintained and operated to prevent detectable vapor loss except when opened, 
acmated, or use-d for necessary and proper activities (e.g. maintenance). Such opening, actuaTion, or use shaH be 
limited so as to minimize vapor loss. 

Detectable vapor loss shall be determined Visually, by touch, by presence of odor, Or using a portable hydrocarbon 
anaJyzer. When an analyzer is used, detectable vapor loss means a VOC concentration exceeding 10,000 ppm. 
Testing sball be conducted as in Regulation No.7, Section VIII.CJ. 

Except when o1herwise provided by Regulation No. '7 > all volatile organic compounds, excluding petroleum Uquids, 
transferred to any rank, conminer, or vehicle compartment with a capacity exceeding 2 [2 liters (56 gallons), shall be 
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[ransfclTcd using submerged or bottom filling equipment. For top loading, the fill tube shall reach within six inches 
of the bottom of the tank compartment. For bottom-fill operations, the inlet shall be flush with the tank bottom. 

b. The permittee shall not dispose of volatile organic compounds by evaporation or spillage unless Reasonably 
Available Control Technology (RACn is utilized. 

c. No owner or operator of a bulk gasoline terminal, bulk gasoline plant, or gasoline dispensing facility as defined in 
Colorado Regulation No.7, Section VI, shall permit gasoline to be intentionally spilled, discarded in sewers, srored 
in open containers, or disposed of in any other manner that would result in evaporation. 

30, Wood Stoves and Wood burning Appliances 

ReguJationNo.4,5CCR 1001-6 

The pClTIlittee shall comply with the provisions of Regulation No.4 concerning the advertisement, sale, installation, and use 
of wood s[oves and wood burning appliances. 
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OPERATING PERMIT APPENDICES 

A - INSPECTION INFORMATION 
B - MONITORING AND PERMIT DEVIATION REPORT 
C - COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATION REPORT 
D - NOTIFICATION ADDRESSES 
E - PERMIT ACRONYMS 
F - PERMIT MODIFICATIONS 
G - COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE MONITORING PLAN 

*DISCLAIMER: 
None of the infonnation found in these Appendices shall be considered to be State or 
Federally enforceable, except as otherwise provided in the pennit, and is presented to assist 
the source, permitting authority, inspectors, and citizens. 
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Directions to Plant: 

APPENDIX A • Inspection Information 

This facility is located at 13125 U.S. Highway 4D, 4 miles east of Hayden. 

Safety Equipment Required: 

Eye Protection 
Hard Hat 
Safety Shoes 
Hearing Protection 

Facility Plot Plan: 
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Figure 1 (following page) shows the plot plan as submitted on February 15, 1996 with the source's Title 
V Operating Permit Application. 

List of Insignificant Activities: 

The following list of insignificant activities was provided by the source to assist in the understanding of 
the facility layout. Since there is no requirement to update such a list, activities may have changed since 
the last filing. 

Units with emissions less than APEN de minimis - criteria pollutants (Reg 3 Part C.II.E.3.a'i 

Solvent Cold Cleaners (VOC emissions < 2 tpy) 
Boiler Steam Vents - emit VOC from injection of V OCs as treatment chemicals « 2 tpy of VOC used) 

Units with emissions less than APEN de minimis - non-criteria reportable pollutants (Reg 3 Part 
C.II.EJ.b) 

Sulfuric acid tank, 12,000 gal above ground 
Three (3) 6,500 gallon 12.5 % sodium hypochlorite (bleach) tanks 

In-house experimental and analvticallaboratorv equipment (Reg 3 Part C.ll.EJ.i) 

Plant Laboratory 

Fuel (gaseous) burning equipment < 5 mmBtulhr (Reg 3 Part c.n.EJ.k) 

Propane Portable Heaters 

Welding, soldering and brazin~ operations usingJ1QI;:li!<:!-based compounds (Reg 3 Part C.lLE.3.r) 
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Maintenance Welding Machine 

Chemical storage tanks or containers < 500 gal (Reg 3 Part c.n .E.3 .n) 

Oxygen scavenger chemical feed tank, 100 gal 
Two (2) Phosphate chemical feed tanks, 200 gal 
One (I) sodium hydroxide tank, 330 gal 

Battery recharging areas (Reg 3 Part C.Il.E.3.tl 

Battery Storage Areas (3) 

Landscaping and site housekeeping devices < 10 hp (Reg 3 Part C.II.E.3.bbl 

Mowers, Snowblowers, Weedeaters, etc. 

Fugitive emissions from landscaping activities (Reg 3 Part C.lJ.EJ.cc) 
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Operations involYing acetylene, butane. propane or other flame cutting torches (Reg 3 Part c.n.E.3.kk) 

Portable Welding Torches 

Chemical storage areas < 5.000 gal capacity (Reg 3 Part C.Il.E.3.mml 

Oil Drum Storage Area 
Water Treatment Building 

Emissions of air pollutants which are not criteria or non-criteria reportable pollutants (Reg 3 Part 
<;:.ll.E.3.oo) 

Sewage Treatment Plant (no VOC emissions) 
Storm water runoff ponds 
Raw water storage reservoir 
Treated water pond 
Fire protection collection tank (Unit 1),25,000 gal underground 
Fire protection collection tank (Unit 2), 30,000 gal underground 
Bearing cooling water head tank, 260 gal 
Condensate storage 1 A, 6,530 gal 
Condensate storage I B, 6"530 gal 
Condensate storage 2A, 50,000 gal 
Condensate storage 2B, 50,000 gal 
Potable water storage tank, 5,200 gal 
Chem lab deionized water storage tank, 20 gal 
Ash water storage tanks 
6,000 gallon seale inhibitor tank 
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Janitorial activities and products (Reg 3 Part c.n.E.3.pp) 

Office emissions including cleaning, copying, and restrooms (Reg 3 Part C.lLEJ.tt) 

Lubricating/Waste oil storage tanks < 40,000 gal (Reg 3 Part C.II.EJ.aaa) 

Turbine lube oil reservoir (Unit 1),3,000 gal above ground 
Turbine lube oil tank lA (Unit 1),2,100 gal above ground 
Turbine lube oil tank IB (Unit 1),4,500 gal above ground 
Turbine lube oil tank IC (Unit 1),4,500 gal above ground 
Turbine lube oil reservoir (Unit 2),3,500 gal above ground 
Turbine lube oil tank 2A (Unit 2), 5,500 gal above ground 
Turbine lube oil tank 2B (Unit 3),5,500 gal above ground 
Waste oil tank, 600 gal above ground 
Con vault waste oil tank, 2,000 gal above ground 
Transformer oil (Unit 1),25,000 gal underground 
Transformer oil (Unit 2), 30,000 gal underground 
Turbine seal oil tank (Unit 2),300 gal above ground 
Electro-hydraulic fluid tank. 300 gal above ground 
T ransf ormer oil (Unit I). 25 ,000 gal underground 
Transformer oil (Unit 2), 30,000 gal underground 
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Fuel storage and dispensing equipment in ozone attainment areas throughput < 400 gal/day averaged 
over 30 davs (Re2 3 Part C.lI.EJ .cee) 

Gasoline storage tank (regular), 6,000 gal underground 
Emergency fire pump fuel tank, 525 gal above ground 
Forklift refueling tank (regular) 500 gal 

Storage tanks with annual throughput less than 400,000 gallyr and meeting content specifications (Reg 3 
Part C.lLE.3.ffD 

Fuel oil bulk storage tank, 250,000 gal above ground 
Convault diesel fuel tank, 5,200 gal above ground 
Fuel oil day tank (Units I and 2), 15,000 gal underground 
Coal handling #1 diesel fuel tank, 1,000 gal underground 
Coal handling #2 diesel fuel tank, 8,000 gal underground 
Emergency generator diesel fuel tank, 1,000 gal aboveground 

Emergency Power Generators - limited hours or size (Reg 3 Part C.II.EJ .nnn) 

2 - 228 hp diesel emergency generator engines 
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Stationary Internal Combustion Engines -limited hours or size (Reg 3, Part C.ILEJ,xxx) 

368 hp diesel emergency fire pump 

Sandblast equipment where blast media is recycled and blasted material 15 collected (Reg 3 Part 
C.II.E.3 ,www) 

Sandblasting Machine 

Not sources of emissions 

Anhydrous ammonia tank, 30,000 gal above ground (empty) 
Hydrogen tanks, 22 at 1,300 cu, ft. each, for generator cooling (tanks not vented, no emissions) 
Hydrogen tanks, 6 at 3,467 eu, ft. each, for generator cooling (tanks not vented, no emissions) 
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APPENDIXB 

Reporting Requirements and Definitions 

no codes ver 2/20/07 

Please note that, pursuant to I J3(c)(2) of the federal Clean Air Act, any person who knowingly: 
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(A) makes any false material statement, representation, or certification in, or omits material information 
from, or knowingly alters, conceals, or fails to file or maintain any notice, application, record, report, 
plan, or other document required pursuant to the Act to be either filed or maintained (whether with 
respect to the requirements imposed by the Administrator or by a State); 

(8) fails to notify or report as required under the Act; or 

(C) falsifies, tampers with, renders inaccurate, or fails to install any monitoring device or method required to 
be maintained or followed under the Act shall, upon conviction, be punished by a fine pursuant to title 
18 of the United States Code, or by imprisonment for not more than 2 years, or both. If a conviction of 
any person under this paragraph is for a violation committed after a first conviction of such person under 
this paragraph, the maximum punishment shall be doubled with respect to both the fine and 
imprisonment. 

The permittee must comply with all conditions of this operating permit. Any permit noncompliance constitutes 
a violation of the Act and is grounds for enforcement action; for permit termination, revocation and reissuance, 
or modification; or for denial of a permit renewal application. 

The Part 70 Operating Permit program requires three types of reports to be filed for all pelmits. 
All required reports must be certified by a responsible official. 

Report #1: Monitoring Deviation Report (due at least every six months) 

For purposes of this operating permit, the Division is requiring that the monitoring reports are due every six 
months unless otherwise noted in the permit. All instances of deviations from permit monitoring requirements 
must be clearly identified in such reports. 

For purposes of this operating permit, monitoring means any condition determined by observation, by data from 
any monitoring protocol,' or by any other monitoring which is required by the permit as well as the 
recordkeeping associated with that monitoring. This would include, for example, fuel use or process rate 
monitoring, fuel analyses, and operational or control device parameter monitoring. 

Report #2: Permit Deviation Report (must be reported "promptly") 

In addition to the monitoring requirements set forth in the permits as discussed above, each and every 
requirement of the permit is subject to deviation reporting. The reports must address deviations from permit 
requirements, including those attributable to upset conditions and malfunctions as defined in this Appendix, the 
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probable cause of such deviations, and any corrective actions or preventive measures taken. All deviations from 
any term or condition of the permit are required to be summarized or referenced in the annual compliance 
certification. 

For purposes of this operating permit, "malfunction" shall refer to both emergency conditions and malfunctions. 
Additional discussion on these conditions is provided later in this Appendix. 

For purposes of this operating permit, the Division is requiring that the pemJit deviation reports are due as set 
forth in General Condition 21. Where the underlying applicable requirement contains a definition of prompt or 
otherwise specifies a time frame for reporting deviations, that definition or time frame shall govern. For 
example, quarterly Excess Emission Reports required by an NSPS or Regulation No.1, Section IV. 

In addition to the monitoring deviations discussed above, included in the meaning of deviation for the purposes 
of this operating permit are any of the following: 

(I) A situation where emissions exceed an emission limitation or standard contained in the permit; 

(2) A situation where process or control device parameter values demonstrate that an emission limitation or 
standard contained in the permit has not been met; 

(3) A situation in which observations or data collected demonstrates noncompliance with an emission 
limitation or standard or any work practice or operating condition required by the permit; or, 

(4) A situation in which an excursion or exceedance as defined in 40CFR Part 64 (the Compliance 
Assurance Monitoring (CAM) Rule) has occurred. (only if the emission point is subject to CAM) 

For reporting purposes, the Division has combined the Monitoring Deviation Report with the Permit Deviation 
Report. 

Report #3: Compliance Certification (annually, as defined in the permit) 

Submission of compliance certifications with terms and conditions in the permit, including emission limitations, 
standards, or work practices, is required not less than annually. 

Compliance Certifications are intended to state the compliance status of each requirement of the permit over the 
certification period. They must be based, at a minimum, on the testing and monitoring methods specified in the 
permit that were conducted during the relevant time period. In addition, if the owner or operator knows of other 
material information (i.e. information beyond required monitoring that has been specifically assessed in relation 
to how the information potentially affects compliance status), that information must be identified and addressed 
in the compliance certification. The compliance ce11ification must include the following: 

• The identification of each term or condition of the permit that is the basis of the certification; 

• Whether or not the methodes) used by the owner or operator for determining the compliance 
status with each permit term and condition during the certification period was the methodes) 
specified in the permit. Such methods and other means shall include, at a minimum, the methods 
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and means required in the permit. If necessary, the owner or operator also shall identify any 
other material information that must be included in the certification to comply with section 
lI3(c)(2) of the Federal Clean Air Act, which prohibits knowingly making a false certification or 
omitting material information; 

• The status of compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit, and whether compliance 
was continuous or intermittent. The certification shall identify each deviation and take it into 
account in the compliance certification. Note that not all deviations are considered violations.; 

• Such other facts as the Division may require, consistent with the applicable requirements to 
which the source is subject. to determine the compliance status of the source. 

The Certification shall also identify as possible exceptions to compliance any periods during which compliance 
is required and in which an excursion or exceedance as defined under 40 CFR Part 64 (the Compliance 
Assurance Monitoring (CAM) Rule) has occurred. (only for emission points subject to CAM) 

Note the requirement that the certification shall identify each deviation and take it into account in the 
compliance certification. Previously submitted deviation reports, including the deviation report submitted at the 
time of the annual certification, may be referenced in the compliance certification. 

Startup, Shutdown, Malfunctions and Emergencies 

Understanding the application of Startup, Shutdown, Malfunctions and Emergency Provisions, is very important 
in both the deviation reports and the annual compliance certifications. 

Startup, Shutdown, and Malfunctions 

Please note that exceedances of some New Source Performance Standards (:-.ISPS) and Maximum Achievable 
Control Technology (MACT) standards that occur during Startup, Shutdown or Malfunctions may not be 
considered to be non-compliance since emission limits or standards often do not apply unless specifically stated 
in the NSPS. Such exceedances must, however, be reported as excess emissions per the NSPSIMACT rules and 
would still be noted in the deviation report. In regard to compliance certifications, the permittee should be 
confident of the information related to those deviations when making compliance determinations since they are 
subject to Division review. The concepts of Startup, Shutdown and Malfunctions also exist for Best Available 
Control Technology (BACT) sources, but are not applied in the same fashion as for :-.ISPS and MACT sources. 

Emergency Provisions 

Under the Emergency provisions of Part 70, certain operational conditions may act as an affirmative defense 
against enforcement action if they are properly reponed. 

1 For example, given the various emissions limitations and monitoring requiremerits to which a source may be 
subject, a deviation from one requirement may not be a deviation under another requirement which recognizes 
an exception andlor special circumstances relating to that same event. 
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Malfunction (NSPS) means any sudden, infrequent, and not reasonably preventable failure of air pollution 
control equipment. process equipment, or a process (0 operate in a normal or usual manner. Failures that are 
caused in pan by poor maintenance or careless operation are not malfunctions, 

Malfunctiou (SIP) means any sudden and unavoidable failure of air pollution control equipment or process 
equipment or unintended failure of a process to operate in a normal or usual manner. Failures that are primarily 
caused by poor maintenance, careless operation, or any other preventable upset condition or preventable 
equipment breakdown shall not be considered malfunctions. 

Emergency means any situation arising from sudden and reasonably unforeseeable events beyond the control of 
the source, including acts of God, which situation requires immediate cOlTective action to restore normal 
operation, and that causes the source to exceed a technology-based emission limitation under the permit, due to 
unavoidable increases in emissions attributable to the emergency. An emergency shall not include 
noncompliance to the extent caused by improperly designed equipment, lack of preventative maintenance, 
careless or improper operation, or operator error. 

Operating Permit !'lumber: 960PRO 132 First Issued: 511/01 
Renewed: 411/09 
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1. Following is the required fonnat for the Monitoring and Permit Deviation report to be submitted to the 
Division as set forth in General Condition 21. The Table below must be completed for all equipment or 
processes for which specific Operating Permit tenns exist. 

2. Part II of this Appendix B shows the format and information the Division will require for describing 
periods of monitoring and permit deviations, or malfunction or emergency conditions as indicated in the 
Table below. One Part II Form must be completed for each Deviation. Previously submitted reports 
(e.g. EER's or malfunctions) may be referenced and the fonn need not be filled out in its entirety. 

FACILITY NAME: Public Service Company - Hayden Station 
OPERATING PERMIT NO: 960PR0132 
REPORTING PERIOD: (see first page of the permit for specific reporting period and dates) 

Operating 
Permit Unit 

ID Unit Description 

; BOO] Boiler No.1, Riley-Stoker, Model No. 2489. Serial No. 3447. Front-
Fired Boiler, Rated at 1,%3 mmBtulhr. Coal-Fired, with Natural Gas 
and No. 2 Fuel Oil Used for Startup, Shutdown andlor Flame 
Stabillzati on. 

BOO2 Boiler No.2. Combustion Engineering. Model and Serial No. 1337, 
Tangentially Fired Boiler. Rated at2,712 mmBlu/hr. Coal-Fired with 
1'0. 2 Fuel Oil Used for Startup, Shutdown and/or Flame 
Stabilization. 

FOOl Fugitive Particulate Emissions from Coal Handlmg and Storage 
(Truck Unloading, Storage Pile and Coal Dozing) 

•• FOO2 Fugitive Particulate Emissions from Ash Handling and Disposal 
FOO3 Fugitive ParucuJate Emlssjons from Paved and Unpaved Roads 
POOl A,h Silo 

POO2 Colli Handling System (Conveying and Crushing) 
• P003 Two (2) Recycle Ash Silos 

jPO()4 Two (2) Recycle Mixers 

POOS Two (2) Lime Silos 
• POO6 Two (2) Ball Mill Slakers 

Mool Cooling Tower for Unit No.1. Rated at 84,000 GPM 

MOO2 Cooling Tower for UniINo. 2· Rated at 134.000 GPM 

BOO3 Kewanee Wet-Back Scotch Boiler. Type LW.892-01. Serial No. 
9367, Rated at 25 mmBtUlhr. No.2 Fuel Oil-FIred. 

General Conditions 

Insignificant Activities 

Operating Permit Number: 960PR0l32 

Deviations noted 
During Period?] 

YES NO 

; 

Malfunctionl 
Emergency 
Condition 

Reported During 
Period? 

YES NO 

. 

" ; 

! 

I 
! 

; 

First Issued: 5/1 10 I 
Renewed: 4/1109 
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1 See previous disclission regarding whal is considered to be a deviation. Determination of whether or not a deviation has occurred 
shall be based on a reasonable inquiry using readily available information. 

Operating Permit Number: 960PR0132 FirSl Issued: 5/1101 
Renewed: 4/1/09 
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Monitoring and Permit Deviation Report - Part II 

FACILITY NAME: Public Service Company Hayden Station 
OPERATING PERMIT NO 960PR0132 
REPORTING PERIOD: 

Appendix B 
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Is the deviation being claimed as an: Emergency __ _ Malfunction __ _ N/A 

(For NSPS/MACT) Did the deviation occur during: Startup __ Shutdown __ _ 
Normal Operation 

OPERATING PE~\1IT UNIT IDENTIFICATION: 

Operating Permit Condition Number Citation 

Explanation of Period of Deviation 

Duration (start/stop date & time) 

Action Taken to Correct the Problem 

Measures Taken to Prevent a Reoccurrence of the Problem 

Dates of Malfunctions/Emergencies Reported (if applicable) 

Deviation Code (for Division Use Only) 

SEE EXAMPLE ON THE NEXT PAGE 

Operating Permit Number: 960PROl32 

Malfunction 

First Issued: 511101 
Renewed: 4/1/09 
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FACILITY NAME: Acme Corp. 
OPERATING PERMIT NO: 960PZZXXX 
REPORTING PERIOD: lIU06 - 6/30106 

Is the deviation being claimed as an: 

EXAMPLE 

Emergency __ _ Malfunction XX 

Appendix B 
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NIA 

(For NSPS/MACT) Did the deviation occur during: Startup __ Shutdown __ _ Malfunction 
Normal Operation 

OPERATING PERMIT UNIT IDENTIFICA TIO:-l: 

Asphalt Plant with a Scrubber for Particulate Control - Unit XXX 

Operating Permit Condition J\'umber Citation 

Section II, Condition 3.1 - Opacity Limitation 

Explanation of Period of Deviation 

Slurry Line Feed Plugged 

Duration 

START- 17304/10/06 
END- 18004110106 

Action Taken to Correct the Problem 

Line Blown Out 

Measures Taken to Prevent Reoccurrence of the Problem 

Replaced Line Filter 

Dares of Malfunction/Emer£!encies Reported lif applicable} 

5/30106 to A. Einstein, APCD 

Deviation Code (for Division Use Only) 

Operating Permit f"umber: 960PR0132 First Issued: 511101 
Renewed: 4/1109 
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Monitoring and Permit Deviation Report 

Monitoring and Permit Deviation Report· Part III 

REPORT CERTIFICATION 

SOURCE NAME: Public Service Company - Hayden Station 

FACILITY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 1070001 

PERMIT NUMBER: 960PR0132 

Appendix B 
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REPORTING PERIOD: _____ _ (see first page of the permit for specific reporting period and dates) 

All information for the Title V Semi-Annual Deviation Reports must be certified by a responsible official as 
defined in Colorado Regulation No.3, Part A, Section l.B38. This signed certification document must be 
packaged with the documents being submitted. 

STATEMENT OF COMPLETEl'I"ESS 

I have reviewed the information being submitted in its entirety and, based on information and belief 
formed after reasonable inquiry, I certify that the statements and information contained in this submittal 
are true, accnrate and complete. 

Please note that the Colorado Statutes state that any person who knowingly, as dermed in Sub-SL'Ction 18-
1-501(6), C.R.s., makes any false material statement, representation, or certification in this document is 
guilty of a misdemeanor and may be punished in accordance with the provisions of Sub·Section 25-7 
122.1, e.R.s. 

Printed or Typed Name Title 

Signature Date Signed 

]'\;ote: Deviation reports shall be submitted to the Division at the address given in Appendix D of this 
permit. ]'\;0 copies need be sent to the U.s. EPA. 

Operating Permit Number: 960PROl32 First Issued: 511/01 
Renewed: 4/1/09 
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Required Format for Annual Compliance Certification Report 

no codes ver 2120107 

Following is the format for the Compliance Certification report to be submitted to the Division and the U.S. 
EPA annually based on the effective date of the permit The Table below must be completed for all equipment 
or processes for which specific Operating Permit terms exist. 

FACIUTY KAME: Public Service Company - Hayden Station 

OPERATI:-.IG PERMIT NO: 960PR0132 
REPORTING PERIOD: 

L Facility Status 

_ During the entire reporting period, this source was in compliance with ALL terms and conditions contained 
in the Pennit, each term and condition of which is identified and included by this reference. The methodes) 
used to determine compliance islare the methodes) specified in the Permit. 

With the possible exception of the deviations identified in the table below, this source was in compliance 
with all tenns and conditions contained in the Permit, each term and condition of which is identified and 
included by this reference, during the entire reponing period. The method used to determjne compliance for 
each term and condition is the method specified in the Permit. unless otherwise indicated and described in the 
deviation report(s). Kote that not all deviations are considered violations. 

: Operating Unit Description 
Permit enit 

ID 

BOOI Boiler No. L Riley-Stoker, Model No. 
2489, Serial No. 3447, Front-Fired 
Boiler, Rated at 1,963 mmBro/hr. Coal-
FIred. with Natural Gas and No.2 Fuel 
Oil Used for Startup. Shutdown and/or 
Harne Stabilization. 

B002 Boiler No.2. Combustion Engineering, 
Model and Serial No. 1337, Tangentialiy 
Fired Boiler, Rated at 2,712 mmBtulhr. 
Coal-Fired with No.2 Fuel Oil Used for 

Ii Startup. Shutdown and/or Rame 
Stabilization. 

FOOl Fugitive Particulate Emissions from Coal 
Handlmg and Storage (Truck Unloading, 
Storage Pile and Coal D07jng) 

Operating Permit :-.lumber: 960PR0l32 

Deviations Reponed 1 Monitoring 
Method per 

Pennit?2 

Previolls Current YES NO 

! 

, 

Was Compliance 
Continuous or 
Intermittent' 

Continuous lntenni Hen t 

: 

First Issued: 5/1/01 
Renewed: 4/1109 
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Compliance Certification Report 

Operating Cnit Description 
Permit Unit 

ID 

F002 Fugitive Paniculate EmissIOns from Ash 
Handling and Disposal 

/i FOO3 Fugitive Particulate Emissions from 

I Paved and Unpaved Roads 

i 
POOl Ash Silo 

:1 POO2 Coal Handling System (Conveying and 

I: 
Crushing) 

P003 Two (2) Recycle Ash Silos 
! POO4 Two (2) Recycle Mixers 

POOS Two (2) Lime Silos 

POO6 Two (2) Ball Mlll Siakers 

Mool Cooling Tower for Unit No. I, Rated at 
84,000 GPM 

MOO2 Cooling Tower for Cnit :-';0. 2 - Rated at . 134,000 GPM 

B003 Kewanee Wet-Back Scotch Boiler, Type 
LW-892-01, Serial No. 9367, Rated.t 25 
mmBtu!hr. No.2 Fuel Oil-Fired. 

General Conditions 

Insignificant Activities 4 

Deviations Reported l I Monitoring 
Method per 

Permit?2 

Previous Current YES NO 

: 

Appendix C 
Page 2 

Was Compliance 
Continuous or 
Intermittent3 

Continuous lntennittent 

i 

: 
, 

I 

i 

! 

i 

I If deviations were noted in a previous deviation report, put an "XU under "previous". If deviations were noted in the current 
deviation repor! (i.e. for the last six months of the annual reporting period), put an "X" under "current". Mark both columns if both 
apply. 

1 Note whether the method(s) used to determine the compliance status with each term and condition was the me[hod(s) specified in the 
penni!. If it was not, mark "no" and attach additional information/explanation. 

3 Note whether the compliance status wjth of each tenn and condition provided was continuous or intermittent. "lntennittent 
Compliance" can mean either that noncompliance has occurred or that the owner or operator has data sufficient to certify compliance 
only on an intennittent basis. CertificatlOn of intermittent compliance therefore does not necessarHy mean that any noncompliance 
has occurred. 

NOTE: 

The Periodic MOflltOring requirements of the Operating Pennit program rule are intended to provide assurance that even in the 
absence of a continuous system of monitoring the Title V source can demonstrate whether it has operated in continuous compliance 
for the duration of the reporting period. Therefore, if a source 1) conducts all of tbe monitoring and recordkeeping required in its 
permit, even if such activjties are done periodically and not continuously, and if 2) such monitoring and recordkeeplng does not 
indicate non-compliance, and if 3) the Responsible Official is not aware of allY credible evidence that indicates non-compliance, then 
the Responsible Official can certify that the e~jssiol1 polnt(s) in question were in continuous compliance during the applicable time 
perind. 

4 Compliance status for these sources shalt be based on a reasonable tnquiry_uslng readily avaHable information. 

Operating Permit Number 960PR0l32 First Issued: 5/1{01 
Renewed: 411109 
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Compliance Certification Report 

II. Status for Accidental Release Prevention Program: 

Appendix C 
Page 3 

A. This facility is subject is not subject to the provisions of the Accidental 
Release Prevention Program (Section 112(r) of the Federal Clean Air Act) 

B. If subject: The facility _-:-___ -- is ____ is not in compliance with all the 
requirements of section 112(r). 

I. A Risk Management Plan will be has been submitted to the 
appropriate authority and/or the deSignated central location by the required date. 

III. Certification 

All information for the Title V Semi-Annual Deviation Reports must be certified by a responsible official as 
defined in Colorado Regulation No.3, Part A, Section I.B.38. This signed certification document must be 
packaged with the documents being submitted. 

I have reviewed this certification in its entirety and, based on information and belief formed after 
reasonable inquiry, I certify that the statements and information contained in this certification are trne, 
accurate and complete. 

Please note that the Colorado Statutes state that any person who knowingly, as defined in § 18-1-501(6), 
C.RS., makes any false material statement, representation, or certification in this document is guilty of a 
misdemeanor and may be pnnished in accordance \lith the provisions of § 25-7 122.1, C.R .S. 

Printed or Typed Name Title 

Signature Date Signed 

NOTE: All compliance certifications shall be submitted to the Air Pollution Control Division and to the 
Environmental Protection Agency at the addresses listed in Appendix D of this Permit. 

Operating Permit Number: 960PROl32 First Issued: 511101 
Renewed: 411109 
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I. Air Pollution Control Division 

APPENDlXD 

Notification Addresses 

Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment 
Air Pollution Control Division 
Operating Permits Unit 
APCD-SS-BI 
4300 Cherry Creek Drive S. 
Denver, CO 80246-1530 

ATTN: Jim King 

2. United States Environmental Protection Agency 

Compliance Notifications: 

Office of Enforcement, Compliance and Environmental Justice 
Mail Code 8ENF-T 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region VIII 
1595 Wynkoop Street 
Denver, CO 80202-1129 

Permit Modifications, Off Permit Changes: 

Office of Partnerships and Regulatory Assistance 
Air and Radiation Programs, 8P-AR 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region Vlll 
1595 Wynkoop Street 
Denver, CO 80202-1129 

Operating Permit Number: 960PROl32 
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APPENDIXE 

Permit Acronyms 

Listed Alphabetically: 

AIRS -
AP-42 -
APEN -
APCD
ASTM
BACT
BTU -
CAA
CCR-
CEM 
CF 
CFR-
CO-
COM
CRS-
EF -
EPA-
FI -
FR-
G-
GaI-
GPM
HAPs -
HP-
HP-HR -
LAER 
LBS 
M-
MM
MMscf -
MMscfd -
NIAorNA -
NOx
NESHAP
NSPS -
P-
PE-
PM -
PMlO -

Aerometric Information Retrieval System 
EPA Document Compiling Air Pollutant Emission Factors 
Air Pollution Emission Notice (State of Colorado) 
Air Pollution Control Division (State of Colorado) 
American Society for Testing and Materials 
Best A vailable Control Technology 
British Thermal Unit 
Clean Air Act (CAAA = Clean Air Act Amendments) 
Colorado Code of Regulations 
Continuous Emissions Monitor 
Cubic Feet (SCF = Standard Cubic Feet) 
Code of Federal Regulations 
Carbon Monoxide 
Continuous Opacity Monitor 
Colorado Revised Statute 
Emission Factor 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Fuel Input Rate in mmBtu/hr 
Federal Register 
Grams 
Gallon 
Gallons per Minute 
Hazardous Air Pollutants 
Horsepower 
Horsepower Hour (GiHP-HR = Grams per Horsepower Hour) 
Lowest Achievable Emission Rate 
Pounds 
Thousand 
Million 
Million Standard Cubic Feet 
Million Standard Cubic Feet per Day 
Not Applicable 
Nitrogen Oxides 
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants 
New Source Performance Standards 
Process Weight Rate in TonslHr 
Particulate Emissions 
Particulate Matter 
Particulate Matter Under 10 Microns 

Operating Permit Number: 960PROl32 
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PSD -
PTE
RACT 
SCC
SCF
SIC - . 
S02 
TPY 
TSP
VOC-

Prevention of Significant Deterioration 
Potential To Emit 
Reasonably Available Control Technology 
Source Classification Code 
Standard Cubic Feet 
Standard Industrial Classification 
Sulfur Dioxide 
Tons Per Year 
Total Suspended Particulate 
Volatile Organic Compounds 

Operating Permit Number: 960PR0132 
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Permit Modifications 

DATE OF I TYPE OF 
REVISION ,MODIF1CA TION 

I 
, 
I 

1 
I 

SECTION 
NUMBER, 

CONDITION 
NUMBER 

Operating Permit Number: 960PR0132 

APPENDIXF 

Permit Modifications 
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DESCRlPTION OF REVISION 

i 
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Compliance Assurance 'Monitoring Plan 

1. Background 

a, Emission Unit Description: 

Boiler No, 1 (Unit I), Riley-Stoker, Model No, 2489, Serial No, 3447, Front-Fired Boiler, Rated 
at 1,963 mmBtulhr. Coal-Fired with Natural Gas and/or No, 2 Fuel Oil Used for Startup, 
Shutdown and/or Flame Stabilization, 

Boiler No, 2 (Unit 2), Combustion Engineering, Model and Serial No, 1337, Tangentially-Fired 
Boiler, Rated at 2,712 mmBtu/hr. Coal-Fired with No, 2 Fuel Oil Used for Startup, Shutdown 
and/or Flame Stabilization, 

b, Applicable Regulation, Emission Limit. Monitoring Requirements: 

Regulations: 

Emission Limitations: 
(for each boiler) 

Operating Permit Condition 1.1 (underlying condition from Long
Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State 
Implementation Plan for Class I Visibility Protection Part I: 
Hayden Station Requirements (8115196), as approved by EPA at 62 
FR 2305 (1116197), Section VLc'V.8.c,ii,(2)) 

PM 0,03Ib/mmBtu, averaged over three (3) two hour test runs 

Monitoring Requirements: Visible Emissions (Opacity) and Preventative Maintenance 

c. Control TechnOlogy: 

Both boilers are equipped with a fabric filter dust collector (FFDC) to control particulate matter 
emissions generation from the combustion of coal. The FFDCs have a particulate removal 
efficiency greater than 99%, 

Operating Permit Number: 960PROl32 First Issued: 511/0 I 
Renewed: 4/1/09 
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II. Monitoring Approach 

Indicator I i Indicator 2 

11"71,:-' .;;In"'d::ic:,a::to::;r:..--:-__ -:-____ ~ Visible Emission:.s-"-(O=pa::CJ::::ity=»-.,-_...,--,_+·~P.:.r.::e\-"-'e:::n:::tadve Maintenance ._. __ 
Measurement Approach ! Opacity emissions will monjtored by a Internal inspections of the baghouses will 

Continuous Opacily Monitor (COM). be conducted semi·annually. Each 
baghouse is inspected visually for 

, deterioration and areas of corrosion or 

I erosion. The bags are inspected for holes 
and tears, and are repaired and replaced 
as necessary. Door seals are ins-pected 

Ir-::-'--~ __ .. _____ ~ _. ____ + ___ ._. ._~ __ .~_.~ ____ +f:.;o:.:r...:t"ig:;;h;;::tnes=s.:.. __ ~ _____ ._ 

H. Indicator Range An excursion is defined as an opacity An excursion is defined as f~nUl~ t;;

'IiI. Perfotmance Criteria r-" . .~~------
a. Data Representativeness 

value greater [han 15 % for more thID1 60 perform the semi-annual 
seconds. When this occurs, the last 'within 60 days of its 
compartment to be cleaned ,in automatic completion date. 

inspection 
scheduled 

cycle is isolated. 

An excursion is also defined as any 24-
hour period In \vbkh the average opacity 
exceeds the baseline level established by 
the performID1ce [esf required by 
Condi,jon 1.1.2. 

In addition to the above. when an 
excursion occurs, the appropriate 
corrective action IS made and repairs 

,and/or repliK:ements are made as 
I necessan' 

I A hiSIO~ of the correction action(s) will 

An excursion triggers an immediate 
inspection. 

~ .be .m. ain. tained at the fadhty .. a.nd. mad.e I' I ava~l.able upon request. , .. ; 

i '. '-- ~·--r_------~~-----·--~~I I An increase in visibJe emissions (opadry) Internal inspections can be L1sed to 
i under steady-state operating conditions is identify torn bags and/or bags Witll 
! an indirect indication of a potential diminished integrity" Torn, bags and/or 
\' increase in particulate matter emissions. bags with diminished integrity can be an 

indication of bagbouse issues and 

matter emissions. 

r
' Ii potentially ID1 increase in particulate 

b. Verificatton ~f Op-eta-ti-o-na..,I .... S~'t·-at-tl-s--.,.: -:Op:-e-r-at"'io'-n-a':l-snltu-s-~-ha-li be demonstrated Documentation tn plant records will 

I
i through the conunl1ous process on/off! serve as the verification ,that the semi
, signai recorded by the Data Acquisition! annual inspection has been perfonned. 

1~'~~~~_~' __ ~~--: _______ -ri=an~d~H~a~n~d~li~u~g~Sy~.st=em~~(D~~A=H~S~)' ____ ~-+_=-~~ ______ ~ __ ~ ____________ 'I 
c. QAlQC Practices and Criteria The COM eqlllpment and data quality Trained personnel perform inspections 

assurance is in conformation with the and maintenance using an established 
applicable requirements in 40 CPR Part . procedures and checklist. Such 
60 and the internal CEM Quality I procedures and checklists shall be made 
ControllQuahty Assurance program available to the Djvislon upon request. 

i developed in accordance with 40 CPR : 
'-________ .~ ___ .. _~~rt 75. _ I . _________ J 

Operating Permit Number: %OPROl32 First Issued: 511101 
Renewed: 411/09 
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Indicator 1 I Indicator 2 I 
d. Monitoring Frequency Continuous I Semi-AnnuaJ 

e. Data Collection Procedures Opacity measmements will be performed Results of inspections and maintenance 
in accordance with the requirements in 40 activities are recorded by' the plant and 
CFR Part 60 Subpart A § 60.13. The made avaiiable upon request. 
emissions data will be stored in the unit's 
DAHS . 

. f. Averaging Time COM data shall be reduced to 6-minute N/A 
averages as required by 40 CFR Part 60 
Subpart A § 60.13. All 6-minute 
averages in each 24-hour period (7 am to 
7 am) will be averaged together to get a 
24-hour average. Periods of startup, 
shutdown lUld malfunction may be 
excluded from the 24-hour average. 

III. Justification 

a. Background: 

i 
I 

The pollutant specific emission units are two (2) coal fired boilers. Each boiler is equipped with a 
FFDC to control particulate matter emissions. 

Particulate matter removal is accomplished by passing the flue gases through a porous fabric material. 
The solid particles buildup on the fabric surface to form a thin porous layer of solids. This layer works 
in conjunction with the fabric material to trap the particulate matter. According to the CAM plan 
submitted by the source, the baghouse manufacturer guarantees a particulate removal efficiency greater 
than 99%, with the total concentration at srandard conditions guaranteed at 0.007 gr/dscf and a 
particulate emission rate of 0.0139 Ib/mmBtu. The results of the performance test conducted in 1999 
demonstrated that the removal of particulate matter emissions exceeded manufacturer's guarantees, as 
indicated below: 

Particulate Matter Emissions 

EmissiOll Unit Ib/mmBtu I Gr/d.cf 

Unit 1 0.0122 I 0.0056 

Unit 2 0.0109 I 0.0062 

b. Rationale for Selection of Performance Indicators 

Monitoring of the baghouse operational parameters is intended to keep the baghouse operating within 
the manufacturer's specifications. Based on the manufacturer's guarantees and actual performance test 
data on these units, it can be concluded that when the baghouse emissions controls are operated as 
designed, particulate emissions are controlled to levels well below the applicable particulate emission 
standard. As such, the requirements of compliance assurance monitoring for particulate matter 
emissions from these units can be accomplished through the monitoring of the selected performance 

Operating Permit Number: 960PR0132 First Issued: 511101 
Renewed: 41li09 
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indicators. Monitoring these indicators will signal the potential need for corrective actions to avoid 
potential problems with any of these factors. 

Potential issues in the operation of a baghouse that can compromise its ability to effectively control 
particulate emissions can generally be categorized as issues with tom andlor broken bags or seals, and 
characteristics of the ash cake on the bags. The indicators described below were selected for their ability 
to provide an indication or warning of potential problems with any of these factors. 

Visible Emissions (Opacity) 

Based on the relationship between particulate matter in a flue gas stream and opacity, an increase in 
opacity is a valid indication of increased particulate emissionS due to compromised baghouse 
pelforrnance. Increased opacity emissions from typical levels, such as a sudden spike or a gradual 
increase are an indication that baghouse performance has decreased. 

Preventative Maintenance 

Preventative maintenance is performed on the baghouses to ensure that they are operated and maintained 
in accordance with the manufacturer's guidelines. 

c. Rationale for Selection of indicator Ranges 

Visible emissions (opacity) 

A spike in opacity, defined as an opacity reading greater than 15% for sixty (60) seconds is an indication 
that a bag in that compartment has failed. The compartment is isolated and the bags in the compartment 
are inspected. 

Although the source proposed an indicator range of "an increase in opacity above baseline conditions 
during normal operations to opacity emissions greater than 10% over an extended period of time", the 
Division considered such a range to be inappropriate, since neither the time period was defined and it 
was not clear how the 10% opacity related to the PM emission limitations. Therefore, the Division is 
including as CAM, an indicator range consistent with the monitoring used for the PM emis~ion 

limitations that have been set for new (constructed after February 28, 2005) electric utility steam 
generating units in 40 CFR Part 60 Subp81t Da, Since the monitoring set in the NSPS is for the same 
control device (fabric filter) and pollutant (PM), the Division considers that this monitoring is 
appropriate and represents presumptively acceptable monitoring in accordance with the provisions in 40 
CFR Pan 64 § 64.4(b)(l)(4). Therefore, an excursion will be any 24-hour average opacity that exceeds 
the baseline level established by the performance test. Note that as provided for in 40CFR Pan 60 
Subpart Da § 60.48Da(0)(2)(iv), periods of startup, shutdown and malfunction may be excluded from 
the 24-hour average. In addition, the baseline opacity level will be set using the same methodology 
specified in 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart Da § 60.48Da(o)(2)(iii), except that the opacity add-on (specified as 
2.5% specified in the NSPS) will be based 011 the results of the performance test. 
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Preventative Maintenance 

Failure to conduct scheduled senti-annual inspections and maintenance per the facility's internal 
preventative maintenance program may compromise the ability of the FFDC to function as designed. As 
such, inspections are performed as required in order to ensure proper baghouse function and perform 
required repairs and maintenance of the bags as needed. 
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EXHIBIT 2 
Technical Review Document for Renewal/Modification of Operating Permit 

960PR0132 (April t, 2009). 



TECHNICAL REVIEW DOCUMENT 
For 

RENEWAL! MODIFICATION of OPERATING PERMIT 960PR0132 

Public Service Company - Hayden Station 
Routt County 

Source ID 0010097 

Prepared by Jacqueline Joyce 
July and September 2007, February, June, July, September and December 2008 

I. Purpose: 

This document will establish the basis for decisions made regarding the applicable 
requirements, emission factors, monitoring plan and compliance status of emission units 
covered by the renewed Operating Permit proposed for this site. The original Operating 
Permit was issued May 1, 2001. The expiration date for the permit was May 1, 2006. 
However, since a timely and complete renewal application was submitted; under 
Colorado Regulation No.3, Part C, Section IV.C all of the terms and conditions of the 
existing permit shall not expire until the renewal Operating Permit is issued and any 
previously extended permit shield continues in full force and operation. This document 
is designed for reference during the review of the proposed permit by the EPA, the 
public, and other interested parties. The conclusions made in this report are based on 
information provided in the renewal application submitted April 1,2005, comments on 
the draft permit submitted on September 23,2008, comments received on the draft 
permit on November 6, 2008 during the public comment period (October 8 - November 
7,2008), previous inspection reports and various e-mail correspondence, as well as 
telephone conversations with the applicant. A request for a minor modification to this 
Operating Permit was submitted on September 13, 2007. The minor modification and 
renewal are being processed concurrently. Please note that copies of the Technical 
Review Document for the original permit and any Technical Review Documents 
associated with subsequent modifications of the original Operating Permit may be found 
in the Division files as well as on the Division website at 
http://www.cdphe.state.co.us/ap/Titlev.htmI.This narrative is intended only as an 
adjunct for the reviewer and has no legal standing. 

Any revisions made to the underilying construction permits associated with this facility 
made in conjunction with the processing of this Operating Permit application have been 
reviewed in accordance with the requirements of Regulation No.3, Part B, Construction 
Permits, and have been found to meet all applicable substantive and procedural 
requirements. This Operating Permit incorporates and shall be considered to be a 
combined construction/operating permit for any such revision, and the permittee shall 
be allowed to operate under the revised conditions upon issuance of this Operating 
Permit without applying for a revision to this permit or for an additional or revised 
construction permit. 
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II. Description of Source 

This source is classified as an electrical services facility under Standard Industrial 
Classification 4911. This facility consists of two coal fired boilers. Unit 1 is rated at 205 
MW and Unit 2 is rated at 300 MW. The Unit 1 ignitors utilize either natural gas or No.2 
fuel oil and the Unit 2 ignitors utilize No. 2 fuel oil for startup, shutdown and/or flame 
stabilization. As part of a Consent Decree, entered by the United States District Court 
on August 19, 1996, Civil Action 93-8-1749, the following emission control devices were 
required to be installed on both Units 1 and 2: low NOx burners with over-fire air (to 
control NOx emissions) , lime spray dryers (to control S02 emissions) and fabric filter 
dust collectors (to control PM emissions). The Consent Decree required that startup 
testing of the control devices on Unit 1 commence by December 31, 1998 and that 
startup testing of the control devices on Unit 2 commence by December 31. 1999. As of 
October 18, 1999 all control equipment required by the Consent Decree had been 
placed into service. 

In August 1996 the Colorado Air Quality Control Commission (AQCC) adopted revisions 
to Colorado's Visibility State Implementation Plan (SIP), specified in a document entitled 
"Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision of Colorado's State Implementation Plan for 
Class I Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station Requirements". dated August 15, 
1996. The U.S. EPA approved the Visibility SIP revisions at 62 Federal Register 2305 
(January 16 , 1997). These revisions. concerning the Hayden Station. implemented and 
enforced requirements identified in the Hayden Consent Decree. Only those provisions 
of the Consent Decree that dealt with visibility impairment (S02 and opacity) were 
included in the Visibility SIP revisions. 

I n addition to the coal fired boilers, other significant sources of emissions at this facility 
include fugitive emissions from coal handling, ash handling and disposal and vehicle 
traffic on paved and unpaved roads. Point source emissions of particulate matter 
include coal crushing and conveying. an ash storage silo, two (2) ash recycle silos 
(recycle ash used with lime in the spray dryer) . two (2) lime storage silos, two (2) ball 
mill slakers (prepares lime slurry for spray dryer) and two (2) recycle mixers (prepares 
recycle as slurry for spray dryer). Additional emission units at this facility include two 
(2) cooling towers. 

This facility is located four miles east of Hayden at 13125 U.S. Highway 40, in Routt 
County. The area in which the plant operates is designated as attainment for all criteria 
pollutants. 

Wyoming. an affected state, is within 50 miles of the plant. Flattops and Mt. Zirkel 
National Wilderness Areas, federal class I designated areas. are within 100 km of this 
facility . 

The summary of emissions that was presented in the Technical Review Document 
(TRD) for the original permit issuance has been modified to more appropriately identify 
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the potential to emit (PTE) of both criteria and hazardous air pollutants . Emissions (in 
tons/yr) at the facility are as follows 

Emission Unit I PM PM lO I SO, I NOx · CO VOC Pb' HAPS 

Point Sources 
Boiler No.1 257.94 237.30 1,17.73 3,955.05 194.3 23.32 0.16 See ' 
(Unit 1) Page 21 

Boiler No. 2 356 .36 32785 1,544.21 4,75142 26844 32 .21 0.23 
(Unit 2) 
Auxiliary Boiler 1.56 0.78 56.31 15.64 3.91 0.16 
Ash Silo 22.39 22.39 

Coal Handling 13.14 6.22 
System 
Recycle Ash 0.09 0.09 
Silos 
Recycle Ash 0.16 0.16 
Mixers 
Lime Siorage 0.01 0.01 
Silos 
Ball Mill Siakers 0.8 0.8 

Unit 1 Cooling 3.23 3.23 1.2 
Twr 
Unil 2 Cooling 5.15 5.15 1.9 
Twr 

Total Point 660.83 603.99 2,718.25 B,722.11 466.65 5B.79 0.39 32.26 
Source 
Emissions 

Fugitive Emissions Sources 

Coal Handling 27 7.6 Neg!. 
and Storage 
Ash Handling 27.2 9.8 
and Disposal 

Paved and 406.6 79.8 
Unpaved Roads 
Total Fugitive 460.8 97.2 
Emissions 

Total 1,121.68 701.19 2,718.25 8,722.11 466.65 58.79 0.39 32.26 
Emissions 

Lead (Pb) emisSions are based on emission factors from AP-42, Section 1.1 (dated 9/98), Table 1.1-17. 

Potential to emit used in the above table are based on the following information: 

Criteria Pollutants 

Potential to emit for the ash silo, ball mill slakers , lime storage silos , recycle ash storage 
silos, recycle mixers and Unit 2 cooling tower are based on permiited emissions. 
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Potential to emit for NOx, S02 and PM from the main boilers are based on emission 
limitations included in the permit (SIP/Consent Decree limits for S02 and PM (0.130 
Ib/mmBtu and 0.03 Ib/mmBtu, respectively) and Acid Rain limits for NOx (0.46 Ib/mmBtu 
for Unit 1 and 0.40 Ib/mmBtu for Unit 2)) , the design heat input rate and 8760 hours per 
year of operation. PM lO emissions from the main boilers are presumed to be 92% of 
PM emissions (per AP-42 , Section 1.1 (dated 9/98), Table 1.1-6). VOC and CO 
emissions from the main boilers are based on AP-42 .emission factors (Section 1.1, 

. dated 9/98, Tables 1.1-3 and 1.1-19) and maximum coal consumption rate. The 
maximum coal consumption rate is based on the design heat input rate , the heat 
content of the coal from the APEN submitted on April 30 , 2008 and 8760 hours per year 
of operation. 

Potential to emit from the auxiliary boiler is based on AP-42 emission factors (Section 
1.3, dated 9/98 , Tables 1.3-1, 1.3-3 and 1.3-6), an assumed fuel sulfur content of 0.5 
weight percent and the maximum fuel consumption rate . The maximum fuel 
consumption rate is based on the design heat input rate, an assumed distillate oil heat 
content of 140,000 Btu/gal and 8760 hours per year of operation. It should be noted 
that although this boiler is subject to a Reg 1 PM limitation, that limit has not been used 
to estimate the potential to emit of PM. Since this unit burns a clean fuel and runs 
infrequently, the Division considers that using the Reg 1 PM limit to estimate potential to 
emit is not appropriate for this unit. 

Potential to emit of PM and PM lO from the Unit 1 cooling water tower is based on the 
maximum water circulation rate (design rate in gallons per minute and 8760 hours per 
year of operation) , a total solids content of 5602 ppm and 0.001 % drift using the 
equation included in Section II, Condition 6.3.3 of the Title V permit. Potential to emit of 
VOC is based on the maximum water circulation rate and the emission factor included 
in Section II , Condition 6.3 .3 of the permit. 

Potential to emit from the coal handling - point sources is based on permitted emissions 
(for Unit 2 equipment) multiplied by 2 to account for iln additional 4 transfer points (the 
original Title V permit application, submitted on February 15, 1996, indicated that there 
were 9 transfer points , in permitting the Unit 2 equipment, 5 transfer points were 
identified, one was open and considered a source of fugitive emissions - doubling the 
Unit 2 permitted emissions accounts for the 4 transfer points not considered in 
permitting the Unit 2 equipment). 

Potential to emit from fugitive emissions from haul roads, coal handling and ash 
handling are based on the estimates provided with the source's comments on the draft 
permit, which were submitted on September 23,2008. 

Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAP) 

The potential to emit table on page 3 provides total HAPs for the facility. The 
breakdown of HAP emissions by individual HAP and emission unit is provided on page 
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21 of this document . HAP emissions, as shown in the table on page 21, are based on 
the following information: 

Potential to emit of HAPS were only determined for the main boilers, the auxiliary boiler 
and the cooling water towers . HAPS were not estimated for the other emission units as 
HAPs were presumed to be negligible from these sources. 

HAP emissions from the auxiliary boiler are based on AP-42 emission factors (Section 
1.3, dated 9/98 , Tables 1.3-9 and 1.3-11 ) and the maximum fuel consumption rate. 

HAPS from the cooling water tower are based on permitted VOC emissions for the Unit 
2 cooling water tower and calculated potential VOC emissions from the Unit 1 cooling 
water tower (all VOC is assumed to be chloroform). 

Metal HAP emissions from the main boilers are based on AP-42 emission factors 
(Section 1.1 , dated 9/98 , Table 1.1-18) and the maximum coal consumption rate . 
Mercury emissions from the main boilers are based on the average projected mercury 
emissions that were used in the development of Colorado's Mercury Rule. HF and HCI 
emission from the main boilers were based on the maximum emission factor,in units of 
Ibslton, determined from reported HF and HCI emissions and coal consumption on 
several current APENS (2007, 2006 and 2005 data) and the maximum coal 
consumption rate . 

Note that actual emissions are typically less than potential emissions and actual 
emissions are shown on page 22 of this document. 

Compliance Assurance Monitorinq (CAM) Requirements 

The source addressed the applicability of the CAM requirements in their renewal 
application and is discussed further in the document under Section 111- Discussion of 
Modifications Made, under "Source Requested Modifications". 

MACT Requirements 

Case-by-Case MACT - 112(j) (40 CFR Part 63 Subpart B §§ 63. 50 thru 63 .56) 

Under the federal Clean Air Act (the Act), EPA is charged with promulgating maximum 
achievable control technology (MACT) standards for major sources of hazardous air 
pollutants (HAPs) in various source categories by certain dates. Section 1120) of the 
Act requires that permitting authorities develop a case-by-case MACT for any major 
sources of HAPs in source categories for which EPA failed to promulgate a MACT 
standard by May 15, 2002. These provisions are commonly referred to as the "MACT 
hammer" . 

Owners or operators that could reasonably determine that they are a major source of 
HAPs which includes one or more stationary sources included in the source category or 
subcategory for which the EPA failed to promulgate a MACT standard by the. section 
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1120) deadline were required to submit a Part 1 application to revise the operating 
permit by May 15, 2002. The source submitted a notification indicating that Hayden 
Station was a major source for HAPS, with equipment under the source category for 
industrial, commercial and institutional boilers and process heaters). 

Since the EPA has signed off on final rules for all of the source categories which were . 
not promulgated by the deadline, the case-by-case MACT provisions in 1120) no longer 
apply. Note that there is a possible exception to this, as discussed later in this 
document (see under industrial. commercial and institutional boiler and process 
heaters). 

RICE MACT (40 CFR Part 63 Subpart UZZ) 

The RICE MACT (40 CFR Part 63 Subpart ZZU) was signed as final on February 26, 
2004 and was published in the Federal Register on June 15. 2004. An affected source 
under the RICE MACT is any eXisting. new or reconstructed stationary RICE with a site
rating of more than 500 hp.; however. only existing (commenced construction or 
reconstruction prior to December 19, 2002) 4-stroke richburn (4SRB) engines with a 
site-rating of more than 500 hp were subject to requirements. There are three diesel 
fired engines that are rated at less than 500 hp that are listed in the insignificant activity 
list of the current permit and since all are below 500 hp they are not subject to the RICE 
MACT. 

In addition . revisions were made to the RICE MACT to address engines.:: 500 hp at 
major sources and all size engines at area sources. These revisions were published in 
the federal register on January 18. 2008. Under these revisions. existing compression 
ignition (CI) engines , 2-stroke lean burn (2SLB) and 4-stroke lean burn (4SLB) engines 
were not subject to any requirements in either Subparts A or UZZ (40 CFR Part 63 
Subpart ZZZZ § 63.6590(b)(3)). For purposes of the MACT. for engines.:: 500 hp. 
located at a major source . existing means commenced construction or reconstruction 
before June 12. 2006. The three engines included inthe insignificant activity list are 
considered existing and are therefore not subject to the MACT. Since the source has 
not indicated that any additional engines have been installed at the facility , the Division 
considers that there are no new engines and therefore. no engines subject to the RICE 
MACT. 

Industrial, Commercial and Institutional Boilers and Process Heaters MACT (40 CFR 
Part 63 SubpartDDDDD) 

The final rule for industrial. commercial arid institutional boilers and process heaters 
was signed on February 26. 2004 and was published in the Federal Register on 
September 13. 2004. There are propane portable heaters included in the insignificant 
activity list in Appendix A of the permit. However. these units do not meet the definition ' 
of boiler or process heater specified in the rule (the definition of process heater 
excludes units used for comfort or space heat) . Therefore the heaters included in the 
insignificant activity list would not be subject to the Boiler MACT requirements. 
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In addition, as noted in the renewal applicat ion , there is an auxiliary boiler at the facility 
that is not addressed in either Section II of the permit or in the insignificant activity list. 
The boiler is distillate oil-fired, rated at 25 mmBtu/hr and only runs when both of the 
coal-fired units are not running . Since the unit is a large existing liquid fuel unit and is 
therefore only subject to the initial notification requirements as specified in 40 CFR Part 
63 Subpart DDDDD § 63. 7506(b)(2). The initial notification was submitted on February 
16, 2005, prior to the March 12, 2005 deadline . 

As of July 30, 2007 , the Boiler MACT was vacated; therefore , the provisions in 40 CFR 
Part 63 Subpart DDDDD are no longer in effect and enforceable. The vacatur of the 
Boiler'MACT triggers the case-by-case MACT requ irements in 1120), referred to as the 
MACT hammer, since EPA failed to promulgate requirements for the industrial, 
commercial and institutional boilers and process heaters by the deadline. Under the 
1120) requirements (codified in 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart B §§ 63.50 through 63.56) 
sources are required to submit a 112U) application by the specified deadline. As of this 
date, EPA has not set a deadline for submittal of 1120) applications to address the 
vacatur of the Boiler MACT. Although this unit was only subject to initial notification 
requirements, the Division considers that a 112U) application should be submitted for 
this unit. Therefore, the Division will inc lude this emission unit in Section II of the permit 
and include the requirement to submit a 112U) application by the deadline set by the 
Division and/or EPA. 

Gasoline Distribution MACTs 

A 6,000 gallon underground gasoline tank is included in the insignificant activity list (fuel 
storage and dispensing equipment in ozone attainment areas with a throughputless 
than 400 gal/day , averaged over 30 days are considered insignificant per Reg 3, Part C, 
Section II.E .3.fff) . There are potential MACT standards that could apply to this 
operation : Gasoline Distribution (Stage I) - 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart R (final rule 
published in the federal register on December 14, 1994), Gasoline Dispensing Facilities 
- 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart CCCCCC (final rule published in the federal register on 
January 10, 200B) and Gasoline Distribution Bulk Terminals, Bulk Plants, and Pipe line 
Facilities - 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart BBBBBB (final rule published in the federal register 
on January 10, 2008). Both of the rules published on January 10,2008 only apply al 
area sources . Since this facility is a major source for HAPS, the requirements in those 
rules do not apply to the gasoline tank at this facility. The Gasoline Distribution (Stage 
I) MACT applies to bulk gasoline terminals and pipeline break-out stations . The 
gasoline dispensing equipment at this facility does not meet the definition of a bulk 
gasoline terminal or a pipeline break-out station . Therefore, none of the MACT 
requirements associated with gasoline distribution apply to the equipment at this facility . 

Federal Clean Air Mercurv Rule Requ irements 

The EPA published final rules to address mercury emissions from coal-fired electric 
steam generating units on March.15, 2005. These rules are referred to as the Clean Air 
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Mercury Rule (CAMR), which required mercury standards for new and modified 
.emission units and provided a trading program for existing units. Under this program, 
sources would be required to get a permit (application due date July 10, 2008) and to 
meet monitoring system requirements (install and conduct certification testing) by 
January 1, 2009. 

However, on February 8, 2008 a DC Circuit Court vacated the CAMR regulations for 
both new and existing units. Therefore, the federal CAMR requirements are not in . . 

effect, as of the issuance date of this renewal permit. 

State Clean Air Mercury Rule Requirements 

Although the Division did adopt provisions from the federal CAMR rule into our Colorado 
Regulation No.6, Part A, the Division also adopted State-only mercury requirements in 
Colorado Regulation No. 6, Part B, Section VIII. As discussed above the provisions 
from the federal CAMR rule have been vacated and are no longer applicable. While the 
state-only mercury requirements rely in some part of the federal CAMR rule (primarily 
for monitoring and reporting requirements) , there are emission limitation and permit 
requirements that do not rely on the federal rule and are still in effect. 

To that end, as an existing mercury budget unit each of these units are required to 
comply with either of the following standards on a 12-month rolling average basis 
beginning January 1, 2014 (Colorado Regulation No. 6, Part B, Section VIII.C.1 .b) : 

0.0174 Ib/GWh OR 80 percent capture of inlet mercury 

These units would be subject to more stringent mercury standards beginning January 1, 
20~18 as set forth in Colorado Regulation No.6, PartS, Section VIII.C.1.c. 

It should be noted that if either Units 1 or 2 qualify as a low emitter (actual mercury 
emissions of no more than 29 Ibs/yr) , the mercury standards indicated above do not 
apply. 

Since the mercury limitations do not apply until 2014 and the permit application is not 
due until 18 months prior to commencing construction on the mercury control equipment 
(Colorado Regulation No.6, Part B, Section VIII.D .2) the renewal permit does not 
include the state-only mercury requirements. 

Regional Haze Reguirements 

The two coal-fired units at this facility are subject to the regional haze requirements for 
best available retrofit technology (BART) and as such a BART analysis was conducted 
and a permit has been issued to address the BART requirements . The BART 
requirements have been included in Colorado Construction Permit 07R00113B, which 
was issued September 12, 2008 . 
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Although the BART permit includes emission limitations for PM, S02 (30-dayand 90-
day rolling averages) and NOx, only the NOx emission limitations are new. The PM and 
S02 limitations that were included in the BART permit are the same limitations included 
in the current Title V permit, which were based on a Consent Decree , which was 
ultimately rolled into Colorado.'s SIP (Long-Term Strategy Review and Revision of 
Colorado's State Implement Plan for Class I Visibility Protection Part I: Hayden Station 
Requirements (8/15/96), as approved by EPA at 62 FR 2305 (1 /16/97)). 

The BART permit specifies that PSCo shall demonstrate compliance wiih the NOx unit
specific emission limits no later than 180 days after initial startup of the NOx control 
equipment for each unit or as expeditiously as practicable within five years following 
EPA approval of the state implementation plan for regional haze that incorporates these 
BART requirements, whichever is earlier. The BART permit also requires that an 
application be submitted to modify the Title V permit to incorporate the BART 
requirements within 12 months after the startup of the NOx control equipment for the 
last unit. Since startup of the NOx control equipment is set for some time in the future 
and the application to modify the Title V permit to include the BART requirements is not 
due until twelve months after installation of the NOx controls for the last unit, the 
renewal permit does not include the provisions from the BART permit (07R00113B). 

It should be noted that the BART construction permit requires that the source submit 
BART progress reports with their Title V semi-annual reports. This report shall include: 
1) the installation date (expected or actual) for the BART controls, if any; 2) the 
anticipated date on which the source will achieve the BART emission limits set forth in 
this permit (07R00113B) ; 3) a description of progress made since the prior BART 
Progress Report toward the installation of BART controls , if relevant, and toward 
achieving the BART emission limits set forth in this permit (07R00113B). 

III. Discussion of Modifications Made 

Source Requested Modifications 

April 1, 2005 Renewal Application 

The source requested the following changes in their April 1, 2005 renewal application . 

Seclion II. Conditions 5.1 and 5.2 

The source has requested a lower limit on the quantity of materials processed through 
the recycle ash silos in order to keep potential pre-control emissions below the major 
source level. The source has requested that the throughput limits be reduced from 
556,000 tons/yr to 296 ,000 lons/yr and the emission limits for PM and PM,o be dropped 
from 0.17 tons/yr to 0.09 tons/yr. In addition, the source has requested that the 
throughput limits for the recycle mixers be reduced from 556,000 tons/yr to 296,00 
tons/yr and the PM and PM,o emission limits dropped from 0.3 tons/yr to 0.16 tons/yr to 
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reflect the throughput changes made to the recycle ash silos. The changes have been 
made as requested . 

Appendix A - List of Insignificant Activities 

Auxiliary Boiler 

The source indicated that they had a distillate oil-fired auxiliary boiler on site that is used 
to supply auxiliary steam and steam heat to the plant and runs only when both main 
coal-fired boilers are down for maintenance. The source indicated that although the 
boiler is rated at 25 mmBtu/hr, actual, uncontrolled emissions are less than 2 tons/yr, 
therefore the boiler is exempt from APEN reporting requirements and can be considered 
an insignificant activity and requested that the boiler be included in the insignificant 
activity list. 

The source also indicated that although the facility is a major source for HAPS and the 
requirements in 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart DDDDD, "National Emission Standards for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants for Industrial, Commercial , and Institutional Boile.rs and 
Process Heaters" apply. Since the unit is an existing large liquid fuel unit, it is only 
subject to the initial notification requirements in accordance with 40 CFR Part 63 
Subpart DDDDD § 63.7506(b)(2). The initial notification was submitted on February 16, 

. 2005. 

Under the "catch-all" language in Colorado Regulation No. 3, emission units cannot take 
an exemption from APEN reporting requirements, minor source construction permit 
requirements and/or be considered insignificant activities for Title V permitting purposes 
if they are subject to MACT requirements. Although this unit was only subject to the 
initial notification requirements in the Boiler MACT, as discussed previously in this 
documerit under Section II - Source Description , the Boiler MACT was vacated and the 
provisions in 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart DODD are not longer in effect and enforceable , 
consequently a 112U) application is required for this unit. Therefore, the boiler will be 
included in Section II of the permit. 

In addition , it should also be noted under the "catch-all" language in Colorado 
Regulation No. 3, emlssion units cannot take an exemption from APEN reporting 
requirements, minor source construction permit requirements and/or be considered 
insignificant activities for Title V permitting purposes, if the potential to emit, taking in 
account the full design rate and continuous operations triggers PSD review 
requirements. . 

Based on AP-42 emission factors (Section 1.3 (dated 9/9S) , Table 1.3-1 (for boilers < 
100 mmBtu/hr) and table 1.3-3) and assuming a fuel heating value of 140,000 Btu/gal, 
emissions from the boiler are below the PSD significance level for all pollutants except 
S02. S02 emissions were calculated at 56 .3 tons/yr based on a fuel sulfur content of 
0.5 weight percent (note that at a sulfur content of less than 0.36 weight percent, 
emissions are below 40 tons/yr). To that end, since the facility is a major stationary 
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source for purposes of PSD review, the Division must evaluate whether this auxiliary 
boiler triggered PSD review requirements , 

According to information provided by the source, the auxiliary boiler at the facility 
commenced startup October 31, 1974 (note that this auxiliary boiler replaced one that 
had been installed in 1968). The first P8D rules were published as final on December 
5, 1974 and applied to PM and 802 emissions at certain listed sources , including fossil 
fuel fired steam electric plants of more than 1000 mmBtu/hr. However, these rules only 
applied to sources that commenced construction on or after June 1, 1975. Therefore, 
the auxiliary boiler did not trigger any P8D review requirements. 

Other Equipment 

In their September 23 , 2008 comments on the draft permit the source requested the 
following revisions to the insignificant activity list: 

• Revised the description under Reg 3, Part C.II.E.3 .b to indicate three (3) 6,500 
gallon 12.5% sodium hydroxide tanks. 

• Added a 330 gallon sodium hydroxide tank under Reg 3, Part C.II.E.3.n 

• Removed the evaporation ponds from Reg 3, Part C.II.E .3.00, since they have 
been removed from service 

• Added two transformer oil storage tanks under Reg 3, Part C.II.E.3.aaa 

• Added a forklift refueling tank under Reg 3, Part C.II .E.3 .ccc 

• Added a diesel fuel tank (coal handling # 1) under Reg 3, Part C.II.E.3.fff 

Compliance Assurance Monitoring (CAM) Assessment 

The CAM requirements apply to any emission unit that uses a control device to meet an 
emission limitation or standard and has pre-controlled emissions above the major 
source level. There are several emission points at the facility that could potentially be 
subject to the CAM requ irements. The source provided information regarding the 
applicability of the CAM requirements to the emission units at the facility as discussed 
below. 

Emission sources with no emission limitations 

The source identified the following activities as units with no emission limitations and 
therefore not subject to the CAM requirements: portions of the coal handling system 
(conveying system from unloading to pile (includes both crushers) and the conveying 
system from pile to Unit 1), Unit 1 cooling tower, and fugitive emissions from coal 
handling and storage, ash handling and disposal and traffic on paved and unpaved 
roads. The Division agrees , that since these emission sources do not have any 
emissions limitations , the CAM requirements do not apply . 
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· Emission sources with emission limitations 

The remaining sources have. emission limitations and would therefore be subject to the 
CAM requirements if they used a control device to meet that emission limitation and 
have pre-control emissions above the major source level. 

Pre-control emissions below the major source level 

The source identified the following emission sources as having pre-control emissions 
below the major source level and therefore not subject to the CAM requirements: the 
ash silo, remaining portions of the coal handling system (conveying from the pile to Unit 
2), the recycle ash silos, recycle mixers, lime storage silos, ball mill slakers and the unit 
2 cooling water tower. The Division agrees that the coal handling system, the lime 
storage silos, ball mill slakers and the recycle ash mixers have uncontrolled emissions 
below the major source level and therefore are not subject to CAM. The Divisions 
agrees that with the requested change in throughput limits for the recycle ash silos, that 
those emission units also have uncontrolled emissions below the major source level and 
therefore are not subject to CAM. The other sources warrant further review and are 
discussed below. 

Unit 2 cooling water tower - the cooling water tower is equipped with drift eliminators 
which reduce drift to 0.001%. Without the drift eliminators, uncontrolled PM and PM1Q 
emissions from the cooling water tower would exceed the major source level. However, 
the Division considers that the drift eliminators are not considered a control device. In 
40 CFR Part 64, § 64.1, control device means "equipment other than inherent process 
equipment that is used to destroy or remove pollutants prior to discharge to the 
atmosphere ... For purposesof this part, a control device does not include passive 
control measures , that act to prevent pollutants from forming , such as the use of seals, 
lids or roofs to prevent the release of pollutants". The Division considers that the drift 
eliminators are considered inherent process equipment and are passive devices and as 
such are not considered control equipment. Therefore, the Division considers that the 
CAM requirements do not apply to the Unit 2 cooling water tower. 

Ash Silo - there are essentially two separate activities conducted at the ash silo, loading 
and unloading. Separate emission factors are used for each activity and the source 
considers that each activity should be considered separately. Emissions from silo 
loading are controlled by a baghouse and uncontrolled emissions from this activity are 
below the major source level. When ash is unloaded from the baghouse, the ash is 
blended with water in a pug mill located at the base of a silo and then released down a 
chute to an open truck. The source considers that the unloading process is inherent to 
the process, because mixing water with the ash is necessary to make it possible to 
handle during the unloading, transport and disposal of the ash. While the Division is not 
necessarily convinced· that the unloading process (mixing ash with water) is inherent 
process equipment, we do not think that it meets the definition of control equipment. 
The preamble to the CAM rule provides more insight into the control technology 
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definition and provides the following (from October 22, 1997 federal register, page 
54912, 3rd column, under control devices criterion) 

The final rule provides a definition of "control device" that reflects the 
focus of Part 64 on those types of control devices that are usually 
considered as "add-on" controls ." This definition does not encompass 
all conceivable control approaches but rather those types of control 
devices that may be prone to upset and malfunction , and that are most 
likely to benefit from monitoring of critical parameters to assure that 
they continue to function properly. In addition , a regulatory obligation 
to monitor control devices is appropriate because these devices 
generally are not a part of the source's process and may not be 
watched as closely as devices that have a direct bearing on the 
efficiency or productivity of the source. 

The Division considers that for the unloading process the operation of the pug mill to 
mix the ash with water is not considered an add-on control device and is not the type of 
device that would benefit from monitoring critical parameters. Therefore , the Division 
agrees that based on the specific provisions in the CAM requirements that unloading 
ash from the silo is an uncontrolled activity. Therefore , the Division considers that the 
CAM requirements do not apply to the ash silo unloading operations . 

Pre-control emissions above the major source level 

The source identified both boilers as having pre-control emissions above the major 
source level. The boilers are both subject to PM, S02 and NOx emission limitations. 
Controlled emissions of these pollutants exceed the major source level and these units 
use emission controls (baghouse for PM, lime spray dryer for S02 and low NOx burners 
and over-fire air for NOx) to meet their emission limitations. Therefore, the boilers are 
potentially subject to the CAM requirements. 

The boilers are subject to S02 and NOx emission limitations under the Acid Rain 
Program (Section III of the current permit). Pursuant to 40 CFR Part 64 § 64.2(b)(1)(iii) , 
the CAM requirements do not apply to Acid Rain Program emission limitations. 

Both boilers are subject to several S02 emission limitations and Unit 2 is subject to a 3-
hour NOx limitation. The current Title V permit requires that the source use continuous 
emission monitoring systems to demonstrate compliance with the S02 and NOx 
emissio'n limitations. Therefore , since the Title V permit specifies a continuous 
compliance method for these emission limitations, the CAM requirements do not apply 
in accordance with the provisions in 40 CFR Part 64 § 64.2(b)(1)(iv). 

CAM does apply to the boilers with respect to the PM emission limitations. Note that 
although the units are both subject to opacity limits, they are not emission limitations 
subject to CAM requirements. The source submitted a CAM planwith their renewal 
application. In their CAM plan, the source proposed visible emissions, pressure 
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differential and preventative maintenance as indicators. For visible emissions, 
excursions are identified as an opacity value exceeding 15% for more than 10 s.econds 
and any long term increase in opacity of 10% above baseline levels for normal 
operation. For pressure differential, an excursion is defined as an increase in 
differential pressure of 3 inches of water column or greater from normal baseline levels 
accompanied by a sustained increase in opacity over 10%. 

The Division has reviewed the CAM plan submitted and while we accept the plan in 
part, we consider that changes to the plan are necessary. The Division considers that 
the following changes are necessary to the plan. 

Visible Emissions 

The Division accepts the indicator range of 15% opacity for more than 10 seconds and 
will include this in the permit. In their September 23, 2008 comments on the draft 
permit, the source requested that the 15% opacity indicator be revised to specify the 
duration as 60 seconds, rather than 10 seconds. The Division has revised this indicator 
as requested. 

The second indicator range of "a long term increase in opacity emissions from baseline 
conditions during normal operations to opacity emissions greater than 10% over an 
extended period of time" is non-specific as to the time frame and it is not clear that the 
10% opacity represents an acceptable opacity level as an indicator range. Therefore, 
the Division will include as CAM, the compliance provisions required for new 
(constructed after February 2B, 2005) electric utility steam generating units subject to 
PM fuel based emission limitations (i.e. units of Ib/mmBtu) in 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart 
Da, since such monitoring represents presumptively acceptable monitoring in 
accordance with the provisions in 40 CFR Part 64 § 64.4(b)(1 )(4). The compliance 
provisions required by Subpart Da requires that a baseline opacity level be set during a 
performance test and then requires monitoring on a 24-hour average. If the opacity 24-
hour average exceeds the baseline level, then the source must investigate and take the 
appropriate corrective action. Note that as provided for in 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart Da § 
60.4BDa(0)(2)(iv), periods of startup, shutdown and malfunction may be excluded from 
the 24-hour average. 

The baseline opacity level determined under the provisions of NSPS Subpart Da specify 
that 2.5% opacity be added to the average opacity determined during the performance 

. test , although the baseline opacity level can be no lower than 5% opacity. In their 
September 23, 200B comments on the draft permit, the source indicated that they 
considered the 2.5% addition to the opacity determined during the performance test to 
be overly stringent, since the units required to conduct this monitoring under NSPS 
Subpart Da are subject to more stringent particulate matter limitations. The Division 
agreed with the source in part and has revised the opacity add-on based on the results 
of the performance test. However, in no case would the baseline opacity be set lower 
than 5%. 
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Pressure Differential 

The source has indicated 'that an excursion would be "an increase in differential 
pressure across a baghouse of 3 inches of water column or greater from the unit's 
normal specific operating load during normal operating condiiions, as well as a 
sustained increase in opacity greater than 10%". While the proposed language does 
not specifically define the pressure differential for the "unit's normal specific operating 
load", in their justification the source indicates that the normal pressure differential 
varies based on the operating load . While the Division understands that it may be 
difficult to identify specific ranges since the appropriate pressure differential varies 
depending· on the load, failure to identify the specific range makes it difficult for the 
Division to independently determine whether an excursion has occurred . In addition, as 
indicated in the source's September 23,2008 comments on the draft permit, an 
increase or decrease in the pressure differential from the normal level at a specific 
operating load is nol necessarily considered an indicator of decreased bag house 
performance by itself. However, an increase or decrease in the pressure differential 
from the normal level, accompanied by a sustained increase in opacity is an indication 
of potential baghouse problems. 

Since the normal pressure differential is specific to load and cannot be easily defined 
and because pressure differential by itself is not necessarily an indicator of potential 
problems with the bag house, the Division will not include pressure differential in the 
CAM plan as an indicator. In accordance with 40 CFR Part 64 § 64.4(b)(4), 
presumptive CAM is monitoring included for standards that are exempt from. CAM (i.e. 
NSPS standards promulgated after November 15, 1990) to the extent that such 
monitoring is applicable to the performance of the control device (and .associated 
capture system). As discussed previously , the Division has revised the source 's CAM 
plan to require that visible emissions be monitored in accordance with the monitoring 
required for new boilers subject to 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart Da. The emission 
limitations and monitoring for new boilers were published as final in the February 27, 
2006 federal register, although changes to the monitoring requirements were published 
as final in the federal register on June 13,2007. New boilers subjecl to the revised PM 
emissions limits in 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart Da are required to monitor .compliance with 
the PM emission limitation using their COM by establishing a baseline opacity. 
Therefore , the baseline opacity monitoring that the Division is including in the CAM plan 
represents presumptive CAM and the Division does not believe that it is necessary to 
include pressure differential as an additional indicator. 

It should be noted that new sources subject to the NSPS Da PM limitation are also 
required to conduct annual performance tests. While the Division has not included 
annual performance testing in the permit as part of the CAM plan, the Division does 
require performance tests as periodic monitoring to demonstrate compliance with the 
PM limitations. Frequency of testing is annual, unless the results of the testing are 
much lower than the standard , then less frequent testing is allowed. 

Preventative Maintenance 
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The Division accepts PSCci's proposal for semi-annual internal baghouse inspections 
and will include this in the permit. 

In general, the CAM plan has been included in Appendix G of the permit as submitted, 
except that the corrections indicated above have been made to the plan and some 
language has been omitted, revised or relocated in order to streamline the plan. 

September 13, 2007 Minor Modification 

I n their modification request received on September 13, 2007, the source requested that 
the permit be revised to increase the VOC emission limit from the Unit 1 cooling water 
tower from 1.8 tons/yr to 1.9 tons/yr. In their application, the source indicated that this 
modification met the requirements for a minor permit modification and requested that 
the minor permit modification procedures in Colorado Regulation No.3, Part C, Section 
X be used. 

Colorado Regulation No.3, Part C, Section X.A identifies those modifications that can 
be processed under the minor permit modification procedures. Specifically minor permit 
modification "are not otherwise required by the Division to be processed as a significant 
modification" (Colorado Regulation No.3, Part C, Section X.A.6). The Division requires 
that "any change that causes a significant increase in emissions" be processed as a 
significant modification" (Colorado Regulation No.3, Part C, Section 1.A.7.a). The 
increas.e in permitted (potential) emissions associated with this modification is 0.1 ton/yr 
which is below the PSD significance level of 40 tons/yr. Therefore, the Division aggress 
that this modification qualifies as a minor modification. 

No modeling was required for this modification. In general accurate and · cost effective 
methods for modeling ozone impacts from stationary sources are not"available. 
Therefore, individual source ozone modeling is not routinely requested for construction 
permits. 

Section II, Condition 6.3 

The VOC emission limit for the Unit 2 cooling water tower was increased from 1.8 
tons/yr to 1.9 tons/yr as requested. 

Other Modifications 

In addition to the modifications requested by the source, the Division has included 
changes to make the permit more consistent with recently issued permits, include 
comments made by EPA on other Operating Permits , as well as correct errors or 
omissions identified during inspections and/or discrepancies identified during review of 
th is renewal. 
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The Division has made the following revisions, based on recent internal permit 
processing decisions and EPA comments, to the Hayden Station Operating Permit with 
the source's requested modifications. These changes are as follows: 

Section I - General Activities and Summary 

• Added a column to the Table in Condition 5.1 for the startup date of the 
equipment. 

Section 11 .1 - Boilers. Coal-Fired 

• Removed the note in Condition 1 1.2 that says no further testing is required 
during this permit term 

• Revised the language in Condition 1.1 .2 to speCify that the performance tests 
shall be used to set the baseline opaCity for the CAM plan and specified how the 
baseline opacity shall be determined. 

• Revised the language in Condition 1.2 to specify that the emission factor used 
shall be the emission factor determined from the most recent performance test. 
This change is needed since currently the source is calculating emissions based 
on the results of the 1999 performance test. 

• Revised the table column "Monitoring - Interval" for Condition 1.17 by replacing 
"quarterly" with "annually" 

• Added the CAM language as "new" Condition 1.18. 

Section 11.3 - Particulate Matter Emissions - Fugitive Sources 

• In the summary tables, the permit condition numbers listed for the Missile 38-
coal unloaded (first table) and ash disposed (second table) 'were corrected . 

Section 11.4 - Particulate Matter Emissions - Ash and Coal Handling 

• In their September 23, 2008 comments on the draft permit, the source indicated 
that the Division should indicate either in the permit or the technical review 
document that a control efficiency of 90% is applied to emission calculations for 
the crushers since they are enclosed . Therefore, the Division added language in 
Condition 4.2.1 to indicate that a control efficiency of 90% could be applied to the 
emission calculations for the crusher. 

Section 11.9 - Catastrophic Failure (for Purposes of S02 Emissions) 

• Added "malfunction " in parentheses after the word "upsets" in Condition 9.2. 
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Section 11.11 - Particulate Matter Emission Periodic Monitoring Reguirements 

• Removed the language in Condition 11,1 regarding the COMS and opacity 
spikes, The Division considers that with the CAM plan requirements this 
language is no longer necessary, 

• Revised the stack testing language in Condition 11,3 to clarify the frequency of 
testing, The language in the permit addresses testing within the expected five
year permit term, The permit terms may be extended, provided a timely and 
complete renewal application has been submitted, For the most part, complete 
and timely renewal applications have been submitted and the term of the permits 
have been extended beyond the originally anticipated five-year permit term, 
Therefore, the language has been revised to set specific deadlines for testing, 
which more appropriately reflects the Division's intent to require testing for 
particulate matter at a minimum of every five years, To that end, the language 
regarding waiving testing within the last two years of the permit term, in the event 
that annual testing was triggered, has been removed, In general, the results of 
the initial tests have not been above 75% of the standard and annual testing has 
not been triggered, Therefore, the Division considers that the language is not 
necessary, 

Section 11 ,12 - Continuous Emission Monitoring System Reguirements 

• Some formatting changes were made which affect the numbering of conditions 
under Condition 12,3, 

• Removed the phrase "and the traceability protocols of Appendix H" from 
Condition 12,3,2, since Appendix H of the current version of 40 CFR Part 75 is 
"reserved", Note that Condition 12,3 ,1 specifies that the continuous emission 
monitoring systems are subject to the requirements of 40 CFR Part 75 and that 
would include any applicable appendices, regardless of whether or not they are 
specifically called out in this condition , 

• Inserted the phrase "as specified in" between "Part 75" and "Condition 12 ,3,3,2" 
in Condition 12,3.4.6, 

• Based on citizen comments received on November 6, 2008 during the public 
comment period, the following sentence was added after Condition 12.4.5 (98% 
COMS availability): "Note that compliance with the 98% availability requirement 
is not a shield against enforcement with respect to the continuous emission 
monitoring system requirements in 40 CFR Part 75 ." 

• Based on citizen comments received on November 6, 2008 during the public 
comment period, Condition 12.4,6 (monitoring opacity when the COM is down) 
was removed from the permit. 
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• Replaced the phrase "concerning upset conditions and ~reakdowns" with 
"concerning affirmatiVe defense provisions for excess emissions during 
malfunctions" in Condition 12.5.5 to reflect revisions made to the Division's 
Common Provisions Regulation. 

"New" Section 11.16 - Auxiliary Boiler 

As discussed previously in this document, although this boiler has actual uncontrolled 
emissions below the APEN de minimis level, since a case-by-case 112U) MACT 
application will be required for this emission unit, it must be included in Section II of the 
permit. Although this unit is being included because of the case-by-case 112U) MACT 
application, the Division considers that it is appropriate to include all applicable 
requirements for this unit, which include the following: 

• APEN reporting requirement - in the event that emissions from this unit exceed 
the de minimis level. The permit will include a requirement to record annual fuel 
consumption and calculate emissions annually to determine whether submittal of 
an APEN is required. 

The permit will include emission factors from AP-42, Section 1.3, dated 
September 1998, Tables 1.3-1 (for boilers < 100 mmBtu/hr burning distillate fuel), 
1.3-3 (for industrial boilers burning distillate fuel) and 1.3-6. The emission factors 
that will be included in the permit are shown in the table below: 

Pollutant Emission Factor (lb/10' gallon) 

PM 2 

PM" 1 
SO, 1445 
NOx 20 
CO 5 

VOC 0.2 
S = weight percent sulfur 

• Reg 1 opacity requirements in Section 11.A.1 and 4 (20% 130%) 

The permit will require that the source conduct method 9 readings annually in 
order to monitor compliance with the opacity standards. The 30% opacity 
requirement applies during certain specific conditions , if the duration of the 
specific condition is less than one hour, then a method 9 is not required for the 
30% opacity standard . . 

• Reg 1 particulate matter requirements in Section 111.A.1 .b (PE = 0.5 x (FI),o.26, 
where PE = PM limit in Ibs/mmBtu and FI = fuel input rate in mmBtu/hr) . 

Based on the heat input rate the calculated PM emission limit is 0.216 Ib/mmBtu. 
Based on calculation using the AP-42 emission factor, use of No. 2 fuel oil 
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ensures compliance with the PM limit provided the heat input of the No.2 fuel is 
no less than 9,260 Btu/gal. 

• Reg 1 S02 requirements in Section VI.A.3.b.(i) (1 .5 Ib/mmBtu) 

Based on calculation using the AP-42 emission factor and assuming a fuel sulfur 
content of 0.5 weight percent, use of No. 2 fuel ensures compliance with the PM 
limit provided the heat input of the No. 2 fuel is no less than 48 ,000 Btu/gal. 

Section III - Acid Rain Requirements 

• Revised the table to include calendar years corresponding to the relevant permit 
term for the renewal. 

• Minor changes were made to the standard requirements, based on changes 
made to 40 CFR Part 72 § 72.9. 

• Removed the requi rement in Section 4 to submit a copy of any revised certificate 
of representation to the Division. Submitting a copy of the certificate of 
representation to the permitting authority is not required under the regu lations. 

Appendices 

• Added the auxiliary boiler to the tables in Appendices Band C. 
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PSCo Hayden Total HAP Emissions 

Unit HCI HF Mercury Metals Formaldehyde Hexane chloroform BTEX Naphthalene Totat 

Boiler 1 (Unit 1) 1.13 6.82 · 2.86E-02 5.34 13.31 

Boiler 2 (Unit 2) 1.56 6.82 1.40E-02 7.38 15.77 

Auxiliary Boiler 4.54E-02 2.58E-02 5.02E-03 8.84E-04 0.08 

Unit 1 Cooling Tower 1 20 1.20 

Unit 2 Cooling Tower 1.90 1.90 

Total "--- 2.68 13.64 4.26E-02 12.76 2.S8E-02 . 0.00 3.10 5.02E-OL '--'-8.84E-Q4 32.26 
- -- - ------

H~P emissions from cooling tower based on all voe equal chloroform emissions. 
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Unit PM 

Boiler 1 (Unit 1) 101.1 

Boiler 2 (Unit 2) .118.9 

Aux. Blr" 
Coal - fugitive 23.45 

Coal - pt source 3.99 

Ash - fugitive 6.8 

Ash - pt source (silo) 12 

Haul Roads - fug 297.5 

Ball mill stakers 0.584 

lime storage silos 0 .005 

Recycle ash silos 0.009 

Recycle Mixers 0.016 
Unit 1 Cooling Twr"" 6.5 

Unit 2 Cooling Twr"" 

Total 570.85 

Total - Fugitive 327.75 

Total - Point source 243.10 

"Emissions below APEN de minimis 
"Emissions are for both cooling towers together 

PSCo Hayden Actual Emissions (tonslyr) 

PM lO S02 NOx CO VOC HAPS 

93 1248.4 4081.5 188.9 22.6 5.9 

109.3 1470 3692 246,9 29.6 7.82 

6.17 
1.32 -
2 .5 

12 
58.3 

0.584 
0.005 
0.009 

0.016 
6.5 2.8 

289.70 2,718.40 7,773.50 435.80 55.00 13.72 

66.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

222.73 2,718.40 7,773 .50 435.80 55.00 __ 13.72 
.. . _. 

Actual emissions from Boilers 1 and 2, lime storage silos, recycle ash silos,recycle mixers and ball mill slakers from APEN submitted 4/30108 
(2007 data) 
Actual emissions coal handling based on APEN submitted 4/19/07 (2006 data) 
Actual emissions from haul roads and cooling towers from APEN submitted 4/19/05 (2004 data) 
Actual emissions from ash handling based on APEN submitted April 27, 2004 (2003 data) 
HAP emissions from Units 1 and 2 consist of HCI, HF and selenium 
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EXHIBIT 3 
WildEarth Guardians Comments on Proposed Title V Permit 

(Novem her 6, 2008). 



WILDEARTH 
GUARDIANS 

A fORCE fOR NATURE 

Jacqueline Joyce 
Colorado Air Pollution Control Division 
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South 
Denver, CO 80246 

November 6, 2008 

Re: Renewed Title V Permit for Public Service Company's Hayden Coal-fired Power 
Plant 

Dear Ms. Joyce: 

WildEarth Guardians submits the following comments in response to the Air Pollution 
Control Division's ("APCD's") proposal to issue a renewed Title V Permit for Public Service 
Company's Hayden coal-fired power plant in Routt County, Colorado (Permit Number 
960PROI32). We have serious concerns over portions of the renewed Title V Permit and its 
ability to ensure compliance with all applicable requirements in accordance with 40 CFR § 70.6. 

Opacity Monitoring 

Permit condition 12.4.6 states that Public Service Co. may utilize a "backup opacity 
monitor or EPA Reference Method 9, or an "Operating Report During Monitor Unavailability" 
to satisfY the requirements for periodic monitoring when the continuous opacity monitors 
("COMS") are unable to provide quality data in accordance with 40 CFR § 75. This condition is 
flawed in key regards. 

To begin with, there is no authority cited for this condition. 40 CFR § 70.6(a)(1)(i) 
specifically requires that a Title V permit "specifY and reference the origin of and authority for 
each term and condition[.]" If there is no authority for this condition, it cannot be included in the 
Title V permit. 

Furthermore, the condition seems to provide an exception to liability under 40 CFR § 75. 
Indeed, 40 CFR § 75.1 O(a)( 4) requires that the owner or operator of a coal-frred power plant 
"shall install, certifY, operate, and maintain ... a continuous opacity monitoring system[.]" 40 
CFR § 75.1 O( d) further requires that "the owner or operator must ensure that all continuous 
emission and opacity monitoring systems ... are in operation and monitoring unit emissions or 
opacity at all times." In other words, not only is Public Service Co. required to utilize COMs to 
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monitor opacity, the company must ensure that its COMs are operating and monitoring opacity 
"at all times.'" 

Condition 12.4.6 implies that Public Service Co. is allowed to not utilize COMs to 
monitor opacity at all times, contrary to 40 CFR § 75.10. Although the condition does not 
expressly state that Public Service Co. is allowed to violate opacity monitoring requirements 
under 40 CFR § 75, it could be implied. Condition 12.4.6 must either be revised to expressly 
state that it does not absolve Public Service Co. of any liability under 40 CFR § 75 or eliminated 
to ensure compliance with all applicable requirements. 

The APCD may claim that Public Service Co. is only required to operate its COMs at 
least 98% of each unit's operating time each quarter in accordance with the Hayden visibility 
state implementation plan ("SIP"), but it appears that this provision applies only during periods 
of monitor downtime allowed by 40 CFR § 75. Indeed, 40 CFR § 75.l0(d) does allow for 
monitor downtime "during periods of calibration, quality assurance, or preventative maintenance 
performed pursuant to § 75.21 and appendix B of this part, periods of repair, periods of backups 
of data from the data acquisition and handling system, or recertification performed pursuant to § 
75.20.',1 However, it is clear that 40 CFR § 75 does not allow for monitor downtime in any other 
circumstance. 

Although clearly some downtime is allowed under the Clean Air Act and the Hayden 
visibility SIP, condition 12.4.6 seems to allow for downtime that is not allowed by 40 CFR § 75. 
Taken together, the Title V Permit must clearly state that the 98% monitoring availability 
requirement applies only to the extent allowed by 40 CFR § 75. 

Even more problematic is that while condition 12.4.6 allows Public Service Co. to 
"utilize either a backup opacity monitor or Reference Method 9, or an 'Operating Report During 
Monitor Unavailability'" when the COMs are unable to provide quality assured data, it is not 
clear that the Administrator of the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency has approved these 
alternative monitoring methods in accordance with section 412(a) of the Clean Air Act and 40 
CFR § 75. Furthermore, the alternative monitoring methods do not seem to provide information 
with the same precision, reliability, accessibility, and timeless as that provided by COMs in 
accordance with section 412(a) of the Clean Air Act. 

Furthermore, we question how the alternative monitoring allowed by condition 12.4.6 
constitutes sufficient periodic monitoring that assures compliance with the applicable opacity 
limits in accordance with 40 CFR § 70.6. We are particularly concerned over reliance on 
"Operating Report During Monitor Unavailability" to meet any periodic monitoring requirement. 
These reports do not constitute sufficient periodic monitoring that assures compliance as they do 
not even require any monitoring. However, it is unclear whether 40 CFR § 70.6 even applies 
given the applicability of 40 CFR § 75. 

J 40 CFR § 75.14(a) further states that COMs must be operated in accordance with Performance Specificarion 1 in 
appendix B to 40 CFR § 60. Thus, not only must COMs be operating and monitoring opacity at all times, they must 
all times be operating in accordance with Performance Specification l. 
2 This exemption is also set forth at condition 12.2.1 afrhe Title V Permit. 
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Particulate Monitoring 

We are further concerned that the proposed Title V Permit fails to require sufficient 
periodic monitoring to ensure compliance with particulate limits. Annual stack testing is wholly 
insufficient, particularly given that National Ambient Air Quality Standards ("NAAQS") limit 
particulate matter, including both PM- [0 and PM-2.5, on a 24-hour basis. The Title V Permit 
must at least require daily particulate matter monitoring to protect the NAAQS and also to ensure 
sufficient periodic monitoring in accordance with 40 CFR § 70.6. 

Although the Title V Permit may rely on baghouses to meet particulate standards, there 
are no conditions that require any monitoring, recordkeeping, or reporting to ensure the 
baghcmses are operated consistently to assure compliance with the particulate limits. Put simply, 
there are no terms and conditions that ensure the baghouses will assure compliance with the 
particulate limits. 

Regardless of the effectiveness of the baghouses however, we are concerned that the 
bilghouses do not limit condensable particulates, which are a component of particul ate matter. 
The Title V Permit must require more frequent particulate matter monitoring. We would request 
the APCD require the use of particulate matter continuous emission monitoring systems ("PM 
CEMS") to assure compliance with the particulate limits in the Title V Permit. The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") promulgated performance specifications for PM 
CEMS at 40 CFR § 60, Appendix B, Specification 11, on January 12,2004. See, In the Matter of 
Onyx Environmental Services, Petition No. V-200S-l at 13. This promulgation indicates that the 
use of PM CEMS is an accepted means of assessing compliance with particulate emissions. 

Furthermore, the EPA has required other coal-fired power plants to install, operate, 
calibrate, and maintain a PM CEMS. In a 2000 consent decree, Tampa Electric Company agrees 
to install a PM CEMS on one of its coal-fired power plants in Florida to ensure compliance \'/ith 
PM limits. More recently, through a 2006 consent decree, two North Dakota utilities agreed to 
install PM CEMS at a coal-fired power plant in North Dakota. Similarly, the EPA reached 
agreements with other utilities in Wisconsin and Illinois that have led to the installation, 
calibration, operation, and certification of PM CEMS. All these consent decrees are implicit that 
the PM CEMS are to be used to demonstrate compliance with PM limits. 

Most recently, in proposed amendments to new source performance standards ("NSPS") 
for electric utility steam generating units, the EPA stated, '"Based on our analysis of available 
data, there is no technical reason that PM CEMS Cannot be installed and operate reliably on 
electric utility steam generating units." 70 Fed. Reg. 9728. Although the final amendments to the 
NSPS for electric utility stearn generating units did not require the utilization of PM CEMS, the 
EPA stated that PM CEMS may be used to demonstrate continuous compliance with particulate 
limits. 

The use of PM CEMS would constitute sufficient periodic monitoring that will assure 
compliance with the particulate limits set forth in the Title V Permit. We request the APCD take 
advantage of its authority under 40 CFR § 70 to require the installation and operation of PM 
CEMS at the Hayden coal-fired power plant through the Title V Permit. 
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We appreciate the opportunity to submit comments. Please keep us apprised of any 
future action related to the Title V Permit for the Hayden coal-fired power plant. If you have any 
questions, comments, or concerns, please contact me at the information below. Thank you. 

/ 
/ -. 

Jeremy"Nichols 
Climate and Energy Program Director 
WildEarth Guardians 
1536 Wynkoop, Suite 302 
Denver, CO 80202 
(303) 573-4898 x 537 
i!liclloJ§t'0~21~earthguardians.orQ 
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EXHIBIT 4 
Colorado Air Pollution Control Division Response to Comments on Draft Renewal 

Operating Permit (Decem ber 6, 2009). 
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STATE OF COLORl\OO 
8m Ritter, Jr., Governor 
James 6. Mar1in, Execulive Director 

Dedicated 10 protecting and improving the health and envifOnment of the people 01 Colorado 

4300 Cherty Creek Dr. S. Laboratory Services Division 
Denver, Colorado 80246-1530 8100 LOwry Blvd. 
Phone (303) 692·2000 Denver. Colorado 80230-6928 
TDD line (303) 691·7700 (303) 692·3090 Colorado Deparonent 

of Public Health 
and Environment 

Located in Glendale, Colorado 

http://www.cdphe.slate.co.us 

December 9, 2006 

Mr. Jeremy Nichols 
Climate and Energy Program Director 
WildEarth Guardians 
1536 Wynkoop, Suite 302 ' 
Denver, CO 80202 

REF: Public Service Company- Hayden Station, FID # 1070001, OP # 960PROl32 

SUBJECT: Response to Comments on Draft Renewal Operating Permit 

Dear Mr. Nichols: 

The comments you provided on the draft Operating Permit (960PR0132) and Technical Review 
Document during the Public Comment Period were received via e-mail on November 6, 2008 . The 
Division has addressed your comments as follows: 

Opacity Monitoring 

Comment: 

Response: 

Permit condition 12.4.6 states that Public Service Co. may utilize a "backup opacity 
monitor or EPA Reference Method 9. or an "Operating Report During Monitor 
Unavailability" to satisfy the requirements for periodic monitoring when the continuous 
opacity monitors ("COMS'') are unable to provide quality data in accordance with 40 
CFR § 75. This condition isjlawed in key regards. 

To begin with, there is no authority citedfor this condition 40 CFR § 7o.6(a)(1)(i) 
specifically requires thaI a Title V permit "specify and reference the origin of and 
authority for each term and condition{.)" If there is no authority for this condition. it 
cannot be included in the Title V permit 

The Division agrees that, in regard to applicable requirements, all terms and conditions 
must have the authority cited in the Title V permit. However, it is not necessary to cite 
all conditions that have been added as periodic monitoring and as a practice we have not 
done so (i.e. no authority is cited for the fuel sampling requirements in Section II , 
Conditions 1.7 and 15, which have been included as periodic monitoring) . The 
provisions in Condition 12.4.6 were added as periodic monitoring. Therefore, we do not 
consider that this is a sufficient reason to remove the language in Condition 12.4.6. 
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Comment: Furthermore, the condition seems to provide an exception to liability under 40. CFR § 75. 
Indeed, 40. CFR § 75. 1o.(a)(4) requires that the owner or operator of a coal-fired power 
plant "shall install, certifY, operate, and maintain ... a continuous opacity monitoring 
system[.)" 40. CFR § 75. 1 o.(d) further requires that "the owner or operator must ensure 
that all continuous emission and opacity monitoring systems ... are in operation and 
monitoring unit emissions or opacity at all times. " In other words, not only is Public 
Service Co. required to utilize COMs to monitor opacity, the company must ensure that 
its COMs are operating and monitoring opacity "at all times. ,,/ 

Condition 12.4.6 implies that Public Service Co. is allowed to not utilize COMs to 
monitor opacity at all times, contrary to 40. CFR § 75.1 D. Although the condition does not 
expressly state that Public Service Co. is allowed to violate opacity monitoring 
requirements under 40. CFR § 75, it could be implied. Condition 12.4.6 must either be 
revised to expressly state that it does not absolve Public Service Co. of any liability under 
40. CFR § 75 or eliminated to ensure compliance with all applicable requirements. 

Response:. The language in Condition 12.4.6 regarding alternative opacity monitoring is only 
applicable in the event that the COMS are unable to provide quality assured data in 
accordance with the requirements in 40 CFR Part 75. The source is required to use their 
COMS to monitor compliance with the opacity limitations as specified in Section II , 
Conditions 13.1 and 13.3. However, the Division recognizes that there may be rare 
instances when the COM fails and cannot be repaired quickly. The language in 
Condition 12.4.6 is intended to "gap-fill" for those unusual instances when the COM is 
down for an extended period of time due to any of the exceptions noted in § 75.1 O( d). 

Comment: 

While the Division disagrees that the language in Condition 12.4.6 allows the source to 
forego using their COMS, we are removing Condition 12.4.6. Based on our experience, 
the Division considers that it is not necessary to include "gap-filling" measures since the 
COMS are very reliable and typically have little downtime. 

The APCD may claim that Public Service Co. is only required to operate its COMs at 
least 98% of each unit 's operating time each quarter in accordance with the Hayden 
visibility state implementation plan ("SIP "), but it appears that this provision applies 
only during periods of monitor downtime allowed by 40. CFR § 75. Indeed, 40. CFR § 
75.1D(d) does allow for monitor downtime "during periods of calibration, quality 
assurance, or preventative maintenance performed pursuant to § 75.21 and appendix B 
of this part, periods of repair, periods of backups of data from the data acquisition and 
handling system, or recerlijication performed pursuant to § 75.20. ,,2 However, it is clear 
that 40. CFR § 75 does not allow for monitor downtime in any other circumstance. 

I 40 CFR § 75. J 4(a) forther states that COMs must be operated in accordance with Performance Specification J in appendix 
B 10 40 CFR § 60. Thus, not only m!lst COMs be operating and monitoring opacity at all times. they musl all times be 
operating in accorc/ance with Performance Specification 1, 
1 This exemption is also set forth at condition 12.2. J of the Title V Permit. 
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Response: 

Comment: 

Response: 

Although clearly some downtime is allowed under the Clean Air Act and the Hayden 
visibility SIP, condition 12. 4. 6 seems to allow for downtime that is not allowed by 40 
CFR § 75. Taken together, the Title V Permit must clearly state that the 98% monitoring 
availability requirement applies only to the extent allowed by 40 CFR § 75. 

The language in Condition 12.4.S does not allow for any additional COMS downtime 
than specified in § 7S.10(d), but only serves to "cap" the allowable downtime. There are 
several situations specified in § 7S.10(d) under which the COMS are allowed to be down 
and that can add up over time. For example, if extensive repairs are required to the 
COMS, it may be down for a significant time period. The regulations allow the COMS to 
be down for "periods of repair" as noted in your comments. 

In addition, please be aware that the language in Condition 12.4.S is in the SIP and 
therefore cannot be changed. As noted in EPA's response to the Title V Petition No. 
VIII-OO-l (In the matter ofPacificorp 's Jim Bridger and Naughton Electric Utility Steam 
Generating Plants) dated November 16, 2000 : 

EP A could not properly object to a permit term that is derived from a 
provision ofthe federally approved SIP; and 

The Administrator may not, in context of reviewing a potential objection 
to a Title V permit, ignore or revise duly approved SIP provisions. 

Therefo re, since the 98% availability requirement is specified in the SIP, this condition 
cannot be removed or revised. However, the Division will include a note indicating that 
compliance with the 98% availability requirement is not a shield against enforcement 
with respect to the continuous emission monitoring system requirements in 40 CFR Part 
75. 

Even more problematiC is that while condition 12.4.6 allows Public Service Co. to 
"utilize either a backup opacity monitor or Reference Method 9,. or an 'Operating Report 
During Monitor Unavailability '" when the COMs are unable to provide quality assured 
data, it is not clear thaI the Administrator of the Us. Environmental Protection Agency 
has approved these alternative monitoring methods in accordance with section 412(a) of 
the Clean Air Act and 40 CFR § 75. Furthermore, the alternative monitoring methods do 
not seem to provide information with the same precision, reliability, accessibility, and 
timeless as that provided by COMs in accordance with section 412(a) of the Clean Air 
Act. 

As indicated previously, the monitoring required by Condition 12.4.6 was intended to be 
used only when the COMS is not providing quality-assured data, it is not the primary 
means for monitoring compliance with the opacity requirements. Since the monitoring 
required by Condition 12.4.6 is "gap-filling" and not a true alternative for the COMS, 
which is required by 40 CFR Part 75, EPA approval is not required . Nevertheless, as 
indicated previously, theDivision has removed Condition 12.4.6 from the permit. 
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Conunent: 

Response 

Furthermore, we question how the alternative monitoring allowed by condition J 2. 4. 6 
constitutes sufficient periodic monitoring that assures compliance with the applicable 
opacity limits in accordance with 40 CFR § 70.6. We are particularly concerned over 
reliance on "Operating Report During Monitor Unavailability" to meet any periodic 
monitoring requirement. These reports do not constitute suffiCient periodic monitoring 
that assures compliance as they do not even require any monitoring. However, it is 
unclear whether 40 CFR § 70.6 even applies given the applicability of 40 CFR § 75. 

As indicated previously, the monitoring required by Condition 12.4.6 was to be used only 
when the COMS is not providing quality-assured data, it was not intended to be the 
primary means for monitoring compliance with the opacity requirements. Nevertheless, 
as previously indicated, the Division has removed Condition 12.4.6. 

Particulate Monitoring 

Comment: 

Response: 

We are further concerned that the proposed Title V Permit fails to require suffiCient 
periodic monitoring to ensure compliance with particulate limits. Annual stack testing is 
wholly insuffiCient, particularly given that National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
("NAAQS") limit particulate matter, including both PM-I 0 and PM-2.5, on a 24-hour 
basis. The Title V Permit must at least require daily particulate matter monitoring to 
protect the NAAQS and also to ensure suffiCient periodic monitoring in accordance with 
40 CFR § 70. 6. 

Although the Title V Permit may rely on baghouses to meet particulate standards, there 
are no conditions that require any monitoring, recordkeeping, or reporting to ensure the 
baghouses are operated conSistently to assure compliance with the particulate limits. 
Put simply, there are no terms and conditions that ensure the baghouses will assure 
compliance with the particulate limits. 

Annual stack testing is not the only method specified in the perrnit that is used to monitor 
compliance with the particulate matter limits. The permit specifies the baghouses be 
maintained and operated appropriately (Section II, Condition 11 .1) and includes 
compliance assurance monitoring (CAM) requirements (Section II, Condition 1.18 and 
Appendix G). 

For purposes of CAM, the source is monitoring opacity and performing internal 
inspections of the baghouses semi-annually. As indicated in the preamble for the final 
CAM rule, published in the Federal Register on October 22,1 997 (page 54902, lSI . 
column, 1 st paragraph), 

The CAM approach as defmed in part 64 is intended to address the 
requirement in title VII of the 1990 Amendments that EPA promulgate 
enhanced monitoring and compliance certification requirements for major 
sources, and the related requirement in title V that operating permits include 
monitoring, compliance certification, reporting and recordkeeping provisions 
to assure compliance. 
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Comment: 

Response: 

Comment: 

The CAM requirements were promulgated to meet the obligations of enhanced 
monitoring, which were required under the 1990 revisions to the Federal Clean Air Act 
(the Act). The enhanced monitoring requirements were specified in the Act under Title 
VII, provisions related to enforcement, and were intended to be more rigorous than the 
periodic monitoring required by the Title V permitting program, hence the Act required 
that rules be promulgated for enhanced monitoring. Language from the CAM rule 
indicates that the CAM monitoring. meets or even exceeds the periodic monitoring 
requirements specified under the Title V provisions. Specifically as indicated in 40 CFR 
Part 64 § 64.S( d), "Prior to approval of monitoring that satisfies this part, the owner or 
operator is subject to the requirements of § 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B)," which implies that 
monitoring under CAM is more stringent than periodic monitoring. In addition, in 
situations where the Division disapproves a source's proposed monitoring, 40 CFR Part 
64 § 64.6(e)(l) specifies that "The draft or final permit shall inClude, at a minimum, 

. monitoring that satisfies the requirements of § 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B)." Again, this confirms our 
position that CAM is more rigorous than periodic monitoring. 

Previous performance tests conducted on Units 1 and 2 indicate that particulate matter 
einissions are less than 50% of the standard, therefore, the Division considers that the 
schedule for performance testing specified in the permit is sufficient. The Division 
considers that annual performance testing in conjunction with monitoring that meets the 
CAM requirements and requirements for proper baghouse 'operation and maintenance is 
sufficient to meet the periodic monitoring requirements set forth in Title V. 

Regardless of the effectiveness of the baghouses however, we are concerned that the 
baghouses do not lim!1 condensable particulates, which are a component of particulate 
matter. The Title V Permil must require more frequent particulate matter monitoring 
We would request the APCD require the use of particulate matter continuous emission 
monitoring systems ( "PM CEMS") to assure compliance with the particulate limits in the 
Title V Permit The u.s. Environmental Protection Agency ( "EPA ") promulgated 
performance specifications for PM CEMS at 40 CFR § 60, Appendix B, Specification I}, . 

on January 12, 2004. See, In the Matter o(Onyx Environmental Services, Petition No. V-
2005-1 at 13. This promulgation indicates that the use of PM CEMS is an accepted 
means of assessing compliance with particulate emissions. 

While a baghouse may not control condensable particulate matter emissions, the 
particulate matter limits included in the permit for Units 1 and 2 are for filterable 
particulate matter only. Units 1 and 2 are not subject to any emission limitations for 
condensable particulate matter. In addition, a PM CEMS does not measure condensable 
particulate matter emissions. 

Furthermore, the EPA has required other coal-jired power plants to install, operate, 
calibrate, and maintain a PM CEMS In a 2000 consent decree, Tampa Electric 
Company agrees to install a PM CEMS on one of its coal-jiredpower plants in Florida to . 
ensure compliance with PM limits. More recently, through a 2006 consent decree, two 
North Dakota utilities agreed to install PM CEMS at a coal-jired power plant in North 
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Response: 

Dakota. Similarly, the EPA reached agreements with other utilities in Wisconsin and 
Illinois that have led to the installation, calibration, operation, and certification of PM 
CEMS All these consent decrees are implicit that the PMCEMS are to be used to 
demonstrate compliance with PM limits. 

Most recently, in proposed amendments to new source performance standards ("NSPS") 
for electric utility steam generating units, the EPA stated, "Based on our analysis of 
available data, there is no technical reason that PM CEMS cannot be installed and 
operate reliably on electric utility steam generating units. " 70 Fed Reg 9728. Although 
the final amendments to the NSPS for electric utility steam generating units did not 
require the utilization of PM CEMS, the EPA stated that PM CEMS may be used to 
demonstrate continuous compliance with particulate limits. 

The use of PM CEMS would constitute sufficient periodic monitoring that will assure 
compliance with the particulate limits set forth in the Title V Permit. We request the 
APCD take advantage of its authority under 40 CFR § 70 to require the installation and 
operation of PM CEMS at the Hayden coal-fired power plant through the Title V Permit. 

While the Division agrees that a PM CEMS represents the most direct method to assure 
continuous compliance with emission limits, we do not believe it is necessary to require 
the use of a PM CEMS for pillJloses of periodic monitoring. Currently PM CEMS are 
not required by any regulation for compliance monitoring. The Division is aware that 
EPA has required PM CEMS for several coal-fired power plants in Consent Decrees, 
however, we do not necessarily agree that the language in all of these Consent Decrees 
require that the PM CEMS be used directly for compliance purposes. Although EP A 
considered requiring the use of PM CEMS in their proposed revisions to NSPS Subpart 
Da in 2005, the final rule (published in the Federal Register on February 27, 2006) did 
not require a PM CEMS for source ' s that were meeting the input based (Ib/mrnBtu) 
particulate matter emission limitations. 

The draft renewal permit includes CAM for the particulate matter emission limitations. 
The CAM plan includes monitoring that is essentially the same as that required for new 
(constructed after February 28, 2005) electric utility steam generating units subject to 
particulate matter fuel based emission limitations (i.e. units of Ib/mmBtu) in 40 CFR Part 
60 Subpart Da. · The CAM plan requires that a site-specific opacity trigger level be set 
based on the opacity level measured during the performance test. According to EP A 
(February 26, 2007 Federal Register, page 9872, 3'd column, 2nd paragraph), " .. . a site
specific opacity trigger is the best approach to monitor continuous compliance." 
Therefore, the Division considers that the CAM requirements, in conjunction with the 
requirements for proper baghouse operation and maintenance and annual performance 
testing is more than adequate to meet the periodic monitoring requirements set out in 
Title V. 
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The next step for this draft permit is to forward it to EPA for their 45-day review period. We appreciate 
that you took the time to thoroughly review this draft. Please feel free to call me at (303) 692-3267 if 
you have any further questions. 

Sincerely, 

Jacqueline Joyce 
Permit Engineer 
Operating Permit Unit 
Stationary Sources Program 
Air Pollution Control Division 

cc: Chad Campbell, Xcel Energy 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) CIVIL ACTION NO. 99-2524 

v. ) CIV-T-23F 
) 
) 

TAMPA ELECTRIC COMPANY, ) 
) 

Defendant. ) 

--------------------- ) 

CONSENT DECREE 

WHEREAS, Plaintiff, the United Sta1es of America ( Plaintiff or the United States ), 

on behalf of the United States Environmental Protection Agency ( EPA ) filed a Complaint on 

November 3, 1999, alleging that Defendant, Tampa Electric Company ( Tampa Electric) 

commenced construction of major modifications of major emitting facilities in violation of the 

Prevention of Significant Deterioration ( PSD ) requirements at Part C of the Clean Air Act 

( Act ),42 u.se §§ 7470-7492; 

WHEREAS, EPA issued a Notice of Violation with respect to such allegations to Tampa 

Electric on November 3, 1999 (the NOV); 

WHEREAS, the parties recognize, and the Court by entering this Consent Decree finds, 

that this Consent Decree has been negotiated in good faith and at ann s lengtb; that the parties 

have voluntarily agreed to this Consent Decree; that implementation of this Consent Decree will 
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avoid prolonged and complicated litigation between the parties; and that this Consent Decree is 

fair, reasonable, consistent with the goals of the Act, and in the public interest; 

WHEREAS, the United States alleges that the Complaint states a claim upon which relief 

can be granted against Tampa Electric under Sections 113 and 167 of the Act, 42 U.S.c. §§ 

7413 and 7477, and 28 U.S.c. § 1355; 

WHEREAS, Tampa Electric has not answered or otherwise responded to the Complaint 

in light of the settlement memorialized in this Consent Decree; 

WHEREAS, Tampa Electric bas denied and continues to deny the violations alleged in 

the NOV and the Complaint; maintains that it has been and remains in compliance with the 

Clean Air Act and is not liable for civil penalties or injunctive relief; and states that it is agreeing 

to the obligations imposed by this Conscnt Decree solely to avoid the costs and uncertainties of 

litigation and to improve the environment in and around the Tampa Bay area of Florida; 

WHEREAS, Tampa Electric is the first electric utility of those against which the United 

States brought enforcement actions in November, 1999, to come forward and invest time and 

effort sufficient to develop a settlement with the United States; 

WHEREAS, Tampa Electric s decision to Re-Power some of its coal-fIred electric 

generating Units with natural gas will significantly reduce emissions of both regulated and 

unregulated pollutants below levels tbat would have been achieved merely by installing 

appropriate pollution control technologies on Tampa Electric s existing coal-fIred electric 

generating Units; 

WHEREAS, prior to thc filing oftbe Complaint or issuance of the Notice of Violation in 

this matter, Tampa Electric ali·eady had placed in service or installed both scrubbers and 
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electrostatic precipitators that serve all existing coal-fired elecrric generating Units at the 

company s Big Bend electric generating plant; 

WHEREAS, the United States recognizes that a BACT Analysis conducted under 

existing procedures most likely would not fmd it cost effective to replace Tampa Electric s 

existing control equipment at Big Bend for particulate matter, in light of the design and 

performance of that equipment; 

WHEREAS, Tampa Electric and the United States have crafted this Consent Decree to 

take into account physical and operational constraints resulting from the unique, Riley Stoker 

wet bottom, turbo-fIred boiler teclmology now in operation at Big Bend, which could limit the 

effIciency of nitrogen oxides emissions controls installed for those boilers; 

WHEREAS, Tampa Electric regularly combusts coal with a sulphur content of fIve or six 

pounds per rnmBTU heat input; 

WHEREAS, Tampa Elecrric is a mid-sized electric utility and is smaller on a fmancial 

basis than some of the other electric utilities against which the United States brought simi lar 

enforcement actions in November 1999; 

WHEREAS, Tampa Electric owns and operates fewer coal-ftred electric generating 

plants than some of the other electric utilities against which the United States brought similar 

enforcement actions in November 1999; 

WHEREAS, the two Tampa Electric plants addressed by this enforcement action 

constitute over ninety percent of the entire base load generating capacity of Tampa Electric; 

WHEREAS, the United States aDd Tampa Electric have agreed tbat settlement of this 

action is in tbe best interest of the parties and in the public interest, and that entry of this Consent 
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Decree without further litigation is the most appropriate means ofresolving this matter; and 

WHEREAS, the United States and Tampa Electric bave consented 10 entry of this 

Consent Decree without trial of any issue; 

NOW, THEREFORE, without any admission of fact or law, and without any admission 

of the violations alleged in tbe Complaint or NOV, it is hereby ORDERED AND DECREED as 

follows: 

I. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

I. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter herein and over the parties consenting 

hereto pursuant to 28 U.S.c. § 1345 and pursuant to Sections 1 J3 and 167 of the Act, 42 

U.S.c. §§ 7413 and 7477. Venue is proper under Section 113(b) of the Act, 42 U.S.c. 

§ 7413(b), and under 28 US.c. § 1391(b) and (c). Solely for the purposes of this 

Consent Decree and the underlying Complaint, Tampa Electric waives all objections and 

defenses that it may have to the claims set forth in the Complaint, tbe jurisdiction of the 

Court or to venue in this District. Tampa Electric shall not challenge the terms of tbis 

Consent Decree or this Court s jurisdiction to enter and enfurce this Consent Decree. 

Except as expressly provided for herein, this Consent Decree shall not create any rights 

in any party other than the United States and Tampa Electric. Tampa Electric consents to 

entry of this Consent Decree without further notice. 

II. APPLICABILITY 

2. The provisions of this Consent Decree shall apply to and be binding upon the United 
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States and upon Tampa Electric, its successors and assigns, and Tampa Electric s 

officers, employees and agents solely in their capacities as such. If Tampa Electric 

proposes to sell or transfer any of its real property or operations subject to this Consent 

Decree, it shall advise the purchaser or transferee in writing of the existence of this 

Consent Decree, and shall send a copy of such written notification by oertified mail, 

return receipt requested, to EPA sixty (60) days before such sale or transfer. Tampa 

Electric shall not be relieved of its responsibility to comply with all requirements of this 

Consent Decree unless the purchaser or transferee assumes responsibility for full 

performance of Tampa Electric s responsibilities under this Consent Decree, including 

liabilities for nonperformance. Tampa Electric shall not purchase or otherwise acquire 

capacity and/or energy from a third party in lieu of obtaining it from Gannon or Big 

Bend unless the seller or provider agrees that the facilities providing such capacity 

and/or energy will roeet the emission control requirements set forth in this Consent 

Decree or equivalent requiremcnts approved in advance by the United States. 

3. Tampa Electric shall provide a copy oftrus Consent Decree to all vendors, suppliers, 

consultants, contractors, agents, and any other company or other organization perfonning 

any of the work described in Sections IV or VII of this Consent Decree. 

Notwithstanding any retention of contractors, subcontractors or agents to perform any 

work required under this Consent Decree, Tampa Electric shall be responsible for 

ensuring that all work is performed in accordance with tbe requirements of this Consent 

Decree. In any action to enforce this Consent Decree, Tampa Electric sball not assert as 

a defense the failure of its employees, servants, agents, or contractors to take actions 
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necessary to comply with this Consent Decree, unless Tampa Electric establishes that 

such failure resulted from a Force Majeure event as defIned in this Consent Decree. 

Ill. DEFINITIONS 

4. Alternative Coal shall mean coal with a sulphur content of no more than 2.2 

Ib/mmBTU, on an as determined basis. 

5. BACT Analysis shall mean the technical study, analysis, review, and selection of 

reconmlendations typically performed in connection with an application for a PSD 

pemtit. Except as otherwise provided in this Consent Decree, sncb study, analysis, 

review, and selection of recommendations shall be carried out in conformance with 

applicable federal and state regulations and guidanoe describing the process and analysis 

for determining Best Available Control Teclmology (BACT). 

6. Big Bend shall mean the electric generating plant, presently coal-flIed, owned and 

operated by Tampa Electric and located in Hillsborough County, Florida, which 

presently includes four steam generating boilers and associated and ancillary systems and 

equipment, known as Big Bend Units 1,2,3, and 4. 

7. Consent Decree shall mean this Consent Decree and the Appendix thereto. 

8. Entission Rate shall mean tbe average number of pounds of pollutant emitted per 

million BTU of heat input ( Ib/mmBTU ) or the average concentration of a pollutant in 

parts per million by volume ( ppm ), as dictated by the unit of measure specified for the 

rate in question, where: 

A. in the case of a coa l-frred, steam electric generating unit, such rates shall be 
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calculated as a 30 day rolling average. A 30 day rolling average for an Emission 

Rate expressed as Ib/mmBTU shalJ be determined by calculating the emission rate 

for a given operating day, and then arithmetically averaging the emission rates for 

the previous 29 operating days with thal date. A new 30 day rolling average shall 

be calculated for each new operating day; 

B. in the case of a gas-fued, electric generating unit, such rates shall be calculated as 

a 24-hour rolling average, excluding periods of start up, shutdown, and 

malfunction as provided by applicable Florida regulations at the time the 

Emiss ion Rate is calculated. A rolling average for Emission Rates expressed as 

ppm shall be determined on a given day by summing hourly emission rates for the 

immediately preceding 24-hour period and dividing by 24; 

C. the reference methods for determining Emission Rates for So, and NO, shall be 

those specified in 40 C.F.R. Part 75, Appendix F. The reference methods for 

detennining Emission Rates for PM shall be those specified in 40 C.F.R. Part 60, 

Appendix A, Method 5, Method 5B, or Method 17; and 

D. nothing in this Consent Decree is intended to nor shall alter applicable law 

concerning the use of data, for any purpose under the Clean Air Act, generated by 

methods other than the reference methods specified herein . 

9. EPA shall mean the United States Environmental Protection Agency. 

10. Gannon shall mean the electric generating plant, presently coal-fired, owned and 

operated by Tampa Electric, located in Hillsborough County, Florida, which presently 

includes six steam generating boilers and associated and ancillary systems and 
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equipment, known as Gannon Units I , 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Tampa Electric intends to 

rename Gannon Bayside Power Station . upon completion of the Re-Powering required 

under this Consent Decree. 

11. Ib/mmBTU shall mean pounds per million British Thermal Units of heat input. 

12 . NOx shall mean oxides of nitrogen. 

13 . NOV shall mean the Notice of Violation issued by EPA to Tampa Electric dated 

November 3,1999. 

14. PM shall mean total particulate matter, and the reference method for measuring PM 

shall be that specified in the definition of Emission Rate in this Consent Decree. 

15 . ppm shall mean parts per million by dry volume, corrected to 15% 0, . 

16. Project Dollars shall mean Tampa Electric s expenditures and payments incurred or 

made in carrying out the dollar-limited projects identifled in Paragraph 35 of Section IV 

ofthis Consent Decree (Early Reductions of NO, from Big Bend Units I tluough 3) and 

in Section VII of this Consent Decree (NO, Reduction Projects and Mitigation Projects). 

to the extent that such expenditures or payments both: (A) comply with the Project 

Dollar and other requirements set by this Consent Decree for such expenditures and 

payments in Section VII and in Paragraph 35 of Section IV of this Consent Decree, and 

(B) constitute either Tampa Electric s properly documented external costs for 

contractors, vendors, as well as equipment, or its internal costs consisting of employee 

time, travel, and other out-of-pocket expenses specifically attributable to these particular 

projects. 
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17. PSD shall mean Prevention of Significant Deterioration within the meaning of Part C 

of the Clean Air Act, 42 U.SC. §§ 7470, et seq. 

18. Re-Power shall mean the removal or permanent disabling of devices, systems, 

equipment, and ancillary or supporting systems at a Gannon or Big Bend Unit such that 

the Unit cannot be fired with coal, and the installation of all devices, systems, equipment, 

and ancillary or supporting systems needed to fire such Unit with natural gas under the 

limits set in this Consent Decree (or with No.2 fuel oil, as a back up fuel only, and 

under the limits specified by this Consent Decree) plus installation of the control 

technology and compliance with the Emission Rates called for under this Consent 

Decree. 

19. Reserve / Standby shall mean those devices, systems, equipment, and ancillary or 

supporting systems that: (l) are not used as part of the Units that must be Re-Powered 

under Paragraph 26, (2) are not in operation subsequent to the Re-Powering required 

under Paragraph 26, (3) arc maintained and held by Tampa Electric for system reliahility 

purposes, and (4) may be restarted only by Re-Powering. 

20. SCR shall mean Selective Catalytic Reduction. 

21. Shutdown shall mean the permanent disabling of a coal-fired boiler such that it cannot 

bum any fuel nor produce any steam for electricity production, other than through Re

Powering. 

22. S 0," shall mean sulphur dioxide. 

23. Title V Permit shall mean the permit required under Subchapter V of the Clean Air 

Act, 42 USC § 7661, ~ ill! 
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24. Total Baseline Emissions shall mean calendar year 1998 emissions of NO" SO" and 

PM comprised of the following amounts for each pollutant: 

A. for Gannon: 30,763 tons of NO,. 64,620 tons of SO" and 1,914 tons ofPM; and 

B. for Big Bend: 36,077 tons of NO, ,107,334 tons of SO" and 3,002 tons of PM 

25. Unit shall mean for the purpose of this Consent Decree a generator, the steam turbine 

that drives the generator, the boiler that produces the steam for the steam turbine, the 

equipment necessary to operate the generator, turbine and boiler, and all ancillary 

equipment, including pollution control equipment or systems necessary for the 

production of electricity. An electric generating plant may be comprised of one or more 

Units. 

IV. EMISSIONS REDUCTIONS AND CONTROLS GANNON AND BIG BEND 

A. GANNON 

26. Consent Decree-Reguired Re-Powering of Gannon. Tampa Electric shall Re-Power 

Units at Gannon with a coal-fired generating capacity of no less than 550 MW 

( Megawatt ), as follows. 

A. On or before May 1,2003, Tampa Electric shall Re-Power Units with a coal-flIed 

generating capacity of no less than 200 MW. On or before December 31,2004, 

Tampa Electric shall Re-Power additional Units with a coal-fired generating 

capacity equal to or greater than the difference between 550 MW of coal-fired 

generating capacity and the MW value of coal-flIed generating capacity that 

Tampa Electric Re-Powered in complying with the flISt sentenoe oftbis 
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Subparagraph A 

B. All Re-Powering required by this Paragraph shall include installation and 

operation of SCR, otber pollution control technology approved in advance and in 

writing by EPA, or any innovative technology demonstration project approved 

pursuant to Paragraph, 52.C to control Unit emissions. Each Re-Powered Unit 

shall, in confonnance with the definition of Re-Power, use natural gas as its 

primary filel and shall meet an Emission Rate for NO, of no greater tban 3.5 ppm 

C. A Unit Re-Powered under tbis or any other provision of this Consent Decree may 

be fired witb No.2 fuel oil if and only if: (1) the Unit cannot be fired with natural 

gas; (2) the Unit has not yet been fired with No.2 fuel oil as a back up fuel for 

more than 875 full load equivalent hours in tbe calendar year in which Tampa 

Electric wishes to fire the Unit with such oil; (3) tbe oil to be used in firing the 

Unit has a sulphur content of less than 0.05 percent (by weight); (4) Tampa 

Electric uses all emission control equipment for that Unit when it is fired witb 

such oil to tbe maximum extent possible; and (5) Tampa Electric complies with 

all applicable pem1it conditions, including emission rates for firing wifu No.2 

fuel oil, as set forth in applicable preconstruction and operating pennits. 

D. Tampa Electric shall timely apply for a preconstruction permit under Rule 62-

212, F.A.C., prior to conunencing such Re-Powering. In applying for such 

permit Tampa Electric shall seek, as part of the pennit, provisions requiring 

installation of SCR or other EPA-approved control technology and a NO, 

Emission Rate no greater than 3.5 ppm. 
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27. Schedule for Shutdown of Units. Tampa Electric shall Shutdown and cease any and all 

operation of all six (6) Gannon coal-fired boilers with a combined coal-filed capacity of 

not less than 1194 MW on or before December 31 , 2004 . Notwithstanding the 

requirements of this Paragraph, Tampa Electric may retain any Unit Shutdown pursuant 

to this Paragraph on Reserve / Standby, unless such Unit is to be, or has been, Re

Powered under Paragraph 26, above. If Tampa Electric later decides to restart any 

Shutdown Unit retained on Reserve / Standby, then prior to such re-start, Tampa Electric 

shall timely apply for a PSD permit for the Unites) to be Re-Powered, and Tampa 

Electric shall abide by the permit issued as a result of that application, including 

installation of BACT and its corresponding Emission Rate, as determined at the time of 

the restart. Tampa Electric shall operate the Re-Powered Unit to meet the NO, Emission 

Rate established in the PSD Permit or an Emission Rate for NO, of 3.5 ppm, whichever 

is more stringent. Tampa Electric shall provide a copy of any permit application(s) , 

proposed permit(s), and pcrmit(s) to the United States as specified in Paragrapb 82 

(Notice). For any Unit Shutdown and placed on Reserve / Standby under tbis 

Paragraph, and notwithstanding the defmition of Re-Power in this Consent Decree, 

Tampa Electric also may elect to fuel such a Unit with a gaseous fuel other than or in 

addition to natural gas, if and only if Tampa Electric: applies for and secures a PSD 

pemti! before using such fuel in any such Unit, complies with all requirements issued in 

such a permit, and complies with all other requirements of this Consent Decree 

applicable to Re-Powering. 

28. Permanent Bar on Combustion of Coal. Commencing on January I , 2005, Tampa 
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Electric shall not combust coal in the operation of any Unit at Gannon. 

B. BIG BEND 

29. Ioitial Reduction and Cootrol of So, Emissions from Big Bend Units I and 2 . 

Commencing upon the later of tbe date of entry of this Consent Decree or September I, 

2000, and except as provided in this Paragraph, Tampa Electric shall operate the existing 

scrubber that treats emissions of S02 from Big Bend Units I and 2 at all times that either 

Unit I or 2 is in operation. Tampa Electric shall operate the scrubber so that at least 95% 

of all the SO, contained in the flue gas entering the scrubber is removed. 

Notwithstanding dIe requirement to operate the scrubber at all times Unit I or 2 is 

operating, the following operating conditions shall apply: 

A. Tampa Electric may operate Units I and/or 2 during outages of the scrubber 

serving Units I and 2, but only so long as Tampa Electric: 

(1) in calendar year 2000, does not operate Unit I and/or 2, or any 

combination of the two of them, on more than sixty (60) calendar days, or 

any part thereof (providing that when both Units I and 2 operate on the 

same calendar day, such operation shall count as two days of the sixty 

(60) day limit), and in calendar years 2001 - 2009, does not operate Unit 1 

and/or 2, or any combination of the two of them, on more than forty-five 

(45) calendar days, or any part thereof, in any calendar year (providing 

that when both Units I .and 2 operate on the same calendar day, such 

operation shall count as two days of the forty-five (45) day limit) ; or 
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(2) must operate Unit I and/or 2 in any calendar year from 2000 through 

2009 either to avoid interruption of electric service to its customers under 

interruptible service tariffs, or to respond to a system-wide or state-wide 

emergency as declared by the Governor of Florida under Section 366.055, 

F.S. (requiring availability of reserves), or under Section 377 .703, F.S. 

(energy pOlicy contingency plan) , or under Section 25236, F.S. 

(Emergency management powers of the Governor), in which Tampa 

Electric must generate power from Unit I and/or 2 to meet such 

emergency. 

B. Whenever Tampa Electric operates Units I and/or 2 without all emissions from 

such Unites) being treated by the scrubber, Tampa Electric shall: (1) combust 

only Alternative Coal at the Unites) operating during the outage (except for coal 

already bunkered in the hopper(s) for Units I or 2 at the time the outage 

commences); (2) use all existing electric generating capacity at Big Bend and 

Gannon that is served by fully operational pollurion control equipment before 

operating Big Bend Unitsl and/or 2; and (3) continue to control SO, emissions 

from Big Bend Units I and/or 2 as required by Paragraph 31 (Optimizing 

Availabili ty of Scrubbers Serving Big Bend Units 1, 2, and 3) . 

C. In calendar years 2010 through 2012, Tampa Electric may operate Units 1 andlor 

2 during outages of the scrubber serving Units I and 2, but only so long as Tampa 

Electric complies with the requirements of Subparagraphs A and B, above, and 

uses only coal with a sulphur content of 1.2 lb/mmBTU, or less, in place of 
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Alternative Coal. 

D. If Tampa Electric Re-Powers Big Bend Unit 1 or 2, or replaces the scrubber or 

provides additional scrubbing capacity to comply with Paragraph 40, then upon 

such compliance the provisions of Subparagraphs 29.A, 29.B, and 29 .C shall not 

apply to the affected Unit. 

30. Initial Reduction and Control of SO, Emissions from Big Bend Unit 3. Commencing 

upon entry of the Consent Decree, and except as provided in this Paragraph, Tampa 

Electric shall operate the existing scrubber that treats emissions of So, from Big Bend 

Units 3 and 4 at all times that Unit 3 is in operation. When Big Bend Units 3 and 4 are 

both operating, Tampa Electric shall operate the scrubber so that at least 93% of all the 

SO, contained in the flue gas entering the scrubber is removed. When Big Bend Unit 3 

alone is operating, until May 1, 2002, Tampa Electric shall operate the scrubber so that at 

least 93% of all SO, contained in the flue gas entering the scrubber is removed or the 

Emission Rate for So, for Unit 3 does not exceed 0.35 Ib/mmBTU. When Unit 3 alone 

is operating, from May 1, 2002 until January 1, 2010, Tampa Electric shall operate the 

scrubber so that at least 95% oflhe So, contained in the flue gas entering the scrubber is 

removed or the Emission Rate for SO, does not exceed 0.30 Ib/mmBTU. 

Notwithstanding the requirement to operate the scrubber at all times Unit 3 is operating, 

and providing Tampa Electric is otherwise in compliance with this Consent Decree, the 

following operating conditions shall apply: 

A. In any calendar year from 2000 through 2009, Tampa Electric may operate Unit 3 

in the case of outages of the scrubber serving Unit 3, but only so long as Tampa 
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B. 

Electric: 

(l) does not operate Unit 3 during outages on more than thirty (30) calendar 

days, or any part thereof, in any ca lendar year; or 

(2) must operate Unit 3 eitber : to avoid interruption of electric service to its 

customers under intelTUptible service tariffs, or to respond to a system

wide or state-wide emergency as declared by the Governor of Florida 

under Section 366.055, F.S. (requiring availability of reserves), or under 

Section 377.703, F.S. (energy policy conti.ngency plan), or under Section 

252.36, F.S. (Emergency management powers of the Governor), in wbicb 

Tampa Electric must generate power from Unit 3 to meet such emergency. 

Whenever Tampa Electric operates Unit 3 without treati.ng all emissions from 

that Unit with the scrubber, Tampa Electric shall: (1) combust only Alternative 

Coal at Unit 3 duri.ng the outage (except for coal already bunkered i.n the 

hopper(s) for Unit 3 at the ti.me the outage commences); (2) use all existi.ng 

electric generating capacity at Big Bend and Gannon that is served by fully 

operational pollution control equipment before operati.ng Big Bend Unit 3; and 

(3) continue to control So, emissions from Big Bend Unit 3 as required by 

Paragraph 31 (Opti.mizi.ng Availability of Scrubbers Serving Big Bend Units, 1, 

2, and 3). 

C. If Tampa Electric Re-Powers Big Bend Unit 3, or replaces the scrubber or 

provides additional scrubbing capacity to comply with Paragraph 40, then upon 

compliance with Paragraph 40 the provisions of Subparagraphs 30.A and 30.B 
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shall not apply to Unit 3. 

D. Nothing in this Consent Decree shall alter requirements of the New Source 

Performance Standards (NSPS), 40 C.F.R. Part 60 Subpart Da, that apply to 

operation of the scrubber serving Unit 4. 

31. Optimizing Availability of Scrubbers Serving Big Bend Units 1, 2. and 3. Tampa 

Electric shall maximize the availability of the scrubbers to treat the emissions of Big 

Bend Units 1,2, and 3, as follows: 

A. As soon as possible after entry of this Consent Decree, Tampa Electric shall 

submit to EPA for review and approval a plan addressing all operation and 

maintenance changes to be made that would maximize the availability of the 

existing scrubbers treating emissions of SO, from Big Bend Units I and 2, and 

from Unit 3. In order to improve operations and maintenance practices as soon as 

possible, Tampa Electric may submit the p Ian in two phases. 

(I) Each phase of the plan proposed by Tampa Electric sha ll include a schedule 

pursuant to which Tampa Electric will implement measures relating to operation 

and maintenance of the scrubbers called for by that phase of the plan, within sixty 

days of its approval by EP A. Tampa Electric shall implement each phase of the 

plan as approved by EPA. Such plan may be modified from time to time with 

prior written approval of EP A. 

(2) The proposed plan shall include operation and maintenance activities tbat will 

minimize instances during which So, emissions are not scrubbed, including but 

not limited to improvements in the flexibility of scheduling maintenance on the 
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scrubbers, increases in the stock of spare parts kept on hand to repair the 

scrubbers, a commitment to use of overtime labor to perform work necessary to 

minimize periods when the scrubbers are not functioning, and use of all existing 

capacity at Big Bend and Gannon Units that are served by available, operational 

pollution control eguipment to minimize pollutant emissions willIe meeting power 

needs. 

(3) If Tampa Electric elects to submit the plan to EPA in two phases, the first 

phase to be submitted shall address, at a minimum, use of overtime hours to 

accomplish repairs and maintenance of the scrubber and increasing the stock of 

scrubber spare parts that Tampa Electric shall keep at Big Bend to speed future 

maintenance and repairs. If Tampa Electric elects to submit the plan in two 

phases, EPA shall complete review of the first phase within fifteen business days 

of receipt. For the second phase of the plan or submission of the plan in its 

entirety, EPA sball complete review of such plan or phase thereof within 60 days 

of receipt. Within sixty days after EPA s approval of the plan or any phase of the 

plan, Tampa Electric shall complete implementation of that plan or phase and 

continue operation under it subject only to the terms oftbis Consent Decree. 

32. PM Emission Minimization and Monitoring at Big Bend. 

A. Within twelve months after entry of this Consent Decree, Tampa Electric shall 

complete an optimization study willch shall recommend the best operational 

practices to minimize emissions from each Electrostatic Precipitator (ESP) and 

shall deliver the completed study to EPA for review and approval. Tampa 
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Electric shall imp lement these recommendations within sixty days after EPA has 

approved them and shall operate each ESP in conformance with the study and its 

recommendations until otherwise specified under tbis Consent Decree. 

B. Within twelve months after entry of Ibis Consent Decree, Tampa Electric shall 

complete a BACT Analysis for upgrading each existing ESP now located at Big 

Bend and shall deliver the Analysis to EPA for review and approval. 

Notwithstanding the definition of BACT Analysis in Ibis Consent Decree, Tampa 

Electric need not consider in this BACT Analysi s the replacement of any existing 

ESP with a new ESP, scrubber, or baghouse, or the installation of a supplemental 

pollution control device of similar cost to a replacement ESP, scrubber, or 

baghouse. Tampa Electric shall simultaneously deliver to EPA all documents that 

support the BACT Analysis or that were considered in preparing the Analysis. 

Tampa Electric shall retain a qualified contractor to assist in the performance and 

completion of the BACT Analysis . On or before May 1,2004, after EPA 

approval of the recommendation(s) made by the BACT Analysis, Tampa Electric 

shall complete installation of all equipment called for in the recommendation(s) 

of the Analysis and thereafter shall operate each ESP in conformance with the 

recornrnendation(s), including compliance with the Emission Rate(s) specified by 

the recornmendation(s). 

C. Within six months after Tampa Electric completes installation of the equipment 

called for by the BACT Analysis, as approved by EPA, Tampa Electric shall 

revIse the previous opti.mization study and shall recommend the best operational 
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practices to minimize emissions from each ESP, taking into account the 

recommendations from the BACT Analysis required by this Paragraph, and shall 

deliver the completed study to EPA for review and approval. Commencing no 

later than 180 days after EPA approves the study and its recornmendation(s), 

Tampa Electric shall operate each ESP in conformance with the study s 

recommendation. 

D. Tampa Electric shall include the recommended operational practices for each ESP 

and the recommendations from the BACT Analysis in Tampa Electric s Title V 

Permit application and all other relevant applications for operating or construction 

permits. 

E. Installation and Operation of a PM Monitor. On or before March 1, 2002, 

Defendant shall install, calibrate, and commenoe continuous operation of a 

continuous particulate matter emissions monitor (PM CEIvf) in the duct at Big 

Bend that services Unit 4. Data from tlle PM CEM shall be used by Tampa 

Electric, at a minimum, to monitor progress in reducing PM emissions. 

F. Continuous operation of the PM CEM shall mean operation at all tinles that 

Unit 4 operates, except for periods of malfunction of the PM CEM or routine 

maintenance performed on the PM CEM. If after Tampa Electric operates tills 

PM CEM for at least two years, and if the parties then agree that it is infeasible to 

sustain continuous operation of the PM CEM, Tampa Electric shall submit an 

alternative PM monitoring plan for review and approval by EPA. The plan shall 

include an explanation of the basis for stopping operation of the PM CEM and a 
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proposal for an alternative monitoring protocoL Until EPA approves such plan, 

Tampa Electric shall continue to operate the PM CEM. 

G. Installation and Operation of Second PM Monitor. If Tampa Electric advises 

EPA, pursuant to Paragraph 36, that it has elected to continue to combust coal at 

Big Bend Units 1, 2, or 3, and Tampa Electric has not ceased operating the fu-st 

PM CEM as described in Subparagraph F, above, then Tampa Electric shall 

install, calibrate, and commence continuous operation of a PM CEM on a second 

duct at Big Bend on or before May 1, 2007. The requirement to operate a PM 

CEM under any provision of this Paragraph shall tenninate if and when the Unit 

monitored by the PM CEM is Re-Powered. 

H. Testing and Reporting Requirement. Prior to installation of the PM CEM on each 

duct, Tampa Electric shall conduct a stack test on each stack at Big Bend on at 

least an annual basis and report its results to EPA as part of the quarterly report 

under Section V. The stack test requirement in this Subparagraph may be 

satisfied by Tampa Elecb·ic s annual stack tests conducted as required by its 

permit from the State of Florida. Following installation of each PM CEM, 

Defendant shall include in its quarterly reports to EPA pursuant to Section V all 

data recorded by the PM CEM, in electronic format, if available. 

I. Nothing in this Consent Decree is intended to nor shall alter applicable law 

concerning the use of data, for any purpose under the Clean Air Act, generated by 

the PM CEMs. 

33. Election for Big Bend Unit 4: Shutdown. Re-Power, or Continued Combustion of CoaL 
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Tampa Electric shall advise EPA in writing, on or before May 1, 2005, whether Big 

Bend Unit 4 will be Shutdown, will be Re-Powered, or will continue to be fIred by coal. 

34. Reduction of NO, at Big Bend Unit 4 after 2005 Election. Based on Tampa Electric s 

election in Paragraph 33, Tampa Electric shall take one of the following actions: 

A. If Tampa Electric elects to continue fIring Unit 4 with coal, on or before June 1, 

2007, Tampa Electric shall install and commence operation of SCR, or other 

technology if approved in writing by EPA in advance, suffIcient to limit the coal

fIred Emission Rate of NO, from Unit 4 to no more than 0.10 Ib/mmBTU. 

Thereafter, Tampa Electric shall continue operation of SCR or other EPA 

approved control technology, and Tampa Electric shall continue to meet an 

Emission Rate for NO, from Unit 4 no greater than 0.10 lb/mmBTU; or 

B. If Tampa Electric elects to Re-Power Uni t 4, Tampa Electric shall not combust 

coal at Unit 4 on or after June 1, 2007. Tampa Electric shall timely apply for a 

preconstmction permit under Rule 62-212, F.A.C., prior to commencing 

construction of the Re-Powering of Unit 4. In applying for snch pennit, Tampa 

Electric shall seek, as part of the penni t, provisions requ iring installatio n of SCR 

or other EPA approved control technology and a NO, Emission Rate no greater 

than 3.5 ppm. Tampa Electric shall operate the Re-Powered Unit 4 to meet an 

Emission Rate for NO, of no greater than 3.5 ppm or the rate established in the 

preconstruction pennit, whichever is more stringent; or 

C. If Tampa Electric elects to Shutdown Big Bend Unit 4, Tampa Electric shall 

complete Shutdown of Big Bend Unit 4 on or before June 1, 2007. 
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Notwithstanding the requirements ofthis Subparagraph, Tampa Electric may 

retain this Unit, after it is Shutdown pursuant to this Subparagraph, on Reserve / 

Standby. If Tampa Electric later decides to restart Unit 4 then, prior to such 

restart, Tampa Electric shaU timely apply for a PSD permit, and Tampa Electric 

shall abide by the pennit issued as a result of that application , including 

installation of BA CT and its corresponding Emission Rate, as determined at the 

time of the restart. Tampa Electric shall operate the Re-Powered Unit 4 to meet 

an Emission Rate for NO, of no greater than 3.5 ppm or the Emission Rate 

established in the PSD permit, whichever is more stringent. Tampa Electric shall 

provide a copy of any pennit application(s) , proposed permit(s), and permit(s) to 

the United States as specified in Paragraph 82 (Notice). Upon Shutdown of a 

Unit under this Subparagraph, Tampa Electric may never again use coal to fire 

that Unit 

D. Notwithstanding the provisions of Subparagraphs B and C ahove or the defmition 

of Re-Power in this Consent Decree, Tampa Electric may also elect to fuel Big 

Bend Unit 4 with a gaseous fuel other than or in addition to natural gas, if and 

only if Tampa Electric applies for and secures a PSD permit before using such 

fuel in this Unit, complies with all requirements issued in such a permit, and 

complies with all requirements of this Consent Decree applicable to Re-Powering. 

35. Early Reductions of NO,. from Big Bend Units I through 3: On or before December 31 , 

2001 , Tampa Electric shall submit to EPA for review and comment a plan to reduce NO, 

emissions from Big Bend Units I , 2 and 3, through the expenditure ohip to $3 million 
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Project Dollars on combustion optimization using co=ercially available methods, 

techniques, systems, or equipment, or combinations thereof. Subject only to the fInancial 

limit stated in the previous sentence, for Units I and 2 the goal of the combustion 

optimization shall be to reduce the NO, Emission Rate by at least 30% when compared 

against the NO, Emissions Rate for these Units during calendar year 1998, which the 

United States and Tampa Electric agree was 0.86 Ib/mmBTU. For Unit 3 the goal of the 

combustion optimization shall be to reduce the NO, Emissions Rate by at least 15% 

when compared against the NO, Emission Rate for this Unit during calendar year 1998, 

which the United States and Tampa Electric agree was 0.57 lb/mmBTD. If the fmancial 

limit in this Paragraph precludes designing and installing combustion controls that will 

meet the percentage reduction goals for the NO, Emission Rates specified in this 

Paragraph for all three Units, then Tampa Electric s plan shall first maximize the 

Emission Rate reductions at Units I and 2 and then at Unit 3. Unless the United States 

has sought dispute resolution on Tampa Electric s plan on or before May 30, 2002, 

Tampa Electric shall implement all aspects of its plan at Big Bend Units 1, 2, and 3 on 

or before December 31, 2002 . On or before April 1, 2003, Tampa Electric shall submit 

to EPA a report that documents the date(s) of complete implementation of the plan, the 

results obtained from implementing the plan, including the emission reductions or 

beneftts achieved, and the Project Dollars expended by Tampa Electric in implementing 

the plan. 

36. Election for Big Bend Units 1 through 3: Shutdown, Re-Power, or Continued 

Combustion of Coal. Tampa Electric shall advise EP A in writing, on or before May 1, 
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2007, whether Big Bend units 1,2, or 3, or any combination of them, will be Shutdown, 

will be Re-Powered, or will continue to be fl!ed by coal. 

37. Further NO, Reduction Requirements if Big Bend Units 1, 2. and/or 3 Remain Coal

flred. If Tampa Electric advises EPA in writing, pursuant to Paragrapb 36, above, that 

Tampa Electric will continue to combust coal at Units 1, 2, and/or 3, then: 

A. Subject only to Subparagrapbs B and D, Tampa Electric shall timely solicit 

contract proposal, to acquire, install, and operate SCR, or other technology if 

approved in writing by EPA in advance, sufficient to limit the Emission Rate of 

NO, to no more than 0 10 Ib/mmBTU at each Unit that will combust coal. 

Tampa Electric shall install and operate sucb equipment on all Units that will 

continue to combust coal and sball achieve an Emission Rate of NO, on eacb 

such Unit no less stringent than 0.10 Ib/onnBTU. 

B. Notwithstanding Subparagraph A, Tampa Electric shall not be required to install 

SCR to lirnit the Emission Rate of NO, at Units I, 2 and/or 3 to 0.10 lb/mmBTU 

if tbe installation cost ceiling contained in this Paragraph will be exceeded by 

such installation If Tampa Electric decides to continue burning coal at Units 1,2 

and 3, the installation cost ceiling for SCR at Units 1,2, and 3 shall be three times 

the cost of installing SCR at Big Bend Unit 4 plus forty-five (45%) percent of the 

cost of installing SCR at Big Bend 4. If Tarnpa Electric decides to continue 

burning coal at only two Units at Big Bend, the installation cost ceiling for SCR 

at tbose two Units shall be two times the cost of installing SCR at Big Bend 4 

plus forty-five (45) percent of the cost of installing SCR at Big Bend Unit 4. If 
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Tampa Electric decides to continue burning coal at only one Unit at Big Bend, the 

installation cost ceiling for SCR at that Unit shall be the cost of installing SCR at 

Big Bend 4 plus forty five (45) percent. 

C. If, based on the contract proposals obtained under Subparagraph A, Tampa 

Electric determines that the projected cost of proposed control equipment 

satisfying a 0.10 Ib/rnmBTU Emission Rate will not exceed the installation cost 

ceiling, Tampa Electric shall install and operate such equipment on all Units that 

will continue to combust coal and shall achieve a NO, Emission Rate on each 

Unit no Jess stringent than 0.1 0 Ib/mmBTU. If, based on the contract proposals, 

Tampa Electric determines that the projected cost will exceed the installation cost 

ceiling, Tampa Electric shall so advise EPA and shall provide EPA with the basis 

for Tampa Electric s determination, including all documentation sufficient to 

replicate and evaluate Tampa Electric s cost projections. 

D. Unless EPA contests Tampa Electric s determination that the installation cost 

ceiling will be exceeded by installing control equipment to reduce NO, emissions 

to 0.10 Ib/mmBTU or less, Tampa Electric shall install, at each Unit that will 

continue to combust coal, the NO, control technology designed to achieve the 

lowest Emission Rate that can be attained within the installation cost ceiling. 

Notwithstanding any provision of this Consent Decree, including the installation 

cost ceiling, Tampa Electric shall install NO, control technology that is designed 

to achieve an Emission Rate no less stringent than 0.15 Ib/mmBTU. Each Unit 

combusting coal and its NO, controls shall meet the Emission Rate for which they 
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are designed. 

E. Tampa Electric shall acquire, install, commence operating emission control 

equ ipment, and meet the applicable Emission Rate for NO, at each of the Units to 

remain coal-fired, as follows: ( I ) for the rust of the Units to remain coal- fued, or 

if only one Unit is to be coal-fued, on or before May 1,2008; (2) for the second 

Unit, if there is one, on or before May I, 2009; (3) for the third Unit, if there is 

one, on or before May 1,2010. 

38. Tampa Electric s NO, Reduction Requirements if Tampa Electric Re-Powers Units 1, 2, 

and/or 3 . If, by May I , 2007, Tampa Electric advises EPA that Tampa Electric has 

elected to Re-Power one or more ofUoits 1, 2, and 3 at Big Bend, then Tampa Electric 

shall complete all steps necessary to accomplish such Re-Powering in a tinle frame to 

commence operation of the Re-Powered Unit(s) no later than May 1, 2010. Any Unit(s) 

to be rep laced by a Re-Powered Unit may continue to operate until the earlier of six 

months after the date the Re-Powered Unit begins commercial operation or December 

31, 2010. Tampa Electric shall timely apply for a preconstruction pennit under Rule 62-

212, F.A.C. , prior to commencing construction of any Re-Powered Unit at Big Bend . In 

applying for such pennit Tampa Electric shall seek, as part of the permit, provisions 

requiring installation of SCR or other EPA approved control technology and a NO, 

Emission Rate no greater than 3.5 ppm. Tampa Electric shall operate any Unit Re

Powered under this Paragraph to meet an Emission Rare for NO, of no greater th.an 3.5 

ppm or the rate established in the preconstruction permit, whichever is more stringent. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of this Paragraph or the definition of Re-Power in this 
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Consent Decree, Tampa Electric may also elect to fuel Units 1, 2, or 3 with a gaseous 

fuel other than or in addition to natural gas, if and only if Tampa Electric applies for and 

secures a PSD permit before using such fuel in any of these Units, complies with all 

requirements issued in such a permit, and complies with all requirements of this Consent 

Decree applicable to Re-Powering. 

39. Requirements Applicable to Big Bend Units L 2, and/or 3 if Shutdown. If Tampa 

Electric elects to Shutdown one or more of Units I ,2, and 3, Tampa Electric shall 

complete Shutdown of the fIrst such Unit on or before May 1,2008; of the second Unit, 

if applicable, on or before May I, 2009, and of ille third Unit, if applicable, on or before 

May 1,2010, Notwithstanding the requirements of this Paragraph, Tampa Electric may 

retain any Unit Shutdown pursuant to this Paragraph on Reserve I Standby. If Tampa 

Electric later decides to restart sucb Unit retained on Reserve I Standby by Re-Powering 

it then, prior to such restart, Tampa Electric shall timely apply for a PSD permit for the 

Unites) to be Re-Powered, and Tampa Electric shall abide by the permit issued as result 

of that application, including installation of BACT and its corresponding Emission Rate 

detennined at the time of the restart. Tampa Electric shall operate each Unit Re-Powered 

under this Paragraph to meet an Emission Rate for NO, of no greater than 3.5 ppm or the 

Emission Rate established in the PSD permit, whichever is more stringent. Tampa 

Electric shall provide a copy of any permit application(s), proposed permit(s), and 

permit(s) to the United States as specifIed in Paragraph 82 (Notice) . Upon Shutdown of 

a Unit under this Paragraph, Tampa Electric may never again use coal to fIre that Unit. 
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For any Unit Shutdown and placed on on Reserve I Standby under this Paragraph, and 

notwithstanding the definition of Re- Power in this Consent Decr ee, Tampa Electric also 

may elect to fuel such a Uni t with a gaseous fuel other than or in addition to natural gas, 

if and only if Tampa Electric: applies for and seCures a PSD permit before using such 

fuel in any of such Unit, complies with all requirements issued in such a permit, and 

complies with all requirements of thi s Consent Decree applicable to Re·Powering. 

40. Further SO, Reduction Requirements if Big Bend Units 1. 2, or 3 Remains Coal· fired. 

If Tampa Electric elects under Paragraph 36 to continue combusting coal at Units 1,2, 

and/or 3, Tampa Electric shall meet the following requirements. 

A. Removal Efficiency or Emission Rate. Commencing on dates set forth in 

Subparagraph C and continuing thereafter, Tampa Electric shall operate coal-fired 

Units and the scrubbers that serve those Units so that emissions from the Units 

shall meet at \east one of the following limits: 

(1) the scrubber shall rcmove at least 95% of the SO, in the flue gas that entered 

the scrubber; or 

(2) the Emission Rate for SO, from eacb Unit does not exceed 0.25 Ib/mmBTU. 

B. Availability Criteria. Commencing on the deadlines set in this Paragraph and 

continuing thereafter, Tampa Electric shall not allow emissions of SO, from Big 

Bend Units 1, 2, or 3 without scrubbing the flue gas from those Units and using 

other equipment designed to control So, emissions. Notwithstanding the 

preceding sentence , to the extent that the Clean Air Act New Source Performance 

Standards identify circumstances during which Bend Unit 4 may operate without 
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its scrubber, this Consent Decree shall allow Big Bend Unitsl, 2, andlor 3 to 

operate when tbose same circumstances are present at Big Bend Units I, 2, 

andlor 3. 

C. Deadlines. Big Bend Unit 3 and the scrubber(s) serving it shall be subject to the 

requirements of this Paragraph beginning January 1,2010 and continuing 

thereafter. Until January I, 2010, Tampa Electric shall control So, emissions 

from Unit 3 as required by Paragraphs 30 and 31. Big Bend Units I and 2 and 

the scrubber(s) serving them shall be subject to the requirements of this Paragraph 

beginning January 1,2013 and continuing thereafter. Until January 1, 2013, 

Tampa Electric shall control SO, emissions from Units I and 2 as required by 

Paragraphs 29 and 31. 

D. Nothing in thi s Consent Decree shall alter requirements ofNSPS, 40 C.F.R. Part 

60 Subpart Da, that apply to operation of Unit 4 and the scrub her serving it. 

C. BIG BEND AND GANNON -- PERMITS AND RESOLUTION OF CLAIMS 

41. Timely Application for Permits. Except as otherwise stated in this Consent Decree, in 

any instance where otherwise applicable law or this Consent Decree requires Tampa 

Electric to secure a pennit to authorize construcring or operating any device under this 

Consent Decree , Tampa Electric shall make such application in a timely manner. Such 

applications shall be completed and submitted to the appropriate authorities to allow 

sufficient time for all legally required processing and review of the permit request. 

Failure to comply with this provision shall bar any use by Tampa Electric of the Force 
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Majeure provisions of this Consent Decree. 

42. Title V Permits. 

A. On or before January 1, 2004, Tampa Electric shall apply for a Title V Permit(s), 

or for an amendment to an existing Title V Permit(s), to include all performance, 

operational, maintenance, and control technology requirements established by or 

determined under this Consent Decree for Gannon, including but not limited to 

Emission Rates, removal efficiencies, limits on fuel use (including those innposed 

on Re-Powered or Shutdown Units), and operation and maintenance optimization 

requirements. 

B. On or before January 1, 2009, Tampa Electric shall apply for a Title V Permit(s), 

or for an amendment to an existing Title V Perrnit(s), to include all performance, 

operational, maintenance, and control technology requirements established by or 

determined under this Consent Decree for Big Bend, including but not limited to 

Emission Rates, removal efficiencies, limits on fuel use (including those imposed 

on Re-Powered or Shutdown Units), and operation and maintenance optimization 

requirements. 

C. Except as this Consent Decree expressly requires otherwise, this Consent Decree 

shall not be construed to require Tampa Electric to apply for or obtain a permit 

pursuant to the Prevention of Significant Deterioration requirements of the Clean 

Air Act for any work performed by Tampa Electric within the scope of the 

Resolution of Claims provisions ofParagrapbs 43 and 44 , below. 

43. Resolution of Past Claims - This Consent Decree resolves all of Plaintiff s civil claims 
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for liability arising from violations of either: (I) the Prevention of Significant 

Deterioration or Non-Attainment provisions of Parts C and D of the Clean Air Act, 42 

U.S.c. § 7401, et seq at Units at Big Bend or Gannon, or (2) 40 C.F .R. Section 60.14 at 

Units at Big Bend or Gannon, that: 

A. are alleged in the Complaint filed November 3,1999, or in the NOV issued on 

that date ; 

B. could have been alleged by the United States in the Complaint filed November 3, 

1999, or in the NOV issued on that date; or 

C. have arisen from Tampa Electric s actions that occurred between November 3, 

1999 and the date on which this Consent Decree is entered by the Court. 

44. Resolution of Future Claims - Covenant not to Sue. The United States covenants not to 

sue Tampa Electric for civil claims arising ii·om the Prevention of Significant 

Deterioration or Non-Attainment provisions of Parts C and D of the Clean Air Act, 42 

U.S.c. § 7401 et seq., at Big Bend or Gannon Units and that are based on failure to 

obtain PSD or nonattainment New Source Review (NSR) permits for: 

A. work that this Consent Decree expressly directs Tampa Electric to undertake; or 

B. physical Changes or changes in the method of operation of Big Bend or Gannon 

Units not required by this Consent Decree, if and only if: 

(1) such Change is commenced after Tampa Electric is implementing the plan, 

or the first phase of the plan if applicable, approved by EPA under 

Paragraph 31 (Optimizing Availability of Scrubbers), 

(2) such Change is commenced, within the meaning of 40 C.F.R. Section 
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52.21(b)(9), during the time this Consent Decree applies to the Unit at 

which this change has been made ; 

(3) Tampa Electric is otherwise in compliance with this Consent Decree; 

(4) bourly Emission Rates of NO" SO" orPM at the cbanged Unit(s) do not 

exceed their respective hourly Emission Rates prior to the change, as 

measured by 40 C.F.R. § 60.14(h); and 

(5) in any calendar year following tbe change, emissions of no pollutant 

within the scope of Total Baseline Emissions exceed the emissions of tbat 

pollutant in the Total Baseline Emissioos. 

45. Separate Limitation on Resolution of Claims. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 

XlU ( Termination ), the provisions ofParagrapb 44 ( Resolution of Futur e Claims

Covenant Not to Sue) shall terminate at Gannon and Big Bend, as follows. On 

December 31, 2006, the provisions of Paragraph 44 shall tenninate and be of no further 

effect as to physical changes or changes in the method of operation at Garmon. On 

December 31, 20 12, the provisions of Paragraph 44 shall terminate and be of no further 

effect as to physical changes or changes in the method of operation at Big Bend If 

Tampa Electric Re-Powers any Unit at Big Bend under the terms provided by this 

Consent Decree, then for each sucb Unit the provisions of Paragraph 44 sball terminate 

two years after each such Unit is Re-Powered or on December 31, 2012, whichever is 

earlier. 

46. Exclusion of Certain Emission AlJowances. For any and all actions taken by Tampa 

Electric pursuant to the tenns of tills Consent Decree, including but not limited to 
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upgrading of ESPs and scrubbers, installation of NO, controls, Re-Powering, and 

Shutdown, Tampa Electric shall not use or sell any resulting NO, or SO, emission 

allowances or credits in any emission trading or marketing program of any kind; 

provided, however, that: 

A. SO, credits allocated to Tampa Electric by the Administrator of EPA under the 

Act, due to the Re-Powering or Shutdown of Gannon, may be retained by Tampa 

Electric during the year in wilich they are allocated, but only for Tampa Electric s 

own use in meeting any acid rain requirement imposed under the Act. For any 

sucb allowances not used by Tampa Electric for this purpose by June 30 of the 

following calendar year, Tampa Electric shall not use, sell , trade , or otberwise 

transfer these all owances for its benefit or the benefit of a third party unless such 

a transfer would result in the retiring of such allowances without their ever being 

used. 

B. If Tampa Electric decides to Re-Power any Unit at Big Bend, then Tampa 

Electric shall be entitled to retain for any purpose under law the difference 

between the emission allowances that would have resulted from installing BACT

level NO, and SO, controls at the existing coal-fired Unit and the emission 

allowances tbat result from Re-Powering that Unit. Before Tampa Electric uses 

any allowances within the scope of this Subparagraph, Tampa Electric shall 

submit the calculation of tbe net emission allowances for approval by the United 

States. 

e. Nothing in this Consent Decree sball preclude Tampa Electric from using or 
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selling emission allowances arising from Tampa Electric s activities occurring 

prior to December 31,1999, or Tampa Electric s activities after that date that are 

not related to actions required of Tampa Electric under this Consent Decree . The 

United States and Tampa Electric agree that the operation of the SO, scrubber 

serving Big Bend Units 1 and 2 meets the requirements of this Subparagraph, 

and that emission allowances resulting from the operation of this scrubber shall 

not be treated as an activity related to or required under this Consent Decree. 

V. REPORTING AND RECORD KEEPING 

47. Beginning at the end of the first calendar quarter after entry of this Consent Decree, and 

in addition to any other express reporting requirement in this Consent Decree, Tampa 

Electric shall submit to EPA a quarterly report, consistent with the form attached to this 

Consent Decree as the Appendix, within thirty (30) days after the end of each calendar 

quarter until this Consent Decree is terminated . 

48. Tampa Electric s report shall be signed by Tampa Electric s Vice President, 

EnvirofUl1ental and Fuels, or, in his or her absence, Vice President, Energy Supply, or 

higher ranking official , and shall contain the following certification: 

J certify under penalty of law that this information was prepared under my 
direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified 
personnel properly gather and evaluate the information submitted. Based on my 
directions and my inquuy of the person(s) who manage the system, or the person(s) 
directly responsible for gathering the infnrmation, the illformation submitted is, to the 
best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I understand that there 
are significant penalties for making misrepresentations to Or misleading the United 
States. 
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VI. CIVIL PENALTY 

49. Witbin thirty (30) calendar days of entry of this Consent Decree, Tampa Electric shall 

pay to the United States a civil penalty in the amount of$3.5 million . The civil penalty 

shall be paid by Electronic Funds Transfer ("EFT") to the United States Department of 

Justice, in accordance with current EFT procedures, referencing the USAO File Number 

and DOJ Case Number 90-5-2-1-06932 and the civil action case name and case number 

oftbis action. The costs of such EFT shall be Tampa Electric s responsibility . Payment 

shall be made in accordance with instructions provided by the Financial Litigation Unit 

of the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Middle District of Florida. AllY funds received after 

11 :00 a.m. (EST) shall be credited on the next business day . Tampa Electric shall 

provide notice of payment , referencing tbe USAO File Number, DOJ Case Number 90-5-

2-1- 06932, and the civil action case name and case number, to the Department of Justice 

and to EPA, as provided in Paragraph 82 (Notice). Failure to timely pay the civil penalty 

shall subject Tampa Electric to interest accruing from the date payment is due until the 

date payment is made at the rate prescribed by 28 U.S.C. § 1961, and sball render Tampa 

Electric liable for all charges, costs, fees, and penalties established by law for the benefit 

of a creditor or of the United States in securing payment. 

VII. NO. REDUCTION PROJECTS AND MITIGATION PROJECTS 

50. Tampa Electric shall submit plans for and shall implement the NO, Reduction and Other 

Mitigation Projects (referred to together as Projects) described in this Section, and in 

Paragraph 35 of this Consent Decree, in compliance with the schedules and terms of this 
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Consent Decree. In performing these Projects, Tampa Electric sball spend no less tban 

$10 million in Project Dollars, in total, unless the Additional NO, Reduction Project(s) 

selected under Paragrapb 52.C is estimated to cost more than $5 million, in which case 

Tampa Electric shall spend no less tban $10 million but no more than $11 million in 

Project Dollars, in total. Tampa Electric sball expend the full amount of the Project 

Dollars required by this Paragraph On or before May 1, 2010. Tampa Electric sball 

maintain for review by EPA, upon its request, all documents identifying Project Dollars 

spent by Tampa Electric. 

51. All plans and reports prepared by Tampa Electric pursuant to the requirements of 

Paragraph 35 and this Section of the Consent Decree shall be publicly available without 

cbarge. 

52. Tampa Electric shall submit the required plans for and complete the following Projects: 

A. Early NO, reductions through combustion optimization as described in Paragraph 

35 of this Consent Decree. 

R Perfonnance of Air Chemistry WOTkin Tampa Bav Estuary. Tampa Electric 

shall expend no more than $2 million Project Dollars in conducting or financing 

stack tests , emissions estimation, ambient air monitoring, data acquisition and 

analysis, and any combination tbereof that: (l) is not otherwise required by law, 

(2) will provide data or analysis tbat is not already available, (3) will 

complement work carried out by other persons examining the air chemistry of 

Tampa Bay Estuary, and (4) will help close gaps in current understanding of air 

chemistry in the Tampa Bay Estuary. Tampa Electric shall either conduct this 
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work itself, fund other persons already conducting such work on a non-profit 

basis, or both. For work Tampa Electric intends to conduct itself, the company 

shall describe the proposed work and a schedule for completion to EPA, in 

writing, at least 90 days prior to the date on which Tampa Electric intends to start 

such work, including an explanation of why the proposed work meets all the 

requirements of this Subparagraph. Unless EPA objects to the proposed work on 

the grounds it does not comply with the requirements ofthis Subparagraph, 

Tampa Electric shall undertake and complete the work according to the proposed 

schedule. If Tampa Electric elects to spend some or all of the $2 million Project 

Dollars to finance work to be performed by other persons or organizations, the 

company shall provide to EPA for review and approval a plan that describes the 

work to be perfonned, the persons or organizations conducting the work, the 

schedule for its completion, the schedule for Tampa Electric s payments, and an 

explanation of why the proposed payment(s) meets all the requirements of this 

Subparagraph. The plan shall be provided to EPA at least 90 days prior to the 

date on which Tampa Electric will begin transferring the money to finance such 

work. All payments to persons or organizations under such a plan shall be 

completed by Tampa Electric no later than June 30, 2002. Before Tampa Electric 

makes such payments for the benefit of any person or organization carrying out 

work under this Paragraph, Tampa Electric shall secure a written, signed 

commitment from such person to provide Tampa Electric and EPA with the 

results of the work. 
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c. Additional NO, Reductions Project(s). 

(1) General Requirement. Tampa Electric shall expend the remainder of the 

Project Dollars required under this Consent Decree to : (i) demonstrate 

innovative NO, control technologies on any of its Units Of boilers at 

Gannon or Big Bend not Shutdown or on Reserve I Standby; and/or (ii) 

reduce the NO, Emission Rate for any Big Bend coal-combusting Unit 

below the lowest rate otherwise applicable to it under this Consent Decree. 

(2) For any Project(s) at Gannon. If Tampa Electric elects· to undertake a 

project on an eligible Gannon Unites) to demonstrate any innovative NO, 

control technology, within six months after entry of this Consent Decree 

Tampa Electr ic shall submit a plan to EPA, for review and approval, 

which sets forth: Cal the NO, demonstration or innovative control 

technology projects being proposed; (b) the anticipated cost of the 

projects; Cc) the reduction in NO, or other environmental benefits 

anticipated to result from the project, and (d) a schedule for 

implementation of the project providing for commencement and 

completion in accordance with the requirements of this Subparagraph. 

EPA shall complete its review of this plan within 60 days after receipt. If 

such project is approved, Tampa Electric shall complete installation of 

the technology no later than December 31, 2004 as part of the Re

Powering of such Units; provided, however, that DO thing in this Paragraph 
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alters Tampa Electric s obligation under Paragraph 26 of this Consent 

Decree. 

(3) For any Project(s) at Big Bend. At least three (3) years prior to tbe date on 

which tbe expenditure of any Project Dollars is to commence on Big Bend 

under this Subparagraph C, Tampa Electric shall submit a plan to EPA for 

review and approval whicb sets forth: (a) the NO, demonstration or 

innovative control technology projects being proposed; (b) the anticipated 

cost of the projects; (c) tbe reduction in NO, or other environmental 

benefits anticipated to result from the project, and (d) a schedule for 

implementation of the project providing for commencement and 

completion in accordance witb the requirements oftlus Subparagrapb. If 

EPA approves the projects contained in the plan, Tampa Electric shall 

implement the project(s). Projects that would demonstrate innovative 

NO, control technology or reduce tbe NO, Emission Rate for an y Big 

Bend coal-fired or Re-Powered Unit shall be operating and achieving 

reductions or demonstrating the performancc of the innovative 

technology, as applicable, not later than May 1, 2010. 

(4) Follow-up Report (s). Within sixty (60) days following the 

implementation of each EPA-approved project, Tampa Electric sball 

submit to EPA a report that documents the date that all aspects of the 

project were implemented, Tampa Electric s results in implementing the 

project, including the emission reductions or other environmental benefits 
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achieved, aod the Project Dollars expended by Tampa Electric in 

implementing the project. 

VIII. STIPULATED PENALTIES 

53. For purposes of this Consent Decree, within thirty days after written demand from the 

United States, and subject to the provisions of Sections X (Force Majeure) and XI 

(Dispute Resolution), Tampa Electric shall pay the following stipulated penalties to the 

United States for each failure by Tampa Electric to comply with the terms of this 

Consent Decree. 

A . For failure to pay timely the civil penalty as specified in Section VI of this 

Consent Decree, $10,000 per day. 

B . For all violations of a 24 hour Emission Rate (1) Less than 5% in excess of 

limit : $4,000 per day, per violation; (2) more than 5% but less than 10% in excess 

of limit: $9,000 per day per violation; (3) equal to or greater than 10% in excess 

of limit: $27,500 per day, per violation 

C. For all violations oOO-day rolling average Emission Rates (1) Less than 5% 

in excess of limit: $150 per day per violation; (2) more than 5% but less than 

10% in excess of limit: $300 per day per violation; (3) equal to or greater than 

10% in excess of lim.it: $800 per day per violation. Vio lation of an Emission 

Rate that is based on a 30 day rolling average is a violation on every day of the 30 

day period on which the average is based. Where a violation of a 30 day rolling 

monthly average Emission Rate (for the same pollutant and from the same 
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source) recurs within periods less than 30 days, Tampa Electric shall not pay a 

daily stipulated penalty for any day of the recurrence for which a stipulated 

penalty has already been paid. 

D. For all violations ofa 9S% removal efficiency requirement (1) For removal 

efficiency less than 9S% but greater than or equal to 94%, $4,000 per day, per 

violation; (2) for removal efficiency less than 94% but greater than or equal to 

91 %, $9,000 per day , per violatiol1; (3) for removal efficiency less than 91 %, 

$27,SOO per day, per violation. For all violations of a 93% removal efficiency 

requirement ( I) For removal efficiency less than 93% but greater than or equal 

to 92%, $4,000 per day, per violation; (2) for removal efficiency less than 92% 

but greater than or equal to 90%, $9,000 per day, per violation; (3) for removal 

efficiency less than 90%, $27,SOO per day, per violation; 

E . Violation of deadlines for Shutdown of boilers or Units or megawatt capacity 

$27 ,SOO per day, per violation. 

F. Failure to apply for the permits required by Paragraphs 26, 27, 34, 38, and 42 

$1,000 per day, per violation 

G. Failure to implement the recommendations of the PM BACT Analysis or tbe PM 

optimization study by May 1, 2004 $S,OOO per day, per violation for fust 30 

days; $IS ,OOO per day, per violation, for next 30 days; $27,SOO per day, per 

violation, thereafter. 

H. Failure to commence combustion optimization at Big Bend Units 1, 2, or 3 on or 

before May 30, 2003 as required by Paragraph 3S, $10,000 per day, per violation. 
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1. Failure to operate the scrubbers at Big Bend Units 1,2, or 3 on any day except as 

permitted by Paragraphs 29,30, or 31, $27,500 per day, per violation , 

J. Failure to submit quarterly progress and monitoring report $100 per day, per 

violation, for first ten days late, and $500 per day for each day thereafter. 

K. Failure to complete timely any action or payment required by or established under 

Subparagraph 52(8) (Performance of Air Chemistry Work in Tampa Bay 

Estuary), $5 ,000 per day, per violation 

L. Failure to perform NO, reduction or demon stration project(s), by the deadline(s) 

established in Subparagraph 52.C (Additional NO, Reductions Project(s)), 

$10,000 per day, per violation; 

M . For failure to spend at least the number of Project Dollars required by this 

Consent Decree by date specified in Paragraph 50, $5,000 per day, per violation; 

N. Violation of any Consent Decree prohibition on use of allowances as provided in 

Paragraph 46 three times the market value of the improperly used allowance as 

measured at the time of the improper use, 

54, Should Tampa Electric dispute its obligation to pay part or all of a stipulated penalty 

demanded by the United States, it may avoid the imposition of a separate stipulated 

penalty for the failure to pay the disputed penalty by depositing the disputed amount in a 

conunercial escrow account pending resolution of the matter and by invoking the Dispute 

Resolution provisions of this Consent Decree within the time provided in this Section 

VIII of tbe Consent Decree for payment of the disputed penalty, If the dispute is 

thereafter resolved in Tampa Electric's favor, the escrowed amount plus accrued interest 
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shall be returned to Tampa Electric. If the dispute is resolved in favor of the United 

States, it shall be entitled to the escrowed amount detmnined to be due by the Court, 

plus accmed interest. The balance in the escrow account, if any, shall be returned to 

Tampa Electric. 

55. The United States reserves tbe rigbt to pursue any other remedies to which it is entitled, 

including, but not limited to, a new civil enforcement action and additional injunctive 

relief for Tampa Electric's violations of this Consent Decree. If the United States elects to 

seek civil or contempt penalties after having collected stipulated penalties for the same 

violation, any further penalty awarded sball be reduced by the amount of tbe stipulated 

penalty timely paid or escrowed by Tampa Electric. Tampa Electric shall not be required 

to remit any stipulated penalty to the United States that is disputed in compliance with 

Part XI of tbis Consent Decree until tbe dispute is resolved in favor of tbe United States. 

However, nothing in this Paragraph shall be construed to cease the accmal of the 

stipulated penalties until the dispute is resolved. 

IX. ruGHT OF ENTRY 

56. Any authorized representative of EPA or an appropriate state agency, including 

independent contractors, upon presentation of credentials, shall have a right of entry upon 

the premises of Tampa Electric's plants identified herein at any reasonable time for the 

purpose of monitoring compliance with the provisions of this Consent Decree, including 

inspecting plant equipment and inspecting and copying all records maintained by Taropa 

Electric required by tbis Consent Decree. Tampa Electric shall retain such records for a 
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period of twelve (12) years from the date of entry of this Consent Decree. Nothing in 

this Consent Decree shall limit the authority of EPA to conduct tests and inspections at 

Tampa Electric s facilities under Section 114 of the Act, 42 U.S.c. § 7414. 

X. FORCE MAJEURE 

57. If any event occurs which causes or may cause a delay in complying with any provision 

ofthis Consent Decree, Tampa Electric shall notify the United States in writing as soon 

as practicable, but in no event later than seven (7) business days following the date 

Tampa Electric first knew, or within ten (10) business days following the date Tampa 

Electric should have known by the exercise of due diligence , that the event caused or 

may cause such delay . In this notice Tampa Electric shall reference this Paragraph of 

this Consent Decree and describe the anticipated length of time the delay may persist, the 

cause or causes of the delay, the measures taken or to be taken by Tampa Electric to 

prevent or minimize the delay, and the schedule by which those measures will be 

implemented. Tampa Electric shall adopt all reasonable measures to avoid or minimize 

such delays. 

58. Failure by Tampa Electric to comply with the notice requirements of Paragraph 57 shall 

render this Section X voidable by the United States as to the specific event for which 

Tampa Electric has failed to comply with such notice requirement If voided, the 

provisions of this Section shall have no effect as to the particular event in valved. 

59. The United States shall noti fy Tampa Electric in writing regarding Tampa Electric's 

claim of a delay in performance within (15) fifteen business days of receipt of the Force 
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Majeure notice provided under Paragraph 57. If the United States agrees that the delay 

in performance has been or will be caused by circumstances beyond the control of 

Tampa Electric, including any entity controlled by Tampa Electric, and that Tampa 

Electric could not have prevented the delay through the exercise of due diligence, the 

parties sball stipulate to an extension of the required deadline(s) for all requirement(s) 

affected by the delay for a period equivalent to the delay actually caused by such 

circumstances. Such stipulation shall be ftIed as a modification to this Consent Decree in 

order to be effective. Tampa Electric shall not be liable for stipulated penalties for the 

period of any such delay. 

60. If the United States does not accept Tampa Electric's claim of a delay in performance, to 

avoid the imposition of stipulated penalties Tampa Electric must submit the matter to this 

Court for resolution by filing a petition for determination. Once Tampa Electric has 

submitted the matter, the United States shall have fifteen bllsiness days to file its 

response. If Tampa Electric submits the matter to this Court for resolution, and the 

Court detennines that the delay in performance has been or will be caused by 

circumstances beyond the control of Tampa Electric, including any entity controlled by 

Tampa Electric, and that Tampa Electric could not have prevented the delay by the 

exercise of due diligence, Tampa Electric shall be excused as to that event(s) and delay 

(including stipulated penalties otherwise applicable), but only for the period oftirne 

equivalent to the delay caused by such circumstances. 

61. Tampa Electric shall bear the burden of proving that any delay in performance of any 

requirement of this Consent Decree was caused by or will be caused by circumstances 
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beyond its control, including any entity controlled by it, and that Tampa Electric could 

not have prevented the delay by the exercise of due diligence. Tampa Electric shall also 

bear the burden of proving the duration and extent of any delay(s) attributable to such 

circumstances. An extension of one compliance date based on a particular event may, 

but will not necessarily, result in an extension of a subsequent compliance date. 

62. Unanticipated Or increased costs or expenses associated with the performance of Tampa 

Electric's obligations under this Consent Decree shall not constitute circumstances 

beyond the control of Tampa Electric or serve as a basis for an extension oftime under 

this Section. However, fa ilure of a permitting authority to issue a necessary pennit in a 

timely fashion may constitute a Force Majeure event where the failure of the pennitting 

authority to act is beyond the control of Tampa Electric and Tampa Electric has taken all 

steps available to it to obtain tbe necessary pennit, including, but not limited to, 

submitting a complete pennit application, responding to requests for additional 

information by the pennitting authority in a timely fasbion, accepting lawful pennit 

terms and conditions, and prosecuting appeals of any allegedly unlawful tenns and 

conditions imposed by tbe permitting authority in an expeditious fasbion . 

63. Tbe parties agree that, depending upon tbe circumstances related to an event and Tampa 

Electric s response to such circumstances, the kinds of events listed below could also 

qualify as Force Majeure events within the meaning oftbis Section X of the Consent 

Decree: Construction, labor, Or equipment delays; natural gas and gas transportation 

availability delays ;acts of God; and the failure of an innovative technology approved 

under Paragrapb 26.B and S2 .e. 
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64. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Consent Decree, this Court shall not draw 

any inferences nor establish any presumptions adverse to either party as a result of 

Tampa Electric delivering a notice pursuant to this Section or the parties' inability to 

reach agreement an a dispute under this Part. 

65 . As part of the resolution of any matter submitted to tbis Court under this Section, the 

parties by agreement, or this Court by order, may in appropriate circumstances extend or 

modify the schedule for completion of work under tbis Consent Decree to account for the 

delay in the work that occurred as a result of any delay agreed to by the United States or 

approved by this Court. Tampa Electric shall be liable for stipulated penalties for its 

failure thereafter to complete the work in accordance with the extended or modified 

schedule. 

XI. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

66. The dispute resolution procedure provided by this Section Xl shall be available to resolve 

all disputes arising under this Consent Decree, except as provided in Section X regarding 

Force Majeure, or in this Section Xl, provided that the party making such application has 

made a good faith attempt to resolve the matter with the other party. 

67. The dispute resolution procedure required herein shall be invoked by one party to this 

Consent Decree giving written notice to another advising of a dispute pursuant to this 

Section Xl. The notice shall describe the nature of the dispute and shall state the noticing 

party' s position with regard to such dispute. The party receiving such a notice shall 

acknowledge receipt of the notice, and the parties shall expeditiously schedule a meeting 
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to discuss the dispute informally not later than fourteen (14) days following receipt of 

such notice. 

68. Disputes submitted to dispute resolution under this Section shall, in the first instance, be 

the subject of informal negotiations between the parties. Such period of informal 

negotiations shall not extend beyond thirty (30) calendar days from the date of the first 

meeting between representatives of the United States and Tampa Electric unless the 

parties' representatives agree to shorten or extend this period. 

69. If tbe parties are unable to reacb agreement during tbe informal negotiation period, tbe 

United States shall provide Tampa Electric with a written summary of its position 

regarding the dispute . The written position provided by the United States sball be 

considered binding unless, within thirty (30) calendar days thereafter, Tampa Electric 

files with this Court a petition which describes the nature of the dispute and seeks 

resolution. The United States may respond to tbe petition within forty-five (45) calendar 

days of filing. 

70. Wbere tbe nature oftbe dispute is sucb that a more timely resolution of the issue is 

required , the time periods set out in this Section may be sbortened upon motion of one 

of the parties to the dispute. 

71. This Court shall not draw any inferences nor establish any presumptions adverse to either 

party as a result of invocation of this Section or tbe parties' inability to reach agreement. 

72. As part of the resolution of any dispute under this Section, in appropriate circumstances 

the parties may agree, or this Court may order, an extension or modification of the 

schedule for completion of work under this Consent Decree to account for the delay that 
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occurred as a result of dispute resolution. Tampa Electric shall be liable for stipulated 

penalties for its failure thereafter to complete the work in accordance with the extended 

or modified schedule. 

73. The Court shall decide all disputes pursuant to applicable principles oflaw for resolving 

such disputes; provided, however, that the United States and Tampa Electric reserve their 

rights to argue for what the applicable standard of law should be for resolving any 

particular dispute. Notwithstanding tbe preceding sentence of this Paragraph, as to 

disputes arising under Paragraph 32, the Court shall sustain the position of the United 

States as to the BACT Analysis recommendations and the optimization study measures 

that should be installed and implemented, unless Tampa Electric demonstrates that the · 

position of the United States is arbitrary or capricious . 

XII. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

74. Effect of Settlement. This Consent Decree is not a pennit; compliance with its terms 

does not guarantee compliance with all applicable Federal, State or Local laws or 

regulations. 

75. Satisfaction of all of the requirements of this Consent Decree constitutes full settlement 

of and sball resolve and release Tampa Electric from all civil liability of Tampa Electric 

to the United States for the claims referred to in Paragraphs 43 and 44 of this Consent 

Decree. Tbis Consent Decree does not apply to any claim(s) of alleged criminal liability, 

which are reserved. 

76. In any subsequent administrative or judicial action initiated by the United States for 
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injunctive relief or civil penalties relating to the facilities covered by this Consent 

Decree, Tampa Electric shall not assert any defense or claim based upon principles of 

waiver, res judicati!, collateral estoppel, issue preclusion, claim splitting, or other defense 

based upon any contention that the claims raised by the United States in the subsequent 

proceeding were brought , or should have been brougbt, in the instant case; provided, 

however, tbat nothing in this Paragrapb is intended to affect the enforceability of the 

Resolution of Claims provisions of Paragraphs 43 and 44 of tbis Consent Decree .. 

77. Other Laws. Except as specifically provided by this Consent Decree, nothing in this 

Consent Decree shall relieve Tampa Electric of its obligation to comply witb aU 

applicable Federal , State and Local laws and regulations. Subject to Paragraph 43 and 

44, nothing contained in tllis Consent Decree sball be construed to prevent or limit the 

United States' rights to obtain penalties or injunctive relief under tbe Clean Air Act or 

other federal, state or loca l statutes or regulations. 

78. Third Parties . This Consent Decree does not linJit, enlarge or affect tbe rights of any 

party to this Consent Decree as against any third parties. 

79. Costs. Each party to this action shall bear its own costs and attorneys' fees. 

80. Public Documents. All infOimation and documents subnJitted by Tampa Electric to the 

United States pursuant to tbis Consent Decree sball be subject to public inspection, unless 

subject "to legal privileges or protection or identified and supported as business 

confidential by Tampa Electric in accordance with 40 C.F.R Part 2. 

81. Public Comments. Tbe parties agree and acknowledge tbat [rnal approval by the United 

States and entry of tbis Consent Decree is subject to tbe requirements of 28 C.F.R § 
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50.7, which provides for notice of the lodging of this Consent Decree in the Federal 

Register, an opportunity for public commen~ and the right of the United States to 

withdraw or withhold consent if the comments disclose facts or considerations which 

indicate that the Consent Decree is inappropriate, improper, or inadequate. 

82. Notice. Unless otherwise provided herein, notifications to or communications with the 

United States or Tampa Electric shall be deemed subrnitted on the date they are 

postmarked and sent either by overnight mail, return receipt requested, or by certified or 

registered mail, return receipt requested. Except as otherwise provided herein, when 

written notification to or communication with the United States, EPA, or Tampa Electric 

is required by the terms of this Consent Decree, it shall be addressed as follows : 

As to the United States of America: 

For U.S. 001 

Chief 
Environmental Enforcement Section 
Environment and Natural Resources Division 
U.S . Department of lustice 
P.O. Box 7611 , Ben Franklin Station 
Washington,D.C. 20044-7611 
01# 90-5-2-1-06932 

Whitney L. Schmidt 
Coordinator, Afftrmative Civil Enforcement Program 
Office of the United States Attorney 
Middle District of Florida 
400 N. Tampa Street 
Tampa, FL 33602 

For U.S. EPA 

Director, Air Enforcement Division 
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Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rios Building [2242A] 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20460 

and 

Regional Administrator 
U.S. EPA Region IV 
61 Forsyth Street, S.B. 
Atlanta, GA 30303 

As to Tampa Electric: 

Sheila M. McDevitt 
General Counsel 
Tampa Electric Company 
P.O. Box III 
Tampa, FL 333601-0111 

83. Any party may change either the notice recipient or the address for providing notices to it 

by serving all other parties with a notice setting forth such new notice recipient or 

address. 

84. Modification. Except as otherwise allowed by law, there shall be no modification of this 

Consent Decree without written approval by the United States and Tampa Electric, and 

approval of such mochfication by the Court. 

85. Continuing Jurisdiction. The Court shall retain jurisdiction of this case after entry of this 

Consent Decree to enforce compliance with the terms and conditions of this Consent 

Decree and tn take any action necessary or appropriate for its interpretation, construction, 

execution, or modification. During the term of this Consent Decree, any party may apply 
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to the Cowi for any r-elief necessary to construe or effectuate this Consent Decree. 

86. Complete Agreement. This Consent Decree constitutes the final, complete and exclusive 

agreement and understanding among the parties with respect to the settlement embodied 

in this Consent Decree. The parties acknowledge that there are no representations, 

agreements or understandings relating to the settlement other than those expressly 

contained in this Consent Decree. An Appendix is attached to and inccrporated into this 

Consent Decree by this reference. 

XIII. TERMINATION 

87. Except as provided in Paragraphs 43,44, and 45 (involving resolution of claims), this 

Consent Decree shall be subject to termination upon motion by either party after Tampa 

Electric satisfies all requirements of this Consent Decree, including payment of all 

stipulated penalties that may be due, installation of control technology systems as 

specified herein, the receipt of all permits specified herein, securing valid Title V Permits 

for Gannon and Big Bend that incorporate all emission and fuel limits from this Consent 

Decree as welJ as all operational limits established under this Consent Decree, and the 

submission of all final reports indicating satisfaction of the requirements for 

implementation of all acts called for under Part VII of this Consent Decree. 

88. If Tampa Electric believes it has achieved compliance with the requirements of this 

Consent Decree, then Tampa Electric shall so certify to the United States. Unless the 

United States objects in writing with specific reasons within 60 days of receipt of Tampa 

Electric s certification, the Court shall order that this Consent Decree be terminated on 
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Tampa Electric's motion. If the United States objects to Tampa Electric's certification, 

then the matter shall be submitted to the Court for resolution under Section XI of this 

Consent Decree. In such case, Tampa Electric shall bear the burden of proving that this 

Consent Decree should be terminated. 

SO ORDERED, THIS DAY OF ______ 2000. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT mDGE 
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WHEREAS, Plaintiffs, the United States of America ("the United States"), on behalf of 

the United States Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA"), and the State of North Dakota 

("State"), have filed a Complaint for injunctive relief and civil penalties pursuant to 

Sections 1 13 (b)(2) and 167 of the Clean Air Act (the "Act"), 42 U.S.C. §§ 7413(b)(2) and 7477, 

alleging that Defendants, Minnkota Power Cooperative ("Minnkota") and Square Butte Electric 

Cooperative ("Square Butte") have undertaken construction projects at major emitting facilities 

in violation of the Prevention of Significant Deterioration provisions of Part C of Subchapter I of 

the Act, 42 U.S.c. §§ 7470-7492, and in violation of the federally approved and enforceable 

North Dakota State Implementation Plan; 

WHEREAS, in their Complaint, the United States and the State (collectively, "the 

Plaintiffs") allege, inter alia, that Minnkota and Square Butte (collectively, the "Settling 

Defendants") failed to obtain the necessary permits and install the controls necessary under the 

Act to reduce their sulfur dioxide (S02)' nitrogen oxide (NOx), and/or particulate matter (PM) 

emissions; 

WHEREAS, the Complaint alleges claims upon which relief can be granted against the 

Settling Defendants under Sections 113 and 167 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7413 and 7477; 

WHEREAS, the United States provided the Settling Defendants and the State with actual 

notice of alleged violations in accordance with Section 113(a)(1) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 

§ 7413(a)(l); 

WHEREAS, the Settling Defendants asselt that there may be difficulty associated with 

the continuous operation of Flue Gas Desulfurization Systems at the Milton R. Young Station 

during the extremely cold ambient air temperatures at the plant in the winter months, and the 



Parties have considered these circumstances in reaching this agreement; 

WHEREAS, the Settling Defendants assert that it would be very difficult to install and 

continuously operate celiain NOx emission controls at the cyclone-fired, lignite-burning Units at 

the Milton R. Young Station; 

WHEREAS, NDDH contemplates that, upon full implementation of the controls and 

other requirements of this Consent Decree, the Settling Defendants will have installed BACT

level S02 controls for purposes of netting under this Decree; 

WHEREAS, the Parties have agreed that settlement of this action is in the best interest of 

the Parties and in the public interest, and that enhy of this Consent Decree without further 

litigation is the most appropriate means of resolving this matter; 

WHEREAS, the Parties recognize, and the Court by entering this Consent Decree finds, 

that this Consent Decree has been negotiated in good faith and at arm's length and that this 

Consent Decree is fair, reasonable, consistent with the goals of the Act, and in the public 

interest; 

WHEREAS, the Settling Defendants have cooperated in the resolution of this matter; 

WHEREAS, the Settling Defendants have denied and continue to deny the violations 

alleged in the Complaint, and nothing herein shall constitute an admission of liability; and 

WHEREAS, the Parties have consented to ently of this Consent Decree without trial of 

any issues; 

NOW, THEREFORE, without any admission of fact or law, it is hereby ORDERED, 

ADJUDGED, AND DECREED as fol.lows: 
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I. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. This Court has jurisdiction over this action, the subject matter herein, and the Parties 

consenting hereto, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1345, 1355, and 1367, and pursuant to 

Sections 113 and 167 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7413 and 7477. Venue is proper under Section 

113(b) of the Act, 42 U.S.c. § 7413(b), and under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b) and (c). Solely for the 

purposes of this Consent Decree and the underlying Complaint, the Settling Defendants waive all 

objections and defenses that they may have to the Court's jurisdiction over this action, to the 

Court's jurisdiction over the Settling Defendants, and to venue in this District. The Settling 

Defendants shall not challenge the terms of this Consent Decree or this Court's jurisdiction to 

enter and enforce this Consent Decree. For purposes of the Complaint filed by the Plaintiffs in 

this matter and resolved by the Consent Decree, and for purposes of entry and enforcement of 

this Consent Decree, the Settling Defendants waive any defense or objection based on standing. 

Except as expressly provided for herein, this Consent Decree shall not create any rights in any 

party other than the Parties to this Consent Decree. Except as provided in Section XXV (Public 

Comment) of this Consent Decree, the Parties consent to entry of this Consent Decree without 

further notice. 

II. APPLICABILITY 

2. Except as set forth in Paragraph 3, the provisions of this Consent Decree shall, upon 

entry, apply to and be binding upon the Settling Defendants and their successors and assigns, and 

upon the Settling Defendants' officers, employees and agents solely in their capacities as such. 

3. Upon entry, the provisions of this Consent Decree that relate exclusively to Unit 1 at 

the Milton R. Young Station shall only apply to and be binding upon Minnkota, and its 
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successors and assigns, and upon Mitmkota's officers, employees and agents solely in their 

capacities as such. 

4. The Settling Defendants shall provide a copy of this Consent Decree to all vendors, 

suppliers, consultants, contractors, agents, and any other company or other organization retained 

to perform any of the work required by this Consent Decree. Notwithstanding any retention of 

contractors, subcontractors, or agents to perform any work required under this Consent Decree, 

the Settling Defendants shall be responsible for ensuring that all work is performed in 

accordance with the requirements of this Consent Decree. In any action to enforce this Consent 

Decree, the Settling Defendants shall not assert as a defense the failure of their officers, 

directors, employees, servants, agents, or contractors to take actions necessary to comply with 

this Consent Decree, unless it is detel1llined to be a Force Majeure Event and satisfies the Force 

Majeure provisions of this Consent Decree. 

Ill. DEFINITIONS 

5. A "30-day Rolling Average Emission Rate" shall be determined by calculating an 

arithmetic average of all hourly emission rates in Ibs/MMBtu for the current Operating Day and 

the previous 29 Operating Days. A new 30-day Rolling Average Emission Rate shall be 

calculated for each new Operating Day. Each 30-day Rolling Average Emission Rate shall 

include all start-up, shutdown and Malfunction periods within each Operating Day. A 

Malfunction shall be excluded from tbis Emission Rate, however, if it is detennined to be a 

Force Majeure Event and satisfies the Force Majeure provisions of this Consent Decree. The 

reference methods for determining S02 and NO, Emission Rates shall be those specified in 40 

C.F.R. Part 75, Appendix F. 
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6. A ''3~-day Rolling Average Removal Efficiency" means the percent reduction in the 

mass of a pollutant achieved by a Unit's pollution control device over a 30-0perating Day 

period. This percentage shall be calculated by subtracting the Unit's outlet 3D-day Rolling 

Average Emission Rate from the Unit's inlet 30-day Rolling Average Emission Rate, dividing 

that difference by the Unit's inlet 3D-day Rolling Average Emission Rate, and then multiplying 

by 100. A new 30-day Rolling Average Removal Efficiency shall be calculated for each new 

Operating Day, and shall include all start-up, shutdown and Malfunction periods with each 

Operating Day. A Malfunction shall be excluded from this Removal Efficiency, however, if it is 

determined to be a Force Majeure Event and satisfies the Force Majeure provisions of this 

Consent Decree. The reference method for determining both the inlet and outlet 3D-day Rolling 

Average Emission Rate, for the purposes of calculating the S02 30-day Rolling Average 

Removal Efficiency, shall be that specified in 40 C.F.R. Part 75, Appendix F. 

7. "CEMS" or "Continuous Emission Monitoring System," means, for obligations 

involving NOx and S02 under this Consent Decree, the devices defined in 40 C.F.R. § 72.2, and 

installed and maintained as required by 40 C.F.R. Part 75. 

8. "Clean Air Act" or "Act" means the federal Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. §§740l-767lq, 

and its implementing regulations. 

9. "Consent Decree" means this Consent Decree. 

10. "Emission Rate" for a given pollutant means the number of pounds of that pollutant 

emitted per million British them1aIlmits of heat input (lb/MMBtu), measured in accordance with 

this Consent Decree. 

11. "EPA" means the United States Environmental Protection Agency. 
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12. "ESP" means electrostatic precipitator, a pollution control device for the reduction of 

PM. 

13. "Flue Gas Desulfurization System" or "FGD" means a pollution control device that 

employs flue gas desulfurization technology, including an absorber utilizing lime, flyasb, or 

limestone slurry, for the reduction of sulfur dioxide emissions. 

14. "Fossil Fuel" means any hydrocarbon fuel, including coal, petroleum coke, 

petroleum oil, or natural gas. 

15. "lb/MMBhl" means one pound of a pollutant per million British thermal units of heat 

input. 

16. "Malfunction" means malfunction as that tenll is defIned under 40 C.F.R. § 60.2 

(July I, 2004). 

17. "MW" means a megawatt or one million Watts. 

18. "Milton R. Young Station" means, for purposes of this Consent Decree only, the 

Settling Defendants' electric generating Units near Center, North Dakota, which cunoently 

consist of two lignite-fIred cyclone units. Unit 1 has a nominal net rating of235 MW. Unit 2 

has a nominal net rating of 440 MW. "Milton R. Young Station" also includes the Settling 

Defendants' proposed Unit 3, with a proposed net rating of 600 MW. The Settling Defendants 

anticipate submitting a pennit to construct application on or before June 1 t 2009. Subject to 

NDDH's permit to construct review process, the Unit 3 permit is anticipated to be issued by 

December 31, 2010, construction is expected to commence on or before December 31, 2012, and 

operation is expected to commence on or before December 31, 2015. 

19. "NDDH" shall mean the North Dakota Department of Health. 
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20. "Netting" shall mean the process of detennining whether a particular physical 

change or change in the method of operation of a major stationary source results in a net 

emissions increase, as that tenn is defined at 40 C.F.R. § 52.21(b)(3)(i) and Chapter 33-15-15 of 

the North Dakota Administrative Code (Feb. 1, 2005). 

21. "NOx" means oxides of nitrogen, measured in accordance with the provisions of this 

Consent Decree. 

22. "NOx Allowance" means an authorization or credit to emit a specified amount of 

NO" that is allocated or issued under an emissions trading or marketable pemlit program of any 

kind established under the Act or a State Implementation Plan. The Parties aclmowledge that at 

the time oflodging of this Consent Decree that no NOx Allowance program is applicable to 

Milton R. Young Station. 

23. "NOx BACT Determination" shall mean the conclusions made by the NDDH as a 

result of reviewing the NOx Top-Down BACT Analysis. Such detennination shall be carried out 

in accordance with the applicable federal and state statutes, regulations, and guidance cited in the 

definition of ''N0x Top-Down BACT Analysis," below, and shall include the selection of control 

technology to be installed on Units 1 and 2 and 30-day Rolling Average Emission Rates 

applicable to Units 1 and 2 and to be continuously complied with by the Settling Defendants. 

24. "NOx Top-Down BACT Analysis" shall mean a study prepared by the Settling 

Defendants to identify the emission limits required by 42 U.S.C. § 7475(a)(4) and 40 C.F.R. 

§ 52.21U)(3), defined by 42 U.S.c. § 7479(3) and 40 C.F.R. §52.2l(b)(12), and expressed as a 

30-Day Rolling Average NOx Emission Rate. The study shall be carried out in accordance with 

the provisions of Chapter B of EP A's "New Source Review Workshop Manual-Prevention of 
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Significant Deterioration and Nonattainment Area Permitting," (Draft October 1990) ("EPA's 

NSR Manual"). The study shall not include any other elements ofPSD permitting required by 

. other chapters of EPA's NSR Manual (notwithstanding any cross-reference in Chapter B to such 

other chapters), 40 C.F.R. § 52.21, or N.D. ADMIN. CODE § 33-15-15-01.2. 

25. "Over-fire Air" means a teclmology to reduce NOx formation in a Unit boiler by 

directing a portion of the air to be combusted through ports above the level of the cyclones in the 

furnace. 

26. "Operating Day" means any calendar day on which a Unit fires fossil fuel. 

27. "Parties" means the United States of America, the State of North Dakota, and the 

Settling Defendants. "Party" means one of the four named "Parties." 

28. "Plant-Wide 12-Month Rolling Average Tonnage"means the sum of the tons of the 

pollutant in question emitted from the Milton R. Young Station in the most recent complete 

month and the previous eleven (II) months. A new Plant-Wide 12-Month Rolling Average 

Tonnage shall be calculated for each new complete month in accordance with the provisions of 

this Consent Decree. The calculation of each Plant-Wide 12-Month Rolling Average Tonnage 

shall include the pollutants emitted during periods of startup, shutdown, and Malfunction within 

each calendar month, unless the Malfunction event is also deemed a "Force Majeure Event" as 

defined in Section XIV of this Consent Decree (Force Majeure), in which case such emissions 

shall be excluded. 

29. "Plant-Wide Tonnage for One Calendar Year" means the sum of the tons of the 

pollutant in question emitted from the Milton R. Young Station in any 12-Month calendar year. 

A new Plant-Wide TOlmage for One Calendar Year shall be calculated for each new calendar 
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year. The calculation of each Plant-Wide Tonnage for One Calendar Year shall include the 

pollutants emitted during periods of startup, shutdown, and Malfunction within each 12-Month 

calendar year, unless the Malfunction event is also deemed a "Force Majeure Event" as defined 

in Section XIV ofthis Consent Decree (Force Majeure), in which case such emissions shall be 

excluded. 

30. "Plant-Wide Tonnage for the Annual Average of Two Calendar Years" means the 

sum of the tons of the pollutant in question emitted from the Milton R. Young Station in any two 

consecutive 12-month calendar years, divided by two. A new Plant-Wide Tonnage for the 

Annual Average of Two Calendar Years shall be calculated for each new complete 12-month 

calendar year. The calculation of each Plant-Wide Tonnage for the Annual Average of Two 

Calendar Years shall include the pollutants emitted during periods of startup, shutdown, and 

Malfunction within each 12-Month calendar year, unless the Malfunction event is also deemed a 

"Force Majeure Event" as defined in Section XIV of this Consent Decree (Force Majeure), in 

which case such emissions shall be excluded. 

31. "PM" means total particulate matter, measured in accordance with the provisions of 

this Consent Decree. 

32. "PM CEMS" or "PM Continuous Emission Monitoring System" means, as specified 

in Section VI (PM Emission Reduction and Controls) of this Consent Decree, the equipment that 

samples, analyzes, measures, and provides, by readings taken at frequent intervals, an electronic 

or paper record of PM emissions. 

33. "PM Emission Rate" means the average number of pounds of PM emitted per million 

British thennal units of heat input ("lbs/MMBtu") from the Unit stack, as measured in an arumal 
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stack test from the Unit stack, in accordance with the reference method set forth in 40 C.F.R. 

Part 60, Appendix A, Method 5 (filterable portion only) or Method 17 (filterable portion only), 

34. "Prevention of Significant Deterioration" or "PSD" means the prevention of 

significant deterioration of air quality program under Part C of Subchapter I of the Clean Air 

Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7470 - 7492, and 40 C.F.R. Part 52. 

35. "Project Dollars" means the Settling Defendants' expenditures and payments 

incurred or made in carrying out the Projects identified in Section VIII (Additional Injunctive 

Relief) of this Consent Decree to the extent that such expenditures or payments both: (a) comply 

with the requirements set forth in Section VIII (Additional Injunctive Relief) of this Consent 

Decree; and (b) constitute (i) the Settling Defendants' direct payments for such projects, (ii) the 

Settling Defendants' external costs for contractors, vendors, and equipment, (iii) the Settling 

Defendants' internal costs consisting of employee time, travel, or out-of-pocket expenses 

specifically attributable to these particular projects and documented in accordance with 

Generally Accepted Accounting Principles ("GMP"), or (iv) the discounted present value of the 

cash payments made by the Settling Defendants under a contract Witll another entity to carry out 

the project. 

36. "Rich Reagent Injection" means a technology that injects reagent, such as ammonia 

or urea, into a Unit boiler to react with and reduce NOx emissions. 

37. "Selective Catalytic Reduction" means a pollution control device for reducing NOx 

emissions through the use of selecti ve catalytic reduction technology. 

38. "Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction" means a pollution control device for reducing 

NO" emissions through the use of selective non-catalytic reduction tec1mology. 
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39. "Settling Defendants" means Minnkota Power Cooperative, Inc., and Square Butte 

Electric Cooperative. 

40. "Sot means sulfur dioxide, measured in accordance with the provisions of this 

Consent Decree. 

41. "S02 Allowance" means "allowance" ofS02 as defined at 42 U.S.c. § 765la(3): 

"an authorization, allocated to an affected Unit by the Administrator of EP A under Subchapter 
;.\ 

IVofthe Act, to emit, during or after a specified calendar year, one ton of sulfur dioxide." 

42. "Title V Permit" means the permit required of the Settling Defendants' major 

sources under Subchapter V of the Act, 42 U.S.c. §§ 766I-7661e. 

43. "Unit" means, for the purposes of this Consent Decree, COllectively, the coal 

crusher, stationary equipment that feeds coal to the boiler, the boiler tbat produces steam for the 

steam turbine, the steam turbine, the generator, the equipment necessary to operate the generator, 

steam turbine and boiler, and all ancillary equipment, including pollution control equipment and 

systems necessary for the production of electricity. An electric utility steam generating station 

may comprise one or more Units. 

IV. S02 EMISSION REDUCTIONS AND CONTROLS 

A. S02 Emission Controls 

1. New FeD Installations at Milton R. Youn2 Station Unit 1 

44. No later than December 31, 2010, the Settling Defendants shall elect to install either 

a wet FGD or a dry FGD (or equivalent S02 control technology approved pursuant to Paragraph 

46) at Unit 1, and shall notify the Plaintiffs in writing as to which option the Settling Defendants 

have elected for this Unit. 
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45. Beginning no later than December 31, 2011, the Settling Defendants shall install and 

commence continuous operation of tlle FGD (or equivalent S02 control technology approved 

pursuant to Paragraph 46) elected above on Unit 1, and shall achieve and thereafter maintain: 

a. If the Settling Defendants elect to install a wet FGD, a 30-Day Rolling Average 

Removal Efficiency for SOi at Unit 1 of at least ninety-five percent (95%), 

subject to the provisions of Paragraph 49; 

b. If the Settling Defendants elect to install a dry FGD, a 30-Day Rolling Average 

Removal Efficiency for S02 at Unit 1 of at least ninety percent (90%). 

46. With prior written notice to and written approval from EPA and the State, the 

Settling Defendants may, in lieu of installing and operating an FGD at Unit 1, install and operate 

an alternative S02 control technology at this Unit that achieves and maintains a 30-Day Rolling 

Average Removal Efficiency for S02 of at least ninety five percent (95%), unless Defendants 

demonstrate, and Plaintiffs agree, that the alternative control technology will provide significant 

additional multi-pollutant reductions, in which case Settling Defendant shall achieve and 

maintain a 30-Day Rolling Average Removal Efficiency for S02 of at least ninety percent (90%). 

2. FGD Uperades for Milton R. Youne Station Unit 2 

47. No later than December 31,2010, the Settling Defendants shall design and upgrade 

the FGD on Unit 2. Beginning no later than this same date, the Settling Defendants shall also 

achieve and thereafter maintain a 30-Day Rolling Average Removal Efficiency for S02 at Unit 2 

of at least ninety percent (90%), subject to the provisions of Paragraph 49. 
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3. Continuous Operation of S02 Controls 

48. The Settling Defendants shall continuously operate each FGD (or equivalent S02 

control technology approved pursuant to Paragraph 46) covered under this Consent Decree at all 

times that the Unit it serves is in operation, consistent with the technological limitations, 

manufacturers' specifications, and good engineering and maintenance practices for the FGDs, or 

equivalent technology, for minimizing emissions to the extent practicable. The Settling 

Defendants need not operate an FGD system during periods of Malfunction of the FGD, or 

during periods of Malfunction of the Unit that have a significant adverse impact on the operation 

of the FGD, provided that the Settling Defendants satisfY the requirements for a Malfunction as 

set forth in Paragraph 138 (Malfunctions). As set forth in Paragraph 138, a Malfunction may 

also constitute a Force Majeure Event if it meets the requirements for a Force Majeure Event in 

Section XIV (Force Majeure) of this Consent Decree. 

4. Maximizina S02 Emission Reductions while Minimizina Ice Formation 
Durina Wintertime Operations of FGDs 

49. In light of the potential for substantial and dangerous ice formation on emission 

stacks utilizing wet FGDs as a result of the particularly severe winter weather conditions in 

North Dakota, the Settling Defendants shall, by December 31, 2006, submit to EPA and NDDH 

for review and approval an evaluation of technologies and best management practices for 

minimizing and eliminating ice fom1ation on the stacks while minimizing any effect on emission 

reductions at any Units served or to be served by a wet FGD. Such evaluation shall be 

perfonned by an independent contractor, and shall include an analysis of the feasibility, 

effectiveness, reliability, energy impacts, and economic costs of such technologies and best 

management practices. In their submittal, the Settling Defendants shall evaluate such 
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technologies and best management practices, and shall propose either available teclmologies, 

best management practices, or both. 

a. Upon EPA's and NDDH's approval of the Settling Defendants' 

evaluation, EPA and NDDH shall provide the Settling Defendants with a 

written determination regarding an available technology and best 

management practices. Within 90 days after the installation or upgrade of 

a wet FGD pursuant to this Consent Decree, the Settling Defendants shall 

COlllillence implementation of EPA's and NDDH's determination, subject 

to the Dispute Resolution procedures set forth in Paragraphs 139 through 

146 of this Consent Decree. 

b. The Settling Defendants shall include in the periodic compliance reports 

required pursuant to Section XI (Periodic Reporting) of this Consent 

Decree, a sUlllillalY of the effectiveness of any teclmologies and best 

management practices in minimizing and eliminating ice formation on the 

stacks while minimizing any effect on emission reductions at any Units 

served by a wet FGD at the Milton R. Young Unit 2. 

B. TOllualle Limits for S02 Emissions 

50. TIle Settling Defendants shall comply with the following S02 emission limitations 

for the Milton R. Young Station: 

a. Beginning January 1,2006, the Settling Defendants shall not emit more 

than 31,000 tons ofS02 per year based on a Plant-Wide Tonnage for the 

Annual Average of Two Calendar Years; 
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b. Beginning January 1,2011, the Settling Defendants shall not emit more 

than 26,000 tons of S02 per year based on a Plant-Wide Tonnage for One 

Calendar Year; 

c. Beginning January 1, 2012, and each year thereafter, the Settling 

Defendants shall not emit more than 11,500 tons of S02 per year based on 

a Plant-Wide Tonnage for the Annual Average of Two Calendar Years; 

and 

d. In the event that Milton R. Young Unit 3 is not operational by December 

31,2015, then beginning January 1,2014, and each year thereafter, the 

Settling Defendants shall not emit more than 8,500 tons of S02 per year 

based on a Plant-Wide Tonnage for the Annual Average of Two Calendar 

Years. 

51. Beginning on the date of entry of this Consent Decree, and prior to the Settling 

Defendants' implementation of EPA's and NDDH's determination pursuant to Paragraph 49, 

above, the Settling Defendants shall continue to implement practices, to the extent practicable, to 

minimize and eliminate ice formation on the stacks while minimizing any effect on emission 

reductions at Milton R. Young Unit 2. 

52. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Settling Defendants may submit to EPA and 

NDDH a petition for a higher S02 emissions limitation than the 31,000 ton and 26,000 ton limits 

noted in Subparagraphs 50(a) and (b), above, if the Settling Defendants can demonstrate that 

they are unable to comply with such limitation given the energy demands oftheir cooperative, 

and despite utilization of best management practices and operation of the Milton R. Young Unit 
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2 FGD to minimize S02 emissions to the maximum extent practicable. EPA's and NDDH's 

disapproval of any such petition shall be subject to the dispute resolution provisions in Section 

XV (Dispute Resolution) of this Consent Decree. 

53. The Settling Defendants shall not use S02 Allowances or credits to comply with the 

S02 emissions limitations set forth in Paragraph 50. 

C. Surrender of S02 Allowances 

54. For purposes of this Subsection, the "surrender of allowances" means permanently 

surrendering allowances from the accounts administered by EPA for Units I and 2-and from 

Unit 3 to the extent that S02 Allowances are allocated by EPA to that Unit - so that such S02 

Allowances can never be used to meet any compliance requirement under the Clean Air Act, the 

North Dakota State Implementation Plan, or this Consent Decree. 

55. For each year specified below, the Settling Defendants shall surrender to EPA, or 

transfer to a non-profit thu'd pal1y selected by the Settling Defendants for surrender, S02 

Allowances that have been allocated to the Milton R. Young Station for the specified calendar 

year: 

Calendar Year Amount 

2012-2015 4,346 Allowances 

2016-2018 8,693 Allowances 

2019 12,170 Allowances 

2020 and 14,886 Allowances if Milton R. Young 
thereafter Units 1,2, and 3 (as proposed) are 

operational by December 31,2015, and 
17,886 Allowances if only Milton R. 
Young Units 1 and 2 are operational by 
December 31, 2015 
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The Settling Defendants shall make such surrender annually, within forty- five (45) days of their 

receipt from EPA of the Annual Deduction Reports for S02' Any surrender need not include the 

specific S02 Allowances that were allocated to the Settling Defendants, so long as the Settling 

Defendants surrender S02 Allowances that are from the same year or an earlier year and that are 

equal to the number required to be surrendered under this Paragraph. The requirements in this 

Subsection (IV(C)) of the Consent Decree pertaining to the Settling Defendants' use and 

retirement of S02 Allowances are permanent injunctions not subject to any tennination provision 

of this Decree. 

56. If any S02 Allowances are transferred directly to a non-profit third party, the Settling 

Defendants shall include a description of such transfer in the next report submitted to EPA and 

NDDH pursuant to Section XI (Periodic Reporting) of this Consent Decree. Such report shall: 

(i) provide the identity ofthe non-profit third-party recipient(s) of the S02 Allowances and a 

listing of the serial numbers of the transferred S02 Allowances; and (ii) include a certification by 

the third-party recipient(s) stating that the recipient(s) will not sell, trade, or otherwise exchange 

any of the allowances and will not use any of the S02 Allowances to meet any obligation 

imposed by any environmental law. No later than the third periodic report due after the transfer 

of any S02 Allowances, the Settling Defendants shall include a statement that the third-party 

recipient(s) surrendered the S02 Allowances for pennanent surrender to EPA in accordance with 

the provisions of Paragraphs 54 and 55 within one (1) year after the Settling Defendants 

transferred the S02 Allowances to them. The Settling Defendants shall not have complied with 

the S02 Allowance surrender requirements of this Paragraph until all third-party recipient( s) 

shall have actually surrendered the transferred S02 Allowances to EPA. 
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57. For all S02 Allowances surrendered to EPA, the Settling Defendants or the 

third·party recipient(s) (as the case may be) shall first submit an S02 Allowance transfer request 

form to EPA's Office of Air and Radiation's Clean Air Markets Division directing the transfer of 

such S02 Allowances to the EPA Enforcement Surrender Account or to any other EPA account 

that EPA may direct in writing. As part of submitting these transfer requests, the Settling 

Defendants or the third·party recipient(s) shall irrevocably authorize the transfer of these S02 

Allowances and identify .. by name of account and any applicable serial or other identification 

numbers or station names - the source and location of the S02 Allowances being surrendered. 

D. General S02 Provisions 

58. In determining Emission Rates for S02' the Settling Defendants shall use CEMS in 

accordance with those reference methods specified in 40 C.F.R. Part 75. 

59. For the purpose of calculating the 30-Day Rolling Average Removal Efficiency, the 

outlet S02 Emission Rate and the inlet S02 Emission Rate shall be determined based on the data 

generated in accordance with 40 C.F.R. Part 75 (using S02 CEMS data from both the inlet and 

outlet of the control device). 

60. If any Unit subject to this Consent Decree is constructed to allow any flue gas to by

pass the S02 pollution control equipment, the outlet 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate 

shall be determined from S02 CEMS located after the by-pass return, and the inlet 30-Day 

Rolling Average Emission Rate shall be determined from S02 CEMS located before the by-pass. 
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V. NOx EMISSION REDUCTIONS AND CONTROLS 

A. Phase I NOx Emissions Reductions and Controls 

61. No later than December 31,2007, the Settling Defendants shall install and 

COlmnence continuous operation of Over-fire Air on Unit 2 at the Milton R. Young Station. 

62. No later than December 31,2009, the Settling Defendants shall install and 

commence continuous operation of Over-fire Air on Unit 1 at the Milton R. Young Station. 

63. With prior written notice to and written approval from EPA and NDDH, the Settling 

Defendants may, in lieu of installing and operating the NO. controls required by Paragraphs 61 

or 62, install and operate equivalent technology that will achieve a NO. emission rate of no 

greater than 0.36 Ib/MMBtu based on a 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate. 

B. Phase II NOx Emissions Reductions and Controls 

64. The Phase II 30-Day Rolling Average NOx Emission Rates shall be determined in 

accordance with the procedures set forth in this subsection. 

65. Within six months after entry of this Consent Decree, the Settling Defendants shall 

submit to NDDH for review and approval, and to EPA for review, a NO. Top-Down BACT 

Analysis for each existing coal-fired Unit at the Milton R. Young Station. The Settling 

Defendants' NO. Top-Down BACT Analysis shall include all information necessary for NDDH 

to make a BACT Determination, and any additional information requested by EPA and NDDH. 

The Settling Defendants' NO. Top-Down BACT Analysis shall include an evaluation of 

Selective Catalytic Reduction, Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction, Over-fire Air, and Rich 

Reagent Injection, as well as other NO. control technologies. This NO. Top-Down BACT 

Analysis is independent and separate from the Settling Defendants' plans to install one or more 
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teclmologies pursuant to Paragraphs 61 and 62. The Settling Defendants shall retain a qualified 

contractor to assist in the performance and completion of each NOx Top-Down BACT Analysis. 

66. NDDH shall review the Settling Defendants' NOx Top-Down BACT Analysis, and 

shall develop its BACT Determination, in accordance with applicable federal and state statues, 

regulations, and guidance, including those cited in the definition of a NO" Top-Down BACT 

Analysis under this Consent Decree. After consultation with EPA, NDDH shall provide to the 

Parties its BACT Determination for NOx emissions from each existing coal-fired Unit at the 

Milton R. Young Station. NDDH's BACT Determination shall include for each Unit the specific 

control technologies to be installed and a specific Phase II 30-Day Rolling Average NO" 

Emission Rate limitation (lbsiMMBtu). NDDH's BACT Detennination shall also address 

specific NO" emission limitations during Unit startups. NDDH's BACT Determination shall be 

subject to the Dispute Resolution procedures set forth in Paragraph 147 of this Consent Decree. 

67. Beginning no later than December 31, 2010, the Settling Defendants shall achieve 

and maintain the Phase Il30-Day Rolling Average NOx Emission Rates established by NDDH 

through its NO" BACT Determination for Unit 2. Beginning no later than December 31,2011, 

the Settling Defendants shall achieve and maintain the Phase II 30-Day Rolling Average NOx 

Emission Rates established by NDDH through its NOx BACT De.termination for Unit 1. Such 

Phase Il30-Day Rolling Average NOx Emission Rates shall not affect the Settling Defendants' 

obligation to also comply with the Phase I 30-Day Rolling Average NOx Emission Rates set 

forth herein. 

c. Use of NOx Allowances 

68. Except as provided in this Consent Decree, the Settling Defendants shall not sell or 
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trade any surplus NO, Allowances allocated to Units 1,2, and 3 at the Milton R. Young Station 

that would otherwise be available for sale or trade as a result of the actions taken by the Settling 

Defendants to comply with the requirements of this Consent Decree. 

69. The number of NO. Allowances that are surplus to the Settling Defendants' NO, 

Allowance-holding requirements shall be equal to the amount by which the NO. Allowances 

allocated to the Settling Defendants' Units 1, 2, and 3 at the Milton R. Young Station for a 

particular year are greater than the total amount of NO, emiss.ions from those same Units for the 

same year. 

70. Provided that the Settling Defendants are in compliance with the NO. emission 

limitations of this Consent Decree, nothing in this Consent Decree shall preclude the Settling 

Defendants from selling or trans felTing NO. Allowances allocated to the Milton R. Young 

Station that become available for sale or trade as a result of: 

a. activities that reduce NO. emissions fi'om any Unit at the Milton R. Young 

Station prior to the date of entry of this Consent Decree; 

b. the installation and operation of any NO, pollution control technology or 

technique that is not otherwise required under this Consent Decree; 

c. achievement and maintenance of NO. emission rates below the emission 

limits required by Section V (NO. Emissions Reductions and Controls); 

d. pennanent shutdown of any Unit at the Milton R. Young Stations not 

otherwise required by this Consent Decree; and 

e. other emission reduction measures that are agreed to by the Parties and 

made enforceable through modifications of this Consent Decree; 
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so long as the Settling Defendants timely report the generation of such surplus NO. 

Allowances in accordance with Section XI (Periodic Reporting) of this Consent Decree. 

The Settling Defendants shall be allowed to sell or transfer NO. Allowances equal to the 

NO. emissions reductions achieved for any given year by any ofthe actions specified in 

Subparagraphs (b) through (e) only to the extent that the total NOx emissions from all 

Units at the Milton R. Young Station are below the emissions limits required by this 

Consent Decree. 

71. The Settling Defendants may not purchase or otherwise obtain NO. Allowances from 

another source for purposes of complying with the requirements of this Consent Decree. 

However, nothing in this Consent Decree shall prevent the Settling Defendants from purchasing 

or otherwise obtaining NO. Allowances from another source for purposes of complying with 

state or federal Clean Air Act requirements to the extent otherwise allowed by law. 

D. General NO. Provisions 

72. In determining Emission Rates for NO" the Settling Defendants shall use CEMS in 

accordance with the reference methods specified in 40 C.F.R. Part 75. 

73. At any time following the commencement of operation of the specific NO. control 

technologies required by the NDDH's NO. BACT Determination, the Settling Defendants may 

petition the Plaintiffs to revise the applicable Phase II 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate 

for NO,. In their petition, the Settling Defendants shall demonstrate and explain why they 

cannot consistently achieve and maintain the 30-Day Rolling Average Emission NO. Rate 

required by the NDDH's NO, BACT Determination for the Unit in question, considering all 

relevant information. The Settling Defendants shall include in such petition a proposed 
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alternative 30.Day Rolling Average Emission Rate for NO,. The Settling Defendants shall also 

retain a qualified contractor to assist in the preparation and completion of the petition for an 

alternative 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate for NO •. The Settling Defendants shall 

provide with each petition all pertinent documents and data. If the Plaintiffs disapprove the 

alternative 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate for NO, proposed by the Settling Defendants, 

such disapproval shall be subject to the provisions of Section XV (Dispute Resolution) of this 

Consent Decree. The Settling Defendants shall submit any petition for any Unit under this 

Paragraph no later than six (6) months after the fmal compliance date specified for that Unit in 

Paragraph 67. 

74. The Settling Defendants shall continuously operate all NO. control technology 

installed on the Milton R. Young Units at all times that the Unit served is in operation, consistent 

with the technological limitations, manufacturers' specifications to the extent practicable, and 

good engineering and maintenance practices for the NO. control technology. The Settling 

Defendants need not operate NO. control technology during periods of Malfunction of the NO. 

control technology, or during periods of Malfunction of the Unit that have a significant adverse 

impact on the operation of the NO. control technology, provided that the Settling Defendants 

satisfy the requirements for Malfunction Events as set forth in Paragraph l38 (Malfunction 

Events). As set forth in Paragraph 138, a Malfunction may also constitute a Force Majeure 

Event if it meets the requirements for a Force Majeure Event in Section XIV (Force Majeure) of 

this Consent Decree. 

VI. PM EMISSION REDUCTIONS AND CONTROLS 

A. Optimization of PM Emission Controls 
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75. Within ninety (90) days after entry of this Consent Decree and continuing thereafter, 

the Settling Defendants shall continuously operate each PM Control Device on the Milton R. 

Young Station Units to maximize PM emission reductions, consistent with the operational and 

maintenance limitations of the units. Specifically, the Settling Defendants shall, at a minimum: 

(a) energize each section of the ESP for each Unit, regardless of whether that action is needed to 

comply with opacity limits; (b) maintain the energy or power levels delivered to the ESP for 

each Unit to achieve the greatest possible removal of PM; (c) make best efforts to expeditiously 

repair and retum to service transformer-rectifier sets when they fail; (d) inspect for, and schedule 

for repair, any openings in ESP casings and ductwork to minimize air leakage; (e) optimize for 

Unit I the plate-cleaning and discharge-electrode cleaning systems for the ESP by varying the 

cycle time, cycle frequency, rapper-vibrator intensity, and number of strikes per cleaning event; 

. and (f) optimize for Unit 2 the plate-cleaning system for the ESP by varying the cycle time and 

frequency of the cycle. 

R. Compliance with PM Emission Limits 

76. Within one year of entry of the Consent Decree, and continuing mIDually thereafter, 

the Settling Defendants shall demonstrate, in accordance with Paragraphs 80 and 81, that Unit 2 

at the Milton R. Y Olmg Station can achieve and thereafter maintain a PM Emission Rate of no 

greater than 0.030 Ib/MMBtu. 

77. No later than one-hundred-eighty (180) days after the Settling Defendants install and 

commence continuous operation of the FGD (or equivalent S02 control technology approved 

pursuant to Paragraph 46) on Unit I at the Milton R. Young Station, and continuing annually 

thereafter, the Settling Defendmlts shall demonstrate, in accordance with Paragraphs 80 and 81, 
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that Unit 1 at the Milton R. Young Station can achieve and thereafter maintain a PM Emission 

Rate of: 

a. No greater than 0.030 IblMMBtu if the Settling Defendants install a wet FGD; 

and 

b. No greater than 0.015 Ib/MMBtu if the Settling Defendants install a dry FGD. 

78. The Settling Defendants shall continuously operate each ESP or baghouse at the 

Milton R. Young Station at all times that each Unit the ESP or baghouse serves is combusting 

Fossil Fuel, consistent with good engineering practices for PM control, to minimize PM 

emissions to the extent practicable. The Settling Defendants need not operate an ESP or 

baghouse during periods of Malfunction of the ESP or baghouse, or during periods of 

Malfunction of the Unit that have a significant adverse impact on the operation of the ESP or 

baghouse, provided that the Settling Defendants satisfy the requirements for Malfunction Events 

as set forth in Paragraph 138 (Malfunction Events). As set forth in Paragraph 138, a Malfunction 

may also constitute a Force Majeure Event if it meets the requirements for a Force Majeure 

Event in Section XIV (Force Majeure) of this Consent Decree. 

79. Within 180 days after the Settling Defendants complete the installation of any 

equipment required by Paragraphs 76 and 77, the Settling Defendants shall conduct a 

performance test demonstration to ensure that the PM emission limitation set forth in Paragraphs 

76 and 77 can be consistently achieved in practice, including all requirements pertaining to 

proper operation and maintenance of control equipment. If the performance demonstration 

shows that the control equipment cannot consistently meet the required PM emissionlirnitation, 

the Settling Defendants shall submit a report to EPA and NDDH proposing alternative emission 
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limits. 

C. PM Monitorin~ 

1. PM Stack Tests 

80. Beginning in calendar year 2006, and continuing annually thereafter, the Settling 

Defendants shall conduct PM performance testing on Milton R. Young Station Units 1 and 2. 

Such annual performance tests may be satisfied by stack tests conducted in a given year, in 

accordance with the Settling Defendants' permit from the State of North Dakota. 

81. In determining the PM Emission Rate, the Settling Defendants shall use the reference 

methods specified in 40 C.F.R. Part 60, App. A, Method 5 (filterable p0l1ion only) or 40 C.F.R. 

P81i 60, App. A, Method 17 (filterable portion only), using stack tests, or alternative methods 

that are requested by the Settling Defendants and approved by EPA. The Settling Defendants 

shall also calculate the PM Emission Rates from annual stack tests in accordance with 40 C.F.R. 

§ 60.8(f). In addition, tlle Settling Defendants shall submit the results of each PM stack test to 

NDDH and EPA within forty-five (45) days of completion of each test. 

2. PMCEMS 

82. The Settling Defendants shall install and operate PM CEMS in accordance with 

Paragraphs 82 through 88 on Unit 2 at the Milton R. Young Station. The PM CEMS shall 

comprise a continuous particle mass monitor measuring particulate matter concentration, directly 

or indirectly, on an hourly average basis and a diluent monitor used to convert the concentration 

to units of Ib/MMBtu. The Settling Defendants shall maintain, in an electronic database, the 

hourly average emission values of all PM CEMS in Ib/MMBtu. The Settling Defendants shall 

use reasonable efforts to keep the PM CEMS running and producing data whenever Unit 2 is 
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operating. 

83. No later than six (6) months after entry of this Consent Decree, the Settling 

Defendants shall submit to EPA and NDDH for review and approval pursuant to Section XII 

(Review and Approval of Submittals) of this Consent Decree a plan for the installation and 

certification of the PM CEMS for Milton R. Young Unit 2. 

84. No later than one hundred twenty (120) days prior to the deadline to commence 

operation of the PM CEMS, the Settling Defendants shall submit to EPA and NDDH for review 

and approval pursuant to Section XII (Review and Approval of Submittals) of this Consent 

Decree a proposed Quality Assurance/Quality Control ("QAlQC") protocol that shall be 

followed in calibrating such PM CEMS. FoHowing EPA and NDDH's approval ofthe protocol, 

the Settling Defendants shall thereafter operate the PM CEMS in accordance with the approved 

protocol. 

85. In developing both the plan for installation and certification of the PM CEMS and 

the QAlQC protocol, the Settling Defendants shall use the criteria set forth in EPA's 

Amendments to Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources: Monitoring 

Requirements, 69 Fed. Reg. 1786 (January 12,2004). 

86. The Settling Defendants shall install and commence operation of PM CEMS on or 

before June 30, 2008. 

87. By December 31, 2008, the Settling Defendants shall conduct tests and demonstrate 

compliance with the PM CEMS installation and certification plan submitted to and approved by 

EPA and NDDH in accordance with Paragraphs 83 and 84. 

88. The Settling Defendants shall operate continuous opacity monitors on Unit 1 and . 
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Unit 2 of the Milton R. Young Station at all times those units are in operation. However, if the 

Settling Defendants demonstrate that either one of these continuous opacity monitors cannot 

provide accurate opacity measurement due to the formation of liquid water droplets in the flue 

gas ofa stack with a wet FGD, in accordance with Question 5.6, Part 75 of EPA's Emission 

Monitoring Policy Manual, then the Settling Defendants may submit to EPA and NDDH for 

review and approval alternative opacity procedures and requirements pursuant to the provisions 

of 40 C.F.R. § 60.13(i)(1). 

VII. PROHIBITION ON NETTING CREDITS OR 
OFFSETS FROM REQUIRED CONTROLS 

89. Emission reductions generated by the Settling Defendants to comply with the 

requirements of this Consent Decree shall not be considered as a creditable emission decrease for 

the purpose of obtaining a netting credit under the Clean Air Act's Nonattainment NSR and PSD 

programs. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, the Settling Defendants may use any 

emission decreases of NO" S02' and PM generated under this Consent Decree at Units 1 and 2 

as creditable decreases for the purpose of obtaining netting credit for these pollutants at Unit 3 

under the Clean Air Act's Nonattaimnent NSR and PSD programs, if: 

a. The Settling Defendants submit, as and addendum to its construction permit 

application for Unit 3, an analysis that proposes emissions limits for NO" S02' 

and PM that are equivalent to BACT as defined in the 42 U.S.c. § 7479(3), and 

NDDH issues a federally enforceable permit for Unit 3 that includes emissions 

limits that reflect BACT -equivalent level controls at the time of construction of 

the Unit, and that are at least as stringent as a 30-Day Rolling Average S02 
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Removal Efficiency of at least ninety-five percent 95% (if the Settling Defendants 

install a wet FGD on Unit 3) or 90% (if the Settling Defendants install a dry FGD 

on Unit 3), a 30-Day Rolling Average NO" Emission Rate not greater than 0.100 

lb/MMBtu, and an Emission Rate for PM of no greater than 0.015 lbslMMBtu, 

provided that, at any time following the commencement of operation ·of this new 

Unit, the Settling Defendants may submit to EPA and NDDH a written petition 

for a higher 30-Day Rolling Average NOx Emission Rate if the Settling 

Defendants can demonstrate that it cannot achieve such an emission rate on this 

new Unit; 

b. The Settling Defendants have been and remain in full compliance with the plant

wide S02 tonnage limitation set forth in Paragraph 50 of this Consent Decree and 

NDDH has issued a federally-enforceable permit for Units 1, 2, and 3 that will 

limit the Plant-Wide Annual Average of the Tonnage for Two Calendar Years for 

S02 at those units to 11,500 tons per year connnencing January 1, 2012; and 

c. NDDH detem1ines through air quality modeling submitted by the Settling 

Defendants in accordance with NDDH modeling protocols that the impact on 

either a PSD increment or on visibility in Class I Areas fi'om the combined 

emissions at Units 1, 2 and 3, after the pollution control upgrades and instalJations 

required by this Consent' Decree are operational, will be less than the impact from 

the combined emissions at Units 1 and 2 before such controls are operational. 

90. Decreases in actual emissions of NO x' S02' and PM generated under this Consent 

Decree at Units I and 2 qualify as contemporaneous decreases under 40 C.F.R. § 52.21 (b)(3)(ii) 
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(July 1,2005) for the purpose of obtaining netting credits for these pollutants at Unit 3, as long 

as the Settling Defendants COlmnence construction of Unit 3 on or before December 31, 2012. 

91. Nothing in this Consent Decree is intended to affect the application of Section 33-15-

15-01.2 of the North Dakota Administrative Code regarding the availability of extensions on the 

commencement of constmction for newly permitted facilities. 

92. Nothing in this Consent Decree is intended to preclude the emission reductions 

generated under this Consent Decree from being considered by NDDH and EPA as creditable 

emission decreases for the purpose of attainment demonstrations submitted pursuant to Section 

110 of the Act, 42 U.S.c. § 7410, or in detennining impacts on NAAQS or PSD increment. 

VIII. ADDITIONAL INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

93. The Settling Defendants shall implement the wind turbine project ("Project") 

described in this Section in compliance with the approved plans and schedules for such Project 

and other terms of this Consent Decree. The Settling Defendants shall submit plans for the 

Project to the United States for review and approval pursuant to Section XII (Review and 

Approval of Submittals) of this Consent Decree in accordance with the schedules set forth in this 

Section. In implementing the Project, the Settling Defendants shall spend no less than $5.0 

million in funds ("Project Dollars") pursuant to the schedule set forth in Paragraph 103. The 

Settling Defendants shall maintain, and present to the United States, upon request, all documents 

to substantiate the Project Dollars expended and shall provide these documents to the United 

States and NDDH within thirty (30) days of a request by the United States or NDDH for the 

documents. 

94. Tbe Settling Defendants shall make all plans and reports prepared by the Settling 
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Defendants pursuant to the requirements of this Section of the Consent Decree publicly available 

without charge. 

95. The Settling Defendants shall certify, as part of the plan submitted to the United 

States for the Project that, as of the date of this Consent Decree, the Settling Defendants are not 

otherwise required by law to perform the Project described in the plan, that the Settling 

Defendants are unaware of any other person who is required by law to perform the Project, and 

that the Settling Defendants will not use the Project, or portion thereof, to satisfy any obligations 

that it may have under other applicable requirements of law. 

96. The Settling Defendants shall use good faith efforts to secure as much benefit as 

possible for the Project Dollars expended, consistent with the applicable requirements and limits 

of this Consent Decree. 

97. Regardless of whether the Settling Defendants elected (where such election is 

allowed) to undertake the Project by itself or to do so by contributing funds to another person or 

instrumentality that will carry out the Project, the Settling Defendants acknowledge that they 

will receive credit for the expenditure of such funds as Project Dollars only if the Settling 

Defendants demonstrate that the funds have been actually spent by either the Settling Defendants 

or by the person or instrumentality receiving them (or, in the case of internal costs, have actually 

been incurred by the Settling Defendants), and that such expendihlres met all requirements of 

this Consent Decree. 

98. The Settling Defendants shall receive full credit for their expenditures only to the 

extent that they do not receive an offsetting financial or economic benefit from such 

expenditures; in determining how many Project Dollars have been spent by the Settling 
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Defendants, the Settling Defendants shall debit any such offsetting financial or economic benefit 

received against any of the Settling Defendants' expenditures for the Project. 

99. Within sixty (60) days following the completion of the Project required under this 

Consent Decree, the Settling Defendants shall submit to the United States a reporj: that 

documents the date that the Project was completed, the Settling Defendants' results of 

implementing the Project, including the emission reductions or other environmental benefits 

achieved, and the Project Dollars expended by the Settling Defendants in implementing the 

Project. 

100. The Settling Defendants shall not financially benefit to a greater extent than any 

other member of the general public from the sale or transfer of technology obtained in the course 

of implementing any Project. 

101. Project Dollar credit given for the Project shall reflect the Settling Defendants' net 

cost in implementing the Project, and any economic benefit or income resulting from the Project 

shall be deducted from the Project Dollar credit given to the Project. 

102. Beginning one (1) year after entry of this Consent Decree, the Settling Defendants 

shall provide the United States with semi-annual updates concerning the progress of the Project. 

103. Within 180 days after entry oft11is Consent Decree, the Settling Defendants shall 

submit a plan to EPA and the State for a Project to provide their members with electricity 

generated from wind turbines. The Project shall require the Settling Defendants to either (a) by 

December 31, 2012, spend no less than $5,000,000 in Project Dollars to purchase and install its 

own wind turbines, or (b) by December 31,2009, enter into a power purchase agreement with a 

provider of wind energy that requires the provider of wind energy to build new wind turbines by 
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this same date in the Settling Defendants' service territory with a capacity of approximately 

5 MW, and that obligates the Settling Defendants to purchase the entire electric output from the 

turbines for a period of no less than 15 years. The power purchase agreement shall have a 

discounted present value of cash outflows of no less than $5,000,000, based on a discount rate of 

6.25%. 

IX. CIVIL PENALTY 

104. Within thirty (30) calendar days after entry of this Consent Decree, the Settling 

Defendants shall pay to the United States a civil penalty in the amount of $425,000. The civil 

penalty shall be paid by Electronic Funds Transfer ("EFT") to the United States Department of 

Justice, in accordance with current EFT procedures, referencing USAO File Number 2006V0009 

and DOJ Case Number 90-5-2-1-07717 and the civil action case name and case number of this 

action. The costs of such EFT shall be the Settling Defendants' responsibility. Payment shall be 

made in accordance with instructions provided to the Settling Defendants by the Financial 

Litigation Unit of the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of North Dakota. Any funds 

received after 2:00 p.m. EDT shall be credited on the next business day. At the time of payment, 

the Settling Defendants shall provide notice of payment, referencing the USAO File Number, the 

DOJ Case Number, and the civil action case name and case number, to the Department of Justice 

and to EPA in accordance with Section XVIII (Notices) of this Consent Decree. 

105. Within thirty (30) calendar days after entry of this Consent Decree. the Settling 

Defendants shall pay to the State a civil penalty in the amount of $425,000. Payment shall be 

made in the form of a certified check or cashier's check, and be payable to "North Dakota 

Department of Health" Payment shall be sent to the Director, Air Quality Division, North 
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Dakota Department of Health, Bismark, North Dakota 58506-5520. To ensure proper credit, the 

check must reference United States, et al. v. Minnkota Power Cooperative, et al., and the civil 

action case number. 

106. Failure to timely pay the civil penalty shall subject the Settling Defendants to 

interest accruing from the date payment is due until the date payment is made at the rate 

prescribed by 28 U.S.t. § 1961, and shall render the Settling Defendants liable for all charges, 

costs, fees, and penalties established by law for the benefit of a creditor or of the United States in 

securing payment. 

107. Payments made pursuant to this Section are penalties within the meaning of 

Section 162(f) of the Internal Revenue Code, 26 U.S.c. § 162(f), and are not tax-deductible 

expenditures for purposes of federal law. 

X. RESOLUTION OF CLAIMS 

A. Resolution of Plaintiffs' Civil Claims 

108. Claims Based on Modifications Occurrine Before the Lodeine of Consent 

Decree. Entry of this Consent Decree shall resolve all civil claims of the Plaintiffs under: 

a. Parts C and D of Subchapter I of the Clean Air Act; 

b. Section 111 of the Clean Air Act and 40 C.F.R. Part 60; 

c. Sections 502(a) and 504(a) of the Clean Air Act, but only to the extent that such 

claims are based on the Settling Defendants' failure to obtain an operating permit 

that reflects applicable requirements imposed under Part C of Subchapter I of the 

Clean Air Act; and 

d. Chapters 33-15-12 and 33-15-15 of the North Dakota Administrative Code, as 
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well as Chapters 33-15-01 and 33-15-14 as they relate to Chapters 33-15-12 and 

33-15-15, and all relevant prior versions of these regulations; 

that arose from any modification that commenced at the Milton R. Young Station prior to the 

date of lodging of this Consent Decree, including but not limited to modifications alleged in the 

Complaint filed by the Plaintiffs in this civil action. 

109. Claims Based on Modifications After the Lodt:int: of Consent Decree. Entry of 

this Decree also shall resolve all civil claims oftlle Plaintiffs for pollutants regulated under: 

a. Parts C and D of Subchapter I of the Clean Air Act, and under regulations 

promulgated thereunder as of the date of lodging of this Decree; and 

b. Chapter 33-15-15 of the North Dakota Administrative Code, as well as 

Chapter 33-15-01 and 33-15-14 as they relate to Chapter 33-15-15; 

where such claims are based on a modification completed before December 31, 2015 and: i) 

commenced at either Unit 1 or Unit 2 at the Milton R. Young Station after lodging of this 

Decree; or ii) that this Consent Decree expressly directs the Settling Defendants to undertake. 

The term "modification" as used in this Paragraph shall have the meaning that term is given 

under the Clean Air Act statute as it existed on the date of lodging of this Decree. 

110. Reopener. The resolution of the civil claims of the United States provided by this 

Subsection is subject to the provisions of Section B of this Section. 

B. Pursuit of Plaintiffs' Civil Claims Otherwise Resolved 

11]. Bases for Pursuine Resolyed Claims. If the Settling Defendants: 

a. fail by more than ninety (90) days (which may be extended by written 

agreement of the Parties) to complete installation or upgrade, and 
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commence operation, of any emission control device, unless that failure is 

excused under the Force Majeure provisions of this Consent Decree; or 

b. emit more S02 than allowed by the following tonnage limitations: 

1. 31,000 tons of S02 based on a Plant-Wide 12-Month Rolling 

Average Tonnage beginning January 1,2006; 

2. 26,000 tons ofS02 based on a Plant· Wide 12-Month Rolling 

Average Tonnage beginning January 1,2011; 

3. 11,500 tons of S02 based on a Plant-Wide 12·Month Rolling 

Average Tonnage beginning January 1,2012; and 

4. 8,500 tons ofS02 per year based on a Plant-Wide 12-Month 

Rolling Average Tonnage beginning January 1,2014, in the event 

that Milton R. Young Unit 3 is not operational by December 31, 

2015; 

then the Plaintiffs may pursue any claim that is otherwise covered by the covenant not to 

sue or to bring administrative action under Subsection A of this Section for any claims based on 

modifications undertaken at a Unit where the modification(s) on which such claim is based was 

commenced after lodging of the Consent Decree and within the five years preceding the 

violation or failure specified in this Paragraph. 

112. Additional Bases for Pursuin2 Resolved Claims for Modifications. The 

Plaintiffs may also pursue claims arising from a modification (or collection of modifications) at a 

Unit that is othelwise covered by the covenant not to sue or to bring administrative action under 

Subsection A of this Section, if the modification (or collection of modifications) at the Unit on 
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which such claims are based (a) was commenced after lodging of this Consent Decree, and (b) 

individually (or collectively) increased the maximum hourly emission rate of that Unit for NO, 

or S02 (as measured by 40 C.F.R. § 60.14 (b) and (h» by more than ten percent (10%). 

XI. PERIODIC REPORTING 

113. Beginning thirty (30) days after the end of the first full calendar quarter following 

the entry of this Consent Decree, continuing on a semi-annual basis until December 31, 2020, 

and in addition to any other express reporting requirement in this Consent Decree, the Settling 

Defendants shall submit to EPA and the State a progress rep011, containing 

a. all information necessary to detemline compliance with this Consent Decree, 

including but not limited to infomlation required to be included in the reports 

pursuant to Paragraphs 49,55,56, 70, and 99; and 

b. all information indicating that the installation and commencement of operation for 

a pollution control device may be delayed, including the nature and cause of the 

delay, and any steps taken by the Settling Defendants to mitigate such delay. 

114. In any periodic progress report submitted pursuant to this Section, the Settling 

Defendants may incorporate by reference information previously submitted under their Title V 

pennitting requirements, provided that the Settling Defendants attach the Title V permit rep011 

(or pertinent portions of such report) and provide a specific reference to the provisions of the 

Title V permit report that are responsive to the information required in the periodic progress 

report. 

115. In addition to the progress repo11s required pursuant to this Section, the Settling 

Defendants shall provide a written report to Plaintiffs of any violation of the requirements of this 
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Consent Decree, including exceedances of the 30-Day Rolling Average Removal Efficiencies, 

30-day Rolling Average Emission Rates, PM Emission Rates, and Flant-Wide Tonnage limits 

within ten (l0) business days of when the Settling Defendants knew or should have known of 

any such violation. In this report, the Settling Defendants shall explain the cause or causes of the 

violation and all measures taken or to be taken by the Settling Defendants to prevent such 

violations in the future. Exceedances of the PM Emission Rates shall be reported within forty-

five (45) days of the completion of the stack test that demonstrates such non-compliance. In this 

report, the Settling Defendants shall explain the cause or causes of the violation and all measures 

taken or to be taken by the Settling Defendants to prevent such violations in the future. 

116. Each Settling Defendant's report shall be signed by each of the Settling 

Defendant's Environmental Manager or, in his or her absence, the Settling Defendant's Vice 

President of Generation, or higher ranking official, and shall contain tlle following certification: 

This information was prepared either by me or under my.direction 
or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that 
qualified personnel properly gather and evaluate the infonnation 
submitted. Based on my evaluation, or the direction and my 
inquiry of the person(s) who manage the system, or the person(s) 
directly responsible for gathering the information, I hereby certifY 
under penalty of law that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, 
this infonnation is true, accurate, and complete. I understand that 
there are significant penalties for submitting false, inaccurate, or 
incomplete information to the United States. 
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XII. REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF SUBMITTALS 

117. The Settling Defendants shall submit each plan, report, or other submission to EPA 

and the State whenever such a document is required to be submitted for review or approval 

pursuant to this Consent Decree. EPA and the State, to the extent that this Consent Decree 

provides for joint approval with the State, may approve the submittal or decline to approve it and 

provide written comments. Within sixty (60) days of receiving written comments from EPA, the 

Settling Defendants shall either: (a) revise the submittal consistent with the written comments 

and provide the revised submittal for final approval to EPA and, if applicable, to the State; or (b) 

submit the matter for dispute resolution, including the period of informal negotiations, under 

Section XV (Dispute Resolution) of this Consent Decree. 

118. Upon receipt of EPA's final approval of the submittal, and the State's final 

approval, if applicable, or upon completion of the submittal pursuant to dispute resolution, the 

Settling Defendants shall implement the approved submittal in accordance with the schedule 

specified therein. 

XIII. STIPULATED PENALTIES 

119. For any failure by the Settling Defendants to comply with the tenns of this Consent 

Decree, and subject to the provisions of Sections XIV (Force Majeure) and XV (Dispute 

Resolution) of this Consent Decree, the Settling Defendants shall pay, within thirty (30) days 

after receipt of written demand to the Settling Defendants by the United States, the following 

stipulated penalties to the United States: 

Consent Decree Violation 
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Stipulated Penalty 
(Per day per violation, 

unless otherwise specified) 



a. Failure to pay the civil penalty as specified in $10,000 
Section IX (Civil Penalty) of this Consent Decree 

b. Failure to comply with any applicable NO, $2,500 
emission rate resulting from the State's BACT 
detenllination, 30-Day Rolling Average Removal 
Efficiency for S02' or Emission Rate for PM, where the 
violation is less than 5% in excess of the limits set forth in 
this Consent Decree 

c. Failure to comply with any applicable NO, $5,000 
emission rate or removal efficiency resulting from the 
State's BACT detenmnation, 30-Day Rolling Average 
Removal Efficiency for S02' or Emission Rate for PM, 
where the violation is equal to or greater than 5% but less 
than 10% in excess of the limits set forth in this Consent 
Decree 

d. Failure to comply with any applicable NO, $10,000 
emission rate or removal efficiency resulting from the 
State's BACT detennination, 30-Day Rolling Average 
Removal Efficiency for S02' or Emission Rate for PM, 
where the violation is equal to or greater than 10% in 
excess of the limits set forth in this Consent Decree 

e. Failure to comply with the Plant-Wide TOlmage $60,000 per ton per year 
Limitations for One Calendar Year or the Plant-Wide for the first 100 tons over the 
Tonnage Limitations for the Annual Average of Two limit, and $120,000 per ton per 
Calendar Years year for each additional ton 

over the limit 

f. Failure to install, upgrade, commence operation, $10,000 during the first 
or continue operation of the NO" S02' and PM pollution 30 days, $27,000 thereafter 
control devices on any Unit 

g. Failure to install or operate CEMS as required in $1,000 
Paragraphs 82 through 88 

h. Failure to conduct annual perfonnance tests of $1,000 
PM emissions, as required by Paragraphs 80 and 81 

i. Failure to apply for any permit required by this $1,000 
Consent Decree 
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j. Failure to timely submit, modify, or implement, $750 during the first ten 
as approved, the reports, plans, studies, analyses, protocols, days, $1,000 thereafter 
or other submittals required by this Consent Decree 

k. Using, selling, or transferring S02 Allowances, the surrender, pursuant 
except as permitted in this Consent Decree to the procedures set forth in 

Paragraphs 55 through 57 of 
this Consent Decree, of S02 
Allowances in an amount equal 
to four times the number of S02 
Allowances used, sold, or 
transferred in violation of this 
Consent Decree 

1. Using, selling or transferring NOx Allowances the surrender of NO x 

except as permitted in Paragraphs 68 through 71 Allowances in an amount equal 
to four times the number of 
NOx Allowances used, sold, or 
transferred in violation of this 
Consent Decree 

m. Failure to surrender an S02 Allowance as (a) $27,500 plus (b) 
required by Subsection B (Surrender of S02 Allowances) of $1,000 per S02 Allowance 
Section IV (S02 Emission Reductions and Controls) 

n. Failure to undertake and complete any of the $1,000 during the first 
Projects in compliance with Section VIII (Additional 30 days, $5,000 thereafter 
Injunctive Relief) of this Consent Decree 

o. Any other violation of this Consent Decree $1,000 

120. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Settling Defendants shall not be liable for 

failure to comply with a 30-Day Rolling Average Removal Efficiency for S02 if the Settling 

Defendants are in full compliance with the requirements of Paragraph 49 of this Consent Decree, 

such exceedance is due to the Settling Defendants' efforts to reduce ice formation on a wet FGD 

stack by resorting to a partial bypass of their FGD, and the Settling Defendants maintain a 30-

Day Rolling Average Removal Efficiency for S02 of no less than 83 % during such periods of 
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partial bypass. 

121. Violation of an Emission Rate or removal efficiency that is based on a 30-Day 

Rolling Average is a violation on evelY day on which the average is based. 

122. Where a violation of a 30-Day Rolling Average Removal Efficiency (from the same 

source) l;ecurs within periods ofless than thirty (30) days, the Settling Defendants shall not pay a 

daily stipulated penalty for any day of the recurrence for which a stipulated penalty has already 

been paid. 

123. All stipulated penalties shall begin to accrue on the day after the performance is due 

or on the day a violation occurs, whichever is applicable, and shall continue to accrue until 

performance is satisfactorily completed or until the violation ceases. Nothing in this Consent 

Decree shall prevent the simultaneous accrual of separate stipulated penalties for separate 

violations of this Consent Decree. 

124. The Settling Defendants shall pay all stipulated penalties to the Plaintiffs within 

thirty (30) days of receipt of written demand to the Settling Defendants from the United States, 

and shall continue to make such payments every thirty (30) days thereafter until the violation(s) 

no longer continues, unless the Settling Defendants elects within 20 days of receipt of written 

demand to the Settling Defendants from the United States to dispute the accrual of stipulated 

penalties in accordance with the provisions in Section XV (Dispute Resolution) of this Consent 

Decree. 

125. Stipulated penalties shall continue to accrue as provided in Paragraph 119 during 

any dispute, with interest on accrued stipulated penalties payable and calculated at the rate 

established by the SecretalY of the Treasury, pursuant to 28 U.S.c. § 1961, but need not be paid 
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until the following: 

a. If the dispute is resolved by agreement, or by a decision of Plaintiffs pursuant to 

Section XV (Dispute Resolution) of this Consent Decree that is not appealed to 

the Court, accrued stipulated penalties agreed or detennined to be owing, together 

with accrued interest, shall be paid within thirty (30) days of the effective date of 

the agreement or of the receipt of Plaintiffs' decision; 

b. If the dispute is appealed to the Court and Plaintiffs prevail in whole or in part, 

the Settling Defendants shall, within sixty (60) days ofreceipt of the Court's 

decision or order, pay all accrued stipulated penalties detennined by the Court to 

be owing, together with accrued interest, except as provided in Subparagraph (c); 

c. If the Court's decision is appealed by any Party, the Settling Defendants shall, 

within fifteen (15) days ofreceipt of the final appellate court decision, pay all 

accrued stipulated penalties detennined to be owing, together with accrued 

interest. 

For purposes of this Paragraph, the accrued stipulated penalties agreed by the Parties, or 

detenllined by the Plaintiffs through Dispute Resolution, to be owing may be less than the 

stipulated penalty amounts set forth in Paragraph 119. The Settling Defendants need not pay any 

stipulated penalties based on violations which they dispute and ultimately prevail under the 

Dispute Resolution provisions of this Consent Decree. 

126. All stipulated penalties shall be paid in the maImer set forth in Section IX (Civil 

Penalty) of this Consent Decree. 

127. Should the Settling Defendants fail to pay stipulated penalties in compliance with 
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the tenns of this Consent Decree, the Plaintiffs shall be entitled to collect interest on such 

penalties, as provided for in 28 U.S.c. § 1961. 

128. The stipulated penalties provided for in this Consent Decree shall be in addition to 

any other rights, remedies, or sanctions available to any Plaintiff by reason of the Settling 

Defendants' failure to comply with any requirement of this Consent Decree or applicable law, 

except that for any violation of the Act for which this Consent Decree provides for payment of a 

stipulated penalty, the Settling Defendants shall be allowed a credit for stipulated penalties paid 

against any statutory penalties also imposed for such violation. 

XIV. FORCE MAJEURE 

129. For purposes of this Consent Decree, a "Force Majeure Event" shall mean an event 

that has been or will be caused by circumstances beyond the control of the Settling Defendants, 

their contractors, or any entity controlled by the Settling Defendants that delays compliance with 

any provision of this Consent Decree or otherwise causes a violation of any provision of this 

Consent Decree despite the Settling Defendants' best efforts to fulfill the obligation. "Best 

efforts to fulfill the obligation" include using best efforts to anticipate any potential Force 

Majeure Event and to address the effects of any such event (a) as it is occurring and (b) after it 

has occurred, such that the delay or violation is minimized to the greatest extent possible. 

130. Notice of Force Majeure Events. If any event occurs or has occurred that may 

delay compliance with or otherwise cause a violation of any obligation under this Consent 

Decree, as to which the Settling Defendants intends to assert a claim of Force Majeure, the 

Settling Defendants shall notifY the United States and the State in writing as soon as practicable, 

but in no event later than fourteen (14) business days following the date the Settling Defendants 
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first knew, or by the exercise of due diligence should have known, that the event caused or may 

cause such delay or violation. In this notice, the Settling Defendants shall reference this 

Paragraph of this Consent Decree and describe the anticipated length of time that the delay or 

violation may persist, the cause or causes of the delay or violation, all measures taken or to be 

taken by the Settling Defendants to prevent or minimize the delay or violation, the schedule by 

which the Settling Defendants proposes to implement those measures, and the Settling 

Defendants' rationale for attributing a delay or violation to a Force Majeure Event. The Settling 

Defendants shall adopt all reasonable measures to avoid or minimize such delays or violations. 

The Settling Defendants shall be deemed to know of any circumstance which the Settling 

Defendants, their contractors, or any entity controlled by the Settling Defendants knew or should 

have known. 

131. Failure to Give Notice. If the Settling Defendants fails to comply with the notice 

requirements in the preceding Paragraph, the Plaintiffs may void the Settling Defendants' claim 

for Force Majeure as to the specific event for which the Settling Defendants have failed to 

comply with such notice requirement. 

132. Plaintiffs' Response. The Plaintiffs shall notify the Settling Defendants in writing 

regarding the Settling Defendants' claim of Force Majeure within twenty (20) business days of 

receipt of the notice provided under Paragraph 130. If the Plaintiffs agree that a delay in 

performance has been or will be caused by a Force Majeure Event, the Parties shall stipulate to 

an extension of deadline(s) for performance of the affected compliance requirement(s) by a 

period equal to the delay actually caused by the event. In such circumstances, an appropriate 

modification shall be made pursuant to Section XXII (Modification) of this Consent Decree. 
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133. DisaKreement. If the Plaintiffs do not accept the Settling Defendants' claim of 

Force Majeure, or if the Parties cannot agree on the length of the delay actually caused by the 

Force Majeure Event, the matter shall be resolved in accordance with Section XV (Dispute 

Resolution) of this Consent Decree. 

134. Burden of Proof. In any dispute regarding Force Majeure, the Settling Defendants 

shall bear the burden of proving that any delay in performance or any other violation of any 

requirement of this Consent Decree was caused by or will be caused by a Force Majeure Event. 

The Settling Defendants shall also bear the burden of proving that the Settling Defendants gave 

the notice required by Paragraph 130 and the burden of proving the anticipated duration and 

extent of any delay(s) attributable to a Force Majeure Event. An extension of one compliance 

date based on a particular event may, but will not necessarily, result in an extension of a 

subsequent compliance date. 

135. Events Excluded. Unanticipated or increased costs or expenses associated with the 

performance of the Settling Defendants' obligations under this Consent Decree shall not 

constitute a Force Majeure Event. 

136. Potential Force Majeure Events. The Parties agree that, depending upon the 

circumstances related to an event and the Settling Defendants' response to such circumstances, 

the kinds of events listed below are among those that could qualify as Force Majeure Events 

within the meaning of this Section: construction, labor, or equipment delays; Malfunction of a 

Unit or emission control device; acts of God; acts of war or terrorism; and orders by a 

governnlent official, government agency, or other regulatory body acting under and authorized 

by applicable law that directs the Settling Defendants to supply electricity in response to a 
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system-wide (state-wide or regional) emergency. Depending upon the circumstances and the 

Settling Defendants' response to such circumstances, failure of a pemlitting authority to issue a 

necessary permit in a timely fashion may constitute a Force Majeure Event where the failure of 

the permitting authority to act is beyond the control of the Settling Defendants and the Settling 

Defendants have taken all steps available to it to obtain the necessary pennit, including, but not 

limited to: sUbmitting a complete pe1111it application; responding to requests for additional 

information by the permitting authority in a timely fashion; and accepting lawful permit terms 

and conditions after expeditiously exhausting any legal rights to appeal terms and conditions 

imposed by the permitting authority, provided that the Settling Defendants shall not be precluded 

from asserting that a new Force Majeure Event has caused or may cause a new or additional 

delay in complying with the extended or modified schedule. 

137. As part of the resolution of any matter submitted to this Court under Section XV 

(Dispute Resolution) of this Consent Decree regarding a claim of Force Majeure, the Parties by 

agreement, or this Court by order, may in appropriate circumstances extend or modify the 

schedule for completion of work under this Consent Decree to account for the delay in the work 

that occurred as a result of any delay agreed to by the United States and the State or approved by 

the Court. The Settling Defendants shall be liable for stipulated penalties for their failure 

thereafter to complete the work in accordance with the extended or modified schedule. 

138. Malfunctions. The Settling Defendants shall notify EPA and NDDH in writing of 

each Malfunction impacting a pollution control technology required by this Consent Decree as 

soon as practicable, but in no event later than fourteen (14) business days following the date that 

the Settling Defendants first knew, or by the exercise of due diligence should have known, of the 
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Malfunction. The Settling Defendants shall be deemed to know of any circumstance which the 

Settling Defendants, their contractors, or any entity controlled by the Settling Defendants knew 

or should have known. In this notice, the Settling Defendants shall describe the anticipated 

length of time that the Malfunction may persist, the cause or causes of the Malfunction, all 

measures taken or to be taken by the Settling Defendants to minimize the duration of the 

Malfunction, anci the schedule by which the Settling Defendants proposes to implement those 

measures. The Settling Defendants shall adopt all reasonable measures to minimize the duration 

of such Malfunctions and, consistent with 40 C.F.R. § 60.ll(d), shall, to the extent practicable, 

maintain and operate any affected Unit and associated air pollution control equipment in a 

manner consistent with good air pollution control practice for minimizing emissions. A 

Malfunction, as defined in Paragraph 16 of this Consent Decree, does not constitute a Force 

Majeure Event unless the Malfunction also meets the definition ofa Force Majeure Event, as 

provided in this Section. Conversely, a period of Malfunction may be excluded by the Settling 

Defendants from the calculations of emission rates and removal efficiencies, as allowed under 

this Paragraph, if the Malfunction constitutes a Force Majeure event. 

xv. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

139. The dispute resolution procedure provided by this Section shall be available to 

resolve all disputes arising under this Consent Decree, provided that the Party invoking such 

procedure has first made a good faith attempt to resolve tlle matter with the other Parties. 

140. The dispute resolution procedure required herein shall be invoked by one Party 

giving written notice to the other Parties advising of a dispute pursuant to this Section. The 

notice shall describe the nature of the dispute and shall state the noticing Party's position with 
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regard to such dispute. The Parties receiving such a notice shall acknowledge receipt of the 

notice, and the Parties in dispute shall expeditiously schedule a meeting to discuss the dispute 

informally not later than fOUlteen (l4) days following receipt of such notice. 

141. Disputes submitted to dispute resolution under this Section shall, in the first 

instance, be the subject of informal negotiations among the disputing Parties. Such period of 

informal negotiations shall not extend beyond thirty (30) calendar days from the date of the first 

meeting among the disputing Parties' representatives unless they agree in writing to shorten or 

extend this period. During the informal negotiations period, the disputing Parties may also 

submit their dispute to a mutually-agreed-upon alternative dispute resolution ("ADR") forum if 

the Parties agree that the ADR activities can be completed within the 30-day informal 

negotiations period (or such longer period as the Parties may agree to in writing). 

142. If the disputing Parties are unable to reach agreement during the informal 

negotiation period, the Plaintiffs shall provide the Settling Defendants with a written summary of 

their position regarding the dispute. The written position provided by the Plaintiffs shall be 

considered binding unless, within forty-five (45) calendar days thereafter, the Settling 

Defendants seeks judicial resolution of the dispute by filing a petition with this Court. The 

Plaintiffs may respond to the petition within forty-five (45) calendar days of filing. 

143. Where the nature of the dispute is such that a more timely resolution of the issue is 

required, the time periods set out in this Section may be shortened upon motion of one of the 

Parties to the dispute. 

144. This Court shall not draw any inferences nor establish any presumptions adverse to 

any disputing Party as a result of invocation ofthi8 Section or the disputing Parties' inability to 
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reach agreement. 

145. As part of the resolution of any dispute under this Section, in appropriate 

circumstances the disputing Parties may agree, or this Court may order, an extension or 

modification of the schedule for the completion of the activities required under this Consent 

Decree to account for the delay that occurred as a result of dispute resolution. The Settling 

Defendants shall be liable for stipulated penalties for their failure thereafter to complete the work 

in accordance with the extended or modified schedule, provided that the Settling Defendants 

shall not be precluded from asserting that a Force Majeure Event has caused or may cause a 

delay in complying with the extended or modified schedule. 

146. The Court shall decide all disputes pursuant to applicable principles of law for 

resolving such disputes. In their initial filings with the Court under Paragraph 142, the disputing 

Parties shall state their respective positions as to the applicable standard of law for resolving the 

particular dispute. 

147. This Paragraph shall govern all disputes under this Consent Decree between any 

Party regarding the BACT Determination provided by NDDH under Section V(B) of this 

Consent Decree. The Settling Defendants hereby waive their rights to challenge or dispute 

NDDH's BACT Determination other than through this Paragraph, which shall constitute the sole 

means by which the Settling Defendants may dispute such determination. 

a. If any Pal1y does not agree, in whole or in part, with NDDH's BACT 

Determination or with the 30-Day Rolling Average NOx Emission Rate 

established by NDDH as part of its BACT Determination, it shall notify the other 

Parties within thirty (30) days of receipt of the BACT Determination. The notice 
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shall describe the particular reason(s) for disagreeing with NDDH's BACT 

Determination. The disputing Party shaH bear the burden of proof throughout the 

dispute resolution process. The Parties to the dispute shall endeavor to resolve 

the dispute infonnally for up to thirty (30) days following issuance of such notice. 

b. If the Parties to the dispute do not reach an agreement during this informal dispute 

resolution process, each disputing Party shall provide the other Parties with a 

written summary of its position within thirty (30) calendar days after the end of 

the infonnal process. The written position(s) provided by the State shall be 

considered binding unless, within forty-five (45) calendar days thereafter, a Party 

files with this Court a petition which describes the nature of the dispute and seeks 

judicial resolution. The other Parties to the dispute shall respond to the petition(s) 

within forty-five (45) calendar days of each such filing. 

c. The Court shall sustain the decision by NDDH unless the Party disputing the 

BACT Determination demonstrates that it is not supported by the state 

administrative record and not reasonable in light of applicable statutory and 

regulatory provisions. 

XVI. PERMITS 

148. Unless expressly stated otherwise in this Consent Decree (e.g. Paragraph 109), in 

any instance where otherwise applicable law or this Consent Decree requires the Settling 

Defendants to secure a permit to authorize construction or operation of any device, including all 

preconstruction, construction, and operating pelmits required under state law, the Settling 
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Defendants shall make such application in a timely manner. The United States and NDDH will 

use their best efforts to expeditiously review all pennit applications submitted by the Settling 

Defendants in order to meet the requirements of this Consent Decree. 

149, When permits are required, the Settling Defendants shall complete and submit 

applications for such permits to the appropriate authorities to allow sufficient time for all legally 

required processing and review of the permit request, including requests for additional 

information by the permitting authorities, Any failure by the Settling Defendants to submit a 

timely permit application for any Unit at the Milton R. Young Station shall bar any use by the 

Settling Defendants of Section XIV (Force Majeure) of this Consent Decree, where a Force 

Majeure claim is based on permitting delays, 

150, Notwithstanding the reference to the Title V permit in this Consent Decree, the 

enforcement of the permit shall be in accordance with its own terms and the Act The Title V 

permit shall not be enforceable under this Consent Decree, although any term or limit established 

by or under this Consent Decree shall be enforceable under this Consent Decree regardless of 

whether such tenn has or will become part of a Title V permit, subject to the terms of Section 

XXVI (Conditional Termination of Enforcement Under Consent Dectee) of this Consent Decree. 

lSI. Within ninety (90) days after entry of this Consent Decree, the Settling Defendants 

shall amend any applicable Title V permit application, or apply for amendments of their Title V 

permit, to include a schedule for all unit-specific and plant-specific perfommnce, operational, 

maintenance, and control teclmology requirements established by this Consent Decree including, 

but not limited to, emission rates, removal efficiencies, tonnage limitations, and the requirements 

pertaining to the sluTender of S02 Allowances, 
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152. Within one (1) year from the commencement of operation of each pollution 

control device to be installed or upgraded on a Unit under this Consent Decree, the Settling 

Defendants shall apply to include the requirements and limitations enumerated in this Consent 

Decree in either a federally enforceable pennit (other than a Title V pennit) or amendments to 

the NOlih Dakota State Implementations Plan ("SIP"). The pemlit or SIP amendment shall 

require compliance with the following: (a) any applicable 30-Day Rolling Average Emission 

Rate or 30-Day Rolling Average Removal Efficiency, (b) the allowance surrender requirements 

set forth in this Consent Decree, and (c) any applicable Tonnage limitations set forth in this 

Consent Decree. 

153. The Settling Defendants shall provide the United States with a copy of each 

application for a federally enforceable permit or SIP amendment, as well as a copy of any pennit 

proposed as a result of such application, to allow for timely participation in any public conunent 

opportunity. The Settling Defendants and the NDDH agree to incorporate the S02 limitations in 

Subparagraphs 50(c) (and Subparagraph 50(d), if applicable) as federally-enforceable limits for 

the Settling Defendants in future pennitting proceedings. 

154. If the Settling Defendants sell or transfer to an entity unrelated to the Settling 

Defendants ("Third Party Purchaser") part or all of an ownership interest in a Unit ("Ownership 

Interest") covered under this Consent Decree, the Settling Defendants shall comply with the 

requirements of Paragraphs 148 through 153 with regard to that Unit prior to any such sale or 

transfer unless, following any such sale or transfer, the Settling Defendants remains the holder of 

the penn it for such facility. 
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XVII. INFORMATION COLLECTION AND RETENTION 

155. Any authorized representative of the Plaintiffs, including their attorneys, 

contractors, and consultants, upon presentation bf credentials, shall have a right of entry upon the 

premises of any facility covered under this Consent Decree at any reasonable time for the 

purpose of: 

a. monitoring the progress of activities required under this Consent Decree; 

b. verifying any data or information submitted to the Plaintiffs in accordance with 

the tenns of this Consent Decree; 

c. obtaining samples and, upon request, splits of any samples taken by the Settling 

Defendants or their representatives, contractors, or consultants; and 

d. assessing the Settling Defendants' compliance with this Consent Decree. 

156. The Settling Defendants shall retain, and instmct their contractors and agents to 

preserve, all non-identical copies of all records and documents (including records and documents 

in electronic form) now in their or their contractors' or agents' possession or control, and that 

directly relate to the Settling Defendants' perforn1ance of their obligations under this Consent 

Decree, until December 31, 2020. This record retention requirement shall apply regardless of 

any corporate document retention policy to the contrary. 

157. All information and documents submitted by the Settling Defendants pursuant to 

this Consent Decree shall be subject to public disclosure based on requests under applicable law 

providing for such disclosure unless (a) the information and documents are subject to legal 

privileges or protection or (b) the Settling Defendants claim and substantiate in accordance with 

40 C.F.R. Part 2 that the information and documents contain confidential business information. 
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158. Nothing in this Consent Decree shall limit the authority ofthe Plaintiffs to conduct 

tests and inspections at facilities covered under this Consent Decree under Section 114 of the 

Act, 42 U.S.c. § 7414, or any other applicable federal or state laws, regulations or permits. 

XVIII. NOTICES 

159. Unless otherwise provided herein, whenever notifications, submissions, or 

communications are required by this Consent Decree, they shall be made in wdting and 

addressed as follows: 

As to the United States of America: 

Chief, Environmental Enforcement Section 
Environment and Natural Resources Division 
U.S. Department of Justice 
P.O. Box 7611, Ben Franklin Station 
Washington, D.C. 20044-7611 
DOJ# 90-5-2-1-07717 

and 

Director, Air Enforcement Division 
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance 
U.S. Enviromnental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rios Building [2242A] 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20460 

and 

U. S. EPA, Region 8 
Director, Office of Enforcement, Compliance, and Environmental Justice 
999 18th Street, Suite 300 
Denver, Colorado 80202-2466 

As to the State of North Dakota: 

Director, Air Quality Division 
North Dakota Department of Health 
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Bismark, North Dakota 58506-5520 

As to the Settling Defendants: 

David Sogard, General Counsel 
John Graves, Environmental Manager 
1822 State Mill Road 
P.O. Box 13200 
Grand Forks, ND 58208-3200 

160. All notifications, communications or submissions made pursuant to this Section 

shall be sent either by: (a) overnight mail or delivery service; (b) certified or registered mail, 

return receipt requested; or (c) electronic transmission, unless the recipient is not able to review 

the transmission in electronic form. All notifications, communications and transmissions (a) sent 

by overnight, certified or registered mail shall be deemed submitted on the date they are 

postmarked, or (b) sent by overnight delivery service shall be deemed submitted on the date they 

are delivered to the delivery service. All notifications, communications, and submissions made 

by electronic means shall be electronically signed and certified, and shall be deemed submitted 

on the date that the Settling Defendants receive written acknowledgment of receipt of such 

transmission. 

161. Any Party may change either the notice recipient or the address for providing 

notices to it by serving the other Parties with a notice setting forth such new notice recipient or 

address. 

XIX. SALES OR TRANSFERS OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

162. If the Settling Defendants propose to sell or transfer part or all of their ownership 

interest in any of their real property or operations subject to this Consent Decree ("Ownership 

Interest") to an entity unrelated to the Settling Defendants ("Third Party Purchaser"), they shall 
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advise the Third Party Purchaser in writing of the existence of this Consent Decree prior to such 

sale or transfer, and shall send a copy of such written notification to the Plaintiffs pursuant to 

Section XVIII (Notices) at least sixty (60) days before such proposed sale or transfer. 

163. No sale or transfer of an Ownership Interest shall take place before the Third Party 

Purchaser and the Plaintiffs have executed, and the Court has approved, a modification pursuant 

to Section XXII (Modification) of this Consent Decree making the Third Party Purchaser a party 

defendant to this Consent Decree and jointly and severally liable with the Settling Defendants for 

all the requirements of this Consent Decree that may be applicable to the transferred or 

purchased Ownership Interests, except as provided in Paragraph 165, below. 

164. This Consent Decree shall not be construed to impede the transfer of any 

Ownership Interests between the Settling Defendants and any Third Party Purchaser as long the 

requirements of this Consent Decree are met. In addition, this Consent Decree shall not be 

construed to prohibit a contractual allocation-as between the Settling Defendants and any Third 

Party Purchaser of Ownership Interests-of the burdens of compliance with this Decree, provided 

that both the Settling Defendants and such Third Party Purchaser shall remain jointly and 

severally liable to the Plaintiffs for the obligations of the Decree applicable to the transferred or 

purchased Ownership Interests, except as provided in Paragraph 165. 

165. If the Plaintiffs agree, the United States, the State, the Settling Defendants and the 

Third Party Purchaser that has become a party defendant to this Consent Decree pursuant to 

Paragraph 163 may execute a modification that relieves Minnkota and/or Square Butte of their 

liability under this Consent Decree for, and makes the Third Party Purchaser liable for, all 

obligations and liabilities applicable to the purchased or transferred Ownership Interests. 
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Notwithstanding the foregoing, however, the Settling Defendants may not assign, and may not 

be released from, any obligation under this Consent Decree that is not specific to the purchased 

or transfen-ed Ownership Interests, including the obligations set forth in Sections VIII 

(Additional Injunctive Relief) and IX (Civil Penalty). The Settling Defendants may propose and 

the Plaintiffs may agree to restrict the scope of joint and several liability of any purchaser or 

transferee for any obligations of this Consent Decree that are not specific to the purchased or 

transfen-ed Ownership Interests to the extent such obligations may be adequately separated in an 

enforceable manner. 

XX. EFFECTIVE DATE 

166. The effective date of this Consent Decree shall be the date upon which this Consent 

Decree is entered by the Court. 

XXI. RETENTION OF JURISDICTION 

167. COlltinuill2 J urisdictioll. The Court shal 1 retain jurisdiction of this case after entry 

of this Consent Decree to enforce compliance with the terms and conditions of this Consent 

Decree and to take any action necessary or appropriate for its interpretation, constlUction, 

execution, modification, or adjudication of disputes. During the term of this Consent Decree, 

any Party to this Consent Decree may apply to the COUl'! for any relief necessary to construe or 

effectuate this Consent Decree. 
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XXII. MODIFICATION 

168. The terms of this Consent Decree may be modified only by a subsequent written 

agreement signed by all Parties. Where the modification constitutes a material change to any 

tenn of this Consent Decree, it shall be effective only upon approval by the Court. 

XXIII. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

169. This Consent Decree is not a permit. Compliance with the terms of this Consent 

Decree does not guarantee compliance with all applicable federal, state, or local laws or 

regulations. The removal efficiencies and emission rates set forth herein do not relieve the 

Settling Defendants from any obligation to comply with other state and federal requirements 

under the Clean Air Act, including the Settling Defendants' obligations to satisfy any state 

modeling requirements set forth in the North Dakota State Implementation Plan. Unless 

otherwise indicated herein, citations to statutes or regulations herein shall mean the version of 

the statutes or regulations in force as of July 1, 2005. 

170. This Consent Decree does not apply to any claim(s) of alleged criminalliability. 

171. In any subsequent administrative or judicial action initiated by the Plaintiffs for 

injunctive relief or civil penalties relating to the facilities covered by this Consent Decree, the 

Settling Defendants shall not assert any defense or claim based upon principles of waiver, res 

judicata, collateral estoppel, issue preclusion, claim preclusion, or claim splitting, or any other 

defense based upon the contention that the claims raised by the Plaintiffs in the subsequent 

proceeding were brought, or should have been brought, in the instant case; provided, however, 

that nothing in this Paragraph is intended to, or shall, affect the validity of Section X (Resolution 

of Claims) ofthis Consent Decree. 
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172. Except as specifically provided by this Consent Decree, nothing in this Consent 

Decree shall relieve the Settling Defendants of their obligations to comply with all applicable 

federal, state, and local laws and regulations. Nothing contained in this Consent Decree shall be 

construed to prevent or limit the rights of the Plaintiffs to obtain penalties, injunctive relief or 

other relief under the Act or other federal, state, or local statutes, regulations, or permits. 

173. Every term expressly defined by this Consent Decree shall have the meaning given 

to that tenn by this Consent Decree and, except as otherwise provided in this Consent Decree, 

every other term used in this Consent Decree that is also a term under the Act or the regulations 

implementing the Act shall mean in this Consent Decree what such term means under the Act or 

those implementing regulations. 

174. Nothing in this Consent Decree is intended to, or shall, alter or waive any 

applicable law (including but not limited to any defenses, entitlements, challenges, or 

clarifications related to the Credible Evidence Rule, 62 Fed. Reg. 8315 (Feb. 27, 1997)) 

concerning the use of data for any purpose under the Act, generated either by the reference 

methods specified herein or otherwise. 

175. Each limit and/or other requirement established by or under this Consent Decree is 

a separate, independent requirement. 

176. Performance standards, emissions limits, and other quantitative standards set by or 

under this Consent Decree must be met to the number of significant digits in which the standard 

or limit is expressed. For example, an Emission Rate of 0.100 is not met if the actual Emission 

Rate is 0.101. The Settling Defendants shall round the fourth significant digit to the nearest third 

significant digit, or the third significant digit to the nearest second significant digit, depending 
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upon whether the limit is expressed to three or two significant digits. For example, if an actual 

Emission Rate is 0.1004, that shall be reported as 0.100, and shall be in compliance with an 

Emission Rate of 0.1 00, and if an actual Emission Rate is 0.1005, that shall be reported as 0.101, 

and shall not be in compliance with an Emission Rate of 0.100. The Settling Defendants shall 

report data to the number of significant digits in which the standard or Umit is expressed. 

177. This Consent Decree does not limit, enlarge or affect the rights of any Party to this 

Consent Decree as against any third parties. 

178. This Consent Decree constitutes the final, complete and exclusive agreement and 

understanding among the Parties with respect to the settlement embodied in this Consent Decree, 

and supersedes all prior agreements and understandings among the Parties related to the subject 

matter herein. No document, representation, inducement, agreement, understanding, or promise 

constitutes any part of this Consent Decree or the settlement it represents, nor shall they be used 

in construing the terms of this Consent Decree. 

179. The United States and the Settling Defendants shall bear their own costs and 

attorneys' fees. 

XXIV. SIGNATORIES AND SERVICE 

180. Each undersigned representative of the Parties certifies that he or she is fully 

authorized to enter into the tenns and conditions of this Consent Decree and to execute and 

legally bind to this document the Party he or she represents. 

181. This Consent Decree may be signed in counterparts, and such counterpart signature 

pages shall be given full force and effect. 

182. Each Party hereby agrees to accept service of process by mail with respect to all 
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matters arising under or relating to this Consent Decree and to waive the formal service 

requirements set f01th in Rule 4 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and any applicable Local 

Rules of this Court including, but not limited to, service of a summons. 

XXV. PUBLIC COMMENT 

183. The Parties agree and acknowledge that final approval by the United States and 

entry of this Consent Decree is subject to the procedures of28 C.F.R. § 50.7, which provides for 

notice of the lodging of this Consent Decree in the Federal Register, an opportunity for public 

cOl1unent, and the right of the United States to withdraw or withhold consent if the comments 

disclose facts or considerations which indicate that the Consent Decree is inappropriate, 

improper or inadequate. The Settling Defendants shall not oppose entry of this Consent Decree 

by this Court or challenge any provision of this Consent Decree unless the United States has 

notified the Settling Defendants, in writing, that the United States no longer supports entry of the 

Consent Decree. 

XXVI. CONDITIO~AL TERMINATION OF ENFORCEMENT 
UNDER CONSENT DECREE 

184. Termination as to Completed Tasks. As soon as the Settling Defendants 

complete a construction project or any other requirement of this Consent Decree that is not 

ongoing or recuning, the Settling Defendants may, by motion to this Court, seek termination of 

the provision or provisions of this Consent Decree that imposed the requirement. 

185. Conditional Termination of Enforcement Throu2h the Consent Decree. After 

the Settling Defendants: 

a. have successfully completed construction, and have maintained operation, of all 
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pollution controls as required by this Consent Decree; 

b. have obtained a final Title V pennit (I) as required by the tenns of this Consent 

Decree; (ii) that cover all units in this Consent Decree; and (iii) that include as 

enforceable pennit terms all of the Unit performance and other requirements 

specified in Section XVI (Permits) of this Consent Decree; and 

c. certified that the date is later than December 31, 2015; 

then the Settling Defendants may so certify these facts to the Plaintiffs and this Court. If the 

. Plaintiffs do not object in writing with specific reasons within forty-five (45) days of receipt of 

the Settling Defendants' certification, then, for any Consent Decree violations that occur after 

the filing of notice, the Plaintiffs shall pursue enforcement of the requirements contained in the 

Title V permit through the applicable Title V pemlit and not through this Consent Decree. 

186. Resort to Enforcement under this Consent Decree. Notwithstanding 

Paragraph 187, if enforcement of a provision in this Consent Decree cannot be pursued by a 

Party under the applicable Title V pennit, or if a Consent Decree requirement was intended to be 

part of a Title V Permit and did not become or remain part of such permit, then such requirement 

may be enforced under the terms of this Consent Decree at any time, unless and until the Settling 

Defendants have secured a source-specific revision to the North Dakota State Implementation 

Plan to reflect the emission limitations, emissions monitoring, and allowance surrender 

requirements set forth in this Consent Decree. 
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XXVII. FINAL JUDGMENT 

187. Upon approval and entry of this Consent Decree by the Court, this Consent Decree 

shall constitute a final judgment in the above-captioned matter between the Plaintiffs and the 

Settling Defendants. 

SO ORDERED, THIS __ DAY OF ______ ,2006. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
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FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

SUE ELLEN WOOLDRIDGE 
Assistant Attorney General 
Environmental and Natural Resources Division 
United States Department of Justice 

MATTHEW W. MORRISON 
Senior Counsel 
Envirolli11ental Enforcement Section 
Environmental and Natural Resources Division 
United States Department of Justice 
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GRANTA Y. NAKAYAMA 
Assistant Administrator 
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 

ADAM M. KUSHNER 
Director, Air Enforcement Division 
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 

JEFFREY A. KODISH 
Attorney Advisor 
Air Enforcement Division 
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance· 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 
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CAROL RUSHIN 
Assistant Regional Administrator 
Office of Enforcement, Compliance 
and Enviromnental Justice 

BRENDA MORRlS 
Enforcement Attorney 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Region 8 ' 
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FOR THE STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA: 

TERRY 1. DWELLE, MD, MPHTM 
State Health Officer 
North Dakota Dep't of Health 

WAYNE STENEHJEM 
Attorney General 

. Attorney for North Dakota 
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FOR DEFENDANT MINNKOTA POWER COOPERATIVE, INC.: 

DAVID LOER 
President & CEO 
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FOR DEFENDANT SQUARE BUTTE ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE: 

DAVID LOER 
General Manager 
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E.XHIBIT 7 
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WHEREAS, the United States of America ("the United States"), on behalf of the United 

States Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") has filed a Complaint with this Consent 

Decree, against Wisconsin Electric pursuant to Sections 113(b) and 167 of the Clean Air Act (the 

"Act"), 42 U .S.c. §§ 7413(b) and 7471, for injunctive relief and the assessment of civil penalties 

for alleged violations of: 

(a) the Prevention of Significant Deterioration provisions in Part C of Subchapter 

I ofthe Act, 42 U.S.c. §§ 7470-92; 

(b) the nonattairunent New Source Review provisions in Part D of Subchapter I 

of the Act, 42 U.S.c. §§ 7501-7515; 

(c) the federally-enforceable State Implementation Plan developed by the State of 

Michigan (the "Michigan SIP"); 

(d) the federally-enforceable State Implementation Plan developed by the State of 

Wisconsin (the "Wisconsin SIP"); and 

WHEREAS, in its Complaint, Plaintiff alleges, inter alia, that Wisconsin Electric failed 

to obtain the necessary permits and install the controls necessary under the Act to reduce its 

sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and/or particulate matter emissions, and that such emissions can 

damage human health and the environment; 

WHEREAS, the Plaintiff alleges that its Complaint states claims upon which relief can 

be granted against Wisconsin Electric under Sections 113 and 167 of the Act, 42 U.S.c. §§ 7413 

and 7477, and 28 U.s.c. § 1355; 



WHEREAS, Wisconsin Electric has not answered or otherwise responded to the 

Complaint filed by the United States in light of the settlement memorialized in this Consent 

Decree; 

WHEREAS, Wisconsin Electric has denied and continues to deny the violations alleged 

in the Complaint, maintains that it has been and remains in compliance with the Act and is not 

liable for civil penalties or injunctive relief, and states that it is agreeing to the obligations 

imposed by this Consent Decree solely to avoid the costs and uncertainties of litigation, and to 

reduce its emissions; 

WHEREAS, EPA provided Wisconsin Electric and the States of Michigan and Wisconsin 

with actual notice of violations pertaining to Wisconsin Electric's alleged violations, in 

accordance with Section 113(a)(l)ofthe Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7413(a)(l); 

WHEREAS, the Palties anticipate that the States of Michigan and Wisconsin may seek to 

intervene in this case, and the Parties anticipate that they will consent to such intervention; 

WHEREAS, Wisconsin Electric, consistent with its environmental, health and safety 

policy, met with the United States in February 2003, to resolve the Parties' respective goals for 

achieving emission reductions of certain emissions at the electric generating stations covered 

under this Consent Decree; 

WHEREAS, the Parties anticipate that the installation and operation of pollution control 

equipment pursuant to this Consent Decree will achieve significant reductions in S02' NOx and 

PM emissions and thereby improve air quality and that certain actions that Wisconsin Electric 

bas agreed to undertake are expected to advance tec!:mologies and methodologies for reducing 

certain air emissions, including mercury; 
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WHEREAS, nothing in this Consent Decree is intended to prohibit the use of emission 

reductions under this Consent Decree to demonstrate attainment with § 110 of the Act (42 U.S.C. 

§ 7410); 

WHEREAS, Wisconsin Electric has begun the process of retiring the coal-fired units at 

the Port Washington Generating Station and has applied for and received pemlits to construct 

two new combined cycle natural gas units at that facility; 

WHEREAS, Wisconsin Electric is seeking approval, including air emissions permits, to 

construct three new coal-fired units in Wisconsin at a: site adjacent to the South Oak Creek 

Generating Station, designated as the Elm Road Generating Station; 

WHEREAS, EPA supports the construction of cleaner power plants to meet growing 

energy demands; 

WHEREAS, the United States and Wisconsin Electric have agreed, and the Court by 

entering this Consent Decree finds: that this Consent Decree has been negotiated in good faith 

and at arms length; that this settlement is fair, reasonable, in the best interest of the Parties and in 

the public interest; consistent with the goals of the Act; and that entry of this Consent Decree 

without further litigation is the most appropriate means of resolving this matter; 

and 

WHEREAS, the United States and Wisconsin Electric have consented to entry of this 

Consent Decree without trial of any issue; 

NOW, THEREFORE, without any admission of fact or law, and without any admission 

of the violations alleged in the Complaint it is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND 

DECREED as follows: 
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L JURlSDICTION AND VENUE 

1. This Court has jurisdiction over this action, the subject matter herein, and the 

Parties consenting hereto, pursuant to 28 U.S.c. §§ 1331,1345, 1355, and 1367, Sections 113(b) 

and 167 of the Act, 42 U.S.c. §§ 7413(b) and 7477, the Michigan SIP, 40 C.F.R. § 52.1180(b); 

45 Fed. Reg. 8348 (February 7,1980), and the Wisconsin SIP, 40 C.F.R. § 52.2570; Wis. 

Admin. Code, NR § 405. Venue is proper under Section 1 13 (b) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7413(b), 

and under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b) and (c). Solely for the purposes of this Consent Decree and the 

Plaintiffs underlying Complaint, Wisconsin Electric waives all objections and defenses that it 

may have to the claims set forth in the underlying Complaints, and to the jurisdiction of the 

Court over Wisconsin Electric and this action, and to venue in this District. Wisconsin Electric 

shall not challenge the terms of this Consent Decree or this Court's jurisdiction to enter and 

enforce this Consent Decree. For purposes of the Complaint filed by the United States in this 

matter and resolved by the Consent Decree, and for purposes of entry and enforcement of this 

Decree, Wisconsin Electric waives any defense or objection based on standing. Except as 

expressly provided for herein, this Consent Decree shall not create any rights in any party other 

than the United States and Wisconsin Electric. Except as provided by Section XXVII (Public 

Comment), the Parties consent to entry of this Consent Decree without further notice. 

II. APPLICABILITY 

2. Upon entry, the provisions of this Consent Decree shall apply to and be binding 

upon the United States and Wisconsin Electric, its successors and assigns, and Wisconsin 

Electric's officers, employees, and agents solely in their capacities as such. 
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3. Wisconsin Electric shall provide a copy of this Consent Decree to all vendors, 

suppliers, consultants, contractors, agents, and any other company or organization retained to 

perfonn any of the work required by this Consent Decree. Notwithstanding any retention of 

contractors, subcontractors, or agents to perform any work required under this Consent Decree, 

Wisconsin Electric shall be responsible for ensuring that all work is performed in accordance 

with the requirements of this Consent Decree. In any action to enforce this Consent Decree, 

Wisconsin Electric shall not assert as a defense the failure of its officers, directors, employees, 

servants, agents, or contractors to take actions neceSSaIY to comply with this Consent Decree, 

unless Wisconsin Electric establishes that such failure resulted from a Force Majeure Event, as 

defined in Paragraph 143 of this Consent Decree. 

III. DEFINITIONS 

4. A "30-day Rolling Average Emission Rate" shall be determined by calculating an 

aritlunetic average of all hourly emission rates in Ib/mmBTU for the current day and the previous 

29 Operating Days. A new 30-day Rolling Average Emission Rate shall be calculated for each 

new Operating Day. Each 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate shall include all start-up, shut 

down and Malfunction periods within each Operating Day. A Malfunction shall be excluded 

from this Emission Rate, however, if it is determined to be a Force Majeure Event and satisfies 

the Force Majeure provisions of this Consent Decree. 

5. "30-Day Rolling Average Removal Efficiency" means the percent reduction in 

the mass of a pollutant achieved by a Unit's pollution control device over a 30-day period. This 

percentage shall be calculated by subtracting the Unit's outlet 30-Day Rolling Average Emission 

Rate from the Unit's inlet 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate, dividing that difference by 
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the Unit's inlet 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate, and then mUltiplying by 100. A new 

30-Day Rolling Average Removal Efficiency shall be calculated for each new Operating Day, 

and shall include all periods of startup, shutdown and Malfunction within an Operating Day. A 

Malfunction shall be excluded from this removal efficiency, however, ifit is determined to be a 

Force Majeure Event and satisfies the Force Majeure provisions of this Consent Decree. 

6. "Air Quality Control Region" means a geographic area designated under Section 

107(c) of the Act, 42 U.S.c. § 7407(c). 

7. "Baseline" means the annual average emissions of S02 and NO, of the Plants in 

the Wisconsin Electric System for calendar years 2000 and 2001, as measured under 40 C.F.R. 

Part 75. 

8. "Boiler Island" means a Unit's (A) fuel combustion system (including bunker, 

coal pulverizers, crusher, stoker, and fuel burners); (B) combustion air system; (C) steam 

generating system (i.e., firebox, boiler tubes and walls); and (D) draft system (excluding the 

stack), as further described in "Interpretation of Reconstruction," by John B. Rasnick, U.S. EPA 

(November 25, 1986) and the attachments thereto. 

9. "BH" means baghouse, a pollution control device for the reduction ofpal1iculate 

matter ("PM"). 

10. "Capital Expenditure" means all capital expenditures, as defined by Generally 

Accepted Accounting Principles ("GAAP"), excluding the cost of installing or upgrading 

pollution control devices. 
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11. "CEMS" or "Continuous Emission Monitoring System" means, for obligations 

involving NO. and S02 under this Decree, the devices defined in 40 C.F.R. § 72.2 and installed 

and maintained as required by 40 C.F.R. Part 75. 

12. "Clean Air Act" or "Act" means the federal Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. §§740l-

7671q, and its implementing regulations. 

13. "Consent Decree" or "Decree" means this Consent Decree. 

14. "Elm Road Generating Station" means the proposed coal-fired electric generating 

units, for which Wisconsin Electric is seeking regulatory approval to construct at a site adjacent 

to the South Oak Creek Generating Station. 

15. "Emission Rate" means the number of pounds of pollutant emitted per million 

BTU of heat input ("lb/mmBTU"), measured in accordance with this Consent Decree. 

16. "EPA" means the United States Environmental Protection Agency. 

17. "ESP" means electrostatic precipitator, a pollution control.device for the 

reduction of particulate matter ("PM"). 

18. "Existing Units" means those Units included in the Wisconsin Electric System. 

19. "Flue gas desulfurization system," or "FGD," means a pollution control device 

that employs flue gas desulfurization technology for the reduction of sulfur dioxide. 

20. "Fossil fuel" means any hydrocarbon fuel, including coal, petroleum oil, or 

natural gas. 

21. "Improved Unit" means, in the case of NO x' a Wisconsin Electric System Unit 

scheduled under this Decree to be equipped with SCR (or equivalent NOx control technology 

approved pursuant to Paragraph 56) or to be retired, and, in the case of S02' a Wisconsin Electric 
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System Unit scheduled under this Decree to be equipped with an FGD (or equivalent S02 control 

technology approved pursuant to Paragraph 71) or to be retired. A Unit may be an Improved 

Unit for one pollutant without being an Improved Unit for the other. 

22. "lb/rnmBTU" mean one pound of a pollutant per million British Thermal Units of 

heat input. 

23. "Malfunction" means malfunction as that tenll is defined under 40 C.P.R.§ 60.2. 

24. "MW" means a megawatt, or one million Watts. 

25. "National Ambient Air Quality Standards" means national air quality standards 

promulgated pursuant to Section 109 of the Act, 42 U.S.c. § 7409. 

26. "New Units" means any coal-fired or natural gas fired units that commence 

operation after entry of this Consent Decree, including but not limited to the re-powered natural 

gas units at the Port Washington Generating Station. 

27. "NOx" means oxides of nitrogen, as measured in accordance with the provisions 

of this Consent Decree. 

28. "Nonattainment NSR" means the nonattainment area New Source Review 

program within the meaning of Part D of SUbchapter I of the Act, 42 US.C. §§ 7510-7515,40 

C.P.R. Part 51. 

29. "NSPS" means New Source Perfonuance Standards within the meaning of Part A 

of Subchapter I, of the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.c. § 7411,40 C.ER. Part 60. 

30. "Operating Day" means any calendar day on which a Unit fires fossil fuel. 
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31. "Other Unit" means any Unit of the Wisconsin Electric System that is not an 

Improved Unit for the pollutant in question. A Unit may be an Improved Unit for NOx and an 

Other Unit for S02 and vice versa. 

32. "PM Control Device" means an electrostatic precipitator ("ESP") or a baghouse 

("BH"), devices which reduce emissions of particulate matter (PM). 

33. "Parties" means Wisconsin Electric and the United States. 

34. "Permitting State" means the state in which a particular Unit is located from 

which Wisconsin Electric is required to obtain permits, licenses, or approvals in order to install 

or operate a source of air pollution. 

35. "Plaintiff' means the United States. 

36. "PM" means particulate matter, as measured in accordance with the provisions of 

this Consent Decree. 

37. "PM CEMS" or "PM continuops emission monitoring system" means equipment 

that samples, analyzes, measures, and provides PM emissions data -- by readings taken at 

frequent intervals and makes an electronic or paper record of the PM emissions measured. 

38. "PM Emission Rate" shall mean the average number of pounds of PM emitted per 

million BTU of heat input ("lb/mmBTU"), as measured in annual stack tests, in accordance with 

the reference methods set forth in 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A, Method 5 or Method 17. 

39. "Project Dollars" means Wisconsin Electric's expenditures and payments 

incurred or made in carrying out the projects identified in Section IX of this Consent Decree 

(Envirorunental Projects) to the extent that such expenditures or payments both: (a) comply with 

the Project Dollar and other requirements set by this Consent Decree in Section IX of this 
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Consent Decree (Environmental Projects); and (b) constitute Wisconsin Electric's external costs 

for contractors, vendors, and equipment, and its internal costs consisting of employee time, 

travel, and other out-of-pocket expenses specifically attributable to these particular projects and 

documented in accordance with "GAAP". 

40. "PSD" means Prevention of Significant Deterioration within the meaning of Part 

C of Subchapter I of the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.c. § § 7470 - 7492 and 40 C.F.R. Part 52. 

41. "SCR" means a device that employs selective catalytic reduction technology for 

the reduction of nitrogen oxides. 

42. "S02" means sulfur dioxide, as measured in accordance with this Consent 

Decree. 

43. "S02 Allowance" means an "allowance," as defined at 42 U.S.c. § 765Ia(3): an 

authorization, allocated to an affected unit, by the Administrator of EPA under Subchapter IV of 

the Act, to emit, during or after a specified calendar year, one ton of sulfur dioxide. 

44. [RESERVED.] 

45. "System-wide 12-Month Rolling Average Emission Rate" means (a) summing the 

pounds of pollutant in question emitted from the Wisconsin Electric System during the most 

recent complete month and the previous eleven (11) months, (b) summing the heat input to the 

Wisconsin Electric System in mmBTU during the most recent complete month and the previous 

eleven (11) months, and (c) dividing the total number of pounds of pollutants emitted during the 

twelve (12) months by the total heat input during the twelve (12) months, and expressing the 

resulting figure in Ibs/mmBTU. A new System-wide 12-Month Rolling Average Emission Rate 

shall be calculated for each new complete month. Each "System-wide 12-Month Rolling 
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A verage Emission Rate" shall include all sta11-up, shut down and Malfunction periods within 

each complete month. 

46. "System-wide 12-Month Rolling Tonnage" means the sum of the tons of pollutant 

in question emitted from the Wisconsin Electric System in the most recent month and the 

previous eleven (11) months. A new System-wide 12-Month Rolling Tonnage will be calculated 

for each new complete month. 

47. "Title V Permit" means the permit required of Wisconsin Electric's major sources 

under Subchapter V of the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.c. §§ 7661-7661e. 

48. "Unit" means, for the purpose of this Consent Decree, collectively, the coal 

pulverizer, the stationary equipment that feeds coal to the boiler, the boiler that produces steam 

for the steam turbine, the steam turbine, the generator, the equipment necessary to operate the 

generator, steam turbine and boiler, and all ancillary equipment, including pollution control 

equipment, or systems necessary for the production of electricity. An electric utility steam 

generating station may be comprised of one or more Units. 

49. "Unit-Specific 12-Month Rolling Tonnage" means the sum of the tons of 

pollutant in question emittep from the applicable Unit in the most recent month and the previous 

eleven (11) months. A new Unit-Specific 12-Month Rolling Tonnage will be calculated for each 

new complete month. 

50. "WEC" means Wisconsin Energy Corporation, the parent company of Wisconsin 

Electric and W.E. Power. 

51. "W.E. Power" means W.E. Power LLC, a subsidiary ofWEC and an affiliate of 

Wisconsin Electric. 
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52. "Wisconsin Electric" means the Wisconsin Electric Power Company. 

53. "Wisconsin Electric System" means, solely for purposes of this Consent Decree, 

the following twenty-three (23) coal-fired, electric utility steam generating Units (with the rated 

MW(net) capacity of each Unit noted in parentheses): 

• Presque Isle Generating Station in Marquette, Michigan - Unit 1 (25 

MW), 2 (37.5 MW), 3 (54.4 MW), 4 (57.8 MW), 5 (90 MW), 6 (90 MW), 

7 (90 MW), 8 (90 MW), and 9 (90 MW); 

• Pleasant Prairie Generating Station in Kenosha, Wisconsin - Units 1 

(616.6 MW) and 2 (616.6 MW); 

• South Oak Creek Generating Station in Oak Creek, Wisconsin - Units 5 

(275 MW), 6 (275 MW), 7 (317.6 MW), and 8 (324 MW); 

• Port Washington Generating Station in Port Washington, Wisconsin -

Units 1 (80 MW), 2 (80 MW), 3 (80 MW), and 4 (80 MW); 

• Valley Generating Station in Milwaukee, Wisconsin - Units 1 (80 MW), 2 

(80 MW), 3 (80 MW), and 4 (80 MW). 
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IV. UNITS TO BE CONTROLLED OR RETIRED 

54. Wisconsin Electric shall either satisfy the emission control requirements of 

Paragraphs 55 and 70 with regard to the following Units or retire and permanehtly cease to 

operate the following Units within the Wisconsin Electric System by the following dates: 

Unit Date by which 
Wisconsin Electric Must 

Control or Cease to 
Operate Unit 

Port Washington Unit 4 . Upon Entry of this 
Consent Decree 

Port Washington Unit I December 31, 2004 

Port Washington Unit 2 December 3 1, 2004 

Port Washington Unit 3 December 31, 2004 

Oak Creek Unit 5 December 31, 2012 

Oak Creek Unit 6 December 31, 2012 

Presque Isle Unit 1 December 31, 2012 

Presque Isle Unit 2 December 31 , 2012 

Presque Isle Unit 3 December 31, 2012 

Presque Isle Unit 4 December 31, 2012 
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V. NO" EMISSION REDUCTIONS AND CONTROLS 

A. NO" Emission Controls 

55. Wisconsin Electric shall install and commence continuous operation of Selective 

Catalytic Reduction technology ("SCR") (or equivalent NO" control technology approved 

pursuant to Paragraph 56) so as to achieve a 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate not greater 

than 0.100 Ib/mmBTU NO" on the following Units within the Wisconsin Electric System by the 

following dates: 

Unit Date by Which 
Wisconsin EJectric Must 

Complete Installation 
and Continuously 

Operate SCR 

Pleasant Prairie Unit 2 December 31, 2003 

Pleasant Prairie Unit 1 December 31, 2006 

Oak Creek Unit 7 December 31, 2012 

Oak Creek Unit 8 December 31, 2012 

56. With prior written notice to and approval frotfl'·EPA, Wisconsin Electric may, in 

lieu of installing and operating any such SCR, install and operate equivalent NO" control 

technology so long as such equivalent NO. control teclmology achieves a 30-Day Rolling 

Average Emission Rate not greater than 0.100 Ib/mmBTU NO". 

57. Wisconsin Electric shall continuously operate SCR (or equivalent NOx control 

technology approved pursuant to Paragraph 56) at all times that the Unit it serves is in operation 

consistent with the technological limitations, manufacturers' specifications, and good operating 

practices, for the SCR or equivalent tec1mology. 
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58. Wisconsin Electric shall also operate either low NOx burners ("LNB") or 

combustion control technology on the following Units within the Wisconsin Electric System. 

Such low-NO, burner or combustion control technology shall be operational in accordance with 

the following schedule: 
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Units to be NOx Control Deadline for 
Controlled Commencement of 

Operation 

Valley Boiler 1 LNB and Combustion 30 days after the 
Optimization Software date of lodging of 
(Existing LNB and this Consent Decree 
Combustion Optimization 
Software) 

Valley Boiler 2 LNB and Combustion 30 days after the 
Optimization Software date of lodging of 
(Existing LNB and this Consent Decree 
Combustion Optimization 
Software) 

Valley Boiler 3 LNB and Combustion 30 days after the 
Optimization Software date of lodging of 
(Existing LNB and this Consent Decree 
Combustion Optimization 
Software) 

Valley Boiler 4 LNB and Combustion 30 days after the 
Optimization Software date of lodging of 
(Existing LNB and this Consent Decree 
Combustion Optimization 
Software) 

Presque Isle Unit LNB and Combustion December 31, 2003 
5 Optimization Software 

Presque Isle Unit LNB and Combustion December 31,2003 
6 Optimization Software 

Presque Isle Unit LNB and Combustion December 31, 2005 
7 Optimization Software 

(Existing LNB) 

Presque Isle·Unit LNB and Combustion December 31, 2005 
8 Optimization Software 

(Existing LNB) 

Presque Isle Unit LNB and Combustion December 31,2006 
9 Optimization Software 

(Existing LNB) 
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B. System-Wide NO" Emission Limits 

59. Wisconsin Electric shall not exceed the Wisconsin Electric System-wide 12-

Month Rolling Average Emission Rates for NO, as specified below: 

Beginning on System-wide 12-Month 
RoBing Average 

Emission Rate for NOx 

January 1,2005 0.270 Ibs/mmBTU 

January 1,2007 0.1901bs/mmBTU 

January 1, 2013 0.170 Ibs/nnnBTU 

60. In addition to meeting the system-wide emission limit set forth in the preceding 

Paragraph, Wisconsin Electric shall not emit NO, on a System-wide 12-Month Rolling Tonnage 

basis from the Wisconsin Electric System in an amount greater than the following number of 

tons: 

Beginning on System-wide 12-Month 
Rolling Tonnage 

Limitation for NO
I 

January 1, 2005 31,500 tons 

January 1, 2007 23,400 tons 

January 1,2013 17,400 tons 

Wisconsin Electric shall meet the above NO, tonnage limitations exclusively through the 

operation of all control equipment required to be installed and operated by this Decree,Unit 

retirements, and any additional control equipment that Wisconsin Electric installs and operates. 

Wisconsin Electric shall not use NO, allowances or credits to comply with these limitations. 
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C. NOx Emission Limitations at Presque Isle Units I and 2 

61. In addition to meeting the System-wide 12-Month Ro1ling Tonnage limitations 

for NO" set forth in Paragraph 60, after December 31, 2003, Wisconsin Electric sha1l not emit 

NO" from the Units 1 and 2 at the Presque Isle Generating Plant in an amount greater than 130 

and 194 tons per year, respectively, based upon a Unit-Specific 12-Month Rolling Tonnage. If a 

Unit exceeds the applicable Unit-Specific 12-Month Rolling Tonnage limitation specified in this 

Paragraph, Wisconsin Electric shall install and operate LNB technologies on that Unit no later 

than December 31 of the calendar year following such exceedance. 

62. So long as Units 1 through 4 at the Presque Isle Generating Station discharge 

through a common stack, are of the same design and combust the same fuel, Wisconsin Electric 

shall determine monthly mass emissions of NO" by apportioning NO" emissions from the 

common stack to Units I and 2. To apportion emissions, Wisconsin Electric shall utilize the 

load based apportionment protocol used in the Acid Rain Program to apportion heat rates to units 

that share a common stack. Each month, Wisconsin Electric shall calculate the Unit-Specific 12-

month Rolling Tonnage of NO" mass (tons/year) attributed to Units 1 and 2. 

D. Use of NO" Emission Allowances 

63. For any and all actions taken by Wisconsin Electric to conform to the 

requirements of this Consent Decree, Wisconsin Electric shall not use, sell, or trade any resulting 

NO" emission allowances or credits in any emission trading or marketing program of any kind, 

except as provided in this Consent Decree. 

64. NO" emission allowances or credits allocated to the Wisconsin Electric System by 

the Administrator of EPA under the Act, or by any State under its State Implementation Plan, 
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may be used by Wisconsin Electric to meet its own federal and/or state Clean Air Act regulatory 

requirements for any Existing Unit or New Unit owned or operated, in whole or in part, by 

Wisconsin Electric. 

65. Nothing in this Consent Decree shall preclude Wisconsin Electric from using, 

selling, or transferring NOx emission reductions below the emission requirements of Wi. Admin. 

Code NR 428 among the units in the Wisconsin Electric System in order to demonstrate 

compliance with either Wi. Admin. Code NR 428 or Mich. Admin. Code Rule 801. Use of 

emission reductions generated from the Wisconsin Electric System to comply with the 

requirements of Mich. Admin. Code Rule 801 will conform to the Memorandum of 

Understanding ("MOU") among the State of Wisconsin, the State of Michigan and Wisconsin 

Electric, dated November 8, 2002, as that MOU may be amended from time to time. 

66. Nothing in this Consent Decree shall preclude Wisconsin Electric from using, 

selling or transfening excess NO, emission allowances or credits that may arise as a result of: 

a. activities which occur prior to the date of entry of this Consent Decree; 

b. achieving NO, emission reductions at an Improved Unit that are below 

both the 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate of 0.100 Ib/mmBTU NO, 

and the System-wide l2-Month Rolling Tonnage limitations set forth in 

this Consent Decree; or 

c. the NO. emission reductions achieved by virtue of Wisconsin Electric's 

installation and operation any NOx pollution controls prior to the dates 

required under Section V (NOx Emission Reductions and Controls) of this 

Consent Decree, 
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so long as Wisconsin Electric timely reports the creation of such allowances or credits in 

accordance with Section XII of this Consent Decree. For purposes of this Paragraph, excess 

NO" emission allowances or credits equal the number of tons of NO. that Wisconsin Electric 

removed from its emissions that are in excess of the NO. reductions required by this Decree. 

67. Wisconsin Electric may not purchase or otherwise obtain NO. allowances or 

credits from another source for purposes of complying with the requirements of this Consent 

Decree. However, nothing in this Consent Decree shall prevent Wisconsin Electric from 

purchasing or otherwise obtaining NO. allowances or credits from another source for purposes of 

complying with state or federal Clean Air Act requirements to the extent otherwise allowed by 

law. 

E. General NO. Provisions 

68. In determining Emission Rates for NO". Wisconsin Electric shall use CEMs in 

accordance with those reference methods specified in 40 C.F.R. Part 75. 

69. In calculating the 30~day Rolling Average Emission Rate or System~wide 12-

Month Rolling Average Emission Rate for NO. for a given Unit or group of Units, Wisconsin 

Electric shall not exclude any period of time that the Unites) is/are in operation, including 

periods in which any NO" emission control technology for the Unites) is not in operation. 
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VI. SO, EMISSION REDUCTIONS AND CONTROLS 

A. S02 Emission Controls 

1. New FGD Installations 

70. Wisconsin Electric shall install and commence continuous operation of Flue Gas 

Desulfurization techno\ogy ("FGD") (or equivalent S01 control teclmology approved pursuant to 

Paragraph 71) so as to achieve either a 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate of not greater 

than 0.100 Ib/nunBTU S02 or a 30-day Rolling Average S02 Removal Efficiency of at least 95 

percent on the following Units within the Wisconsin Electric System by the dates specified 

below: 

Unit Date by which 
Wisconsin Electric Must 

Complete Installation 
and Continuously 

OperateFGD 

Pleasant Prairie Unit 1 I December 31, 2006 

Pleasant Prairie Unit 2 December 31,2007 

Oak Creek Unit 7 December 31, 2012 

Oak Creek Unit 8 December 31, 2012 

71. In lieu of installing and operating such FGDs, Wisconsin Electric may, with prior 

written notice to and approval fro111 EPA, install and operate equivalent S02 control technology, 

so long as such equivalent S02 control teclmology achieves a 30-Day Rolling Average Emission 

Rate of not greater than 0.100 Ib/mmBTU S02 or a 30-day Rolling Average Removal Efficiency 

of at least 95 percent. 

72. Wisconsin Electric shall continuously operate each FGD (or equivalent S02 

control technology approved pursuant to Paragraph 71) in the Wisconsin Electric System at all 
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times that the Unit it serves is in operation, except that, following startup of the Unit, Wisconsin 

Electric need not operate such control technology until the Unit is fired with any coal. 

Wisconsin Electric shall use good operating practices at all times that the Unit is in operation. 

B. System-Wide S02 Emission Limits 

73. Wisconsin Electric shall not exceed the Wisconsin Electric System-Wide 12-

Month Rolling Average Emission Rates for S02 as specified below: 

Beginning on System-wide 12-Month 
Rolling Average 

Emission Rate for S02 

January 1,2005 0.76 Ibs/mmBTU 

January 1,2007 0.61lbs/mmBTU 

January 1,2008 0.45 Ibs/mmBTU 

January],2013 0.32 Ibs/mmBTU 

74. In addition to installing the controls, retiring Units, achieving the SOl Emission 

Rates or Removal Efficiencies described in Paragraph 70, and surrendering the S02 Allowances 

required in this Consent Decree, Wisconsin Electric shall not emit S02 on a System-wide 12-

Month Rolling Tonnage basis from the Wisconsin Electric System in an amount greater than the 

following munber ofton8: 

Beginning on System-wide 
12-Month Rolling Tonnage 

Limit for S02 

January 1,2005 86,900 tons 

January 1,2007 74,400 tons 

January 1, 2008 55,400 tons 

January 1,2013 33,300 tons 
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Wisconsin Electric shall meet the above S02 tonnage limitations exclusively through the 

operation of all control equipment required to be installed and operated by this Decree, Unit 

retirements, and any additional control equipment that Wisconsin Electric installs and operates. 

Wisconsin Electric shall not use S02 allowances or credits to comply ,with these limitations. 

C. Surrender of S02 Allowances 

75. For purposes of this Subsection, the "surrender of allowances" means 

permanently surrendering allowances from the accounts administered by EPA for all units in the 

Wisconsin Electric System, so that such allowances can never be used to meet any compliance 

requirement under the Clean Air Act, the Michigan or Wisconsin State Implementation Plans, or 

this Consent Decree. 

76. Beginning on January 1,2004, Wisconsin Electric may use any 802 Allowances 

allocated by EPA to the Wisconsin Electric System only to satisfy the operational needs of 

Existing Units or New Units. Wisconsin Electric shall not sell or transfer any allocated S02 

Allowances to a third party, except as provided in Paragraphs 77, 78 and 81 below. However, 

for the calendar years 2004 through 2007, Wisconsin Electric may bank S02 allowances 

allocated by EPA to the Units in the Wisconsin Electric System for use at the Existing Units or 

New Units during the years 2004 through 2007. 

77. For each calendar year, beginning with calendar year 2007, Wisconsin Electric 

shall surrender to EPA, or transfer to a non-profit third party selected by Wisconsin Electric for 

surrender, any S02 Allowances that exceed the operational needs of the Existing Units and New 

Units for S02 Allowances, collectively. Surrender shall occur annually thereafter and within 45 

days of Wisconsin Electric's receipt from EPA ofthe Annual Deduction Reports for S02' In 
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addition, in calendar year 2008, Wisconsin Electric shall surrender any allowances allocated by 

EPA to the Units in the Wisconsin Electric System that were banked and not used during the 

years 2004 through 2007. Wisconsin Electric shall surrender S02 Allowances by the use of 

applicable United States Environmental Protection Agency Acid Rain Program Allowance 

Transfer Fonn. 

78. If any allowances are transferred directly to a third party, Wisconsin Electric shall 

include a description of such transfer in the next report submitted to the Plaintiffs pursuant to 

Section XII (Periodic Reporting) of this Consent Decree. Such report shall: (i) provide the 

identity of the non-profit third-party recipient(s) of the S02 Allowances and a listing of the serial 

numbers of the transferred S02 Allowances; and (ii) include a certification by the third-party 

recipient(s) stating that the recipient will not sell, trade, or otherwise exchange any of the 

allowances and will not use any of the S02 Allowances to meet any obligation imposed by any 

environmental law. No later than the next Section XII periodic repOli due 12 months after the 

first report due after the transfer, Wisconsin Electric shall include in a statement that the third

party recipient( s) surrendered the S02 Allowances for pennanent surrender to EPA within one 

year after Wisconsin Electric transferred the S02 Allowances to them. Wisconsin Electdc shall 

not have complied with the S02 Allowance surrender requirements of this Paragraph until all 

third-party recipient(s) shall have actually surrendered the transferred S02 Allowances to EPA. 

79. For all S02 Allowances surrendered to EPA, Wisconsin Electric shall first submit 

an S02 Allowance transfer request fonn to EPA's Office of Air and Radiation's Clean Air 

Markets Division directing the transfer of the S02 Allowances held or controlled by Wisconsin 

Electric to the EPA Enforcement Surrender Account or to any other EPA account that EPA may 
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direct. As part of sUbmitting these transfer requests, Wisconsin Electric shall irrevocably 

authorize the transfer of these Sal Allowances and identify -- by name of account and any 

applicable serial or other identification numbers or station names -- the source and location of 

the S02 Allowances being surrendered. 

80. The requirements in Paragraphs 76 and 77 of this Decree pertaining to Wisconsin 

Electric's use and retirement of SO] Allowances are permanent injunctions not subject to any 

termination provision of this Decree. These provisions shall survive any termination ofthis 

Decree in whole or in part. 

81. Notwithstanding the provisions in Paragraph 76 and 77, nothing in this Consent 

Decree shall preclude Wisconsin Electric from using, banking, selling or transferring excess 

emission SO] allowances that may arise as a result of: 

a. activities which occur prior to the date of entry of this Consent Decree; 

b. achieving Sal emissions at an Improved Unit that are below both the 30-Day 

Rolling A verage Emission Rate of 0.100 Ib/mmBTU S02 and the System-wide 

12-Month Rolling Tonnage limitations set forth in this Consent Decree; 

c. achieving a 30-Day Rolling Average Removal Efficiency at an Improved Unit 

greater than 95 percent and achieving emissions below the System-wide 12-

Month Rolling Tonnage limitations set forth in this Consent Decree; or 

d. the installation and operation of any S02 pollution controls prior to the dates 

required under Section VI (Sal Emission Reductions and Controls) ofth1s 

Consent Decree 
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so long as Wisconsin Electric timely reports such use under Section XII. For purposes of this 

paragraph, excess S02 emission allowances equal the number of tons of S02 that Wisconsin 

Electric removed from its emissions that are in excess of the S02 reductions required by this 

Decree. 

D. Fuel Limitations 

82. Wisconsin Electric shall not burn coal having a sulfur content greater than any 

amount authorized by regulation or state pennit at any Wisconsin Electric System Unit. Upon 

entry of the Consent Decree, Wisconsin Electric shall not receive petroleum coke at any Unit 

that is not controlled by an FGD (or equivalent S02 control technology approved pursuant to 

Paragraph 71), except that Wisconsin Electric may continue to receive petroleum coke at 

Presque Isle Units 1 through 6 until June 30, 2006. 

E. General S02 Provisions 

83. In determining Emission Rates for S02' Wisconsin Electric shall use CEMs in 

accordance with those reference methods specified in 40 C.F.R. Part 75 and 40 C.F.R. Part 60. 

84. For Units that are required to be equipped with S02 control equipment and that 

are subject to the 95% removal provisions, the outlet S02 Emission Rate and the inlet S02 

Emission Rate shall be determined in accordance with 40 C.F.R. § 75.15 (using S02 CEMS data 

from both the inlet and outlet of the control device). For Units that are required to meet a 0.100 

Ib/mmBTU limitation, the S02 Emission Rate shall be determined only at the outlet of the 

control equipment in accordance with 40 C.F.R. § 75.15 (using S02 CEMS data from only the 

outlet of the control device). 
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VII. PM EMlSSION REDUCTIONS AND CONTROLS 

A. Optimization of PM Controls 

85. Within 45 days oflodging of this Consent Decree and continuing thereafter, 

Wisconsin Electric shall continuously operate each Particulate Matter Control Device on its 

Existing Units to maximize PM emission reductions, consistent with the operational and 

maintenance limitations of the Units. Specifically, Wisconsin Electric shall, at a minimum: (a) 

energize each section of the ESP for each Unit, regardless of whether that action is needed to 

comply with opacity limits; (b) maintain the energy or power levels delivered to. the ESPs for 

each Unit to achieve the greatest possible removal of PM; (c) make best efforts to expeditiously 

repair and return to service transformer-rectifier sets when they fail; and (d) maintain an ongoing 

bag leak detection and replacement program to assure optimal operation of each BH. 

B. Upgrade of PM Controls 

86. Within 365 days of lodging of this Consent Decree, Wisconsin Electric shall 

operate each of the ESPs and BHs within the Wisconsin Electric System, except Units 5 and 6 at 

the Presque Isle Generating Statio.n, to achieve and maintain a PM Emissio.n Rate 0[0.030 

Ib/mmBTU. Presque Isle Unit 5 shall achieve and maintain a PM Emission Rate 0[0.030 

Ib/mmBTU by June 30, 2005 and Presque Isle Unit 6 shall achieve and maintain a PM Emission 

Rate of 0.030 Ib/mmBTU by June 30,2006. 

87. Wisconsin Electric shall continuously operate each ESP and BH in the Wisconsin 

Electric System at all times that the Unit it serves is combusting coaL Wisconsin Electric shall 

use good operating practices at all times that the Unit is combusting coal. 
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C. PM Monitoring 

1. PM Stack Tests 

88. Beginning in calendar year 2004, and continuing annually thereafter, Wisconsin 

Electric shall conduct a performance test on each Wisconsin Electric System Unit. The annual 

stack test requirement imposed on each Wisconsin Electric System Unit by this Paragraph may 

be satisfied by Wisconsin Electric's stack tests conducted as required by its permits from the 

States of Michigan and Wisconsin for any year that such stack tests are required under the 

pennits. Wisconsin Electric may perform biannual rather than annual testing provided that (a) 

two of the most recently completed test results from tests conducted in accordance with Method 

5 or Method 17 demonstrate that the particulate matter emissions are equal to or less than a 0.015 

Ib/mmBTU emission limitation, or (b) the Unit is equipped with aPM CEMS in accordance with 

Paragraph 93. Wisconsin Electric shall perform annual rather that biannual testing the year 

immediately following any test result demonstrating that the particulate matter emissions are 

greater than a 0.015 Ib/rmnBTU emission limitation. 

89. The reference and monitoring methods and procedures for determining 

compliance with Emission Rates for PM shall be those specified in 40 C.F .R. Part 60, Appendix 

A, Method 5 or Method 17. Use of any pa11icular method shall conform to the EPA 

requirements specified in 40 C.F.R Part 60, Appendix A and 40 C.F.R § 60.48a (b) and (e), or 

any federally approved SIP method. Wisconsin Electric shall calculate the PM Emission Rates 

from the stack test results in accordance with 40 C.F.R. § 60.8(f), and 40 C.F.R § 60.46a(c). 

The results of each PM stack test shall be submitted to EPA within 45 days of completion of 

each test. 
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90. The PM Emission Rates established under Paragraph 86 of this Section shall not 

apply during periods of startup and shutdown or during periods of control equipment or Unit 

Malfunction, if the Malfunction meets the requirements of the Force Majeure section of this 

Consent Decree. Periods of startup shall not exceed two hours after any amount of coal is 

combusted. Periods of shutdown shall only commence when the Unit ceases burning any 

amount of coal. 

2. PMCEMS 

91. Wisconsin Electric shall undertake a program to install and operate Continuous 

Emission Monitoring System for Particulate Matter ("PM CEMS"). Each PM CEMS shall be 

comprised of a continuous particle mass monitor measuring particulate matter concentration, 

directly or indirectly, on an hourly average basis and a diluent monitor used to convert results to 

units of IbltmllBTU. Wisconsin Electric shall maintain, in an electronic database, the hourly 

average emission values of all PM CEMS in Ib/mmBTU. Wisconsin Electric shall use 

reasonable efforts to keep each PM CEMS running and producing data whenever any Unit 

served by the PM CEMS is operating. 

92. No later than one year prior to the deadline to commence operation as set forth in 

Paragraph 93, Wisconsin Electric shall submit to EPA for review and approval a plan for the 

installation and certification of each PM CEMS. 

93. Wisconsin Electric shall install, certify, and operate PM CEMS on 10 Units, 

stacks or common stacks in accordance with the following schedule: 
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Unit Deadline to Commence Location I Operation 

Presque Isle Units April 1, 2006 Common Outlet Flue at Stack 
1-4 

Presque Isle Unit 5 Aplil 1,2006 Stack 

Presque Isle Unit 6 April 1,2006 Stack 

Presque J sle Units April 1,2006 Common Outlet Duct of 
7-9 TOXECON 

Oak Creek Units April 1, 2005 Common Stack 

5&6 

Oak Creek Unit 7 April 1, 2005 Precipitator Outlet Duct 

Oak Creek Unit 8 April 1,2005 Precipitator Outlet Duct 

Pleasant Prairie Units April 1,2005 Common Stack 
1&2 

Valley Unit 1 April 1, 2006 Conunon Stack 

Valley Unit 2 April 1, 2006 Common Stack 

94. Notwithstanding the requirements of Paragraph 93, by April 1 ,2005, Wisconsin 

Electric may install two mercury CEMS, one of which will be installed at Pleasant Prairie Unit 1 

or Unit 2, and one of which will be installed at Oak Creek Unit 7 or Unit 8, in lieu of a PM 

CEMS on Presque Isle Units 1 through 4 and one of the units at Valley. 

95. No later than 120 days plior to the deadline to commence operation of each PM 

CEMS, Wisconsin Electric shall submit to EPA for approval pursuant to Section XIII (Review 

and Approval of Submittals) a proposed Quality Assurance/Quality Control ("QA/QC") protocol 

that shall be followed in calibrating such PM CEMS. Following EPA's approval of the protocol, 

Wisconsin Electlic shall thereafter operate each PM CEMS in accordance with the approved 

protocol. 
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96. In developing both the plan for installation and certification of the PM CEMS 

and the QAJQC protocol, Wisconsin Electric may use the criteria set forth in EPA's proposed 

revisions to Performance Specification 11: Specification and Test Procedures for PM CEMS and 

Procedure 2: PM CEMS at Stationmy Sources CPS 11), as published at 66 Fed. Reg 64176 

(December 12, 2001) or other available PM CEMS guidance. 

97. No later than 90 days after Wisconsin Electric begins operation of the PM CEMS, 

Wisconsin Electric shall conduct tests of each PM CEMS to demonstrate compliance with the 

PM CEMS plan submitted to and approved by EPA in accordance with Paragraph 92. 

98. If after Wisconsin Electric operates the PM CEMS for at least two years, and if 

the Parties then agree that it is infeasible to continue operating PM CEMS, Wisconsin Electric 

shall submit an alternative PM monitoring plan for review and approval by EPA. The plan shall 

include an explanation of the basis for stopping operation of the PM CEMS and a proposal for an 

alternative monitoring protocoL Until EPA approves such plan, Wisconsin Electric shall 

continue to operate the PM CEMS. 

99. Operation of a PM CEMS shall be considered "infeasible" if (a) the PM CEMS 

cannot be kept in proper condition for sufficient periods of time to produce reliable, adequate, or 

useful data consistent with the QAJQC protocol; or (b) Wisconsin Electric demonstrates that 

recurring, chronic, or unusual equipment adjustment or servicing needs in relation to other types 

of continuous emission monitors cannot be resolved through reasonable expenditures of 

resources. If the United States determines that Wisconsin El~ctric has demonstrated infeasibility 

pursuant to this Paragraph, Wisconsin Electric shall be entitled to discontinue operation of and 

remove the PM CEMS. 
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3. PM Reporting 

100. Following the installation of each PM CEMS, Wisconsin Electric shall begin and 

continue to report to EPA, pursuant to Section XII, the data recorded by the PM CEMS, 

expressed in Ib/mmBTU on a 3-hour, 24-hour, 30-day, and 365-day rolling average basis in 

electronic fonnat, as required in Paragraph 91. 

D. General PM Provisions 

101. In detennining the PM Emission Rate, Wisconsin Electric shall use the reference 

methods specified in 40 C.F .R. Part 60, Appendix A, Method 5 or Method 17, using stack tests, 

or alternative methods that are either promulgated by EPA or requested by Wisconsin Electric 

and approved by EPA. Wisconsin Electric shall also calculate the PM Emission Rates from 

annual (or biannual) stack tests in accordance with 40 C.F.R. § 60.8(f). Wisconsin Electric shall 

also detennine PM Emission Rates using PM CEMS consistent with the approved QAlQC 

protocol. 

102. Data from the PM CEMS shall be used by Wisconsin Electric, at a minimum, to 

monitor progress in reducing PM emissions. Nothing in this Consent Decree is intended to, or 

shall, alter or waive any applicable law (including any defenses, entitlements, challenges, or 

clarifications related to the Credible Evidence Rule, 62 Fed. Reg. 8315 (Feb. 27, 1997)) 

concerning the use of data for any purpose under the Act, generated either by the reference 

methods specified herein or otherwise. 
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VIII. PROHIBITION ON NETTING CREDITS OR 
OFFSETS FROM REOUIRED CONTROLS 

103. For any and all actions taken by Wisconsin Electric to comply with the 

requirements of this Consent Decree, including but not limited to the upgrade of ESPs and BHs, 

the installation of PGDs, SCRs, or equivalent control devices approved under this Consent 

Decree, the re-powering of certain units, the retirement of certain units, and the reduction of 

emissions to satisfy annual emission tonnage limitations, any emission reductions generated shall 

not be considered as a creditable contemporaneous emission decrease for the purpose of 

obtaining a netting credit under the Clean Air Act's Nonattainment NSR and PSD programs. 

Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, Wisconsin Electric may use any creditable 

contemporaneous emission decreases of Volatile Organic Compounds (HVOCS") generated 

under this Consent Decree for the purpose 'of obtaining a netting credit for VOCs under the 

Clean Air Act's Nonattaimnent NSR and PSD programs. 

lO4. Nothing in this Consent Decree is intended to preclude the emission reductions 

generated under this Decree from being considered as creditable contemporaneous emission 

decreases for the purpose of attainment demonstrations submitted pursuant to § 110 of the Act, 

42 U.S.c. § 7410, or in determining impacts on NAAQS and PSD increment consumption. 

IX. ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS 

105. Wisconsin Electric, in cooperation with the United States Department of Energy 

("DOE") and potentially other parties, shall design, construct, operate and analyze the first full 

scale TOXECON with activated carbon injection with the goal of achieving a 90% removal of all 

speeies of mercury ("the TOXECON Project"). The TOXECON Project will be implemented 

at Units 7,8, and 9 of Wisconsin Electric's Presque Isle Generating Station. 
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106. At least six months before it plans to commence implementation of the 

TOXECON Project, Wisconsin Electric shall submit to the Plaintiff for review and approval 

pursuant to Section XIII of this Consent Decree a plan for the implementation of the TOXECON 

Project, including the date by which Wisconsin Electric will commence design and construction 

of the Project, and the date by which Wisconsin Electric will complete the Project. To the extent 

that any change to the TOXECON Project may be required, Wisconsin Electric shall notify the 

Plaintiff of such change within 60 days of becoming aware a change is necessary. Wisconsin 

Electric shall implement the TOXECON Project in compliance with the schedules and terms of 

this Consent Decree and the plans for such Project approved under this Decree. 

107. For purposes of this Consent Decree, in performing the TOXECON Project, 

Wisconsin Electric shall, prior to December 31, 2006, spend no less than $20 million, and shall 

not be required to spend more than $25 million, in Project Dollars (measured in calendar year 

2003 constant dollars). Wisconsin Electric shall maintain all documents required by Generally 

Accepted Accounting Principles to substantiate the Project Dollars spent by Wisconsin Electric, 

and shall provide copies of these documents to the Plaintiff within 30 days of a request by the 

Plaintiff for these documents. 

108. All plans and reports prepared by Wisconsin Electric pursuant to the requirements 

of this Section in this Consent Decree shall be publicly available without charge, subject to the 

limitations contained in Paragraph 172. 

109. Wisconsin Electric shall certify, as part of each plan submitted to the United 

States for any Project, that it is unaware of any person required by law, other than this Consent 

Decree, to perform the Project described in the plan. 
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110. Wisconsin Electric shall use good faith efforts to secure as much benefit as 

possible for the Project Dollars expended, consistent with the applicable requirements and limits 

of this Consent Decree. 

111. Within 60 days following the completion of the TOXECON Project, Wisconsin 

Electric shall submit to the EPA a report that documents the date that the Project was completed, 

Wisconsin Electric's results of implementing the Project, including the emission reductions or 

other environmental benefits achieved, and the Project Dollars expended by Wisconsin Electric 

in implementing the Project. 

112. Following completion ofthe TOXECON Project, Wisconsin Electric shall 

maintain the baghouse component of the TOXECON in the flue gas stream regardless of the 

results of the demonstration proj ect. If Wisconsin Electric determines that the demonstration 

project has removed reasonable levels of mercury and is operationally viable, Wisconsin Electric 

shall also continue sorbent injection for mercury controL 

113. Wisconsin Electric shall not fmanciaUy benefit from the sale or transfer of the 

TOXECON technology or the collection or distribution of information collected during this 

demonstration project. 

114. Wisconsin Electric shall provide the United States with semi-annual updates 

concerning the progress of the TOXECON Project. Wisconsin Electric also shall make 

information concerning the performance of the TOXECON Project available to the public in an 

expeditious matter, consistent with DOE's requirements concerning the disclosure of project 

information and subject to the limitations contained in Paragraph 172. Such information 

disclosure shall include, but not be limited to, release of periodic progress reports, clearly 
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identifYing demonstrated removal efficiencies of mercury and other pollutants, sorbent injection 

rates and cost effectiveness. In addition, periodic technology transfer open houses and plant 

tours shall be scheduled, consistent with DOE's requirements for disclosure of project 

information and subject to the limitations contained in Paragraph 172. 

X. CIVIL PENALTY 

115. Within thirty (30) calendar days of entry of this Consent Decree, Wisconsin 

Electric shall pay to the United States a civil penalty in the amount of $ 3.2 million. The civil 

penalty shall be paid by Electronic Funds Transfer ("EFT") to the United States Department of 

Justice, in accordance with cunent EFT procedures, referencing USAO File Number 

2003V00451 and DOJ Case Number 90-5-2-1-07493 and the civil action case name and case 

number of this action, with notice given to the Plaintiff, in accordance with Section XX 

(Notices) of this Consent Decree. The costs of such EFT shall be Wisconsin Electric's 

responsibility. Payment shall be made in accordance with instructions provided to Wisconsin 

Electric by the Financial Litigation Unit of the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of 

Wisconsin. Any funds received after 2:00 p.m. EDT shall be credited on the next business day. 

At the time of payment, Wisconsin Electric shall provide notice of payment, referencing the 

USAO File Number, DOJ Case Number 90-5-2-1-07493, and the civil action case name and case 

number, to the Department of Justice and to EPA, as provided in Paragraph 174 (Notice) of this 

Consent Decree. 

116. Failure to timely pay the civil penalty shall subject Wisconsin Electric to interest 

accruing from the date payment is due until the date payment is made at the rate prescribed by 28 

U.S.C. § 1961, and shall render Wisconsin Electric liable for all charges, costs, fees, and 
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penalties established by law for the benefit of a creditor or of the United States in securing 

payment. 

117. Payments made pursuant to this Section are penalties within the meaning of 

Section 162(f) of the Internal Revenue Code, 26 U.S.c. § 162(f), and are not tax-deductible 

expenditures for purposes of federal law. 

Xl. RESOLUTION OF CLAIMS 

A. RESOLUTION OF U.S. CIVIL CLAIMS 

118. Claims Based on Modifications Occurring Before the Lodging of Decree. 

Entry of this Decree shall resolve all civil claims of the United States under either: (i) Parts C or 

D of Subchapter I of the Clean Air Act or (ii) 40 C.F.R. Section 60.14, that arose from any 

modifications that conm1enced at any Wisconsin Electric System Unit prior to the date of 

lodging of this Decree, including but not limited to those modifications alleged in the Complaint 

in this civil action. 

119. Claims Based on Modifications After the Lodging of Decree. 

Entry of this Decree also shall resolve aU civil claims of the United States for pollutants 

regulated under Parts C or D of Subchapter I of the Clean Air Act, and under regulations 

promulgated as of the date of lodging of this Decree, where such claims are based on a 

modification completed before December 31, 2015 and: 

(a) cOlllnenced at any Wisconsin Electric System Unit after lodging of this Decree; or 

(b) that this Consent Decree expressly directs Wisconsin Electric to undertake. 

The term "modification" as used in this Paragraph shall have the meaning that term is given 

under the Clean Air Act statute as it existed on the date of lodging of this Decree. 
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120. Reopener. The resolution of the civil claims of the United States provided by this 

Subsection is subject to the provisions of Section B of this Section. 

B. PURSUIT OF U.S. CIVIL CLAIMS OTHERWISE RESOLVED 

121. Bases for Pursuing Resolved Claims Across Wisconsin Electric System. 

If Wisconsin Electric violates Paragraph 60 (System-wide NOx Rolling Tonnage Limits), 

Paragraph 59 (System-wide NOx Rolling Average Emission Rate), Paragraph 74 (System-wide 

Rolling S02 Tonnage Limits), Paragraph 73 (System-wide S02 Emission Rates), or Paragraph 82 

(Fuel Limitation), or fails by more than ninety days to complete installation and commence 

operation of any emission control device required pursuant to Paragraphs 55 or 70; or fails by 

more than ninety days to control or retire and pennanently cease to operate Wisconsin Electric 

System Units pursuant to Paragraph 54, then the United States may pursue any claim at any 

Wisconsin Electric System Unit that has otherwise been resolved under Subsection A of this 

Section, subject to (A) and (B) below . 

. (A) For any claims based on modifications undertaken at an Othe~ Unit, claims may 

be pursued only wl)ere the modification(s) on which such claim is based was cOlllllenced 

within the five years preceding the violation or failure specified in this Paragraph. 

(B) For any claims based on modifications undertaken at an Improved Unit, claims 

may be pursued only where the modification(s) on which such claim is based was 

commenced (i) after lodging ofthe Consent Decree and (ii) within the five years 

preceding the violation or failure specified in this Paragraph. 

122. Additional Bases for Pursuing Resolved Claims for Modifications at an Improved 

Unit. Solely with respect to Improved Units, the United States may also pursue claims arising 
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from a modification (or collection of modifications) at an Improved Unit that has otherwise been 

resolved under Section A if the modification (or collection of modifications) at the Improved 

Unit on which such claim is based (i) was commenced after lodging of this Consent Decree, and 

(ii) individually (or collectively) increased the maximum hourly emission rate of that Unit for 

NO. or Sal (as measured by 40 C.F.R. § 60.14 (b) and (h)) by more than ten percent (10%). 

123. Additional Bases for Pursuing Resolved Claims for Modifications at an Other 

Unit. Solely with respect to Other Units, the United States may also pursue claims arising from 

a modification (or collection of modifications) at an Other Unit that has otherwise been resolved 

under Section XI. A if the modification (or collection of modifications) on which the claim is 

based was cOlmnenced within the five years preceding any of the following events: 

. (A) a modification (or collection of modifications) at such Other Unit conunenced after 

lodging of this Consent Decree increases the maximum hourly emission rate for such Other Unit 

for the relevant pollutant (NOx or S02) as measured by 40 C.F.R. § 60.14(b) and (h); 

(B) the aggregate of all Capital Expenditures made at such Other Unit exceed $125/KW 

on the Unit's Boiler Island (based on the capacity numbers included in Paragraph 53) during any 

of the following five year periods: January 1,2006 through December 31,2010; January 1,2011 

through December 31,2015. For the period from the date oflodging of this Decree through 

December 31, 2005, the $125/KW limit shall be pro-rated to include only that portion of the 

five-year period (January 1, 2000 through December 31, 2005) following the date of lodging of 

this Decree. (Capital Expenditures shall be measured in calendar year 2002 constant dollars, as 

adjusted by the McGraw-Hill Engineering News-Record ConstIuction Cost Index); or 
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(C) a modification (or collection of modifications) at such Other Unit commenced 

after lodging of this Consent Decree results in an emissions increase of NOx and/or S02 at such 

Other Unit, and such increase: 

(1) presents, by itself, or in combination with other emissions 

or sources, "an imminent and substantial endangerment" within 

the meaning of Section 303 of the Act, 42 U.S.c. §7603; 

(2) causes or contributes to violation of a National Ambient 

Air Quality Standard ("NAAQS") in any Air Quality Control Area 

that is in attainment with that NAAQS; 

(3) causes or contributes to violation of a PSD increment; or 

(4) causes or contributes to any adverse impact on any formally-recognized 

air quality and related values in any Class I area. 

(D) Solely for purposes of Paragraph 123, Subparagraph (C), the determination of 

whether there was an emissions increase must take into account any emissions changes relevant 

to the modeling domain that have occurred or will occur under this Decree at other Wisconsin 

Electric System Units. In addition, an emissions increase shall be deemed to have occurred at an 

Other Unit if the annual emissions of the relevant pollutant (NOx or S02) from the plant at which 

such modification(s) occurred exceed the Baseline for that plant. 

(E) The introduction of any new or changed National Ambient Air Quality Standard 

shall not, standing alone, provide the showing needed under Paragraph 123, Subparagraphs 
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(C)(2) or (C)(3), to pursue any claim for a modification at an Other Unit resolved under 

Subsection A of this Section. 

124. [RESERVED.] 

XII. PERIODIC REPORTING 

125. Within 180 days after each date established by this Consent Decree for Wisconsin 

Electric to achieve and maintain a certain Emission Rate or Removal Efficiency at any 

Wisconsin Electric System Unit, Wisconsin Electric shall conduct performance tests that 

demonstrate compliance with the Emission Rate or Removal Efficiency required by this Consent 

Decree. Within 45 days of each such performance test, Wisconsin Electric shall submit the 

results ofthe performance test to EPA at the addresses specified in Section XX (Notices) of this 

Consent Decree. 

126. Beginning thirty days after the end of the first full calendar quarter following the 

entry of this Consent Decree or December 31, 2003, whichever is later, continuing on a sellu

annual basis until December 31, 20 IS, and in addition to any other express reporting requirement 

in this Consent Decree, Wisconsin Electric shall submit to EPA a progress report. 

127. The progress report shall contain the following information: 

a. all information necessary to determine compliance with this Consent 

Decree; 

b. all information relating to emission allowances and credits that Wisconsin 

Electric elaims to have generated in accordance with Paragraphs 66 and 81 by 

compliance beyond the requirements of this Consent Decree; and 
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c. all information indicating that the installation and commencement of 

operation for a pollution control device may be delayed, including the nature and 

cause of the delay, and any steps taken by Wisconsin Electric to mitigate such 

delay. 

128. In any periodic progress report submitted pursuant to this Section, Wisconsin 

Electric may incorporate by reference information previously submitted under its Title V 

permitting requirements, provided that Wisconsin Electric attaches the Title V permit report and 

provides a specific reference to the provisions of the Title V permit report that are responsive to 

the information sought in the periodic progress report 

129. In addition to the progress reports required pursuant to this Section, Wisconsin 

Electric shall provide a written report to EPA of any violation of the requirements of this 

Consent Decree, including exceedances of required Emission Rates, removal efficiencies, and 

Unit-Specific and System-wide Rolling Average Emission Rate and Rolling Tonnage limits, 

within 10 business days of when Wisconsin Electric knew or should have known of any such 

violation. In this report, Wisconsin Electric shaH explain the cause or causes of the violation and 

all measures taken or to be taken by Wisconsin Electric to prevent such violations in the future. 

130. Each Wisconsin Electric report shall be signed by Wisconsin Electric's Vice 

President Environmental, or, in his or her absence, General Counsel, or higher ranking official, 

and shall contain the following certification: 

This information was prepared either by me or under my direction or supervision 
in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly 
gather and evaluate the infonnation submitted. Based on my evaluation, or the 
directions and my inquiry of the person( s) who manage the system, or the 
person(s) directly responsible for gathering the information, I hereby certifY under 
penalty of law that, to the best of my lmowledge and belief, this information is 
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true, accurate, and complete, I understand that there are significant penalties for 
sUbmitting false, inaccurate, or incomplete infonnation to the United States, 

131, If any allowances are surrendered to any third party pursuant to Section Vl.C of 

this Consent Decree, the third party's certification shall be signed by a managing officer of the 

third party and shan contain the following language: 

I certify under penalty of law that,~,~_,,~,_ [name of third party] 
will not sell, trade, or otherwise exchange any of the allowances and will not use 
any of the allowances to meet any obligation imposed by any enviromnentallaw, 
I understand that there are significant penalties for making false, inaccurate, or 
incomplete iuformation to the United States. 

XIII. REVIEW fu'i'D APPROVAL OF SUBMITTALS 

132, Wisconsin Electric shall submit and complete each plan, report, or other item to 

the Plaintiff whenever such a document is required to be submitted for review or approval 

pursuant to this Consent Decree. EPA may approve the submittal or dedine to approve it and 

provide written comments, Within 60 days ofreceiving written comments from EPA, Wisconsin 

Electric shall either: (i) alter the submittal consistent with the written COfWnents and provide the 

revised submittal for final approval to EPA if called for in this Consent Decree; or (ii) submit the 

matter for dispute resolution, including the period of infonnal negotiations, under Section XV! 

(Dispute Resolution) of this Consent Decree, 

133. Upon receipt of EPA's final approval of the submittal, or upon completion of the 

submittal pursuant to dispute resolution, Wisconsin Electric shall implement the submittal in 

accordance with the approved submittaL 

XIV. STIPULATED PENALTIES 

134. For any failure by Wisconsin Electric to comply with the terms of this Consent 

Decree, and subject to the provisions of Sections XV (Force Majeure) and XVI (Dispute 
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Resolution), Wisconsin Electric shall pay, within 30 days after written demand to Wisconsin 

Electric by the United States the following stipulated penalties to EPA: 

Consent Decree Violation Stipulated Penalty 
(Per day per violation, unless 
otherwise specified) 

a. Failure to pay the civil penalty as specified in Section X $10,000 
(Civil Penalty) of this Consent Decree 

b. Failure to meet any 3D-Day Rolling Average Emission $2,500 
Rate, any 30-Day Rolling Average Removal Efficiency, or 
any other Emission Rate or emission limitation (other than 
the System-wide l2-month Rolling Average Emission 
Rates, System-wide 12-month Rolling Tonnage limitations 
or any other l2-month rolling limitation), where the 
violation is less than 5% in excess of the limits set forth in 
this Consent Decree 

• 

c. Failure to meet any 3D-Day Rolling Average Emission $5,000 • 

Rate, any 30-Day Rolling Average Removal Efficiency, or 
any other Emission Rate or emission limitation (other than 
the System-wide 12-month Rolling Average Emission 
Rates, System-wide l2-month Rolling Tonnage limitations 
or any other 12-month rolling limitation), where the 
violation is equal to or greater than 5% but less than 10% in 
excess of the limits set forth in this Consent Decree 

d. Failure to meet any 3D-Day Rolling Average Emission $10,000 
Rate, any 3D-Day Rolling Average Removal Efficiency, or 
any other Emission Rate or emission limitation (other than 
the System-wide 12·month Rolling Average Emission 
Rates, System-wide 12-month Rolling Tonnage limitations 
or any other 12-month rolling limitation), where the 
vio lation is equal to or greater than 10% in excess of the 
limits set forth in this Consent Decree 

e. Failure to meet any System-wide 12-month Rolling $2,500 per month 
Average Emission Rate, where the violation is less than 5% 
in excess of the limits set forth in this Consent Decree 
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f. Failure to meet any System-",ide 12-111onth Rolling $5,000 per month 
Average Emission Rate, where the violation is equal to or 
greater than 5% but less than 10% in excess of the limits set 
forth in this Consent Decree . 

g. Failure to meet any System-v.ide 12-111ontll Rolling $10,000 per month 
Average Emission Rate, where the violation is equal to or 
greater than 10% in excess of the limits set forth in this 
Consent Decree 

-

h. Failure to meet the System-wide 12-month Rolling SO, $5,000 per ton per month for 
and NO, Tonnage Limits as set alit in Paragraphs 60 and 74 the first 100 tons over the limit, 
or any other the 12-month rolling tonnage limitation and $10,000 per ton per month 

for each additional ton over the 
limit 

i. Failure to instal!, commence operation, or continue $ 10,000 during the first 30 
operation of the NO" SO" and PM pollution control days, $27,500 thereafter 
devices on any Unit, or failure to retire a Unit 

~--~ 

j. Failure to meet the fuel use limitations at a Uoit, as $10,000 
required by Paragraph 82 

k. Failure to install or operate CEMS as required in $1,000 
Paragraph 93, subject to Paragraph 99 

f---~-- . 

1. Failure to conduct annnal or biatmual performance tests $J,OOO 
of PM emissions, as required in Paragraph 88 

m. Failure to apply for the permits required by Paragraphs $1,000 
165-167 --
n. Failure to timely submit, modify, or implement, as $750 for the first ten days, 
approved, the reports, plans, studies, analyses. protocols, or $1,000 thereafter. 
other submittals required by this Consent Decree 
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0, Using, selling, or transferring SO, Allowances, except as (a) three times the market value 
permitted by Paragraphs 76, 77 and 81 of the improperly used 

allowance, as measured at the 
time of the improper use, plus 
(b) the surrender, pursuant to 
the procedures set forth in 
Paragraphs 77 through 79 of 
this Decree, of SO, Allowances 
in an amount equal to the SO, 
Allowauces used, sold, or 
transferred in violation of the 
Decree 

p, Using, selling or transferring NOx allowances or credits (a) three times the market value 
except as permitted under Paragraph 64-66 of the improperly used 

allowance, as measured at the 
time of the improper use, plus 
(b) the surrender, pursuant to 
the procedures set forth in 
Section XII (Periodic 
Reporting) of this Decree, of 
NO, allowances or credits in an 
amount equal to the NO, 
allowances or credits used, 
sold, or transferred in violation 
of the Decree 

q. Failure to surrender an SO, Allowance in accordance (a) $27,500 plus (b) $1,000 per 
with Paragraph 77 SO, Allowance 

r. Failure to demonstrate the third-party surrender of an $2,500 
S02 Allowance in accordance with Paragraph 78 

s, Failure to undertake and complete any ofthe $1,000 for the fIrst 30 days, 
Environmental Projects in compliance with Section IX $5,000 thereafter 
(Environmental Projects) 

t. Any other violation ofthis Consent Decree $1,000 

135, Violation of an Emission Rate or Removal Efficiency that is based on a 3D-Day 

Rolling Average is a violation on every day on which the average is based, Violation of System-

wide 12-Monfh RoBing Average Emission Rates, System-wide 12-Month Rolling Tonnage 
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Limitations or any other 12-month roIling limitation is a violation each month on which the 

average is based. 

136. Where a violation of a 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate or Removal 

Efficiency (for the same pollutant and from the same source) recurs within periods less than 30 

days, Wisconsin Electric shall not pay a daily stipulated penalty for any day of the recurrence for 

which a stipulated penalty has already been paid. 

137. All stipulated penalties shall begin to accrue on the day after the performance is 

due or on the day a violation occurs, whichever is applicable, and shall continue to accrue until 

performance is satishlctorily completed or until the violation ceases. Nothing herein shall 

prevent the simultaneous accrual of separate penalties for separate violations of this Consent 

Decree. 

138. Wisconsin Electric shall pay all stipulated penalties to tbe United States, in the 

manner set forth below in Paragraph 140, within 30 days of any violation of this Consent Decree, 

and shall conti nne to make such payments every 30 days thereafter until the vialation(s) no 

longer continues, unless Wisconsin Electric elects within 20 days of the violation to dispute the 

accrual of stipulated penalties in accordance with the provisions in Section XVI (Dispute 

Resolution) of this Consent Decree. 

139. Penalties shall continue to accrue as provided in accordanee with Paragraph 137 

duting any dispute, with interest on accrued penalties payable and calculated at tbe rate 

established by Ihe Secretary oftlle Treasury, pursuant to 28 U.S.c. § 1961, but need not be paid 

until the following: 
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a. If the dispute is resolved by agreement or by a decision of the Plaintiff that is not 

appealed to the Court, accrued penalties determined to be owing, together with 

accrued interest, shall be paid to the United States within thirty (30) days of the 

effective date of the agreement or the receipt of EPA's decision or order; 

b. If the dispute is appealed to the Court and [he Plaintiff prevails in whole or in 

part, Wisconsin Electric shall, within sixty (60) days of receipt oflhe Court's 

decision or order, pay all accrued penalties determined by the Court to be owing, 

together with accrued interest, except as provided in Subparagraph c, below; 

c. Hthe District Court's decision is appealed by any Party, Wisconsin Electric shall, 

within fifteen (15) days of receipt of the final appellate court decision, pay all 

accrued penalties detennined to be owing to the United States, together with 

accrued interest. 

140. All stipulated penalties must be paid within thirty (30) days of the date payable, 

and payment shall be made in the manner set forth in Section X of this Consent Decree (Civil 

Penalty). 

141. Should Wisconsin Electric fail to pay stipulated penalties in compliance with the 

tenns of Ihis Consent Decree, the United States shall be entitled to coUect interest on such 

penalties, as provided for in 28 U.S.c. § 1961. 

142. The stipulated penalties provided for in this Consent Decree shall be in addition 

to any other rights, remedies, or sanctions available to the United States by reason of Wisconsin 

Electric's failure to comply with any requirement of this Consent Decree or applicable law, 

except that for any violation of the Act for which this Consent Decree also provides for payment 
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ofa stipulated penalty, Wisconsin Electric shall be allowed a credit for stipulated penalties paid 

against any statutory penalties imposed for such violation. 

XV. FORCE MAJEURE 

143. For purposes of this Consent Decree, a "Force Majeure Event" shall mean an 

event that has been or will be caused by circumstances beyond the control of Wiseonsin Electric, 

its contractors, or any entity controlled by Wisconsin Electric that delays compliance with any 

provision of this Consent Decree or otherwise causes a violation of any provision of this Consent 

Decree despite Wisconsin Electric's best efforts to fulfill the obligation, "Best efforts to fulfill 

the obligation" include using best efforts to anticipate any potential Force Majeure Event and to 

address tbe effects of any such event (a) as it is occurring and (b) after it has occurred, such that 

the delay or violation is minimized to the greatest extent possible, 

144, Notice. If any event occurs or has occurred that may delay compliance with or 

otherwise canse a violation of any obligation under this Consent Decree, as to which Wisconsin 

Electric intends to assert a claim of Force Majeure, Wisconsin Electric shall notify the Plaintiffs 

in writing as soon as practicable, but iuno event latcr than fourteen (14) business days following 

the date Wisconsin Electric first knew, or by the exercise of due diligence should have known, 

that the Force Majeure Event caused or may cause such delay or violation. In this notice, 

Wisconsin Electric shall reference this Paragraph of this Consent Decree and describe the 

anticipated length of time that the delay or violation may persist, the cause or causes ofthe delay 

or violation, all measures taken or to be taken by Wisconsin Electric to prevent or minimize the 

delay or violation, the schedule by which Wisconsin Electric proposes to implement those 

l11CaSlIfeS, and Wisconsin Electric's rationale for attributing a delay or violation to a Force 
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Majeure Event. Wisconsin Electric shall adopt all reasonable measures to avoid or minimize 

such delays or violations. Wisconsin Electric shall be deemed to know of any circumstance of 

which Wisconsin Electric, its contractors, or any entity controlled by Wisconsin Electric knew or 

should have known. 

145. Failure to Give 'Kotice. If Wisconsin Electric fails to comply with the notice 

requirements of this Section, the EPA may void Wisconsin Electric's claim for Force Majeure as 

to the specific event for which Wisconsin Electric has failed to comply with such notice 

requirement. 

146. Plaintiff's Response. The EPA shall notify Wisconsin Electric in writing 

regarding Wisconsin Electric's claim of Force Majeure within (20) twenty business days of 

receipt of the notice provided under Paragraph 144. If EPA agrees that a delay in performance 

has been or will be caused by a Force Majeure Event, the Parties shall stipulate to an extension 

of deadline( s) for performance of the affected compliance requirement by a period not to exceed 

the delay actually caused by the event. In such circumstances, an appropriate modification shall 

be made pursuant to Section XXIV of this Consent Decree (Modification). 

147. Disagreement. If EPA does not accept Wisconsin Electric's claim afForce 

Majeure, the mailer shall be resolved in accordance with Section XVI of this Consent Decree 

(Dispute Resolution). 

148. Burden of Proof. In any dispute regarding Force Majeure, Wisconsin Electric 

shall bear the burden of proving that any delay in performance or any other violation of any 

requirement ofthis Consent Decree was caused by or will be caused by a Force Majeure Event. 

Wisconsin Electric shall also bear the burden of proving that Wisconsin Electric gave the notice 
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required by this Section and the anticipated duration and extent of any delay(s) attributable to a 

Force Majeure Event An extension of one compliance date based on a particular event may, but 

will not necessarily, result in an extension of a subsequent compliance date. 

149. Events Excluded. Unanticipated or increased costs or expenses associated with 

the performance of Wisconsin Electric's obligations under this·Consent Decree shall not 

constitute a Force Majeure Event. 

150. Potential Force Majellre Events. The Parties agree that, depending upon the 

circw11Stances related to an event and Wisconsin Electric's response to such circumstances, the 

kinds of events listed below are among those that could qualif'y as Force Majeure Events within 

the meaning of this Section: construction, labor, or equipment delays; Malfunction of a Unit or 

emissiGn control device; natural gas and gas transportation availability delay; acts of God; acts 

of war or terrorism; and orders by a government official, government agency, or other regulatOlY 

body acting under and authorized by applicable law that directs Wisconsin Electric to supply 

electricity in response to a system-wide (state-wide or regional) emergency. Depending upon the 

circwl1stances and Wisconsin Electric's response to such circumstances, failure of a permitting 

authority to issue a necessary penni! in a timely fashion may constitute a Force Majeure Event 

where the failure of the pennitting authority to act is beyond the control of Wisconsin Electric 

and Wisconsin Electric has taken all steps available to it to obtain the necessary permit, 

including, but not limited to, submitting a complete pennit application, responding to requests 

for additional information by the permitting authority in a timely fashion, accepting lawful 

permit terms and conditions, and prosecuting in an expeditious fashion appeals of any allegedly 

urnawfu) tenns and conditions imposed by the pennitting authority. 
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151. As part of the resolution of any mailer submitted to this Court under this Section, 

the Parties by agreement, or this Court by order, may in appropriate circumstances extend or 

modity the schedule for completion of work under this Consent Decree to account for the delay 

in the work that occurred as a result of any delay agreed to by EP A or approved by this Court. 

Wisconsin Electric shall be liable for stipulated penalties for its failure thereafter to complete the 

work in accordance with the extended or modified schedule. 

XVI. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

152. The dispute resolution procedure provided by this Section shall be available to 

resolve all disputes arising under this Consent Decree, except as provided in either this Section 

(Dispute Resolution) or Section XV (Force Majeure) of this Consent Decree, provided that the 

Party making such application has first made a good faith attempt to resolve the matter with the 

other Party. 

153. The dispute resplution procedure required herein shall be invoked by one Party to 

this Consent Decree giving written notice to the other party to this Consent Decree advising of a 

dispute pursuant to this Section. The notice shall describe the nature of the dispute and shall 

state the noticing Party's position with regard to sllch dispute. The Party receiving such a notice 

shall acknowledge receipt of the notice, and the Parties in dispute shall expeditiously schedule a 

meeting to discuss the dispute informally not later than fourteen (14) days following receipt of 

such notice. 

154. Disputes submitted to dispute resolution under this Section Shall, in the fIrst 

instance, be the subject of informal negotiations between the disputing Parties. Such period of 

informal negotiations shall not extend beyond thirty (30) calendar days from the date of the first 
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meeting among the disputing Parties' representatives unless they agree to shorten or extend this 

period. During the iuformal negotiations period, the disputing Parties may also submit their 

dispute to a mutually-agreed-upou alternative dispute resolution (ADR) forum if the Parties 

agree that the ADR activities can be completed within the 30-day informal negotiations period. 

155. Hthe disputing Parties are unable to reach agreement during the informal 

negotiation period, the EPA shall provide Wisconsin Electric with a written summary of their 

position regarding the dispute. The written positiou provided by EPA shall be considered 

binding unless, within forty-five (45) calendar days thereafter, Wisconsin Electric seeks judicial 

resolution of the dispute by filing with this Court a petition. The EPA may respond to the 

petition within forty-five (45) calendar days of filing. 

156. Where the nature of the dispute is such that a more timely resolution of the issue 

is required, the time periods set out in this Section may be shortened upon motion of one of the 

Parties to the dispute. 

157. This Court shall not draw any inferences nor establish any presumptions adverse 

to any disputing Party as a result of invocation of this Section or the disputing Parties' inability to 

reach agreement. 

158. As part of the resolution of any dispute under this Section, in appropriate 

circlUllstances the disputing Parties may agree, or this Comt may order, an extension or 

modification of the schedule for the completion of the activities required under this Consent 

Decree to account for the delay that occurred as a result of dispute resolution. Wisconsin 

EleclJic shall be liable for stipulated penalties for its failure thereafter to complete the work in 

accordance with the extended or modified schedule. 
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159. As to disputes arising under Section VlI ofthls Consent Decree (PM Emission 

Reductions and Conlrols 1, the Court shall sustain the position of the EPA as to the feasibility of 

obtaining accurate and reliable data from the PM CEMS that Wisconsin Eleclric is to install 

pursuant to Paragraph 93, unless Wisconsin Electric demonstrates that the position of tile EPA is 

arbitrary or capricious. The Court shall decide all other disputes pursuant to applicable 

principles of law for resolving such disputes. In their initial filings with the Court under 

Paragraph 155, the disputing Parties shall state their respective positions as to the applicable 

standard of law for resol ving tbe particular dispute. 

XVII. EMISSIONS LIMITATIONS ON THE SOUTH OAK CREEK AND 
ELM ROAD GENERATING STATIONS 

160. Wisconsin Electric has submitted an application for a PSD Permit for the 

construction of proposed new coal-fired generating Units, which if approved will be known as 

the Elm Road Generating Station. If, at any time after the date of lodging of this Consent 
• 

Decree, one or more of the new units at the proposed Elm Road Generating Station is approved 

and constructed, Wisconsin Electric shall limit the combined emissions of SO" NO" PM, 

mercury, VOCs, hydrochloric acid, hydrofluoric acid, and sulfuric acid from both its South Oak 

Creek Generating Station and its Elm Road Generating Station to 38,400 tons per year, 

collectively. This emission limitation is based on actual or calculated emissions of SO" NO,. 

PM, mercury, VOCs, hydrochloric acid, hydrofluoric acid, and sulfuric acid from the existing 

units at South Oak Creek Generating Station in calendar year 2000. Compliance with this 

emission limitation shall be demonstrated on a 12-month rolling average. The emission 

limitation shall be included in the Title V operating permit issued to the South Oak Creek 

Generating Station and the Elm Road Generating Station, if approved and constructed. 
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XVIII PERMITS 

161. Unless expressly stated otherwise in this Consent Decree, in any instance where 

otherwise applicable law or this Consent Decree requires Wisconsin Electric to secure a permit 

to authorize constlUction or operation of any device, including all preconstruction, construction, 

and operating permits required wlder state law, Wisconsin Electric shall make such application 

in a tinaely manner. EPA will use its best efforts to expeditiously review all permit applications 

submitted pursuant to this Consent Decree, 

162, Notwithstanding the previous paragraph, nothing in this Consent Decree shall be 

construed to require Wisconsin Electric to apply for or obtain a PSD or Nonattainment NSR 

pennit for physical changes or changes in the method of operation that would gi ve rise to claims 

resolved by Section XI (Resolutioll of Claims) of this Consent Decree, 

163. When permits are required by Ule Paragraph 161, Wisconsin Electric shall 

complete and submit applications for such penllits to the appropriate authorities to allow 

sufficient time for all legally required processing and review of the permit request. Any failure 

by Wisconsin Electric to submit a timely permit application for any Unit in the Wisconsin 

Electric System shall bar allY use by Wisconsin Electric of Section XV (Force Majeure), where a 

Force Majeure claim is based on permitting delays, 

164. Notwithstanding the reference to Title V permits in this Conseat Decree, the 

enforcement of such permits shall be in accordance with their own terms and the Act, The Title 

V permits shall not be directly enforceable under this Decree, although any tenn or limit 

established by or under this Decree shall be enforceable under this Decree regardless of whether 
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such term has or will become part of a Title V permit, subject to the tenns of Section XXVIll 

(Conditional Tennination of Enforcement Under Decree). 

165. Witbin ninety (90) days of entry of this Consent Decree, Wisconsin Electric wall 

amend any applicable Title V permit application, or apply for amendments of its Title V permits, 

to include a schedule for all performance, operational, maintenance, and control technology 

requirements established by this Consent Decree, iucluding, but not limited to, Emission Rates, 

removal efficiencies, limits on fuel use, and the requirement in Paragraph 77 pertaining to 

sun'ender of SO, allowances. 

166. Within one year from the commencement of operation of each pollution control 

device to be installed or upgraded on an Illlproved Unit under this Consent Decree, Wisconsin 

Electric shall apply to modify its Title V permit for the generating plant where such device is 

installed to reflect all new requirements applicable to that plant, including, but not limited to any 

applicable 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate or Removal Efficiency. 

167. Prior to January 1,2015, Wisconsin Electric shall apply to amend the Title V 

permit for each plant in the Wisconsin Electric System to include specific Emission Rates or 

tonnage limitations as described below. Wisconsin Electric shall be in compliance with this 

requirement if, by January 1,2015, it has applied to amend each such Title V pem1it to include 

Emissions Rate limitations applicable to Improved Units and tonnage limitations applicable to 

plants with Other Units. Improved Units shall not exceed a 12-Month Rolling Average Emission 

Rate for NOx of 0.080 Ib/mmBTU and a J 2-Month Rolling Average Emission Rate for SO, of 

0.080 Ib/mmBTU or a Removal Efficiency of96% for SO,. The plants with Other Units shall 

meet the following Unit-specitic 12-Month Rolling Tonnage: 
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Plant NO, SO, 

Valley 3,989 9,973 

Presque Isle 7,376 17,257 

168, Wisconsin Electric shall provide the EPA with a copy of each application to 

amend its Title V permit, as well as a copy of any pennit proposed as a result of such 

application, to allow for timely participation in any public comment opportunity, 

169, IfWiscOlLsin Electric sells or transfers to a Third Party Purchaser pari or all of its 

ownership interest in a Unit in the Wisconsin Electric System, Wisconsin Electric shall comply 

with the requirements of Paragraph 167 with regard to that Unit, prior to any such sale or transfer 

unless, following any such sale or transfer, Wisconsin Electric remains the holder of the Title V 

permit for such facility, For pUlposes ofthis Paragraph and Section XXI, "Third Party 

Purchaser" refers to an entity unrelated to Wisconsin Electric, WEC or W,E, Power that may 

acquire an ownership interest in one or more of the Units in the Wisconsin Electric System, 

XIX, INFORMATION COLLECTION AND RETENTION 

170, Any authorized representative of the United States or Permitting State Agency, 

including their attorneys, contractors, and consultants, upon presentation of credentials, shall 

have a right of entry upon the premises of any facility in the Wisconsin Electric System at any 

reasonable time for the purpose of: 

a, monitoring the progress of activities required under this Consent Decree; 

b, verifying any data or infonnation submitted to the United States in accordance 

with the terms of this Consent Decree; 
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c, obtaining samples and, upon request, splits of any samples taken by Wisconsin 

Electric Of its representatives, contractors, or consultants; and 

d, assessing Wisconsin Electric's compliance with this Consent Decree, 

17 L Wisconsin Electric shall retain, and instl1lct its contractors and agents to 

preserve, all non-identical copies of all records and documents (including records and documents 

in electronic fonn) now in its or its contractors' or agents' possession or control, and that directly 

relate to Wisconsin Electric's performance of its obligations under this Consent Decree for the 

following periods: (a) until December 31, 2020 for records concerning physical or operational 

changes undertaken in accordance with Paragraph 119 (Resolution ofU,S, Claims Based On 

Modifications after Lodging of the Decree) of this Consent Decree; and (b) until December 31, 

2017 for all other records, TIlis record retention requirement shall apply regardless of any 

corporate document retention policy to the contrary, 

172, AU infofn1ation and documents submitted by Wisconsin Electric pursuant to this 

Consent Decree shall be subject to any requests under applicable law providing public disclosure 

of documents unless (a) the information and documents are subject to legal privileges or 

protection or (b) Wisconsin Electric claims and substantiates that the information and documents 

contain confidential business information in accordance with 40 c'F.R. Part 2, 

173, Nothing in this Consent Decree shall limit the authority of the EPA to conduct 

tests and inspections at Wisconsin Electric's facilities under Section 114 of the Act, 42 U,S,C. 

§ 7414, or any other applicable federal or state laws, regulations or pennits, 
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XX. NOTICES 

174. Unless otherwise provided herein, whenever notifications, submissions, or 

cOlllmunications are required by this Cousent Decree, they shall be made in writing and 

addressed as follows: 

As to the United States of America: 

Chief, Environmental Enforcement Section 
Environment and Natural Resources Division 
U.S, Department of Justice 
P.O. Box 7611, Ben Franklin Station 
Washington, D.C. 20044-7611 
DJ# 90-5-2-1-06965 

and 

Director, Air Enforcement Division 
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rios Building [2242A) 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20460 

and 

Regional Administrator. 
U.S. EPA Region V 
77 West Jackson Blvd. 
Chicago, lllinois 60604-3590 

As to Wisconsin Electric: 

Vice President Envirollmental 
Wisconsin Electric Power Company 
231 W. Michigan Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203 

and 
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General Counsel 
Wisconsin Electric Power Company 
231 W. Michigan Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203 

175. All notit1cations, communications or submissions made pursuant to this Section 

shall be sent either by: (a) overnight mail or by certit1ed or registered mail, return receipt 

requested; (b) electronic transmission, unless the recipient is not able to review the transmission 

in electronic fonu. All notifications, communications and transmissions sent by overnight, 

certified or registered mail shall be deemed submitted on the date they are postmarked. All 

notifications, communications, and submissions made by electronic means shall be electronically 

signed and certified, and shall be deemed submitted on the date that Wisconsin Electric receives 

written acknowledgment of receipt.of such transmission. 

176. Any Party may change either the notice recipient or the address for providing 

notices to it by serving the other Party with a notice setting forth such new notice recipient or 

address. 

177. [RESERVED.] 

XXI. SALES OR TRANSFERS OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

178. If Wisconsin Electric proposes to seI! or transfer part or all of its ownership 

interest in any Existing Unit ("Ownership Interest") to an entity unrelated to Wisconsin Electric, 

WEC or W.E. Power (Third Party Purchaser), it shall advise the Third Party Plll'chaser in writing 

of the existence of this Consent Decree prior to such sale or transfer, and shall send a copy of 

such written notification to EPA pursuant to Section XX (Notices) at least sixty (60) days before 

such proposed sale or transfer. 
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179. No sale or transfer of an Ownership Interest shal! take place before the Third 

Party Purchaser and EPA have executed, and the Court has approved, a modification pursuant to 

Section XXIV (Modification) ofthi8 Consent Decree making the Third Party Purchaser a party 

defendant to this Consent Decree and jointly and severally liable with Wisconsin Electric for all 

the requirements of this Decree that may be applicable to the transferred or purchased Ownership 

Interests, including .joint and several liability with Wisconsin Electric for all requirements 

specific to tlle Existing Unit, as well as all requirements in this Consent Decree that are not 

specific to tilese Existing Units, except as provided in Paragraph 181. 

180. This Consent Decree shall not be construed to impede the transfer of any 

Ownership Interests between Wisconsin Electric and any Third Party Purchaser as long the 

requirements of this Consent Decree are met. This Consent Decree shall not be construed to 

prohibit a contractual allocation - as between Wisconsin Electric and any '111ird Party Purchaser 

of Ownership Interests of the burdens of compliance witll this Decree, provided that both 

Wisconsin Electric and such Third Party Purchaser shan remain jointly and severally liable to 

EPA for the obligations of the Decree applicable to the transferred or purchased Ownership 

Interests, except as provided in Paragraph 181. 

18 L If EPA agrees, EPA, Wisconsin Electric, and the Third Party Purchaser that has 

become a party defendant to this Consent Decree pursuant to Paragraph 179, may execute a 

modification that relieves Wisconsin Electric of its liability under this Consent Decree for, and 

makes tile Third Party Purchaser liable for, all obligations and liabilities applicable'to tlle 

purchased or transferred Ownership Interests. Notwithstanding the foregoing, however, 

Wisconsin Electric may not assign, and may not be released fioll1, any obligation under this 
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Consent Decree that is not specific to the purchased or transferred Ownership Interests, including 

the obligations set forth in Sections IX (Environmental Projects) and X (Civil Penalty). 

Wisconsin Electric may propose and the EPA may agree to restrict the scope of joint and several 

liability of any purchaser or transferee for any obligations of this Consent Decree that are not 

specific to the Unit, to the extent such obligations may he adequately separated in an enforceable 

manner. 

XXII. EFFECTIVE DATE 

182. The effective date of this Consent Decree shall be the date upon which this 

Consent Decree is entered by the Court. 

XXIII. RETEl\TION OF JURISDICTION 

183. Continuing Jurisdiction. The Court shall retain jurisdiction of this case after entry 

of this Consent Decree to enforce compliance with the tenus and conditions of this Consent 

Decree and to take any action necessary or appropriate for its interpretation, construction, 

execution, modification, or adjudication of disputes. During the term of this Consent Decree, 

either Party to this Consent Decree may apply to the Court for any relief necessary to construe or 

effectuate this Consent Decree. 

XXIV. MODIFICATION 

184. The tenns of this Consent Decree may be modified only by a subsequent written 

agreement signed by both Parties. Where the modification constitutes a material change to any 

term of this Decree, it shall be effective only upon approval by the Court. 
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xxv. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

185. This Consent Decree is not a permit. Compliance with tbe temlS of tbis Consent 

Decree does not guarantee compliance with all applicable federal, state, or local laws or 

regulations. 

186. This Consent Decree does not apply to any claim(s) of alleged criminal liability. 

187. In any subsequent administrative or judicial action initiated by the United States 

for injnnctivc relief or civil penalties relating to the facilities covered by this Consent Decree, 

Wisconsin Electric shall not assert any defense or claim based upon principles of waiver, res 

.iJJdicata, collateral estoppel, issue preclusion, claim preclusion, or claim splitting, or any other 

defense based upon the contention that the claims raised by the United States in the subsequent 

proceeding were brought, or should have been brought, in the instant case; provided, however, 

that nothing in tl,is Paragraph is intended to affect the validity of Section XI (Resolution of 

Claims). 

188. Except as specifically provided by this Consent Decree, nothing in this Consent 

Decree shall relieve Wisconsin Electric of its obligation to comply with all applicable federal, 

state, and local laws and regnlations. Subject to the provisions in Section XI (Resolution of 

Claims) of this Consent Decree, nothing contained in this Consent Decree shall be construed to 

prevent or limit the rights of the United States to obtain penalties or injnnctive relief under the 

Act or other federal, state, or local statntes, regulations, or permits. 

189. Every term expressly defined by this Consent Decree shall have the meaning 

given to that term by this Consent Decree, and, except as otherwise provided in this Decree, 
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every other term used iu this Decree that is also a tenTI under the Act or the regulations 

implementing the Act shall mean in this Decree what such tmm means under the Act or those 

implementing regulations. 

190. Nothing in tbis Consent Decree alters or waives any applicable law (including but 

not limited to, any defenses, entitlements, Or clarifications related to the Credible Evidence Rule 

(62 Fed. Reg. 8314 (Feb. 27, 1997))), concerning the use of data for any pnrpose under the Act, 

generated by the reference methods specified herein or otherwise. 

19 L Each limit andlor other requirement established by or under this Decree is a 

separate, independent requirement. 

192. Performance standards, emissions limits, and other quantitative standards set by 

or under this Decree must be met to the number of significant digits in which the standard or 

limit is expressed. Thus, for example, an Emission Rate of 0.100 is not met if the actual 

Emission Rate is 0.101. Wisconsin Electric shall round the fourth significant digit to the nearest 

third significant digit, or the third significant digit to the second significant digit, depending 

upon whether the liImt is expressed to two or three significant digits, Thus, for example, if an 

actual Emission Rate is 0, 1004, that shall be reported as 0.100, and shall be in compliance with 

an Emission Rate of 0.100, and if an actual Emission Rate is 0.1005, that shall be reported as 

0.101, and shall not be in compliance with an Emission Rate of 0.100. Wisconsin Electric shall 

coliecl and report data to the number of significant digits in which the standard or limit is 

expressed. As otherwise applicable and unless this Decree expressly directs otherwise, the 

calculation and measurement procedures established under 40 C.F.R. Parts 75 and 76 apply to 

the measurement and calculation of NO, and SO, under this Decree, 
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19l This Consent Decree does not limit, enlarge or atIect the rights of any Pnrty to 

this Consent Decree as against any third parties. 

194. This Consent Decree constitutes the final, complete and exclusive agreement and 

understanding between the Parties with respect to the settlement embodied in this Consent 

Decree, and supercedes all prior agreements and understandings between the Parties related to 

the subject matter herein. No document, representation, inducement, agreement, or 

understanding, or promise constitutes any part of this Decree or the settlement it represents, nor 

shall they be used in construing the terms of this Consent Decree. 

195. Each Party to this action shall bear its own costs and attorneys' fees. 

XXVI. SIGNATORlES AND SERVICE 

196. Each undersigned representative of the Parties certifies that he or she is fully 

authorized to enter into the tenns and conditions of this Consent Decree and to execute and 

legally bind the Party he or she represents to this document. 

197. This Consent Decree l11ay be signed in counterparts, and such counterpart 

signature pages shall be given full Force and effect. 

198. Each Party herehy agrees to accept service of process by mail with respect to all 

matters arising under or relating to this Consent Decree and to waive the formal service 

requirements scI forth in Rule 4 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and any applicable Local 

Rules of this Court including, but not limited to, service of a summons. 

XXVII. PUBLIC COJ\.1..'vfENT 

199. The Parties agree and acknowledge that final approval by the United States and 

enlJy oflhis Consent Decree is subject to the procedures of28 C.F.R. § 50.7, which provides for 
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notice oflhe lodging of this Consent Decree in the Federal Register, an opportnnity for public 

comment, and the right of the United States to withdraw or withhold consent if the comments 

disclose facts or considerations which indicate that the Consent Decree is inappropriate, 

improper or inadequate, Wisconsin EleclTic shall not oppose entry of this Consent Decrce by 

this Court or challenge any provision of this Consent Decree unless the United States has 

notified Wisconsin Electric, 10 writing, that the United States no longer supports entry of the 

Consent Decree, 

XXVIII. CONDITIONAL TERMINA nON OF ENFORCEMENT UNDER DECREE 

200, Termination as to Completed Tasks, As soon as Wisconsin Electric completes a 

construction project or any other requirement of this Consent Decree that is not ongo1og or 

recurring, Wisconsin Eleclric may seek termination of the provision or provisions ofthis 

Consent Decree that imposed the requirement. 

20 I, Conditional Tennination of Enforcement Through the Consent Decree, Once 

Wisconsin Electric: 

(A) believes that it has successthUy completed and cOlrunences successful 

operation of all pollution controls required by this Decree; 

(B) has obtained final Title V permits (a) as required by the terms of this Consent 

Decree; (b) that cover all Units in tlus Consent Decree; and (e) that include as enforceable pelmit 

tenns all of the Unit perfonnanee and other requirements required by Section XVIII (Permits); 

and 

(C) certifies that the date is later than December 31,2015; 
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then Wisconsin Electric may so certify these facts to the EPA and this Court. HEPA does not 

object in writing with specific reasons within forty-five (45) days ofreceipl of Wisconsin 

Electric's cCltification, then, for any violations that occur after the filing of notice, the United 

States shall pursue enforcement of the requirements contained in the Title V penn it through the 

applicable Title V permit and not through this Consent Decree. 

202. Resort to Enforcement under this Consent Decree. Notwithstanding Paragraph 

201, if enforcement of a provision in U1is Decree calmot be pursued by a party under the 

applicable Tille V pelmit, or if a Decree requirement was intended to be part of a Title V Permit 

and did not become or remain part of such permit, then such requirement may be enforced under 

the tenns of this Decree at any time. 

XXIX. FINAL JUDGMENT 

203. Upon approval and entry of this Consent Decree by the Court, this Consent 

Decree shall constitute a final judgment between the United States and Wisconsin Electric. 

SO ORDERED, THIS DAY OF -- ___ ,,2003. 

-----------.-.... ---.. -

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
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FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

THOMAS L. SANSONETTl 
Assistant Attorney General 
Environmental and Natural Resources Divisiou 
United States Department of Justice 

NICOLE VEILLEUX 
ARNOLD ROSENTHAL 
Trial Attorneys 
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United States Attomey 
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WHEREAS, the United States of America ("the United States"), on behalf oftbe United 

States Environmental Protection Agency (HEP A") filed a Complaint against Illinois Power 

Company ("Illinois Power") on November 3, 1999, and Amended Complaints against Illinois 

Power Company and Dynegy Midwest Generation, Inc. ("DMG") on January 19,2000, March 

14,2001, and March 7, 2003, pursuant to Sections I J3(b) and 167 of the Clean Air Act (the 

"Act"), 42 U.S.C §§ 7413(b) and 7477, for injunctive relief and the assessment of civil penalties 

for alleged violations at the Baldwin Generating Station of: 

(a) the Prevention of Significant Deterioration provisions in Part C of Subchapter 

I of the Act, 42 U.S.C §§ 7470-92; 

(b) the federally enforceable State Implementation Plan developed by the State of 

lllinois (the "Illinois SIP"); and 

(e) the New Source Performance Standard provisions in Part A of Subchapter I of the 

Act,42 U.S.C § 7411. 

WHEREAS, EPA issued Notices of Violation with respect to such allegations to Illinois 

Power on November 3, 1999 and November 26, 2000; 

WHEREAS, EPA provided Illinois Power, DMG, and the State of Illinois actual notice 

of violations pertaining to its alleged violations, in accordance with Section 113(a)(I) and (b) of 

the Act, 42 U.S.C § 7413(a)(I) and (b); 

WHEREAS, Illinois Power was the owner and operator of the Baldwin Facility from 

1970 to October 1999. On October 1, 1999, lllinois Power transferred the Baldwin Facility to 

I1linova Corporation. Ulinova COlporation then contributed the Baldwin Facility to lllinova 



Power Marketing, Inc., after which time Illinois Power no longer owned or operated the Baldwin 

Facility. 

WHEREAS, beginning on October I, 1999 and continuing through the date of lodging of 

this Consent Decree, Illinois Power has been neither the owner nor the operator of the Baldwin 

Facility or of any of the Units in the DMG System which are affected by this Consent Decree; 

WHEREAS, in February 2000, Illinova Corporation merged with Dynegy Holdings Inc. 

and became a wholly owned subsidiary of Dynegy Inc. (referred to herein as "Dynegy"). 

Thereafter, Illinova Power Marketing, Inc., the owner of the Baldwin Facility, changed its name 

to Dynegy Midwest Generation, Inc. (referred to herein as "DMG"). On September 30, 2004, 

Dynegy, through lllinova, sold Illinois Power to Ameren Corporation. 

WHEREAS, Ameren and IIlinova Corporation, a subsidiary of Dynegy, have entered into 

an agreement which provides for the escrow of certain funds, the release of which funds is 

related to the resolution of certain contingent environmental liabilities that were alleged in the 

above-referenced Amended Complaints against Illinois Power and DMG. 

WHEREAS, Plaintiff-Intervenors - the American Bottom Conservancy, Health and 

Environmental Justice - St Louis, Inc., Illinois Stewardship Alliance, the Prairie Rivers 

Network, and the State of lIIinois - moved to intervene on September 25, 2003 and filed 

Complaints in Intervention. The Court granted intervention to all movants On October 23, 2003. 

WHEREAS, in their Complaints, Plaintiff United States and Plaintiff Intervenors 

(collectively "Plaintiffs") allege, inter alia, that Illinois Power and DMG failed to obtain the 

necessary pelmits and install the controls llecessalY under the Act to reduce sulfur dioxide, 
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nitrogen oxides, and/or particulate matter emissions, and that such emissions can damage human 

health and the environment; 

WHEREAS, the Plaintiffs' Complaints state claims upon which relief can be granted 

against Illinois Power and DMG under Sections 113 and 167 ofthe Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7413 and 

7477, and 28 U.S.c. § 1355; 

WHEREAS, DMG and Illinois Power have denied and continue to deny the violations 

alleged in the Complaints, maintain that they have been and remain in compliance with the Act 

and are not liable for civil penalties or injunctive relief, and DMG is agreeing to the obligations 

imposed by this Consent Decree solely to avoid further costs and uncertainty; 

WHEREAS, DMG has installed equipment for the control of nitrogen oxides emissions 

at the Baldwin Facility, including Overfire Air systems on Baldwin Units I, 2, and 3, Low NOx 

Burners on Baldwin Unit 3 and Selective Catalytic Reduction ("SCR") Systems on Baldwin 

Units 1 and 2, resulting in a reduction in emissions of nitrogen oxides from the Baldwin Plant of 

approximately 65% below 1999 levels from 55,026 tons in 1999 to 19,061 tons in 2003; 

WHEREAS, DMG switched from use of bigh sulfur coal to low sulfur Powder River 

Basin coal at Baldwin Units I, 2 and 3 in 1999 and 2000, resulting in a reduction in emissions of 

sulfur dioxide from the Baldwin Plant of approximately 90% below 1999 levels from 245,243 

tons in 1999 to 26,311 tons in 2003; 

WHEREAS, the Parties anticipate that the installation and operation of pollution control 

equipment pursuant to this Consent Decree will achieve significant additional reductions of S02' 

NO" and PM emissions and thereby further improve air quality; 
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WHEREAS, in June of 2003, the liability stage of the litigation resulting from the United 

States' claims was tried to the Comt and no decision has yet been rendered; and 

WHEREAS, the Plaintiffs, DMG and Illinois Power have agreed, and the Court by 

entering this Consent Decree finds: that this Consent Decree has heellnegotiated in good faith 

and at anus length; that this settlement is fair, reasonable, in the best interest of the Parties and in 

the public interest, and consistent with the goals of the Act; and that entry of this Consent Decree 

without further litigation is the most appropriate means of resolving this matter; 

NOW, THEREFORE, without any admission by the Defendants, and without 

adjudication of the violations alleged in the Complaints or the NOVs, it is hereby ORDERED, 

ADJUDGED, AND DECREED as follows: 

L JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

I. This Court has jurisdiction over this action, the subject matter herein, and tllc 

Parties consenting hereto, pursuant to 28 U.S.c. §§ 1331,1345,1355, and 1367, Sections 113 

and 167 of the Act, 42 U.S.c. §§ 74 I 3 and 7477, and Section 42(e) of the Illinois Environmental 

Protection Act, 415 ILCS 5/42(e). Venue is proper under Section 113(b) ofthe Act, 42 U.S.c. 

§ 7413(b), and under 28 U.S.c. § 1391(b) and (c). Solely for the purposes of this Consent 

Decree and the underlying Complaints, and for no other purpose, Defendants waive all 

objections and defenses that they may have to the Court's jurisdiction over tltis action, to the 

Court's jurisdiction over the Defendants, and to venue in this District. Defendants shall not 

challenge the tenus of this Consent Decree or this Court's jurisdiction to enter and enforce this 

Consent Decree. Solely for purposes of the Complaints filed by the Plaintiffs in this matter and 

resolved by the Consent Decree, for purposes of entry and enforcement of this Consent Decree, 
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and for no other purpose, Defendants waive any defense or objection based all standing. Except 

as expressly provided for herein, this Consent Decree shall not create any rights in or obligations 

of any party other than the Plaintiffs and the Defendants. Except as provided in Section XXVI 

(Public Comment) of this Consent Decree, the Parties consent to entry of this Consent Decree 

without further notice. 

II. APPLICABILITY 

2. Upon entry, the provisions of the Consent Decree shall apply to and be binding 

upon and inure to the benefit of the Citizen Plaintiffs and DMG, and their respective successors 

and assigns, officers, employees and agents, solely in their capacities as such, and the State of 

Illinois and the United States. Illinois Power is a Party to this Consent Decree, is the beneficiary 

of Section X of this Consent Decree (Release and Covenant Not to Sue for Illinois Power 

Company), and is subject to Paragraph 171 and the other applicable provisions of the Consent 

Decree as specified in such Paragraph in the event it acquires an Ownership Interest in, or 

becomes an operator (as that term is used and interpreted under the Clean Air Act) of, any DMG 

System Unit, but otherwise has no other obligations under this Consent Decree except as 

expressly specified herein. 

3. DMG shall be responsible for providing a copy ofthis Consent Decree to all 

vendors, suppliers, consultants, contractors, agents, and any other company or other organization 

retained to perfonn any of the work required by this Consent Decree. Notwithstanding any" 

retention of contractors, subcontractors, or agents to perfonn any work required under this 

Consent Decree, DMG shall be responsible for ensuring that all work is performed in accordance 

with the requirements of this Consent Decree. In any action to enforce this Consent Decree, 
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DMG shall not assel1 as a defense the failure of its officers, directors, employees, servants, 

agents, or contractors to take actions necessary to comply with this Consent Decree, unless DMG 

establishes that such failure resulted from a Force Majeure Event, as defined in Paragraph 137 of 

this Consent Decree. 

IlL DEFlNlTlONS 

4. A "30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate" for a Unit shall be expressed as 

IblmmBTU and calculated in accordance with the following procedure: first, sum the total 

pounds of the pollutant in question emitted from the Unit during an Operating Day and the 

previous twenty-nine (29) Operating Days; second, sum the total heat input to the Unit in 

mmBTU during the Operating Day and the previous twenty-nine (29) Operating Days; and third, 

divide the total number of pounds of the poJlntant emitted during the thirty (30) Operating Days 

by the total heat input during the thirty (30) Operating Days. A new 30-Day Rolling Average 

Emission Rate shall be calculated for each new Operating Day. Each 30-Day Rolling Average 

Emission Rate shall include all emissions that occur during all periods of startup, shutdown and 

Malfunction within an Operating Day, except as follows: 

a. Emissions and BTU inputs that occur during a period of Malfunction shall be 

excluded from the calculation of the 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate if 

DMG provides notice of the Malfunction to EPA and the State in accordance with 

Paragraph 138 in Section XV (Force Majeure) of this Consent Decree; 

b. Emissions of NO, and BTU inputs that occur during the fifth and subsequent Cold 

Start Up Period(s) umt occur at a given Unit during any 30-day period shall be 

excluded from the calculation of the 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate if 
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inclusion of such emissions would result in a violation of any applicable :lO-Oay 

Rolling Average Emission Rate and DMG has installed, operated and maintained 

the SCR in question in accordance with manufacturers' specifications and good 

engineering practices. A "Cold Start Up Period" occurs whenever there has been 

no fire in the boiler of a Unit (no combustion of any Fossil Fuel) for a period of 

six (6) hours or more. The NO, emissions to be excluded during the fifth and 

subsequent Cold Start Up Period(s) shall be the lesser of (i) those NO, emissions 

emitted during the eight (8) hour period commencing when the Unit is 

syochronized with a utility electric transmission system and concluding eight (8) 

hours later, or (ii) those NO, emissions emitted prior to the time that the flue gas 

has achieved the minimum SCR operational temperature specified by the cata Iyst 

manufacturer; aod 

c. For a Unit that has ceased firiog Fossil Fuel, emissions of SO, and Btu inputs that 

occur during any period, not to exceed two (2) hours, from the restart of the Unit 

to the time the Unit is fired '.'Iith any coal, shall be excluded from the calculation 

of the :lO-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate. 

5. "Baghouse" means a fullstream (fabric filter) particulate emission control device. 

6. "Boiler Island" means a Unit's (A) file! combustion system (including bunker, 

coal pulverizers, crusher, stoker, and fuel burners); (B) combustion air system; (C) steam 

generating system (firebox, boiler tubes, and walls); and (D) draft system (excluding the stack), 

all as further described in "Interpretation of Reconstruction," by John B. Rasnic U.S. EPA 

(November 25, 1986) and attachments thereto. 
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7. "Capital Expenditure" means all capital expenditures, as defined by Generally 

Accepted Accounting Principles CGAAP"), as tbose principles exist at the date of entry of this 

Consent Decree, exchlding the cost of installing or upgrading pollution control devices. 

8. "CRMS" or "Continuous Emission Monitoring System" means, for obligations 

involving NO, and SO, under this Consent Decree, tbe devices defined in 40 C.F.R. § 72.2 and 

installed and maintained as required by 40 C.F.R. Part 75. 

9. "Citizen Plaintiffs" means, collectively, the American Bottom Conservancy, 

Health and Ellvironmental Justice - St. Louis, Inc., Illinois Stewardship Alliance, and the Prairie 

Rivers Network. 

10. "Clean Air Act" or "Act" means the federal Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.c. §§7401-

7671q, and its implementing regulations. 

11. "Consent Decree" or "Decree" means this Consent Decree and the Appendix 

hereto, which is incorporated into this Consent Decree. 

12, "Defendants" means Dynegy Midwest Generation, Inc. and Illinois Power 

Company. 

13. "DMG" means Dyncgy Midwest Generation, Inc. 

14, "DMG System" meallS, solely for purposes of tbis Consent Decree, the following 

ten (10) listed coal- fired, electric steam generating Units (with the rated gross MW capacity of 

each Unit, reported to Mid-America Interconnected Network ("MAIN") in 2003, noted in 

parentheses), located at the following plants: 

• Baldwin Generating Station in Baldwin, Illinois: Unit 1 (624 MW), 2 

(629 MW), 3 (629 MW); 
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• Havana Generating Station in Havana, Illinois: Unit 6 (487 MW); 

• Hennepin Generating Station in Hennepin, Illinois: Unit I (81 MW), 

Unit 2 (240 MW); 

• Venn ilion Generating Station in Oakwood, Illinois: Unit! (84 MW), 

Unit 2 (J 13 MW); 

• Wood River Generating Station in Alton, Illinois: Unit 4 (105 MW), 

Unit 5 (383 MW). 

15. "Emission Rate" means the number of pounds of pollutant emitted per million 

BTU of heat input ("lb/mmBTU"), measured in accordance with this Consent Decree. 

16. "EPA" means the United States Environmental Protection Agency. 

17. "ESP" means electrostatic precipitator, a pollution control device for the 

reduction of PM. 

18. "Existing Units" means those Units included in the DMG System: 

19. "Flue Gas Desulfurization SystClTI," or "FGD," means a pollution control device 

with one or more absorber vessels that employs flue gas desulfurizatioll technology for the 

reduction of sulfur dioxide. 

20. "Fossil Fuel" means any hydrocarbon fuel, including coal, petroleum coke, 

petroleum oil, or natural gas. 

21. "IJIinois Environmental Protection Act" means the IHinois Environmental 

Protection Act, 415 ILCS 511 el. seq., and its implementing regulations. 

22. "Illinois Power" means the Illinois Power Company. 
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23. "Improved Unit" means, in the case of NO" a DMG System Unit equipped with 

or scheduled under this Consent Decree to be equipped with an SCR, or, in the case of S02, a 

DMG System Unit scheduled under this Consent Decree to be equipped with an FGD (or 

equivalent SO, control technology approved pursuant to Paragraph 68). A Unit may be an 

Improved Unit for one pollutant without being an Improved Unit for the other. Any Other Unit 
, 

can become an Improved Unit if{a) in the case of NO" it is equipped with an SCR (or equivalent 

NOx control teclmology approved pursuant to Paragraph 64) and has become subject to a 

federally enforceable 0.100 IbinunBTU NO, 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate, or (b) in 

the case of SO" it is equipped with al1 FGD (or equivalent SO, control technology approved 

pursuant to Paragraph 68) and has become subject to a federally enforceable 0.100 Ib/mmBTU 

SO, 3D-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate, and (c) in the case of NO, or S02' the requirement 

to achieve and maintain a 0.100 Ib/mmBTU 3D-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate is 

incorporated into the Title V Permit applicable to that Unit or, ifno Title V Permit exists, a 

modification to this Consent Decree that is agreed to by the Plaintiffs and DMG and approved by 

tllis Court 

24. "lb/mmBTU" means Olle pound per million British thermal units. 

25. "Malfunctiou" means any sudden, infrequent, and lIot reasonably preventable 

failure of air pollution control equipment, process equipment, or a process to operate in a nonnal 

or usual manner. Failures that are caused in part by poor maintenance or careless operation are 

not Malfunctions. 

26. "MW" means a megawatt or one million Watts. 
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27. "National Ambient Air Quality Standards" or "NAAQS" means national ambient 

air quality standards that are promulgated pursuant to Section 109 ofthe Act, 42 U.S.c. § 7409. 

28. "Nonattainment NSR" means the nonattainment area New Source Review 

program within the meaning of Part D ofSubchapterl ofthe Act, 42 U.S.c. §§ 7501·7515,40 

C.F.R. Part 51. 

29. "NOx" means oxides of nitrogen. 

30. "NO, Allowance" means an authorization or credit to emit a specified. amount of 

NO, that is allocated or issued under an emissions trading or marketable permit program of any 

kind that has been established under the Clean Air Act or a Slate Implementation Plan. 

31. "Operating Day" means any calendar day on which a Unit fires Fossil Fuel; 

provided, however, that exclusively for purposes of Paragraph 36, "Operating Day" means any 

calendar day on which both Baldwin Unit I and Baldwin Unit 2 fire Fossil Fuel. 

32. "Other Unit" means any Unit of the DMG System that is not an Improved Unit 

for the pollutant in question. 

33. "Ownership Interest" means part or all of DMG's legal or equitable ownership 

interest in any Unit in the DMG System. 

34. "Palties" means the United States, the State of lIlinois, the Citizen Plaintiffs, 

DMG, and Illinois Power. 

35. "Plaintiffs" means the United States, the State of Illinois, and the Citizen 

Plaintiffs. 

36. A "Plant-Wide 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate" shall be expressed as 

Ib/mmBTU and calculated in accordance with the following procedure: first, sum the total 
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pounds of the pollutant in question emitted from an three Units at the Baldwin Plant during an 

Operating Day and the previous twenty-nine (29) Operating Days; second, sum the total heat 

input to all three Units at the Baldwin Plant in mmBTU during the Operating Day and the 

previons twenty-nine (29) Operating Days; and third, divide the total number of pounds of the 

pollutant emitted from all three Baldwin Units during the thirty (30) Operating Days by the total 

heat input to all three Baldwin Units during the thirty (30) Operating Days. A new Plant-Wide 

3D-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate shall be calculated for each new Operating Day. Each 

Plant-Wide 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate shall include all emissions that occur during 

all periods of startup, shutdown and Malfunction within an Operating Day. A Malfunction shall 

be excluded from this Emission Rate, however, ifDMO satisfies the Force Majeure provisions of 

this Consent Decree. 

37. A "Plant-Wide Annual Tonnage Emission Level" means, for the pW]loses of 

Section Xl of this Decree, the number of tons of the pollutant in question that may be emitted 

from the plant at issue dming the relevant calendar year (i.e., January 1 through December 31), 

and shall include all emissions of the pollutant emitted during periods of startup, shutdown, and 

Malfunction. 

38. "Pollution Control Equipment Upgrade Analysis" means the technical study, 

analysis, review, and selection of control technology recommendations (including an emission 

rate or removal efficiency) required to be performed in connection with an application for a 

federal PSD permit, taking into account the characteristics of the existing facility. Except as 

otherwise provided in this Consent Decree, such study, analysis, review, and selection of 

recommendations shall be carried out in accordance with applicable federal and state regulations 
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and guidance describing the process and analysis for determining Best Available Control 

Technology (BACT), as that term is defined in 40 C.F.R. §52.21(b)(12), including, without 

limitation, the December 1,1987 EPA Memorandum from 1. Craig Potter, Assistant 

Administrator for Air and Radiation, regarding Improving New Source Review (NSR) 

Implementation. Nothing in this Decree shall be construed either to: (a) alter the force and effect 

of statements Imown as or characterized as "guidance" or (b) pennit the process or result of a 

"Pollution Control Equipment Upgrade Analysis" to be considered BACT for any purpose under 

the Act. 

39. "PM Control Device" means any device, including an ESP or a Baghouse, that 

reduces emissions of particulate matter (PM). 

40. "PM" means particulate matter. 

41. "PM CEMS" or "PM Continuous Emission Monitoring System" means the 

equipment that samples, analyzes, measures, and provides, by readings taken at frequent 

intervals, an electronic or paper record of PM emissions. 

42. "PM Emission Rate" means the number of pounds of PM emitted per million 

BTU of heat input (Ib/mmBTU), as measured in annual stack tests in accordance with EPA 

Method 5,40 C.F.R. Part 60, including Appendix A. 

43. "Project Dollars" means DMG's expenditures and payments incurred or made in 

carrying out the Environmental Mitigation Projects identified in Section VIII (Environmental 

Mitigation Projects) of this Consent Decree to the extent that such expenditures or payments 

both: (a) comply with the requirements set forth in Section VITI (Environmental Mitigation 

Projects) and Appendix A of this Consent Decree, and (b) constitute DMG's direct payments for 
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such projects, OMG's external costs for contractors, vendors, and equipment, or OMG's intemal 

costs consisting of employee time, travel, or out-of-pocket expenses specifically attributable 10 

these particular projects and documented in accordance with GAAP. 

44. "PSO" means Prevention of Significant Deterioration within the meaning of Part 

C of Subchapter 1 of the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.c. §§ 7470 - 7492 and 40 C.F.R. Part 52. 

45. "Selective Catalytic Reduction System" or "SCR" means a pollution control 

device that employs selective catalytic reduction technology for the reduction of NO, emissions. 

46. "SO," means sulfur dioxide. 

47. "SO, Allowance" means "allowance" as defined at 42 U.S.c. § 7651a(3): "an 

authorization, allocated to an affected unit by the Administrator of EPA under Subchapter IV of 

the Act, to emit, during or after a specified calendar year, one ton of sulfur dioxide." 

48. "System-Wide Annual Tonnage Limitation" means the limitation on the number 

of tOllS of the pollutant in question that may be emitted from the DMG System dllling the 

relevant calendar year (i.e., January I through December 31), and shall include all emissions of 

the pollutant emitted during periods of startup, shutdown, and Malfunction. 

49. "Title V Permit" means the pennit required of DMG's major sources under 

SubchapterVoftbeAct, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7661-7661e. 

50. "Unit" means collectively, the coal pulverizer, stationary equipment tl1a! feeds 

coal to the boiler, the boiler that produces steam for the steam turbine, tl1e steam turbine, the 

generator, the equipment necessary to operate the generator, steam turbine and boiler, and all 

ancillary equipment, including pollution contrai equipment. An electric steam generating station 

may comprise one or more Units. 
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[V, NO, EMISSION REDUCTIONS AND CONTROLS 

A. NO, Emission Controls 

51. Beginning 45 days after entry of this Consent Decree, and continuing thereafter, 

DMG shall conunence operation ofthe SCRs installed at Baldwin Unit 1, Unit 2, and Havana 

Unit 6 so as to achieve and maintain a 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate from each such 

Unit of not greater than 0,100 Ib/mmBTU NO" 

52, Beginning 45 days after entry of this Consent Decree, and continuing thereafter, 

DMG shall achieve and maintain a Plant-Wide 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate of not 

greater than 0.100 Ib/mmBTU NO, at the Baldwin Plant. 

53, Beginning 45 days after entry of this Consent Decree, and continuing thereafter, 

subject to paragraph 54 below, DMG shall achieve and maintain a 30-Day Rolling Average 

Emission Rate of not greater than 0,120 Ih/nunBTU NO, at Baldwin Unit), 

54, Beginning on December 31,2012, and continuing thereafter, DMG shall maintain 

a 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate of not greater than 0, 100 Ib/nunBTU NO, at Baldwin 

Unit 3. 

55. Beginning 30 days after entry of this Consent Decree, and continuing thereafter, 

DMG shall operate each SCR in the DMG System at all times when the Unit it serves is in 

operation, provided that such operation of the SCR is consistent with the technological 

limitations, manufacturers' specifications, and good engineering and maintenance practices for 

the SCR, During any such period in which the SCR is not operational, DMG will minimize 

emissions to the extent reasonably practicable, 
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56, Beginning 45 days from entry of this Consent Decree, DMG shall operate low 

NO, burners (HLNB") and/or Ovetfire Air Technology ("OF A") on the DMG System Units 

listed in the table below at all times that the Units are in operation, consistent with the 

tecbnologicallimitations, manufacturers' specifications, and good engineering and maintenance 

practices for the LNB and/or the Overnre Air Technology, so as to minimize emissions to the 

extent reasonably practicable, 

DMG System Unit NOx Control Teclmol0I:Y 

Baldwin Unit I OFA 

Baldwin Unit 2 OFA 

Baldwin Unit 3 LNB,OFA 

Havana Unit 6 LNB,OFA 

Hennepin Unit 1 LNB,OFA 

Hennepin Unit 2 LNB,OFA 

Vermilion Unit 2 LNB,OFA 

Wood River Unit 4 LNB,OFA 

Wood River Unit 5 LNB,OFA 

B, Svstem-Wide AIU1Ual Tonnage Limitations for NO, 

57, During each calendar year specified in the Table below, all Units in the DMG 

System, collectively, shall not emit NO, in excess of the following System-Wide Annual 

Tonnage Limitations: 
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Applicable Caiendar Year System-Wide Annnal 
Tonnage Limitations for NO, 

2005 15,000 tons , 

2006 14,000 tons 

2007 and each year thereafter 13,800 tons 

C. Use of NO, Allowances 

58. Except as provided in this Consent Decree, DMG shall not sell Or trade any NO, 

Allowances allocated to the DMG System that would otherwise be available for sale or trade as a 

result of the actions taken by DMG to comply with the requirements of this Consent Decree. 

59. Except as may be necessary to comply with Section XIV (Stipulated Penalties), 

DMG may not usc NO, Allowances to comply with any requirement of this Consent Decree, 

including by claiming compliance with any emissionlimitalion required by this Decree by using, 

tendering, or otherwise applying NO, Allowances to offset any excess emissions (i.e., emissions 

above the limits specified in Paragraph 57). 

60. NO, Allowances allocated to the DMG System may be used by DMG only to 

meet its own federal and/or state Clean Air Act regulatory requirements, except as provided in 

Paragraph 61. 

61. Provided that DMG is in compliance with the System-Wide Annual Tonnage 

Limitations for NO, set forth in this Consent Decree, nothing in this Consent Decree shall 

preclude DMG from selling or transferring NO, Allowances allocated to the DMG System that 

become available for sale or trade solely as a result of: 

a. activities that reduced NO, emissions at any Unit within the DMG System prior to 

the date of entry of this Consent Decree; 
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b. the installation and operation of any NO, pollution control technology or 

technique that is not otherwise required by this Consent Decree; or 

c. achievement and maintenance of NO, emission rates below a 3D-Day Rolling 

Average Emission Rate of 0.1 00 IblmmBTU at Baldwin Units I, 2 or 3, or at 

Havana Unit 6, 

so long as DMG timely reports the generation of such surplus NO, Allowances in accordance 

with Section XII (Periodic Reporting) of this Consent Decree. DMG shall be allowed to sell or 

transfer NO, Allowances equal to the NO, emissions reductions achieved for any given year by 

any of the actions specified in Subparagraphs 6l.b or 6l.c. only to the extent that, and in the 

amount that, the total NO, emissions from all Units within the DMG System are below the 

System-Wide Annual Tonnage Limitation specified in Paragraph 57 for that year. 

62. Nothing in this Consent Decree shall prevent DMG from purchasing or otherwise 

obtaining NO, Allowances from another source for purposes of complying with state or federal 

Clean Air Act requirements to the extent otherwise allowed by law. 

D. NO, Provisions - Improving Other Units 

63. Any Other Unit can become an Improved Unit for NO, if(a) it is equipped with 

an SCR (or equivalent NOx control technology approved pnrsuant to Paragraph 64), and (b) has 

become subject to a federally enforceable 0.100 IblmmBTU NO, 3D-Day Rolling Average 

Emission Rate. 

64. With plior written notice to the Plaintiffs and written approval from EPA (after 

consultation with the State of Illinois and the Citizen Plaintiffs), an Other Unit in the DMG 

System may be considered an Improved Unit lmder this Consent Decree if DMG installs and 
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operates NO, control tec1mology, other than an SCR, that has been demonstrated to be capable of 

achieving and maintaining a 3D-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate not greater than 

0.100 Ib/mmBTU NO, and if such unit has become subject to a federally enforceable 

0.100 IbhmnBTU NO, 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate. 

E. General NO, Provisions 

65. In determining Emission Rates for NO" DMG shall use CEMS in accordance 

with the reference methods specified in 40 C.F.R. Part 75. 

v. ~ EMISSION REDUCTIONS AND CONTROLS 

A. SO? Emission Limitations and Control Requirements 

66. No later than the dates set forth in the Table below for each of the three Units at 

Baldv.in and Havana Unit 6, and continuing thereafter, DMG shall not operate the specified Unit 

unless and until it has installed and commenced operation of, on a year-round basis, an FGD (or 

equivalent S02 control technology approved pursuant to Paragraph 68) on each such Unit, so as 

to achieve and maintain a 30-Day Rolling Average Enrission Rate of not greater than 

0.100 Ib/mlnBTU SOl' 

UNIT DATE 

First Baldwin Unit December 31, 201 0 
(I.e., any of the Baldwin Units 1,2 or 3) 

Second Baldwin Unit December 31, 2011 
(i.e., either of the 2 remaining 

Baldwin Units) 

Third Baldwin Unit December 31, 2012 
(i.e., the remaining Baldwin Unit) 

Havana Uni t 6 December 31, 2012 
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67. Any FGD required to be installed under tllis Consent Decree may be a wet FGD 

or a dry FGD at DMG's option. 

68. With prior written notice to the Plaintiffs and written approval from EPA (after 

consultation by EPA with the State of Illinois and the Citizen Plaintiffs), DMG may, in lieu of 

installing and operating an FGD at any of the Units specified in Paragraph 66, install and operate 

equivalent SO, control technology so long as such equivalent SO, control technology has been 

demonstrated to be capable of achieving and maintaining a 30-Day Rolling Average Emission 

Rate of not greater than 0.100 Ib/mmBTU SO,. 

69. Beginning on the later of the date specified in Paragraph 66 or the fIrst Operating 

Day of each Unit thereafter, and continuing thereafter, DMG shall operate each FGD (or 

equivalent S02 control technology approved pursuant to Paragraph 68) required by this Consent 

Decree at all times that the Unit it serves is in operation, provided that such operation of the 

FGD or equivalent technology is consistent with the technological limitations, manufacturers' 

specifications, and good engineering and maintenance practices for the FGD or equivalent 

teclmology. During any such period in which the FGD or equivalent technology is not 

operational, DMG will minimize emissions to the extent reasonably practicable. 

70. No later than 30 Operating Days after entry of this Consent Decree, and 

continuing thereafter, DMG shall operate Hennepin Units 1 and 2 and Wood River Units 4 and 5 

so as to achieve and maintain a 30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate from each of the stacks 

serving such Units of not greater than 1.200 IbllmnBtu SO,. 
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71. DMG shall operate Vermilion Units I and 2 so that no later than 30 Operating 

Days after January 1,2007, DMG shall achieve and maintain a 30-Day Rolling Average 

Emission Rate from the stack serving such Units of not greater than 1,200 IblmmBtu SO" 

72, No later than 30 Operating Days after entry of this Consent Decree and 

continuing until December 31,2012, DMG shall operate Havana Unit 6 so as to achieve and 

maintain a 3D-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate from the stack serving such Unit of not 

greater than 1,200 Ib/mmBtu SO,. 

B. System-Wide Annual Tonnage Limitations for SO, 

73, During each calendar year specified in the Table below, all Units in the DMG 

System, collectively, shall not emit SO, in excess of the following System-Wide Annual 

Tonnage Limitations: 

Applicable Calendar Year : System-Wide Annual 
Tonnage Limitations for SO, 

, 2005 66,300 tons 

. 2006 66,300 tons 

2007 65,000 tons 

I 2008 62,000 tons , 

, 
2009 62,000 tons i 

2010 62,000 tons 
, 

2011 57,000 tons I 

2012 49,500 tons 

2013 and each year thereafter 29,000 tons 

74. Except as may be necessary to comply with Section XIV (Stipulated Penalties), 

DMG may not use S02 Allowances to comply with any requirement of this Consent Decree, 
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including by claiming compliance with any emission limitation required by this Decree by using, 

tendering, or otherwise applying SO, Allowances to offset any excess emissions (i.e., emissions 

above the limits specified in Paragraph 73). 

C. SU1Tender of SO, Allowances 

75. For each year specified below, DMG shall surrender to EPA, or transfer to a 

non-profit third party selected by DMG for surrender, SO, Allowances that have been allocated 

to DMG for the specified calendar year by the Administrator of EPA under the Act or by any 

State under its State Implementation Plan, in the amounts specified below, subject to Paragraph 

76: 

~alendar Year Amount 

2008 12,000 Allowances 

2009 . 18,000 Allowances 

2010 24,000 Allowances 

20 II, and each year 30,000 Allowances 
thereafter 

DMG shall make the surrender of SO, Allowances required by this Paragraph by December 31 

of each specified calendar year. 

76. If the surrender of SO, allowances required by Paragraph 75 would result in an 

insufficient number of allowances being available from those allocated to the Units comprising 

the DMG System to meet the requirements of any Federal and/or State requirements for any 

DMG System unit, DMG must provide notice to the Plaintiffs of such insufficiency, including 

documentation of the number ofS02 allowances so required and the Federal and/or State 

requirement involved. Unless EPA objects, in writing. to the amounts surrendered or to be 
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surrendered, the basis of the amounts surrendered or to be surrendered, or the adequacy of the 

documentation, DMG may reduce the number of SO, allowances to be surrendered under 

Paragraph 75 to the extent necessary to allow such DMG System Unit to satisfY the specified 

Federal andlor State requirement(s). If DMG has sold or traded SO, allowances allocated by the 

Administrator of EPA or a State for the year in which the surrender of allowances under 

Paragraph 75 would result in an insufficient number of allowances, all sold or traded allowances 

must be restored to DMG's account through DMG's purchase or transfer of allowances before 

DMG may reduce the surrender requirements of Paragraph 75 as described above. 

77. Nothing in this Consent Decree is intended to preclude DMG from using SO, 

Allowances allocated to the DMG System by the Administrator of EPA under the Act, or by any 

State under its State Implementation Plan, to meet its own Federal andlor State Clean Air Act 

regulatory requirements for any Unit in the DMG System. 

78. For purposes of this Subsection, the "surrender of allowances" means 

pemlanently surrendering allowances from the accounts administered by EPA for all Units in the 

DMG System, so that such allowances can never be used thereafter to meet any compliance 

requirement under the Clean Air Act, the Illinois State Implementation Plan, or this Consent 

Decree. 

79. If any allowances required to be surrendered under this Consent Decree are 

transferred directly to a non-profit third party. DMG shall include a description of such transfer 

in the next report submitted to EPA pursuant to Section XII (periodic Reporting) of this Consent 

Decree. Such report shall: (i) identifY the non-profit third-party recipient(s) of the SO, 

Allowances and list the serial numbers of the transferred SO, Allowances; and (ii) include a 
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certification by the third-party recipient(s) stating that the recipient(s) will not sell, trade, or 

otherwise exchange any of the allowances and will not use any cfthe SO, Allowances to meet 

any obligation imposed by any environmental law. No later than the third periodic report due 

after the transfer of any SO, Allowances, DMG shall include a statement that the third-party 

recipient(s) surrendered the SO, Allowances for penn anent surrender to EPA in accordance with 

the provisions ofl'aragraph 80 within one (l) year after DMG transferred the SO, Allowances to 

them. DMG shall not have complied with the SO, Allowance surrender requirements of tins 

Paragraph until all tllird-party recipicnt(s) shall have actually surrendered the transferred Sal 

Allowances to EPA. 

80. For all SO, Allowances surrendered to EPA, DMG or the third-party recipient(s) 

(as the case may be) shall first submit an S(\ Allowance transfer request form to EPA's Office 

of Air and Radiation's Clean Air Markets Di vision directing the transfer of such S02 Allowances 

to the EPA Enforcement Surrender Account or to any other EPA account that EPA may direct in 

writing. As part of submitting these transfer requests, DMG or the tlllrd-party recipient(s) shall 

irrevocably authorize the transfer of these SO, Allowances and identify - by name of account 

and any applicable serial or other identification numbers or station names - the source and 

location of tile SO, Allowances being surrendered. 

81. The requirements in Paragraphs 75 and 76 of this Decree pertaining to DMG's 

surrender of SO, Allowances are permanent injunctions not subject to any termination provision 

of this Decree. 
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E. Q.eneral SO, Provisions 

82. In determining Emission Rates for SO" DMG shall use CEMS in accordance with 

those reference methods specified in 40 C.F .R. Part 75. 

VI. .PM EMISSION REDUCTIONS AND CONTROLS 

A. Qptimizatjon of PM EmiSsion Controls 

83. Beginning ninety (90) days after entry ofthis Consent Decree, and continuing 

thereafter, DMG shall operate each PM Control Device on each Unit within the DMG System to 

maximize PM emission reductions at aU times when the Unit is in operation, provided that snch 

operation of the PM Control Device is consistent with the technological limitations, 

mannfacturer's specifications and good engineering and maintenance practices for the PM 

Control Device. During any periods when any section or compartment of the PM control device 

is not operational, DMG will minimize emissions to the extent reasonably practicable. 

Specifically, DMG shall, at a minimum, to the extent reasonably practicable: (a) energize each 

section of the ESP for each unit, where applicable, operate each compartment of the Baghouse 

for each unit, where applicable (regardless of whether those actions are needed to comply with 

opacity limits), and repair any failed ESP section or Baghouse compartment at the next planned 

Unit outage (or unplanned outage of sufficient length); (b) operate automatic control systems on 

each ESP to maximize PM collection efficiency, where applicable; (c) maintain and repJace bags 

on each Baghouse as needed to maximize collection efficiency, where applicable; and (d) inspect 

for and repair during the next planned Unit outage (or unplanned outage of sufficient length) any 

openings in ESP casings, ductwork and expansion joints to minimize air leakage. 
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84, Within two hUlldred seventy (270) days after entry of this Consent Decree, for 

each DMG System Unit served by an ESP or Baghouse, DMG shall complete a PM emission 

control optimization study which shall recommend: the best available maintenance, repair, and 

operating practices and a schedule for implementation of such to optimize ESP or Baghouse 

availability and perfonnance in accordance with manufacturers' specifications, the operational 

design of the Unit, and good engineering practices, DMG shall retain a qualified contractor to 

assist in the performance and completion of each study and shall implement the study's 

recommendations in accordance with the schedule provided for in the study, but in no event later 

than the next plalmed Unit outage or 180 days of completion of the optimization study, 

whichever is later. Thereatler, DMG shall maintain each ESP and Baghouse as required by the 

study's recommendations or other altemative actions as approved by EPA. These requirements 

ofthls Paragraph shall also apply, and these activities shall be repeated, whenever DMG mlIkes a 

major change to a Unit's ESP, instalts a new PM Control Device, or changes the fuel used by a 

Unit. 

B, lnstaltation of New PM Emission Controls 

85, No later than the dales set forth in the Table below for Baldwin Units I, 2 and 3 

and Havana Unit 6, and continuing thereafter, DMG shall not operate the specified Unit unless 

and until it has iustalled and commenced operation of a Baghouse on each such Unit so as to 

achieve and maintain a PM emissions rate of not greater than 0.Ol5 Ib/mmBTU, 
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Unit Date 

First Baldwin Unit December 31 , 20 IO 
(i,e" any of Baldwin Units 

1,20r3) ! 

Second Baldwin Unit December 31, 20 II 
(Le" either of the 2 remaining 

Baldwin Units) 

Tbird Baldwin Unit December 3 I, 2012 
(i.e" the remaining Baldwin Unit) 

Havana Unit 6 December 31,2012 

C, Upgrade of Existing PM Emission Controls 

86. At each Unit listed below, no later than the dates specified, and continuing 

thereafter, DMG shall operate ESPs or alternative PM control equipment at the following Units 

to achieve and maintain a PM emissions rate ofnolgreater than 0,030 Ib/mmBTU: 

Unit Date 

Havana Unit 6 
,', 

December 31, 2005 

1" Wood River Unit December 31, 2005 
(i,e., either of Wood River 

Units 4 or 5) 

1" Hennepin Unit (Le" either of December 31, 2006 

i Hennepin Units 1 or 2) 

2'" Wood River Unil (i.e" the December 31,2007 
remaining Wood River Unit) . 

I 2"· Hennepin Unit (Le" the December 31, 2010 
remaining Hennepin Unit) 

i 

1" Vermilion Unit (Le,. eHber December 31,2010 
of Vermillon Units 1 or 2) 

20d VClmilion Unit (i.e" the December 31,2010 
remaining Vennilion Unit) i 
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In the alternative and in lieu of demonstrating compliance with the PM emission rate applicable 

under tlus Paragraph, DMG may eleet to undertake an upgrade of the existing PM emissions 

control equipment for any such Unit based on a Pollution Control Equipment Upgrade Analysis 

for that Unit. The preparation, submission, and implementation of such Pollution Control 

Equipment Upgrade Analysis shall be undertaken and completed in accordance with the 

compliance schedules and procedures as specified in Paragraph 88. 

87. DMG shall operate each ESP (on Units without a Baghouse) and each Baghouse 

in the DMG System at all times when the Unit it serves is in operation, provided that such 

operation of the ESP or Baghousc is consistent with the technologicallinlitations, 

manufacturers' specifications, and good engineering and maintenance practices for the ESP or 

Baghouse. During any such period in which the ESP or Baghouse is not operational, DMG will 

millll11ize emissions to the extent reasonably practicable. Notwithstanding the foregoing 

sentence, DMG shall not be required to operate an ESP on any Unit on which a Baghouse is 

installed and operating, unless DMG operated the ESP during the ill1l11ediately preceding stack 

test required by Paragraph 89. 

88. For each Unit in the DMG System for which DMG does not elect to meet a PM 

Emission Rate of 0.030 Ib/mmBTU as required by Paragraph 86, DMG shall prepare, submit, 

and implement a Pollution Control Equipment Upgrade Analysis in accordance with this 

Paragraph. Such Pollution Control Equipment Upgrade Analysis shall include proposed 

upgrades to the Unit's existing PM Control Devices and a proposed alternate PM Emission Rate 

that the Unit shall meet upon completion of such upgrade. DMG shall deliver snch Pollution 

Control Equipment Upgrade AnalYSIS to EPA and the State of Illinois for approval pursuant to 
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Section XIII (Review and Approval of Submittals) of this Consent Decree at least 24 months 

prior to the deadlines set forth in Paragraph 86 for each such Unit, unless those deadlines are less 

than 24 months after the date of entry of this Decree, In those cases only, (a) the Analysis shall 

be delivered within 180 days of entry of this Decree, and (b) so long as DMG timely submits the 

Analysis, any deadline for implementing a PM Emission Control Equipment Upgrade may be 

extended in accordance with the provisions of subparagraph (c) below, 

a. In conducting the Pollution Control Equipment Upgrade Analysis for any Unit, 

DMG shall consider all commercially available control technologies, except that 

DMG need not consider any of the following PM control measures: 

I. the complete replacement oftlle existing ESP with a new ESP, FGD, or 

Baghouse, or 

2. the upgrade of the existing ESP controls through the installation of any 

supplemental PM pollution control device if the costs of such upgrade are 

equal to or greater than the costs of a replacement ESP, FGD, Or Baghouse 

(on a total dollar-per-ton-of-pollutant-removed basis). 

b, With each Pollution Control Equipment Upgrade Analysis delivered to EPA and 

the State of Illinois, DMG shall simultaneously deliver all documents that were 

considered in preparing such Pollution Control Equipment Upgrade Analysis. 

DMG shall retain a qualified contractor to assist in the performance and 

completion of each Pollution Contl'Ol Equipment Upgrade Analysis. 

c. Beginning one (I) year after EPA and the State of llIinois approve the 

recornmendation(s) made in a Pollution Control Equipment Upgrade Analysis for 
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a Unit, DMG shall not operate that Unit unless all equipment called for in the 

recolllmendation(s) of the Pollution Control Equipment Upgrade Analysis has 

been installed, An installation period longer than one year may be allowed if 

DMG makes such a request in the Pollution Control Equipment Upgrade Analysis 

and EPA and the State of llIinois determine such additional time is necessary due 

to factors including bnt nol limited to the magnitude of the PM control project or 

the need to address reliability concerns that could result from multiple Unit 

outages within the DMG System, Upon installation of all equipment 

recommended under an approved Pollution Control Equipment Upgrade Analysis, 

DMG shall operate such equipment in compliance with the recommendation(s) of 

the approved Pollution Control Equipment Upgrade Analysis, including 

compliance with the PM Emission Rate specified by the recommendation(s), 

D, PM Emissions Monitoring 

L PM Stack Tests, 

89, Beginning in calendar year 2005, and continuing in each calendar year thereafter, 

DMG shall conduct a PM performance test on each DMG System Unit The allllual stack test 

requirement imposed on each DMG System Unit by this Paragraph may be satisfied by stack 

tests conducted by DMG as required by its permits frolll the State of Illinois for any year that 

such stack tests are required under the permits, DMG may perform testing every other year, 

rather than every year, provided that two of the most recently completed test results from tests 

conducted in accordance with the methods and procedures specified in Paragraph 90 demonstrate 

that the particulate matter emissions are equal to or less than 0,015 Ib/mmBTl), DMG shall 
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perform testing every year, rather than every other year, beginning in the year immediately 

following any test result demonstrating that the particulate matter emissions are greater than 

O.oI5Ib/mmBTU. 

90. The reference methods and procedures for determining compliance with PM 

Emission Rates shall be those specified in 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A, Method 5, or an 

alternative method that is promulgated by EPA, requested for use herein by DMG, and approved 

for use herein by EPA and the State of Illinois. Use of any particular method shall confonn to 

the EPA requirements specified in 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A and 40 C.F.R. § 60.48a (b) 

and (e), or any federally approved method contained in the Illinois State Implementation Plan. 

DMGshall calculate the PM Emission Rates from the stack test results in accordance with 40 

C.F.R. § 60.8(1). The results of each PM stack test shall be submitted to EPA and the State of 

lllinois within 45 days of completion of each test. 

2. PMCEMS 

91. DMG shall install and operate PM CEMS in accordance with Paragraphs 92 

through 96. Each PM CEMS shall comprise a continuous particle mass monitor measuring 

particulate matter concentration, directly or indirectly, on an hourly average basis and a diluent 

monitor used to convert the concentration to units of Ib/mmBTU. DMG shall maintain, in an 

electronic database, the hourly average emission values produced by all PM CEMS in 

Ib/mmBTU. DMG shall use reasonable efforts to keep each PM CEMS running and producing 

data whenever any Unit served by the PM CEMS is operating. 

92, Within nine (9) months after entry of this Consent Decree, but in any case no 

later than June 30, 2006, DMG shall submit to EPA and the State of Illinois for review and 
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approval pursuant to Section XIII (Review and Approval of Submittals) of this Consent Decree 

(a) a plan for the installation and certification of each PM CEMS; and (b) a proposed Quality 

Assurance/Quality Control ("QA/QC") protocol that shall be followed in calibrating such PM 

CEMS. In developing both the plan for installation and certification of the PM CEMS and the 

QA/QC protocol, DMG shall use the criteria set forth in EPA's Amendments to Standards of 

Performance for New Statioilllry Sources: Monitoring Requirements, 69 Fed. Reg. 1786 (January 

12,2004) ("P.S. II "). EPA and the State of lIIinois shall expeditiously review such submissions, 

Following approval by EPA and the Slate of Illinois of the protocol, DMG shall thereafter 

operate each PM CEMS in accordance with the approved protocoL 

93, No later than the dates specified below, DMG shall install, certifY, and operate 

PM CEMS on four (4) Units, stacks or cOImnon stacks in accordance with the following 

schedule: 

STACK DATE TO 
COMMENCE 

OPERATION OF PM 
CEMS 

1" CEM on allY DMG System December 31, 2006 
i 

Unit not scheduled to receive 
all FOD 

2'~ CEM on any DMO December 31, 2007 
System Unit 110t scheduled to 
receive an fGD 

3'd CEM On any DMG December 31, 20 II 
System Unit scheduled to 
receive an FGD 

4'" CEM on any DMCi System December 31, 2012 
Unit scheduled to receive an 
FGD 
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94. No later than ninety (90) days after DMG begins operation of the PM CEMS, 

DMG shall conduct tests of each PM CEMS to demonstrate compliance with the PM CEMS 

installation and certification plan submitted to and approved by EPA and the State of Illinois in 

accordance with Paragraph 92. 

95, D.YfG shall operate the PM CEMS for at leasttwo (2) years on each of the Units 

specified in Paragraph 93. After two (2) years of operation, DMG shall not be required to 

continue operating the PM CEMS on any such Units if EPA determines that operation of the PM 

CB.YfS is no longer feasible, Operation of a PM CEMS shall be considered no longer feasible if 

(a) the PM CEMS cannot be kept in proper condition for sufficient periods of time to produce 

reliable, adequate, or useful data consistent with the QAlQC protocol; or (b) DMG demonstrates. 

that recurring, chronic, or unusual equipment adjustment or servicing needs in relation to other 

types of continuous emission monitors cannot be resolved through reasonable expenditures of 

resources. If EPA determines tbat DMG has demonstrated pursuant to this Paragraph that 

operation is no longer feasible, DMG shall be entitled to discontinue operation of and remove the 

PMCEMS. 

3: PM Reporting 

96. Following the installation of each PM CEMS, DMG shall begin and continue to 

report to EPA, the State of lIlinois, and the Citizen Plaintiffs, pursuant to Section XII (Periodic 

Reporting), the data recorded by the PM CEMS, expressed in Ib/mmBTU on a 3-hour rolling 

average basis in electronic format, as required by Paragraph 91. 
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E. General PM Provisions 

97. Nothing in this Consent Decree is intended to, or shall, alter or waive any 

applicable law (including any defenses, entitlements, challenges, or clarifications related to the 

Credible Evidence Rule, 62 Fed. Reg. 8315 (Feb. 27,1997)) concerning the use of data for any 

purpose under the Act. 

VII. PROHIBITlON ON NETTING CREDITS OR 
OFFSETS FROM REQUIRED CONTROLS 

98. Emission reductions that result from actions to be taken by DMG after entry of 

this Consent Decree to comply with the requirements of this Consent Decree shall not be 

considered as a creditable contemporaneous emission decrease for the purpose of obtaining a 

netting credit under the Clean Air Act's Nonattaimnent NSR and PSD programs. 

99. The limitations on the generation and use of netting credits or offsets set forth in 

the previous Paragraph 98 do not apply to emission reductions achieved by DMG System Units 

that are greater than those required under this Consent Decree. For purposes of this Paragraph, 

emission reductions from a DMG System Unit are greater tlllin those required under this Consent 

Decree if, for example, they result from DMG compliance with federally enforceable emission 

limits tllat are more stringent than those limits imposed on DMG System Units under this 

Consent Decree and under applicable provisions of tile Clean Air Act or the Illinois State 

Implementation Plan. 

100. Nothing in this Consent Decree is intended to preclude the emission reductions 

generated under this Consent Decree from being considered by the State of Illinois Or EPA as 

creditable contemporaneous emission decreases for the purpose of attaimnent demonstrations 
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submitted pursuant to § 110 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7410, Or in determining impacts on NAAQS, 

PSD increment, or air quality related values, including visibility, in a Class I area. 

VIII. ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION PROJECTS 

10 L DMG shall implement the Environmental Mitigation Projects ("Projects") 

described in Appendix A to this Decree in compliance with the approved plans and schedules for 

such Projects and other tenns of this Consent Decree. DMG shall submit plans for the Projects 

. to the Plaintiffs for review and approval pursuant to Section XIII (Review and Approval of 

Submittals) of this Consent Decree in accor¢mce with the schedules set forth in Appendix A. In 

implementing the Projects, DMG shall spend no less than $15 million in Project Dollars on or 

before December 31, 2007. DMG shall maintain, and present to the Plaintiffs upon request, all 

documents to substantiate the 'Project Dollars expended and shall provide these documents to the 

Plaintiffs within thirty (30) days of a request by any of the Plaintiffs for the documents. 

102. All plans and repOlts prepared by DMG pursuant to the requirements of this 

Section of the Consent Decree and required to be submitted to EPA shall be publicly available 

from DMG without charge. 

103. DMG shall certify, as part of each plan submitted to the Plaintiffs for any Project, 

that DMG is not otherwise required by law to perfonn the Project described in the plan, that 

DMG is unaware of any other person who is required by law to pcrfonn the Project, and that 

DMG will not use any Project, or p0l1ion thereof, to satisfy any obligations that it may have 

under other applicable requirements of law, induding any applicable renewable portfolio 

standards. 
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104. DMG shall use good faith efforts to secure as much benefit as possible for the 

Project Dollars expended, consistent with the applicable requirements and limits of this Consent 

Decree. 

105. If DMG elects (where such an election is allowed) to undertake a Project by 

contributing funds to another person or entity that will carry out the Project in lieu of DMG, but 

not including DMG's agents or contractors, that person or instrumentality must, in writing: (a) 

identify its legal authority for accepting such funding; and (b) identifY its legal authority to 

conduct the Project for which DMG contributes the funds. Regardless of whether DMG elected 

(where such election is allowed) to undertake a Project by itself or to do so by contributing funds 

to another person or instrumentality thai will carry out the Project, DMG acknowledges that it 

will receive credit for the expenditure of such funds as Project Dollars only if DMG 

demonstrates that the funds have been actually spent by either DMG or by the person or 

instrumentality receiving them (or, in the case of internal costs, have actually been incurred by 

DMG), and that such expenditures met all requirements of this Consent Decree. 

106. Beginning siJ( (6) months after entry of this Consent Decree, and continuing until 

completion of each Project (including any applicable periods of demonstration or testing), DMG 

shall provide the Plaintiffs with semi-annual updates concerning the progress of cach Project. 

107. Within sixty (60) days following the completion of each Project required under 

this Consent Decree (including any applicable periods of demonstration or testing), DMG shall 

submit to the Plaintiffs a report that documents the date that the Project was completed, DMG's 

results of implementing the Project, including the emission reductions or other environmental 

benefits achieved, and the Project Dollars expended by DMG in implementing the Project. 
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IX, CIVIL PENALTY 

108. Within thirty (30) calendar days after entry of this Consent Decree, DMG shall 

pay to the United States a civil penalty in the amount of$9,OOO,OOO. The civil penalty shall be 

paid by Electronic Funds Transfer ("EFT") to the United States Department of Justice, in 

accordance with currenLEFT procedures, referencing USAO File Number 1999V00379 and DOJ 

Case Number 90-5-2-1-06837 and the civil action case name and case number of this action. 

The costs of such EFT shall be DMG's responsibility. Payment shall be made in accordance 

with instructions provided to DMG by the Financial Litigation Unit oflhe U.S. Attorney's Office 

for the Southern District of Illinois. Any funds received after 2:00 p.m. EDT shall be credited on 

the next business day. At the time of payment, DMG shall provide notice of payment, 

referencing the USAO File Number, the DOJ Case Number, and the civil action case name and 

case number, to the Department of Justice and to EPA in accordance with Section XIX (Notices) 

of this Consent Decree. 

109. Failure to timely pay the civil penalty shall subject DMG to interest accruing 

from the date payment is due until the date payment is made at the rate prescribed by 28 USc. 

§ 1961, and shall render DMG liable for all charges, costs, fees, and penalties established by law 

for the benefit of a creditor or of the United States in securing payment. 

110, Payments made pursuant to this Section are penalties within the meaning of 

Section 162(f) oflhe Internal Revenue Code, 26 U.S.c. § 162(f), and are not tax-deductible 

expenditures for purposes of federal law. 
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X. RELEASE A~D COVENANT NOT TO SUE 
fOR ILLINOIS POWER COMPANY 

111. Upon entry of this Decree, each of the Plaintiffs bereby forever releases Illinois 

Power Company from, and covenants not to sue Illinois Power Company for, any and all civil 

claims, callses of action, and liabIlity under the Clean Air Act andlor tbe Illinois Environmental 

Protection Act that such Plaintiffs could assert (whether such claims, causes of action, and 

liability are, were, or ever will be characterized as known or unknown, asserted or unasserted, 

liquidated or contingent, accrued or unaccrued), where such claims, causes of action, and 

liability are based on any modification, within the meaning of the Clean Air Act andlor the 

Illinois Environmental Protection Act, undertaken at any time before lodging of this Decree at 

any DMG System Unit, including and without limitation all such claims, causes of action, and 

liability asserted, or that could have been asserted, against Illinois Power Company by the United 

States, the State of Illinois and/or the Citizen Plaintiffs in the lawsuit styled United States of 

America. et at v. Illinois Power Company and Dynegy Midwest Generation. Inc., Civil Action 

No. 99-833-MJR and all such civil claims, causes of action, and liability asserted or that could 

have been or could be asserted under any or all of the following statutory andlor regulatory 

provIsIons: 

a. Parts C or D of Subchapter I of the Clean Air Act, 

b. Section III oftbe Clean Air Act and 40 c'f.R. Section 60.14, 

c. TIle federally approved and enforceable lllinois State Implementation Plan, but 

only insofar as such claims were alleged in the third amended complaint filed in 

the lawsuit so styled, 
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d. Sections 502(a) and 504(a) oflhe Clean Air Act, but only to the extent that such 

claims are based on Illinois Power's failure to obtain an operating permit that 

reflects applicable requirements imposed under Parts C or D of Subchapter I, or 

Section 111, of the Clean Air Act, 

e. Sections 9 and 9.1 of the Illinois Environmental Protection Act, 415 ILCS 519 and 

9.1, all applicable regulations promulgated thereunder, and all relevant prior 

versions of such statute and regulations, and 

f. Section 39.5 of the Illinois Environmental Protection Act, 415 ILCS 5139.5, and 

all applicable regulations promulgated thereunder, and all relevant prior versions 

of such statntcs and regulations, but only to the extent that such claims are based 

on lIlinois Powers failure to obtain an operating permit that reflects applicable 

requirements imposed under Sections 9 and 9.1 of the Illinois Environmental 

Protection Act, 415 ILCS 519 and 9.1, 

where such claims, causes of actions and liability are based on any modification, within the 

meaning of the Clean Air Act andlor the Illinois Environmental Protection Act, undertaken at 

any time before lodging of this Decree at any DMG System Unit. As to Illinois Power 

Company! snch resolved claims shall not be subject to the Bases for Pursuing Resolved Claims 

set forth in Section XI, Subsection B, of this Consent Decree. 

112. In accordance with Paragraph 171 of this Decree, in the event thatlllinois Power 

acquires an Ownership Interest in, or becomes an operator (as ihat tenn is used and interpreted 

under the Clean Air Act) of, any DMG System Unit, this release shall become void with respect 
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10 the Unites) to which the Ownership Interest applies when and to the extent specified in 

Paragraph 171. 

XI. RESOLUTION OF PLAINTIFFS' CIVIL CLAIMS AGAINST DMG 

A. RESOLUTION Of PLAINTIFFS' CIVIL CLAIMS 

113. Claims Based on Modifications OCCUlTing Before the Lodging of Decree. 

Entry ofthis Decree shall resolve all civil claims of the Plaintiffs against DMG under any or all 

of: 

a. Parts C or D of Subchapter I of the Clean Air Act, 

b. Section 111 of the Clean Air Act and 40 C.F.R. Section 60.14, 

e. The federally approved and enforceable Illinois Stale Implementation Plan, but 

only insofar as such claims were alleged in the third amended complaint filed in 

the lawsuit styled United Stales of America, et a!. v. Illinois Power Compauy and 

Dynegy Midwest Generation. Inc., Civil Action No. 99-833-MJR, 

d. Sections 502(a) and 504(a) of the Clean Air Act, but only to the extent that such 

claims are based on DMG's or Illinois Power's failure to obtain an operating 

permit that reflects applicable requirements imposed under Parts C or D of 

Subchapter I, or Section Ill, of the Clean Air Act, 

c. Sections 9 and 9.1 of tile Illinois Environmental Protection Act, 415 ILCS 5/9 and 

9.1, all applicable regulations promulgated thereunder, and all relevant prior 

versions of such statute and regulations, and 

f. Section 39.5 ofthe Illinois Enviromnental Protection Act, 415 ILCS 5/39.5, and 

all applicable regulations promulgated thereunder, and all relevant prior versions 
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of such statutes and regulations, but only to the extent that such claims are based 

on Illinois Power's failure to obtain an operating permit that reflects applicable 

requirements imposed under Sections 9 and 9.1 of the lllinois Environmental 

Protection Act, 415 ILCS 5/9 and 9.1, 

that arose from any modifications commenced at any DMG System Unit prior to the date of 

lodging oflhis Decree, including but not limited to those modifications alleged in the 

Complaints filed in this civil aetion. 

114. Claims Based on Modifications After the Lodging of Decree. 

As to DMG, entry of this Decree also shall resolve all civil claims of the Plaintiffs against DMG 

for pollutants regulated under Parts C Or D of Subchapter I of the Clean Air Act, and under 

regulations promulgated thereunder as of the date of lodging of this Decree, where such claims 

are based on a modification completed before December 31,2015 and: 

a. cOlmnenced at any DMG System unit after lodging of this Decree; or 

b, that this Consent Decree expressly directs DMG to undertake. 

The term "modification" as used in this Paragrapb 114 shall have the meaning that tenn is given 

under the Clean Air Act and under the regulations promulgateq thereunder as of July 31, 2003, 

115, Reopeners. The Resolution of the Plaintiffs' Civil Claims against DMG, as 

provided by this Subsection A, is subject to the provisions of Subsection B of this Section, 

B. PURSUIT OF PLAINTIFFS' CIVIL CLAIMS OTHERWISE RESOLYED 

116. Bases for Pursuin~ Resolved Claims Across DMG System. IfDMG violates 

System-Wide Annual Tonnage Limitations for NO, required pursuant to Paragraph 57, the 

System-Wide Annual Tonnage Limitations for S02 required pursuant to Paragraph 73, or 
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operates a Unit more than ninety days past an installation date without completing the required 

installation or upgrade and commencing operation of any emission control device required 

pursuant to Paragraphs 51, 54, 66, or 85, then the Plaintiffs may pursue any claim at any DMG 

System Unit that is otherwise resolved under Subsection A (Resolution of Plaintiffs' Civil 

Claillls), subject to (a) and (b) below. 

a. For any claims based on modifications undertaken at an Other Unit (i.e., any Unit 

of the DMG Systelllthat is not an Improved Unit for the pollutant in question), 

claims may be pursued only where the modification(s) on which such claim is 

based was commenced within tile five (5) years preceding the violation or failure . 

specified in this Paragraph. 

b. For allY claims based olllllodifications undertaken at an Improved Unit, claims 

may be pursued only where the modification(s) on which such claim is based was 

commenced (I) after lodging of the Consent Decree and (2) within the five years 

preceding the violation or failure specified in this Paragraph. 

117. Additional Bases for Pursuing Resolved Claims for Modifications at an Improved 

Unit. Solely with respect to Improved Units, the Plaintiffs may also pursue claims arising from a 

modification (or collection of modifications) at an Improved Unit that have otherwise been 

resolved under Subsection A (Resolution of Plaintiffs , Civil Claims), if the modification (or 

collection of modifications) at the Improved Unit on which such claims are based (a) was 

commenced after lodging of this COllsent Decree, and (b) individually (or collectively) increased 

the maximum hourly emission rate of that Unit for NO, or SO, (as measured by 40 C.F.R. § 

60,[4 (b) and (b)) by 1110re tban ten percent (10%). 
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118, Additional Bases for Pursuing Resolved Claims for Modifications at an Other 

Unit. a, Solely with respect to Other Units, the Plaintiffs may also pursue claims arising 

from a modification (or collection of modifications) at an Other Unit that have 

otherwise been resolved under Subsection A (Resolution of Plaintiffs' Civil 

Claims), if the modification (or collection of modifications) at the Other Unit on 

which the claim is based was commenced within the five (5) years preceding any 

of the [oUowing events: 

1, a modification (or collection of modifications) at such Other Unit 

commenced after lodging of this Consent Decree increases the maximum 

hourly emission rate for such Other Unit for ti,e relevant pollutant (NO, or 

SO,) (as measured by 40 C.F,R § 60,14(b) and (h»; 

2, the aggregate of all Capital Expenditures made at such Other Unit 

(a) exceed $1501KW on the Unit's Boiler Island (based on the generating 

capacities identified in Paragraph 14) during the period from the date of 

lodging of this Decree through December 31, 2010, provided that Capital 

Expenditures made solely for the conversion of Vermilion Uoits 1 and 2 to 

low sulfur coal through the earlier of entry ofthis Consent Decree or 

September 30, 2005, shall be excluded; or (b) exceed $125/KW on the 

Unit's Boiler Island (based on the generating capacities identified in 

Paragraph 14) during the period from January 1,2011 through December 

31,2015, (Capital Expenditures shall be measured in calendar year 2004 
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constant dollars, as adjusted by the McGraw-Hill Engineering News

Record Construction Cost Index); or 

3. a modification (or collection of modifications) at such Other Unit 

commenced after lodging of this Consent Decree results in an emissions 

increase of NO, and/or SO, at such Other Unit, and such increase: 

(i) presents, by itself, or in combination with other emissions 

or sources, "an imminent and substantial endangelment" within 

the mcaning of Section 303 of the Act, 42 U.S.c. §7603; 

(ii) causes or contributes to violation of a NAAQS in any Air 

Quality Control Area that is in attainment with thatNAAQS; 

(iii) causes or contributes to violation of a PSD increment; or 

(iv) causes or contributes to any adverse impact on any 

formally-recognized air quality and related values ill any Class I 

area, 

4. The introduction of any new or cbanged NAAQS shall not, 

standing alune, provide the showing needed under Paragraph 113, 

Subparagraphs (3 )(ii) or (3)(iii), to pursue any claim for a modification at 

an Otber Unit resolved under Subsection B of this Section. 

b. Solely with respect to Other Units at the plants listed below, the Plaintiffs may 

also pursue claims arising from a modification (or collection of modifications) at 

such Other Unit cOlllmenced after lodging of this Consent Decree if such 

modification (or collection of modifications) results in an emissions increase of 
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NO, andlor SO, at such Other Uuit, and such increase causes the emissions at the 

Plant at issue to exceed the Plant-Wide Annual Tonnage Emission Levels listed 

below: 

IJnit SO, Tons Limit NOx-'1'ons Limit I 
Hennepin 9,050 2,650 , 

Venllillion 17,370 (in 2005) 3,360 ! 
5,650 (in 2006 and 

I 
thereafter) 

Wood River 13,700 3,100 I 

XII, PERIODIC REPORTING 

119, Within one htmdred eighty (180) days after each date established by this Consent 

Decree for DMG to achieve and maintain a celiain PM Emission Rate at any DMG System Unit, 

DMG shall conduct a performance test for PM that demonstrates compliance with the Emission 

Rate required by thL~ Consent Decree, Within forty-five (45) days of each such perfonnance 

test, DMG shall submit the results of the performance test to EPA, the State of Illinois, and the 

Citizen Plaintiffs at the addresses specified in Section XIX (Notices) of this Consent Decree, 

120, Beginning thirty (30) days after the end of the second full calendar quarter 

following the entry of this Consent Decree, and continuing on a semi-annual basis until 

December 3 I, 2015, and in addition to any other express reporting requirement in this Consent 

Decree, DMG shall submit to EPA, tiIe State of illinois, and the Citizen Plaintiffs a progress 

report. 

121, The progress report shall contain the following infol111ation: 
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a. all infonnation necessary to detennine compliance with the requirements 

oflhe following Paragraphs of this Consent Decree: Paragraphs 51, 52, 53, 54, 

and 57 concerning NO, emissions; Paragraphs 66, 70, 71, 72 and 73 concerning 

SOl emissions; Paragraphs 83, 84, 85, 86, 88 (if applicable), 89,91,93, and 94 

concerning PM emissions; 

b. documentation of any Capital Expenditures made, during the period 

covered by the progress report, solely for the conversion of Venn ilion Units 1 and 

2 to low sultllr coal, but excluded from the aggregate of Capital Expenditures 

pursuant to Paragraph 118(a)(2); 

c. all information relating to emission allowances and credits that DMG 

claims to have generated in accordance with Paragraph 61 through compliance 

beyond the requirements of this Consent Decree; and 

d. all information indicating that the installation and commencement of 

operation for a pollution control device may be delayed, including the nature and 

cause oftlle delay, and any steps taken by DMG to mitigate such delay. 

122. In any periodic progress repOli submitted pursuant to this Section, DMG may 

incorporate by reference information previously submitted under its Title V pennitting 

requirements, provided that DMG attaches the Title V pennit report, or the relevant portion 

thereof, and provides a specific reference to the provisions of the Title V permit report that are 

responsive to the infoollation required in the periodic progress report. 

123. In addition to the progress reports required pursuant to Ibis Section, DMG shall 

provide a written report to EPA, the State of Illinois, and the Citizen Plaintiffs of any violation of 
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the requirements of this Consent Decree within fifteen (15) calendar days of when DMG knew or 

should have known of any such violatioll, In this report, DMG shall explain the cause or causes 

of the violation and all measures (aken or to be taken by DMG to prevent such violations in the 

future, 

124, Each DMG report shall be signed by DMG's Vice President of Environmental 

Services or his or her equivalent or designee of at [east the rank of Vice President, and shall 

contain the following certification: 

This information was prepared either by me or under my direction or supervision 
in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly 
gather and evaluate the infonnation submitted, Based on my evaluation, or the 
direction and my inquiry of the person(s) who manage the system, or the 
pe1'son(s) directly responsible for gathering the infonnation, I hereby certify under 
penalty of law that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, this infonnation is 
true, accurate, and complete, I understand that there are significant penalties for 
submitting false, inaccurate, or incomplete information to the United States, 

125, If any SO, Allowances are surrendered to any third party pursuant to tbis Consent 

Decree, the third party's certification pursuant to Paragraph 79 shall be signed by a managing 

officer of the third party and shall contain the following language: 

I certifY under penalty of law that,~,~.~_. __ . __ [name ofthird party] 
will not sell, trade, or otherwise exchange any of the allowances and will not use 
any of the allowances to meet any obligation imposed by any environmental law, 
I understand that there are significant penalties for submitting false, inaccurate, or 
incomplete information to the United States, 

XllI, REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF SUBMITTALS 

126, DMG shall submit each plan, report, or other submission required by this Decree 

to the Plaintiff(s) specifIed whenever such a document is required to be submitted fur review or 

approval pursuant to tiIis Consent Decree, The Plaintiff(s) to wbom the report is submitted, as 

required, may approve the submittal or decline to approve it and provide written comments 
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explaining the bases for declining such approval. Such Plaintiff(s) will endeavor to cOOJdinate 

their comments into one document when explaining their bases for declining such approval. 

Within sixty (60) days of receiving written comments from any oftlle Plaintiffs, DMG shall 

either: (a) revise the submittal consistent with the written comments and provide the revised 

submittal to the Plaintiffs; or (b) submit the matter for dispute resolution, including the period of 

informal negotiations, under Section XVI (Dispute Resolution) of this Consent Decree. 

127. Upon receipt of EPA's final approval of the submittal, or upon completion of the 

submittal pursuant to dispute resolution, DMG shall implement the approved submittal in 

accordance with the schedule specified therein or another EPA-approved schedule. 

XIV. STIPULATED PENALTIES 

128. For any failure by DMG to comply with the terms of this Consent Decree, and 

subject to the provisions of Sections XV (Force Majeure) and XVI (Dispute Resolution), DMG 

shall pay, within thirty (30) days after receipt of written demand to DMG by the United States, 

the following stipulated penalties to the United States: 

Consent Decree Violation Stipulated Penalty 

a. Failure to pay the civil penalty as specified in Section IX $10,000 per day 
(Civil Penalty) of this Consent Decree 

b. Failure to comply with any applicable 30-Day Rolling 
Average Emission Rate for NO, or SO, or Emission Rate $2,500 per day per violation 
for PM, where the violation is less than 5% in excess of the 
limits set forth in this Consent Decree i 

c. Failure to comply with any applicable 3D-Day Rolling 
Average Emission Rate for NO, or SO, or Emission Rate $5,000 per day per violation 
for PM, where the violation is equal to or greater than 5% 
but less than 10% in excess of the limits set fOlth in this 
Consent Decree I -
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d. Failure 10 comply with any applicable 30-Day Rolling 
Average Emission Rate for NO, or SO, or Emission Rate $10,000 per day per violation 
for PM, where the violation is equal (0 or greater than 10% 
in excess of the limits set forth in Ibis Consent Decree 

e, Failure to comply with the System-Wide Annual $60,000 per calendar year, plus 
Tonnage Limits for SO" where the violation is less than tbe surrender, pursuant to tbe 
100 tOllS in excess of the limits set forth in this Consent procedures set fortb in 
Decree Paragraphs 79 and 80 of this 

Consent Decree, of SO, 
Allowances in an amount equal 
to Iwo times Ihe number of tons 
by which the limitation was 
exceeded 

f. Failure to comply with the System-Wide Annual $120,000 per calendar year, 
Tonnage Limits for SO" where the violation is equal to or plus the surrender, pursuant to 
greater than 100 tons in excess of the limits set forth in tbis the procedures set forth in 
Consent Decree Paragraphs 79 and 80 of this 

Consent Decree, of S02 
Allowances in an amount equal 
to two times the number of tons 
by which the linlitation was 
exceeded 

, g. Failure to comply with the Systelll-Wide Annual $60,000 per calendar year, plus 
: Tonnage Limits for NO" where the violation is less than the surrender of NO, 

100 tons in excess of the limits set forth in this Consent Allowances in an amount equal 
Decree to two times the number of tons 

by which the limitation was 
exceeded 

h. Failure to comply with the System-Wide Annual $120,000 per calendar year, 
Tonnage Limits for NO" where ti,e violation is equal to or plus the sun-ender of NO, 
greater than 100 tOllS ill excess of the limits set forth in this Allowances in an amount equal 
Consent Decree to two times the number of tons 

by which the limitation was 
exceeded 

i. Operation of a Unit required nnder this Consent Decree $10,000 per day per violatioll 
to be eqnipped with any NO" SO" or PM control device during the first 30 days, 
wilhout the operation of such device, as required under this $27,500 per day per violation 
Consent Decree thereafter 

j. Failure to install or operate CEMS as required in this $1,000 per day per violation 
Consent Decree 
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k Failure to conduct perfonnance tests of PM emissions, $1,000 per day per violation 
as required in this Consent Decree 

L Failure to apply for any permit required by Section XVII $1,000 per day per violation 

Ill. Failure to timely submit, modify, or implement, as $750 per day per violation 
approved, the reports, plans, studies, analyses, protocols, o'r dtlcing the firstten days, $1,000 

I other submittals required by this Consent Decree per day per violation thereafter 

n. Using, selling or transferring NO, Allowances except as tbe surrender of NO, 
permitted by Paragraphs 60 and 61 Allowances in ao alllmmt equal 

to four times the number of 
NO, A 1I0wances used, sold, or 
transferred in violation of this 
Consent Decree 

o. Failure to surrender S02 Allowances as required by (a) $27,500 per day plus (b) 
Paragraph 75 $1,000 per SO, Allowance not 

surrendered 

p. Failure to demonstrate the third-paliy surrender of an $2,500 per day per violation 
SO, Allowance in accordance with Paragraph 79 and 80 

'1. Failure to undertake and complete any oftlle $1,000 per day per violation 
Environmental Mitigation Projects in compliance with during the first 30 days, $5,000 
Section Vlll (Environmental Mitigation Projects) of this ' per day per violation thereafter 
Consent Decree 

r. Any other violation of this Consent Decree $1,000 per day per violation 

129. Violation of an Emission Rate that is based on a 3D-Day Rolling Average is a 

violation on every day on which the average is based. Where a violation of a 3D-Day Rolling 

Average Emission Rate (for the same pollutant and from the same source) recurs within periods 

of less than thirty (30) days, DMG shall not pay a daily stipulated penalty for any day of the 

recurrence for which a stipulated penalty has already been paid. 

130. In any case in which the payment of a stipulated penalty includes the sUlTender of 

SO, Allowances, the provisions of Paragraph 76 shan not apply. 
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131. All stipulated penalties shat! begin to accrue on the day after the performance is 

due or on the day a violation occurs, whichever is applicable, and shall continue to accrue until 

performance is satisfactorily completed or until the violation ceases, whichever is applicable. 

Nothing in this Consent Decree shall prevent the simultaneous aeemal of separate stipulated 

penalties for separate violations 0 f this Consent Decree. 

132. DMG shall pay all stipulated penalties to the United States within thirty (30) days 

ofreeeip! of written demand to DMG from the United States, and shall continue to make such 

payments every thirty (30) days thereafter until the violation(s) no longer continues, unless DMG 

elects within 20 days of receipt of written demand to DMG from the United States to dispute the 

accrual of stipulated penalties in aceordance with the provisions in Section XVI (Dispute 

Resolution) of this Consent Decree. 

133. Stipulated penalties shall continue to accrue as provided in accordance with 

Paragraph 128 during any dispute, with interest on accmed stipulated penalties payable and 

calculated at tbe rate established by tbe Secretroy ofthe TreasuJy, pursuant to 28 U.S.c. § 1961, 

but need not be paid until the following: 

a. If the dispute is resolved by agreement, or by a decision of Plaintiffs plU'Suant to 

Section XVI (Dispute Resolution) of this Consent Decree that is not appealed to 

the Court, accrued stipulated penalties agreed or determined to be owing, together 

with accrued interest, shall be paid within thirty (30) days of the effective date of 

the agreement or of the receipt of Plaintiffs' decision; 

b. If the dispute is appealed to the Court and Plaintiffs prevail in whole or in part, 

DMG shall, within sixty (60) days of receipt of the Court's decision or order, pay 
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all accrued stipulated penalties detennined by the Court to be owing, together 

with interest accrued on such penalties detelmined by the Court to be owing, 

except as provided in Subparagraph c, below; 

c. If the Court's dedsion is appealed by any Pal1y, DMG shall, within fifteen (\5) 

days of receipt of the final appellate court decision, pay all accrued stipulated 

penalties detemrined to be owing, together with interest accrued on such 

stipulated penalties detennined to be owing by the appellate court. 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Consent Decree, the accrued stipulated penalties 

agreed by the Plaintiffs and DMG, or detelmined by the Plaintiffs through Dispute Resollltion, to 

be owing may be less than the stipulated penalty amounts set forth in Paragraph 128. 

134. All stipulated penalties shall be paid in the manner set forth in Section IX (Civil 

Penalty) of this Consent Decree. 

135. Should DMG fail to pay stipulated penalties in compliance with the terms of this 

Consent Decree, the United States shall be entitled to collect interest on such penalties, as 

provided for in 28 U.S.C. § 1961. 

136. The stipulated penalties provided for in this Consent Decree shall be in addition 

to any other rights, remedies, or sanctions available to the United States by reason of DMG's 

failure to comply with any requirement of this Consent Decree or applicable law, except that for 

any violation of the Act for which this Consent Decree provides for payment of a stipulated 

penalty, DMG shall be allowed a credit for stipulated penalties paid against any statutory 

penalties also imposed for such violation. 
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XV. FORCE MAJEURE 

137. For purposes of this Consent Decree, a "Force Majeure Event" shall mean an 

event that has been or will be caused by circumstances beyond the control of DMG, its 

contractors, or any entity controlled hy DMG that delays compliance with any provisioB of this 

Consent Decree or otherwise causes a violation of any provision ofthis Consent Decree despite 

DMG's best efforts to fulfill the obligation, "Best efforts to fulfill the obligation" include using 

best efforts to anticipate any potential Force Majeure Event and to address the effects of any 

such event (a) as it is occurring and (b) after it has occuu-ed., such'that the delay or violation is 

minimized to the greatest extent possible. 

138. Notice of Force Ml!ielu~Events, If any event oCCUrs or has occurred that may 

delay compliance with or otherwise cause a violation of any obligation under this Consent 

Decree, as to which DMG intends to assert a claim of Force Majeure, DMG shall notifY the 

Plaintiffs in writing as soon as practicable, but in no event later than fourteen (14) business days 

following the datc DMG first knew, or by the exercise of due diligence should have known, that 

the event caused or may cause such delay or violation, In this notice, DMG shan reference this 

Paragraph of this Consent Decree and describe the anticipated length of time that the delay or 

violation may persist, the cause or causes of the delay or violation, all measures taken or to be 

taken by DMG to prevent or minimize the delay or violation, the schedule by which DMG 

proposes to implement those measures, and DMG's rationale for attributing a delay or violation 

to a Force Majeure Event. DMG shall adopt aU reasonable measures to avoid or minimize such 

delays or violations. DMG shall be deemed to know of any circumstance which DMG, its 

contractors, or any entity controlled by [)MG knew or should have known. 
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139. Failure to Giye Notice. IfDMG fails to comply with the notice requirements of 

this Section, EPA (after consultation with the State of Illinois and the Citizen Plaintiffs) may 

void DMG's claim for Force Majeure as to the specific event for which DMG has failed to 

comply with such notice requirement. 

140. .!'laintiffs'Re§ponse. EPA shall notify DMG in writing regarding DMG's claim 

of Force Majeure within twenty (20) business days of receipt of the notice provided under 

Paragraph 138. If EPA (after consultation with the State of Illinois and the Citizen Plaintiffs) 

agrees that a delay in performance has been or will be caused by a Force Majeure Event, EPA 

and DMG shall stipulate to an extension of deadline(s) for perfonnance ofthe affected 

compliance requirement{s) by a period equal to the delay actually caused by the event. In such 

circumstances, an appropriate modification shall be made pursuant to Section XXIII 

(Modification) ofthis Consent Decree. 

141. Disail,reement. If EPA (after consultation with the State of Illinois and the CitIzen 

Plaintiffs) does not accept DMG's claim afForce Majeure, or if EPA and DMG cannot agree on 

the length of the delay actually caused by the Force Majeure Event, the matter shall be resolved 

in accordance with Section XVi (Dispute Resolution) of this Consent Decree. 

142. Burden of Proof. In any dispute regarding Force Majeure, DMG shall bear the 

burden of proving that any delay in perfoTInance or any other violation of any requirement of this 

Consent Decree was caused by or will be caused by a Force Majeure Event. DMG shall also 

bear the burden of proving that DMG gave the notice required by this Section and the burden of 

proving the anticipated duration and extent of any deJay(s) attributable to a Force Majeure Event. 
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An extension of one compliance date based on a particular event may, but will not necessarily, 

result in an extension of a subsequent compliance date. 

143. Events Excluded. Unanticipated or increased costs or expenses associated with 

the performance of DMG's obligations under this Consent Decree shall not constitute a Force 

Majeure Event. 

144. Potential Force Majeure Events. The Palties agree that, depending upon the 

circumstances related to an event and DMG's response to such circumstances, the kinds of 

events listed below are among those that could qualify as Force Majeure Events within the 

meaning of this Section: construction, labor, or eqnipment delays; Malfunction ofa linit or 

emission conu'ol device; acts of God; acts of war or terrorism; and orders by a government 

official, government agency, other regolatory authority, or a regional transmission organization, 

acting under and authorized by applicable law, that directs DMG to supply electricity in response 

to a system-wide (state-wide or regional) emergency. Depending upon the circumstances and 

DMG's response to such circumstances, failure of a permitting authority to issue a necessary 

pennit in a timely fashion may constitute a Force Majeure Event where the failure of the 

permitting authority to act is beyond the control of DMG and DMG has taken all steps available 

to it to obtain the necessary pennit, induding, but not limited to: submitting a complete permit 

application; responding to reqnests for additional il1fOlmation by the permitting authority in a 

timely fashion; and accepting lawful permit terms and conditions after expeditiously .exhausting 

any legal rights to appeal terms and conditions imposed by the permitting authority. 

145. As part of the resolution of any matter submitted to this Court under Section XVI 

(Dispute Resolution) of this Consent Decree regarding a claim of Force Majeure, the Plaintiffs 
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and DMG by agreement, or this Court by order, may in appropriate circumstances extend or 

modifY the schedule for completion of work under this Consent Decree to account for the delay 

in the work that occurred as a result of any delay agreed to by the United States and the States or 

approved by tbe Cou~t. DMG shall be liable for stipulated penalties for its failure thereafter to 

complete tbe work in accordance with the extended or modified schedule (provided that DMG 

shall not be precluded from making a further claim of Force Majeure with regard to meeting any 

such extended or modified schedule). 

XVI. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

146. TI,e dispute resolution procedure provided by this Section shall be available to 

resolve all disputes arising under this Consent Decree, provided that the Party invoking such 

procedure has first made a good faith attempt to resolve the matter with the other Party, 

147, Tile dispute resolution procedure required herein shall be invoked hy one Party 

giving written notice to the other Party advising ofa dispute pursuant to this Section, The notice 

shall describe the nature of the dispute and shall state the noticing Party's position with regard to 

such dispute, The Party receiving such a notice shall acknowledge receipt of the notice, and the 

Parties in dispute shall expeditiously schedule a meeting to discuss the dispute informally not 

latcr than fourteen (14) days following receipt of such notice, 

148. Disputes submitted to dispute resolution under this Section shall, in the first 

instance, be the subject of informal negotiations among the disputing Parties, Such period of 

informal negotiations shall not extend beyond thirty (30) ealendar days from the date of the first 

meeting among the disputiug Parties' representatives unless they agree in writing to shorten or 

extend this period, During the informal negotiations period, the disputing Parties may also 
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submit their dispute to a mutually agreed upon alte11lative dispute resolution (ADR) forum ifthe 

Parties agree that the ADR activities can be completed within the 30-day informal negotiations 

period (or such longer petiod as the Parties may agree to in writing). 

149. If the disputing Parties are unable to reach agreement during the informal 

negotiation period, the Plaintiffs shall provide DMG with a written sununary of their position 

regarding the dispute. The written position provided by Plaintiffs shall be considered binding 

unless, within forty-five (45) calendar days thereafter, DMG seeks judicial resolution of the 

dispute by filing a petition with this COW1. The Plaintiffs may respond to the petition within 

forty-five (45) calendar days of filing. In their initial filings with the Court under this Paragraph, 

the disputing Parties shall state their respective positions as to the applicable standard oflaw for 

resolvi ng the particular dispute. 

J 50. The time periods set out in this Section may be shortened or lengthened upon 

motion to the Court of one of the Parties to the dispute, explaining the party's basis for seeking 

such a scheduling modification. 

151. This Court shan not draw any inferences nor establish any presumptions adverse 

to any disputing Party as a result of invocation of this Section or the disputing Parties' inability 

to reach agreement. 

152. As part of the resolution of any dispute under this Section, in appropriate 

circumstances the disputing Parties l1lay agree, or this COUlt may order, an extension or 

modification of the schedule [or the completion of the activities required under this Consent 

Decree to account for the delay Ihat occurred as a result of dispute resolution. DMG shall be 

liable for stipulated penalties for its failure thereafter to complete the work in accordance with 
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the extended or modified schedule, provided that DMG shall not be precluded from asserting 

that a Force Majeure Event has caused or may cause a delay in complying with the extended or 

modified schedule. 

153. The Court shall decide all disputes pursuant to applicable principles oflaw' for 

resolving such disputes. In their initial filings with the COUlt under Paragraph 149, the disputing 

Parties shall state their respective positions as to the applicable standard of law for resolving the 

particular dispute. 

XVII. PERMITS 

154. Unless ex.pressly stated otherwise in this Consent Decree, in any instance where 

otherwise applicable law or this Consent Decree requires DMG to secure a pemlit to authorize 

construction or operation of any device contemplated herein, including all preconstruction, 

construction, and operating permits required under state law, DMG shall make such application 

in a timely manner. EPA and the State of Illinois shall use their best efforts to review 

expeditionsly all permit applications submitted by DMG to meet the requirements of this 

Consent Decree. 

155. Notwithstanding the previous Paragraph, nothing in this Consent Decree shall be 

construed to require DMG to apply for or obtain a PSD or Nonattaimnent NSR permit for 

physical changes in, or changes in the method of operation of, any DMG System Unit that would 

give rise to claims resolved by Section Xl. A. (Resolution of Plaintiffs' Civil Claims) of this 

Consent Decree. 

156. When pennits are required as described in Paragraph 154, DMG shall complete 

and submit applications for such permits to the appropriate authorities to allow time for all 
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legally required processing and review oHlle permit request, including requests for additional 

information by the pennitting authorities. Any failure by DMG to submit a timely permit 

application for allY Unit in the DMG System shall bar any use by DMG of Section XV (Force 

Majeure) of Uris Consent Decree, where a Force Majeure claim is based on permitting delays. 

157. Notwithstanding the reference to Title V permits in this Consent Decree, the 

enforcement of such permits shall be in accordance with their own tenTIS and the Act. The Title 

V permits shall not be enforceable under this Consent Decree, althougb any ternl or limit 

established by or nnder this Consent Decree shall be enforceable under this Consent Decree 

regardless of whether such term has or will become part of a Title V permit, subject to the terms 

of Section XXVII (Conditional Termination of Enforcement Under Decree) of this Consent 

Decree. 

158. Within one hundred eighty (180) days after entry of this Consent Decree, DMG 

shall amend allY applicable Title V permit application, or apply for amendments of its Title V 

pennits, to include a schedule for all Uuit-specific performance, operational, maintenance, and 

control technology requirements established by tbis Consent Decree including, but not limited to, 

required emission rates and the requirement in Paragraph 75 pertaining to the surrender of SO, 

Allowauces. 

159. Within oue (I) year from the commencement of operation of each pollution 

control device to he installed, upgraded, or operated under this Consent Decree, DMG shall 

apply to amend its Title V permit for the generating plant where such device is installed to 

reflect allllew requirements applicable to that plant, including, but not limited to, any applicable 

30-Day Rolling Average Emission Rate. 
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160. Prior to January 1,2015, DMG shall either: (a) apply to amend the Title V permit 

for each plant in the DMG System to include a provision, whieh shall be identical for each Title 

V pennit, that contains the allowance surrender requirements and the System-Wide Annual 

Tonnage Limitations set forth in this Consent Decree; or (b) apply for amendments to the fllinois 

State Implementation Plan to include such requirements and limitations therein. 

161. DMG shall provide the Plaintiffs witb a copy of each application to amend its 

Title V permit for a plant within the DMG System, as well as a copy of any permit proposed as a 

result of such application, to allow for timely participation in any public comment opportunity. 

162. If DMG sells or transfers to an entity unrelated to DMG ("Third Party 

Purchaser") part or all of its Ownership Interest in a Unit in the DMG System, DMG shall 

comply with the requirements of Section XX (Sales or Transfers of Ownership Interests) with 

regard to that Unit prior to any such sale or transfer unless, following any such sale Or transfer, 

DMG remains the holder of the Title V pennit for such facility. 

XVIII. INFORMATION COLLECTION AND RETENTION 

163. Any authorized representative of the United States or the State of lIlinois, 

including their attorneys, contractors, and consultants, upon presentation of credentials, shall 

have a right of entry upon the premises of any facility in the DMG System at any reasonable 

time for the purpose of: 

a. monitoring the progress of activities required under this Consent Decree; 

b. verifying any data or information submitted to the United States in accordance 

with the tenns of this Consent Decree; 
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c. obtaining samples and, upon request, splits of any samples taken by DMG or its 

representatives, contractors, or consultants; and. 

d. assessing DMG's compliance with this Consent Decree. 

164. DMG shall retain, and instruct its contractors and agents to preserve, all non-

identical copies of all records and documents (including records and documents in electronic 

form) now ill its or its contractors· or agents' possession or control, and that directly relate to 

DMG's perf0l111ance of its obligations under this Consent Decree for the following periods: (a) 

until December 3 J, 2020 for records concerning physical or operational changes undertaken in 

accordance with Paragraph 114; and (b) until December 3 1,2017 for all other records: This 

record retention requirement shall apply regardless of any corporate document retention policy to 

the contrary. 

165. All information and documents snbmitted by DMG pursuant to this Consent 

Decree shall be subject to any requesls under applicable law providing public disclosure of 

documents unless (a) the infol1natioll and documents are subject to legal privileges or protection 

or (b) DMG claims and substantiates in accordance with 40 C.F.R. Part 2 that the iuformation 

and documents contain confidential husiness information. 

166. Nothing in this Consent Decree shall limit the anthority of the EPA or the State of 

Illinois to conduct tests and inspections at DMG's facilities under Section 114 of the Act, 42 

lI.S.C. § 7414, or any other applicable federal or state laws, regulations Of permits. 
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XIX. NOTICES 

167. Unless othclWise provided herein, whenever notifications, submissions, or 

communications are required by this Consent Decree, they shall be made in writing and 

addressed as follows: 

As to the United States of America: 

Chief, Environmental Enforcement Section 
Environment and Natural Resources Division 
U.s. Department of Justice 
P.O. Box 7611, Ben Franklin Station 
Washington, D.C. 20044-7611 
DJ# 90-5-2-1-06837 

and 

Director, Air Enforcement Division 
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance 
U.S. Envirorunental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rins Building [2242A] 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20460 

and 

Regional Administrator 
U.s. EPA- Region 5 
77 W. Jackson St. 
Chicago, IL 60604 

and 

George Czerniak, Chief, AECAB 
U.S. EPA- Region 5 
77 W. Jackson St. - AE-17J 
Chicago, IL 60604 

As to the Slate of Illinois: 

Bureau Chief 
Bureau of Air 
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Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 
1021 NOltil Grand Avenue East, P.O. Box 19276 
Springfield, Illinois 62794·9276 

and 

Bureau Chief 
Environmental Bureau 
Illinois Attorney General's Office 
500 South Second Street 
Springfield, lllillOis 62706 

As to the Citizen Plaintiffs' 

Executive Director 
Environmental Law and Policy Center of the Midwest 
35 East Wacker Dr. Suite 1300 
Chicago, Illinois 60601-2110 

As to DMG: 

Vice President, Environmental Health & Safety 
Dynegy Midwest Generation, Inc. 
2828 North Monroe Street 
Decatur, Illinois 62526 

and 

Executive Vice President and General Counsel 
Dynegy Inc. 
1000 Louisiana Street, Suite 5800 
Houston, Texas 77002 

As 10 Illinois Power Company: 

Senior Vice President, General Counsel, and Secretary 
Illinois Power Company 
One Ameren Plaza 
19(1l Chouteau Avenue 
SL Louis, Missouri 63166 
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168, All notifications, communications or submissions made pursuant 10 this Section 

shall be sent either by: (a) overnight mail or ovel1lighl delivery service, or (b) certified or 

registered mail, return receipt requested, All notifications, communications and transmissions 

, (a) sent by overnight, cel1ified or registered mail shall be deemed submitted on the dale they are 

postmarked, or (b) sent by overnight delivery service shall be deemed submitted on the date they 

are delivered to the delivery service. 

169, Any Party may change either the notice recipient or the address for providing 

notices to it by serving all other Parties with a notice setting forth such new notice recipient or 

address, 

XX, ,fiALES OR TRANSFERS OF O\VNERSHIP lNlERESTS 

170. If DMG proposes to sell or transfer an Ownership Interest to an entity unrelated to 

DMG ("111ird Party Purchaser"), it shall advise the Third Party Purchaser in writing ofthe 

existence of this Consent De~ree prior to such sale or transfer, and shall send a copy of such 

written notification to the Plaintiffs pursuant to Section XIX (Notices) oftbis Consent Decree at 

least sixty (60) days before such proposed sale or transfer. 

171. No sale or transfer of an Ow'nership Interest shall take place before the Third 

Party Purchaser and EPA have executed, and the Court has approved, a modification pursuant to 

Section XXIII (Modification) of this Consent Decree making the Third Parly Purchaser a party 

to tbis Consent Decree and jointly and severally liable with DMG for al1 the requirements ofthis 

Decree that may be applicable to the transferred or purchased Ownership Interests. Should 

Illinois Power (or any successor thereof) become a Third Party Purchaser or an operator (as the 

term "operator" is used and interpreted under the Clean Air Act) of any DMG System Unit, then 
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the provisions in Section X of this Consent Decree (Release and Covenant Not to Sue for Illinois 

Power Company) that apply to lllinois Power sha11 no longer apply as to the DMG System 

Unites) associated with the transfer, and instead, the Resolution of Plaintiffs' Civil Claims 

provisions in Section XI that apply to DMG shall apply to lllinois Power with respect to such 

transferred Unites), and such changes shall be reflected in the modification to the Decree 

reflecting the sale or transfer of an Ownership Interest contemplated by this Paragraph, 

172. This Consent Decree shall not be constlUed to impede the transfer of any 

Ownership Interests between DMG and any Third Party Pnrchaser so long as fl,e requirements of 

this Consent Decree are met. This Consent Decree shall not be constlUed to prohibit a 

contractual allocation as between DMG and any Third Party Purchaser ofOwnersbip Interests 

of tbe burdens of compliance witb this Decree, provided that both DMG and sucb Third Party 

Purchaser shall remain jointly and severally liable to EPA fOT the obligations of the Decree 

applicable to the transferred or purchased Ownership Interests. 

173. If EPA agrees, EPA, DMG, and the Third Party Purchaser that has become a party 

to this Consent Decree pursnant to Paragraph 171, may execute a modification that relieves 

DMG of its liability under this Consent Decree for, and makes the Tbird Party Purchaser liable 

for, all obligations and liabilities applicable to the purcbased or transferred Ownership Interests. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, however, DMG may not assign, and may not be released from, 

any obligation under this Consent Decree that is not specific to the purchased or transferred 

Ownership Interests, including the obligations set forth in Sections VllI (Environmental 

Mitigation ProJects) and IX (Civil Penalty). DMG may propose and tbe EPA may agree to 

restrict the scope of the joint and several liability of any purchaser or transferee for any 
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obligations of this Consent Decree that are not specific to tbe transferred or purchased 

Ownership Interests, to the extent such obligations may be adequately separated in an 

enforceable manner. 

174, Paragraphs 170 and 171 of this Consent Decree do not apply if an Ownership 

Interest is sold or transferred solely as collateral security in order to consummate a financing 

arrangement (not including a sale-leaseback), so long as DMG: a) remains the operator (as that 

temt is used and interpreted under the Clean Air Act) of the subject DMG System Unites); b) 

remains subject to and liable for all obligations and liabilities of this Consent Decree; and c) 

supplies Plaintiffs with the following certification within 30 days ofthe sale or transfer: 

"Certification of Change in Ownership Interest Solely for Purpose of Consummating 
Financing, We, the Chief Executive Officer and General Counsel of Dynegy Midwest 
Generation, hereby jointly certify under Title 18 U,S.c. Section 100 I, on our own behalf 
and on behalf of Dynegy Midwest Generation ("DMG"), that any change in DMG's 
Ownership Interest in any Unit that is caused by the sale or transfer as collateral seclllity 
of such Ownership Interest in such Unites) pursuant to the financing agreement 
consummated on [insert applicable date) between DMG and [insert applicable entity): a) 
is made solely for the purpose of providing collateral secunty in order to consummate a 
financing arrangement; b) does not impair DMG's ability, legally or otherwise, to comply 
timely with all tenns and provisions of the Consent Decree entered in United Siaies of 
America, el ai, v, Illinois Power Company and Dynegy Midwes.1 Generalion, Inc" Civil 
Action No, 99-833-MJR; c) does not affect DMG's operational control of any Unit 
covered by that Consent Decree in a manner that is inconsistent with DMG's 
performance of its obligations under the Consent Decree; and d) in no way affects the 
status ofDMG's obligations or liabilities under that Consent Decree," 

XXI. EFFECTIVE DATE 

175, The effective date oftbis Consent Decree shall be the date upon which.this 

Consent Decree is entered by the Court. 
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XXII. RETENTION OF JURISDICTION 

176. The Court shall retain jurisdiction of this case after entry of this Consent Decree 

to enforce compliance with the tetms and conditions of this Consent Decree and to take any 

action necessary or appropriate for its interpretation, construction, execution, modification, or 

adjudication of disputes. During the term of this Consent Decree, allY Party to this Consent 

Decree may apply to the Court for any relief necessary to construe or effectuate this Consent 

Decree. 

XXlIl. htODlFlCATION 

177. The terms of this COllsent Decree may be modified only by a subsequent written 

agreement signed by the Plaintiff, and DMG. \\1,ere the modification constitutes a material 

change to any term of this Decree, it shall be effective only upon approval by the Court. 

XXIV. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

J 78. This Consent Decree is not a pennit. Compliance 'With the terms ofthis Consent 

Decree ltoes not guarantee compliance with all applicable federal, state, or local laws or 

regulations. The emissioll rates set forth herein do not relieve the Defendants from any 

obligation to comply with other state and federal requirements under the Clean Air Act, 

including the Defendants' obligation to satisfy any state modeling requirements set forth in the 

llIinois State Implementation Plan. 

179. This Consent Decree does not apply to any claim(s) of alleged criminal liability. 

180. In any snbsequent administrative or judicial action initiated by any of the 

Plaintiffs for injullctive relief or civil penalties relating to the facilities covered by this Consent 
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Decree, the Defendants shall not assert any defense or claim based upon principles of waiver, res 

judicata, colJateral estoppel, issue preclusion, claim preclusion, or claim splitting, or any other 

defense based upon the contention that the claims raised by any of the Plaintiffs in the 

subsequent proceeding were brought, Or should have been brought, in the instant case; provided, 

however, that nothing in this Paragraph is intended to affect the validity of Sections X (Release 

and Covenant Not to Sue for Illinois Power Company) and XI (Resolution of Plaintiffs' Civil 

Claims Against DMG). 

18 L Except as specifically provided by this Cons~nt Decree, nothing in this Consent 

Decree shall relieve the Defendants of their obligation to comply with all applicable federal, 

state, and local laws and regulations, Subject to the provisions in Sections X (Release and 

Covenant Not to Sue for Illinois Power Company) and XI (Resolution of Plaintiffs' Civil Claims 

Against DMG), nothing contained in this Consent Decree shall be construed to prevent or limit 

the rights of the Plaintiffs to obtain penalties or injnnctive relief under the Act or other federal, 

state, or local statutes, regulations, or permits, 

182. Every term expressly defmed by this Consent Decree shall have the meaniug 

given to that term by this Consent Decree and, except as otherwise provided in this Decree, 

every other tenn used in this Decree that is also a term under the Act or the regulations 

implementing the Act shall mean in this Decree what such term means under the Act or those 

implementing regulations. 

183. Nothing in this Consent Decree is intended to, or shall, alter or waive any 

applicable law (including but not limited to any defenses, entitlements, challenges, or 
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clarifications related to the Credible Evidence Rule, 62 Fed. Reg. 8314 (Feb. 24,1997)) 

conceming tbe use of data for any purpose under the Act. 

184. Each limit and/or other requirement established by or under this Decree is a 

separate, independent requirement. 

185. Pelformance standards, emissions limits, and other quantitative standards set by 

or under this Consent Decree must bc met to the number of significant digits in which the 

standard or limit is expressed. For example, an Emission Rate 0[0,100 is not met if the actnal 

Emission Rate is 0,101. DMG shall round the fourth significant digit to the nearest third 

significant digit, or the third significant digit to the nearest second significant digit, depending 

upon whether the limit is expressed to three or two significant digits. For example, if an actnal 

Emission Rate is 0.1004, that shall be rep0l1ed as 0,100, and shall be ill compliance with an 

Emission Rate of 0.1 00, and if an actual Emission Rate is O. J 005, that shall be reported as O. 101, 

and shall not be ill compliance with all Emission Rate of 0, 100, DMG shall report data to the 

number of significant digits in which the standard or limit is expressed, 

186. Tbis Consent Decree does not limit, enlarge or affect the rights of any Party to 

this Consent Decree as against any third parties, 

187. This Consent Decree constitntes the final, complete and exclusive agreement and 

understanding among the Parties with respect to the settlement embodied in this Consent Decree, 

and snpercedes all prior agreements and understandings among the Parties related to the subject 

matter herein. No docmnent, representation, inducement, agreement, understanding, or promise 

constitutes any part ofthis Decree 01' the settlement it represents, nor shall they be used in 

construing the terms of this Consent Decree, 
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188. Each Party to this action sllall bear its own costs and attorneys' fees. 

XXv. SIGNATORIES AND SERYICE 

189. Each undersigned representative of the Parties certifies that he or she is fully 

authorized to enter into the terms and conditions of this Consent Decree and to execute and 

legally bind to this document the Party he or she represents. 

190. This Consent Decree may be signed in counterpal1s, and such counterpart 

signature pages shall be given full force and effect. 

191. Each Party hereby agrees to accept service cif process by mail with respect to all 

matters arising under or relating to this Consent Decree and to waive the formal service 

requirements set forth in Rule 4 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and any applicable Local 

Rules of this Court including, but not limited to, service of a sunnnons. 

XXVI. PUBLIC COMMENT 

192. The Parties agree and acknowledge that final approval by the United States and 

entry of this Consent Decree is subject to the procedures of 28 C.F.R. § 50.7, which provides for 

notice of the lodging of this Consent Decree in the Federal Register, an opportunity lor public 

comment, and the right of the United States to withdraw or withhold consent if the comments 

disclose facts or considerations which indicate that the Consent Decree is inappropriate, 

improper or inadequate. TIle Defendants shall not oppose entry of this Consent Decree by this 

COllrt or challenge any provision of this Consent Decree unless the United States has notified the 

Defendants, in writing, that the United States no longer supports entry ofthe Consent Decree. 
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XXVlJ, CONDITIONAL TERMINATION OF ENFORCEMENT UNDER DECREE 

193, Iennillation as to Completed Tasks, As soon as DMG comptetes a construction 

project or any other requirement of this Conseat Decree that is not ongoing or recurring, DMG 

may, by motion to this Court, seek termination of the provision or provisions of this Consent 

Decree that imposed the requirement. 

DMG: 

194, Conditional Tennillalion of Enforcement Through the Consent Decree, After 

a, has successfully completed construction, and has maintained operation, of 

all poUution controls as required by this Consent Decree; 

b, has obtained final Title V permits (i) as required by the terms ofthis 

Consent Decree; (li) that cover all units in this Consent Decree; and (iii) 

that include as enforceable permit terms all of tIle Unit performance and 

other requirements specified in Section XVII (Pelmits) of this Consent 

Decree; and 

c. certifies that the date is later than December 31, 2015; 

then DMG may so certify these facts to the Plaintiffs and this Court. If the Plaintiffs do 

not object in writing with specific reasons within forty-five (45) days of receipt of 

DMG's certification, then, for auy Consent Decree violations that occur after the filing of 

notice, the Plaintiffs shall pursue enforcement of the requirements contained in the Title 

V pennit tlnough the applicable Title V permit and not through this Consent Decree, 

195, Resort to Enforcement under this Conse!,!! Decree. Notwithstanding Paragraph 

194, if enforcement of a provision in tllis Decree carmot be pursued by a party under the 
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applicable Title V pem1i!, or if a Decree requirement was intended to be part of a Title V Permit 

and did not become or remain part of such permit, then such requirement may be enforced under 

the terms of this Decree at any time. 

XXVHI. FINAL JUDGMENT 

196. Upon approval and entry of this Consent Decree by the Court, this Consent 

Decree shall constitute a final judgment among the Plaintiffs, DMG, and Illinois Power. 

SO ORDERED, THIS __ DA Y OF ______ " 200_. 

HONORABLE MICHAEL J. REAGAN 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
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APPENDIX A • MITIGATION PROJECTS REQUIREMENTS 

In compliance with and in addition to the requirements in Secti(ln VIII (If the Consent Decree, 
DMG shall comply with the requirements of this Appendix to ensure that the benefits of the 
environmental mitigation projects are achieved. 

1. Advanced Truck Stop Electrification Project 
A. Within one hundred thirty five (135) days after entry of this Consent Decree, 
DMG shall submit a plan to the Plaintiffs for review and approval for the completion of 
the installation of Advanced Truck Stop Electrification, preferably at State of Illinois 
owned rest areas along Illinois interstate highways in the St. Louis Metro East area 
(comprised of Madison, St. Clair and Monroe Counties in Illinois) or as nearby as 
possible. Long-haul truck drivers typically idle their engines at night at rest areas to 
supply heat or cooling in their sleeper cab compartments, and to maintain vehicle battery 
charge while electrical appliances such as TVs, computers and microwaves are in use. 
Modifications to rest areas to provide parking spaces with electrical power, heat and air 
conditioning will allow truck drivers to turn their engines off. Truck driver utilization of 
the Advanced Truck Stop Electrification will result in reduced idling time and therefore 
reduced fuel usage, reduced emissions of PM, NOx, VOCs and toxics, and reduced noise. 
This Project shall include, where necessary, techniques and infrastructure needed to 
support such project. DMG shall speod no less than $1 .5 million in Project Dollars in 
performing this Advanced Truck Stop Electrification Project. 

B. The proposed plan shan satisfy the following criteria: 
1. Describe how the work or project to be perfonned is consistent with 

requirements of Section [ A., above. 
1. Involve rest areas located in areas that are either in the St. Louis Metro 

East area (comprised of Madison, St. Clair and Monroe Counties in 
Illinois) or as nearby as reasonably possible. 

3. Provide for Ihe construction of Advanced Truck Stop Electrification 
stations with established technologies and equipment designed to reduce 
emissions of particulates andlor ozone precursors. 

4. Account for hardware procurement and installation costs at the recipient 
n'uck stops. 

5. Include a schedule for completing each portion of the project. 
6. Describe generally the expected environmental benefits of the projecl. 
7. DMG shall not profit from this project for the first five years of 

implementation. 

C. Perfonnance - Upon approval of plan by the Plaintiffs, DMG shall complete the 
mitigation project according to the approved plan and schedule, but no later than 
December 31, 2007. 
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11. Middle Fork/Vermilion Land Donation 
A, Within sixty (60) days after entry of the Consent Decree, DMG shall submit a 
plan to the Plaintiffs for review and approval for the transfer of ownership to the State of 
Illinois Department of Natural Resources (lDNR), of an approximately 1135 acre parcel 
of land aloug the Middle Fork Vennilion River in Vermilion County identified as the 
Middle Fork/Vermilion ("Property"), The value ofllle Property 10 be donated can be 
fairly valued at $225 million, Accordingly, DMG's full and final transfer of the Property 
in accordance with the plan shall satisfy its requirement to spend at least $2,25 million 
Project Dollars to implement this project 

B. The proposed plan shall satisfy the following criteria: 
I, Describe how the work or project to be perfonned is consistent with 

requirements of Section [I, A" above, 
2, This project entails the donation Of the entire parcel of land owned by 

DMG (an approximately 1135 acre parcel ofland) as oflodging of the 
Consent Decree along the East side of fbe Middle Fork Vennilion River in 
Vennilion County. The Property is located between Kickapoo State Park 
and the Mid,lIe Fork State Fish and Wildlife Area and Kennekuk County 
Park on the East side of the Middle Fork of the Vennilion River, 
Ownership of the Property and management of fbe natoral resources 
thereon shall be transferred to IDNR so as to ensure the continued 
preservation and public use of the Property, 

3, The plan shall include DMG's agreement to convey to lDNR, fbe 
Property, the Ancillary Structures and the Personal Property, if any, to the 
extent located all the Property, and to the extent owned by DMG, The 
plan shall include steps for resolution of all past liens, payment of all 
outstanding taxes, title transfer, and other such information as would be 
necessary to convey the Property to IDNR. [n all other respecls, the 
Property will he conveyed subject to the easements, rights-of-way and 
similar rights ofthird parties existing as offbe date oftbe conveyance, 

4, DMG shall retain its existing right to take and use the water from a 
stripmine lake located in the NW Y, of Section 28, T-20_N, R-12-W, 
3 P,M, and in the NE Y. of Section 29, T-20_N, R-12-W, 3rd P,M, of 
Vermillion County, and an easement to access this water and to provide 
electrical power to pump the water, 

5, DMG agrees to furnish to IDNR a current Altai ACSM Land Title Survey 
of the Property prepared and certified by an Illinois registered land 
surveyor. 

6, Describe generally the expected environmental benefit for fbe project 

C. Performance - Upon approval of plan by the PlaintiffS, DMG shall complete the 
mitigation project according to the approved plan and schedule, and convey snch 
Property prior to the date 180 days from entry of this Consent Decree or June 30, 2006, 
whichever is earlier. 
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lit Metro East Land Acquisition and Preservation and llIinois River Projects 
A. Within sixty (60) days after entry of the Consent Decree, and following 
consultation with Plaintiffs, including on behalf of the State of Illinois, the Illinois 
Department of Natural Resources, DMG shall submit a plan to the Plaintiffs for review 
and approval for the transfer of$2.75 million to the lllinois Conservation Foundation, 20 
ILCS 880115 (2004). The funds transferred by DMG to the Illinois Conservation 
Foundation shall be used for the express purpose of acquiring natural lands and habitat in 
the St Louis Metro East area, for acquiring andlor restoring endangered habitat along the 
Illinois River, and for future funding of the Illinois River Sediment Removal and 
Beneficial Reuse Initiative, administered by the Waste Management Resource Center of 
IDNR. In addition, to the extent possible, the funding shall be utilized to enhance 
existing wetlands and create new wetlands restoration projects at sites along the Illinois 
River between DMG's Havana Station and the Hennepin Station, and provide for public 
use of acquired areas in a manner consistent with the ecology and historic uses of the 
area. Further, to the extent possible, the funding shall enable the removal and transport 
of high quality soil sediments from the Illinois River bottom to end users, including State 
fish and wildlife areas, a local environmental remediation project, and other projects 
deemed beneficial by plaintiffs. Any properties acquired through funding of this project 
shall be placed in the permanent ownership of the State of Illinois and preserved for 
public use by IDNR. 
B. The proposed plan shall satisf'y the following criteria: 

I. Describe how the work or project to be performed is consistent with 
requirements of Section Ill. A., above. 

2. Include a schedule for completing the funding of each portion of the 
project. 

3. Describe generally the expected environnlental benefit tor the project. 

C. Performance - Upon approval of plan by the Plaintiffs, DMG shall complete the 
mitigation project according to the approved plan and schedule, but no later than 
December 31, 2007. 

IV. Vermilion P()wer Station Mercurv Control Project 
A. Within sixty (60) days of entry of the Consent Decree, DMG shall submit a plan 
to the Plaintiffs for review and approval for the performance oftlle Vermilion Power 
Station Mercury Control Project. The project will result in the installation of a baghouse, 
along with a sorbent injection system, to control mercury emissions from Venni1ion 
Units] and 2, with a goal of achieving 90% mercury reduction. For purposes of the 
Consent Decree, of the approximately $26.0 million expected capital cost for . 
construction and installation of the haghouse with a sorbent injection system, DMG shall 
be deemed to have expended $7.5 million Project Dollars upon commencement of 
operation of this control technology, provided that DMG continues to operate the control 
technology for five (5) years and surrenders any mercury allowances andlor mercury 
reduction credits, as applicable, during the five (5) year period. DMG shall complete 
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conslructioll and installation of the baghouse with a sorbent injection system, and 
commence operation of such control device, no later than June 30, 2007. 

B. The proposed plan shall satIsfy the following criteria: 
I. Desclibe how the work or project to be perfonned is consistent with 

requirements of Section IV. A., above. 
2. Include a general schedule and budget for completion of the construction 

of the baghouse and sorbent injection system, along with a plan for the 
submittal of periodic reports to the Plaintiffs on the progress of the work 
through completion of the construction and the commencement of 
operation of the baghouse and sorbent injection system. 

3. The sorbent injection system shall be designed to inject sufficient amounts 
of sorbent to collect (and remove) mercury emissions from the coal-fired 
boilers and to promote the goal of achieving a total mercury reduction of 
90%. 

4, DMG shall not be pennitted to benefit, under any federal or state mercury 
cap and trade program, from the operation of this project before June 30, 
2012 (if such a cap and trade system is legally in cffect at that time). 
Specifically, DMG shall not be pennitted to sell, or use within its system, 
any mercury allowances and/or mercury reduction credits earned Ibrough 
resulting mercury reductions under auy Mercury MACT rule or oIber state 
or federal mercury credit/allowance trading program, through June 30, 
2012. 

5. From July 1,2007 through June 30, 2012, DMG shall surrender to EPA 
any and all mercury creditsiallowances obtained through mercury 
reductions resulting from this project. 

6. DMG shall provide the Plaintiffs, upon completion of the construction and 
continuing for five (5) years thereafter, with semi-annual updates 
documenting: a) the mercury reduction achieved, including summaries of 
all mercury testing and any available continuous emissions monitoring 
data; and b) any mercury allowances andlor mercury reduction credits 
earned through resultillg mcrcury reductions under any Mercury MACT 
mle or other state or federal mercury credit/allowance trading program, 
and surrender thereof DMG also shall make such semi-annual updates 
concerning the performance of the project available to the public. Such 
infonnation disclosure shall illclude, but not be limited to, release of semi
annual progress reports clearly identifying demonstrated removal 
efficiencies of mercury, sorbent injection rates, and cost effectiveness. 

7, Describe genera lIy the expected environmental benefit for the project. 

C. Performance" Upon approval of plan by the Plaintiffs, DMG shall complete the 
mitigation project according to the approved plan and schedule. 
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V, Municipal and Educational Building Energy Conservation & Energy Efficiency 
Projects 
A, Within one hundred thirty five (135) days after entry of the Consent Decree, 
DMG shall submit a plan to Plaintiffs for review and approval for the completion of the 
Municipal and Educational Building Energy Conservation & Energy Efficiency Projects, 
as described herein, DMG shall spend no less than $1 ,0 million Project Dollars for the 
purchase and installation of environmentally beneficial energy tec1mologies for 
municipal and publie educational buildings in the Metro East area or the City of St. 
Louis. 

B, The proposed plan shall satisfY the following criteria: 
L Describe how the work or project to be performed is consistent with 

requirements of Section V, A" above. 
2. Include a general schedule and budget (for $1.0 million) lor completion of 

the projects, 
3, Describe generally the expected environmental benefit for the project. 

C. Perfom1llncc- Upon approval of plan by the Plaintiffs, DMG shall complete the 
mitigation project according to the approved plan and schedule, but no later than 
December 31, 2007, 
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EXHIBIT 9 
Letter from EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson to David Bookbinder, Chief Climate 

Counsel, Sierra Club (February 17,2009). 



OU1&120UY 21: 0"1 rAJ. 

UMm!!D SlJI.TM _.1:1 mu. ... 'BCfIOiIII AMNCY 

Mr. David BookbirIdcr 
Chid Climate Couaael 
Sierra Club 
408 C SIm:t. NE 
Wesbjnp. DC 20002 

Dear Mr. Bookbinder. 

~. D.c. 204lI0 

__ TOO 

This is in ICiJ!iOII=IC! to tbellllwuhd pIIIitioa for _id "'11 darted la.nuary 6, 2009, 
filed 011 belIIlf of the Sicmt. 0" and oQcr ~ ~). PdiitiGG.id aor::k ~011 
offormcr ~ ~ Apacy (E'PA) A_hi...".. Setfhm lo1m1on's 
~ dIIr:d DIcembr4' 11,2001,' I PI '. at EPA ~ rt..finlna 1be pou.ms 
subjcet to the fIdeI:al Prevaiion of 8"i~ ~ (PSD) pmcram tmdtrlbt CINn Air 
Act. Tbis maIl.OJIIIIdum 1bBoWfId II. ~ 13. 2001, dl:ciaion by EPA's ~ 
.AppeakBolrd (EAB), ~ tIIat 1fIe n , Itl!Y ~ ~ the scope of the PSD 
PfOIII'IIIl-lIII1bipollS aad .. EPA hill DOt "*"II. ly cxp'eiIM d why Ihe JlWIfatl did not 
apply to carbcm dioxide IS a CIlGIIIIq_o.fm 'UMitI& aad!UJlGlliue requinn .. ",., impoaed by 
CUll'ClJllaw. The EAB ---.cd the ~ 1& IIddrcss !be ill!wjiilaU 1'1: question "in the COII.IeXt 
of !Ill Mttoo of nIIionwide scope." 

In addi1io.n to requestiIIg n:<::oJWoienItion of tb: .JoImsOII ~ l'ditiomn fillI:IIIIIt 
request thIt EPA 5tl.r the ~f&div_ ofn. maI'I ........ «~1I.w JlCIidencY oflhis Petition 
for RIK=sjokttoti.on aDd dwrins u.1"'MIIICY cf Illy + .... ' to 1M Mano in 1I.w U.S. Court of 
Appeals fur the District of Columbitl Cimlit " 

Under the authoricy j!nIIlled by ICtUIIrl 553(e) oftbll .. Uminilllralive ProCedwe Act, the 
EPA grants 1I.w ~ fur ~ in orMr to aiJow fbrpubtic comment 011 !be is5UI:S 
r&ised in the memo.aud...... EPA will also IIMk paWi.c WIIiIDOIIf 011 lilly is!Iucs raieed in the 
opinion of the ~ Appeals BoInt, to the eIt1Ilnt tIJay In not coexBmsive with the 
i_ raised in the lllII:mOt'Uldum Ho_, tbII A&eDcr dl:c1i:Dcs to lake action to atay the 
efticctivmllS of the memtl11IDdum at lhis lime. Totf.tj!OUd t.o the petition fur ~ the 
AlJency pIaDs to publish a IlDIice of JlI'OI'OSCld l'IIlcmaking in the Fcdcmll Register in the oar 
future. 

in the~, tile Ajp=y m<pbni_1I. poiDtQQlled in !he ~ itadf: the 
lIMf1IOI'IIld1m docs not blDtl States issuiD& J1"""'lu llBIkr their own Stat.c ~ Plans. 
In lllldition, given the Apncy's, clecision to .-~an of the mcmomv1u!D, other PSD 
pennilting I.IlIhoritie$ .sboWcI not 8I!$IIIDI: thIt the ~ is the fin.el word on the 
IIPJlI'IlPri* i.ntc:Ipletatian of Cl_ Air Act xequill".Utll: 

I __ ~. ___ .fIN 

-. r nx. 7 St .~,,~,Ot ........ CWI"""'Pllplrflillnirru'l\~"""'t.rMt") 





WildEarth Guardians 
J 536 Wynkoop, Suite 30 I 
Denver, CO 80202 

Lisa Jackson 
Administrator 
U.S . Environmental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rios Bldg. 
1200 Pennsylvania Ave .. NW 
Washington. D.C. 20460 

PlACE lABEL HERE • 

rn 
2. PAYMEI'fT METHOD 

D 
Affix postage, moter strip or PC postage 
/sbtJI to at'86 indicsted In upper right 

t hand comer. 

~ 3. ATTACH LABEL (oPOOnaJ) 
~ Remove 'abel backmg and affix In designated area. 

--, l' e-


